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Gentlemen, before I proceed with the business of the House
I would like to take this opportunity to bid farewell to
Sir Joshua who has just resigned as Chief Minister and
consequently as Leader of this House. Whilst recognising
your wish, Sir Joshua, not to have long speeches, I cannot
and, indeed, I must not allow this occasion to go unnoticed.
You have been in this House since its inauguration as a
Legislative Council way back in 1950, a record of
Parliamentary service which will be very difficult to equal
either in Gibraltar or, for that matter, elsewhere where
democracy flourishes. During the eighteen years that I have
had the privilege and honour to preside over this House I
have always found you to be most courteous and helpful to
the Chair. For making the Speaker's task, which is never
an easy one, easier, I am most grateful to you. I feel sure
that I am expressing the views and feelings of all Members
on both sides of the House in wishing you and Marceile a
well earned, long and happy retirement. I have no doubt that
as a Backbencher, even if only for the remainder of this
Parliamentary term, you will still continue to make a worthy
contribution to the work of the House and, indeed, in your
full retirement in due course, I am sure you will always
continue to have the closest interest in the affairs of
Gibraltar. My very best wishes to you on your retirement
and may it be a happy and long one, as I have already said.
HON SIR JOSHUA HASSAN:
Mr Speaker, I am very grateful for your kind remarks. There
has been sufficient publicity about my leaving so I would
rather say very little except to thank you for your kindness
and to say that I will look back on my years in the House
as very happy occasions in the interests of Gibraltar.

IN ATTENDANCE:
HON J BOSSANO:

P A Garbarino Esq,.MBE, ED - Clerk of the House of Assembly
PRAYER
Mr Speaker recited the prayer.
CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES
The Minutes of the Meeting held on the 19th October, 1987,
having been previously circulated, were taken as read and
confirmed.

Mr Speaker, may I say that I cannot quite express the same
sentiments as you have done since my relationship with the
Hon and Learned Member have not been quite the same as yours.
I have been in this House for fifteen years and he has been
the Chief Minister of Gibraltar for those fifteen years and
I have agreed with 99% of his decisions in the fifteen years.
However, the Hon Member knows that I have never borne any
personal animosity towards him and I do, indeed, wish him
a happy retirement and I am sure that he will continue to
take a close interest in the way things develop in Gibraltar
after his retirement. It is always a difficult thing, I think,
to adjust to a less active role in all walks of life and
I would imagine for somebody like himself who has been at
the helm it will be quite a difficult job but I am Sure that
the Hon and Learned Member will be around for many, many
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years and will no doubt remind those of us who follow him
how much better he used to do things when he was there when
the time comes. May I therefore wish him a very happy retirement and at the same time may I take the opportunity of
congratulating Mr Canepa in being named by his Party, Leader,
and in being appointed the new Chief Minister and to assure
him that, in fact, the Opposition will continue to look to
the performance of the Government in the months that are
left with the same critical but constructive view and be
willing to give its support and identify itself with. the
Government on matters on which we should be united and that
I hope the fact that on previous occasions we have appeared
to be closer ideologically than other Members of the House,
may augur well for cooperation between the two sides
irrespective of which side we each happen to be sitting on
in the future.
MR SPEAKER:
I will now turn to you, Chief Minister. I would like to
express my congratulations on your appointment. You are the
third Chief Minister of this House during my time as Speaker.
The burden of Government with its heavy responsibilities
now falls squarely on your shoulders. I feel sure that your
long Ministerial experience and your time as Deputy Chief
Minister will now stand you in very good stead. May I extend
to Julie and yourself my heartiest congratulations on your
appointment and I feel sure that you will continue to guide
and advise the House as you have done as a Minister. My best
wishes to you both.

The Hon the Financial and Development Secretary laid on t1.7e
table the following documents:
(1) Statement of Consolidated Fund Re-Allocations approved
by the Financial and Development Secretary (No. 10 of
1986/87).
(2) Statement of Consolidated Fund Re-Allocations approved
by the Financial 'and Development Secretary (No. 1 of
1987/88).
(3) Statement of Improvement and Development Fund ReAllocations approved by the Financial and Development
Secretary (No. 5 of 1986/87).
(4) Statement of Improvement and Development Fund ReAllocations approved by the Financial and Development
Secretary (No. 6 of 1986/87).
(5) Statement of Improvement and Development Fund ReAllocations approved by the Financial and Development
Secretary (No. 1 of,1987/88).
(6) Statement of Improvement and Development Fund ReAllocations approved by the Financial and Development
Secretary (No. 2 of 1987/88).
(7) Schedule of Supplementary Estimates No. 3 of 1987/88.
Ordered to lie.
ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS

HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Mr Speaker, thank you very much for your kind remarks both
at the official level and moreso, indeed, at a personal level.
I would also like to thank the Leader of the Opposition for
his kind words. I don't want at this stage to say anything
about Sir Joshua's retirement, I don't want to steal your
thunder, in particular, Mr Speaker, but it. is my intention
to say a few words to mark the occasion later on this week
when I move the adjournment of the House. Thank you very
much.

The House recessed at 1.05 pm.
The House resumed at 3.30 pm.
Answers to Questions continued.
THE ORDER OF THE DAY
MINISTERIAL STATEMENTS

DOCUMENTS LAID

MR SPEAKER:

The Hon the Minister for Tourism laid on the table the
following document:

The Hon the Minister for Labour and Social Security has given
notice that he wishes to make a statement. I will therefore
call on the Hon Minister to make his statement.

The Tourist Survey Report, 1986.
Ordered to lie.

4.
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HON DR R G VALARINO:
Mr Speaker, prior to addressing myself to the three motions
standing in my name, I would like to make a statement on
the comprehensive review of the Supplementary Benefit Scheme
and allied matters that was carried out by my Department
and which I informed the House would be ready by the end
of the year.
2. The matter has been given careful consideration and
in Government's view the main problem groups are:A - those elderly persons over 65 who are in receipt of
Supplementary Benefit because they are not entitled to a
Social Insurance Pension, particularly those living alone;
B - those elderly -persons over 65 who do not qualify for
Old Age Pension or Supplementary Benefit and are therefore
in receipt of Elderly Persons Allowance;
C - those persons who are seriously ill or permanently
incapacitated who have no income of their own;
D - those non-Gibraltarian husbands of Gibraltarian woman
in receipt of Supplementary Benefit who are not eligible
for benefit because they are foreign nationals;
E - those persons who are precluded from claiming benefit
because they have some savings;
- those single parents whose entitlement is affected by
their taking up part-time work;
G - those families in receipt of benefit who may need assistance to cover one-off expenses to buy essential household
items; and
H - those EEC nationals who have resided in Gibraltar for
over three years who may find themselves unemployed.
Group A - Having regard to the special needs of the more
elderly, it is proposed that the weekly rates of benefit
of those beneficiaries in receipt of Supplementary Benefit
who are over 65 should be increased in line with United
Kingdom rates as follows:
1987 Rate
Married couple
(Over•65)
Married couple
(over 65 after
1 year on SB
instead of 2)

£48.30

£52.25
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1988 Rate
£53.60 (10.9%)

£57.90 (10.8%)
(includes long-term
allowance)

Single person
(Over 65)

£27.70

£34.30 (23.8%)

Single person
Over 65 after
1 year on SB
instead of 2)

£29.70

£38.60 (29.9%)
(includes long-term
allowance)

It is also recommended that the long-term allowance, which
is now added to the weekly entitlement, should be payable
after the beneficiary has been in receipt of benefit for
one year instead of the present two years qualification period.
3. Group B - Taking into consideration the representations
made by some of those in receipt of Elderly Persons Allowance,
and the fact that it is proposed to increase the weekly rates
of Supplementary Benefit for persons over 65 by more than
7%, which is the percentage increase approved for all other
social insurance benefits, Government has decided that the
present weekly allowance of £17.40 be increased to £20.40,
ie an increase of 17%.
4. Group C - The scheme in its present form does not cater
for persons who may be severely ill or permanently
incapacitated due to accident or illness. However, there
are provisions in the scheme for the payment of a weekly
allowance of £18.10 to persons over 19 who are severely
handicapped since birth. It is proposed that a similar allowance (£19 per week when increased by 7%) should be paid to
those unfortunate people who may be seriously ill or
permanently incapacitated who have no personal income. This
allowance should cease to be payable if the claimant is
entitled to a full Old Age Pension when he reaches pensionable
age, ie 65 years. If entitled to a reduced pension only the
amount which makes up the full pension should be payable.
5. Group D - At the moment the non-Gibraltarian husband.
of a Gibraltarian woman (unless he is a British Subject
resident in Gibraltar for over three years) is not entitled
to benefit. If he becomes unemployed and not entitled to
Unemployment Benefit his wife may claim Supplementary Benefit
for herself and the children but nothing is payable to him
or on his behalf as a dependent adult. However, Gibraltarian
men may claim benefit for their wives regardless of their
nationality. It is evident that the scheme discriminates
against non-Gibraltarian males and, therefore, in order to
rectify this anomaly, benefit will be paid to male and female
spouses of Gibraltarian applicants irrespective of their
nationality.
6. Group E - Applicants who have some savings or have
received a small gratuity are sometimes precluded from
claiming benefit because the amount of their capital assets
exceeds the present limit of £1,810 in the case of a married
couple, or £1,145 in the case of a single person. In the
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United Kingdom the amount of savings disregarded for the
purpose of calculating benefit is £3,000. Considering that
the amounts prescribed in our scheme are not, by today's
standards very considerable amounts, the figure of £1,010
is being increased to the more realistic figure of £3,000.
The figure of £1,145 is to be increased to £2,000.
6.(b) The present system of running down the regarded assets,
is also being modified to take account of family composition.
At present the scheme makes no distinction between single
persons and married couples with children.
7. Group F - It is the Government's view that single parents
should be encouraged to take up employment. It is considered
that many lone parents would at least take up part-time work
if they were to be better off financially. It has therefore
been agreed that when calculating future entitlement to
benefit, instead of disregarding £14.40 of their weekly
earnings as now .prescribed in the Scheme, this should be
increased to £25. This would enable some of those in parttime work to supplement their wages with Supplementary Benefit
and automatically be eligible to the Single Parent Allowance.
The amount of benefit payable will obviously depend on the
level of their wages.
In addition to the foregoing, it is proposed that an amendment
should be made to the Social Security (Insurance) Ordinance
to enable a woman whose marriage has been terminated otherwise
than by the death of her husband and who was under pensionable
age on the date of that termination, to preserve the right
to claim an Old Age Pension on her ex-husband's insurance
record,. based on the contributions paid by him before the
date of termination of the marriage. Thus, a woman who has
never been insured or does not qualify with her own
contributions for a full pension, may be eligible to apply
for a pension based on those contributions which were paid
by her ex-husband up to the date of the dissolution of the
marriage. It should be noted that similar provisions already
exist in the United Kingdom which guarantee certain rights
to divorced women.
Government has also decided that electricity and water charges
of beneficiaries in receipt of Supplementary Benefit,
including other Social Security Pensioners entitled to Rent
Relief, should be subsidised in some way by my Department
end necessary arrangements will be put in hand in the New
Year so as to devise a formula in a manner consistent with
accounting principles in relation to the operation of tie
funded services.
8. Group G - The Family Care Unit of the Department quire
often receives enquiries for financial assistance from
claimants already receiving Supplementary Benefit. At times,
families with many children may need help to cover one-off
expenses they may have to buy essential household items,
eg a cooker, heater, pushchair, beds, mattresses, etc.
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Sometimes elderly people living alone may not be able to
afford the cost of a telephone connection or a basic plumbing
job or any other essential repair. In the United Kingdom
lump sum payments are made to cover such expenses. Government
is satisfied that there are persons who may genuinely' need
this kind of extra assistance and therefore has decided to
allocate a sum per annum for these purposes to the Family
Care Unit.
9. Group H - As the House is aware, only registered
Gibraltarians and British Subjects who have resided in
Gibraltar for over three years are eligible to apply for
Supplementary Benefit. The Department is of the opinion that
Government is vulnerable to criticism and accusations from
the European Commission in that our Scheme is discriminating
against other EEC nationals, in favour of British nationals.
In the circumstances, it is prudent to extend the scope of
the scheme to all EEC nationals who satisfy the three year
residence qualification.
10. The Government has also decided to increase Family Allowances from the present weekly rate of £5 to £7 as from the
beginning of 1988. This will bring it more in line with the
current rate of United Kingdom Child Benefit which is £7.25
per week.
Families on Supplementary Benefits would also be helped as
they will get an extra allowance of £7 for the first child.
11. The extra cost of all these measures will be in the order
of £1.25m per annum.
I would like to take this opportunity to .thank the various
members of my Department who have been closely involved in
preparing this review.
MR SPEAKER:
Perhaps this will be a reasonable time to recess for tea.
The House recessed at 5.15 pm.
The House resumed at 5.50 pm.
HON J BOSSANO:
Mr Speaker, are we going to get an opportunity to ask the
Hon Member points of clarification on the statement?
MR SPEAKER:
Yes, I looked at you before I recessed for tea because I
felt that you might wish to ask questions.
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HON J BOSSANO:

HON DR R G VALARINO:

I would like to ask the Hon Member, in the first group where
he says 'particularly those living alone' in referring to
people over 65 who are on supplementary benefit. What is
the distinction between those living alone and those not
living alone in terms of the benefits?

I have been informed that the 1988 rate is irrespective of
whether they are living alone or not.
HON J BOSSANO:
So this means, in fact, that everybody will be able to claim
that as they do in UK now?

HON DR R G VALARINO:
It is simply because as supplementary benefits are means
tested, those living alone will receive a lower amount than
if they are living with some other members of the household
in which case the amount of money they get from supplementary
benefits at the end of the week will be higher than if they
are on their own.
HON J BOSSANO:
The Hon Member in the statement he has made says that
particularly those living alone are a group that is
identified. Are we to understand that the rates that he
specifies in group A are for those living alone and, if so,
what is happening to those not living alone?

HON DR R G VALARINO:
Exactly.
HON J BOSSANO:
So, in fact, the implications of this are that many people
who currently are deprived of supplementary benefits because
they are elderly people living with their children will no
longer be deprived, am I correct?
HON DR R G VALARINO:
Yes.

HON DR H G VALARINO:
HON J E PILCHER:
Those living on their own are, in fact, if one turns over
to - page 2, we are increasing the benefits of beneficiaries
in receipt of supplementary benefit who are over 65 in line
with the UK and these, as far as I am aware, are people who
are living alone and have got no extra dependents, that has
gone up. The other thing, I would like to say on that as well,
is a comment which
made later on in my statement. There
are two other things, first of all, the Family Care Unit
which cuite often receive requests for financial assistance
from claimants also receiving supplementary benefit. Sometimes
elderly people living alone may not be able to afford the
cost of a telephone connection or a basic plumbing job or
any essential repairs. The Family Care Unit would be allocated
a sum of money to be able to help in this respect because
obviously they are living alone and the water heater may
go bust and then they could well
HON J BOSSANO:

Mr Speaker, in paragraph 11, it says: "The extra cost of
all these measures will be in the order of E1.25m". I think
it would be beneficial for us if he could give us what this
particular measure will cost and I think, as well, in respect
of the other measures. You said the supplementary rates are
going to be upped, what is that going to cost in a year so
we will need to know what that is going to cost in the three
months that we have got of this financial year as we will
need, I suppose, to appropriate more money for it so I think
we will need that information as well.
HON DR R G VALARINO:
Mr
be
of
of

Speaker, there are two things you may be asking. You may
asking what these considerations will cost in this cuarter
the financial year or you could well ask for a breakdown
each and every single item.

I am asking about the ones who are not living alone, Mr
Speaker, that is what I am saying to him. I am saying to
him, are the figures that he has given on page 2 the amounts
that are going to be paid to people living alone and, :.f
so, what happens to people not living alone?

With respect, at statement time the only questions that can
be asked are questions on clarification.

9.
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MR SPEAKER:

EON J BOSSANO:

HON J BOSSANO:

We want clarified how the £1.25m is arrived at.

I would also like to ask the Minister, he says on page 3:
"The present system of running down the regarded assets is
being modified to take account of family composition". Can
he explain how it is being modified?

MR SPEAKER:
No, with respect, I think this could well be the subject
matter of a debate but the practice of this House has been
that only the Leader of the Opposition or the Shadow is
allowed to ask questions. I am liberal in these things but
we must not debate the statement.

HON DR R G VALARINO:

HCN DR R G VALARINO:

The main thing is that it is the family composition which
is going to decide on the running down of the regarded assets.
In the paragraph above I gave you an example by saying that
a couple would now have a maximum of £3000 whereas a single
person would have £2000. At present the scheme makes no
distinction between single persons and married persons with
children. We are going to work around the factor where
children also come into the picture in order to be able to
increase the sum which we are going to run out over a period
of time. Therefore, a married couple is £3000, a single person
is £2000 but a married couple with children could well be
over £3000 depending on the number of children. This has
still got to be worked out by the Department and as soon
as these figures are available I can let the Hon Member know.
The main thing is that because the family composition is
bigger, obviously, the running down must be a higher sum
than just an ordinary married couple who get £3000.

Mr Speaker, I should have the information.

HON J BOSSANO:

MR SPEAKER:

I get the distinct impression, M.r Speaker, that the Hon Member
is confused.

HON J BOSSANO:
We are asking for information, Mr Speaker. We are 'saying
how much will the approved supplementary benefits for over
65 cost?
MR SPEAKER:
If you have not got the information you say you haven't got
the information and then it will have to be given at a
different time, it is as simple as that.

I am afraid we cannot stop the work of the House. Have ycu
cothe information?

HON DR R G VALARINO:

FON J PILCHER:

No.

Am I correct, Mr Speaker, in saying that this will•have to
included .as an extension to the Appropriation Bill at
stage we will obviously be able to debate it? Will
we get another opportunity when we discuss the Appropriation
Bill Or not?

HON J BOSSANO:

HON DR R G VALARINO:
We don't need to appropriate the full amount, Mr Speaker,
because we have got a certain amount of money to tide us
over from January to March. Let me give you the additional
cost per annum. On the supplementary benefits this is
£97,890.

11.

Surely the running down has nothing to do with the capital
sum which is exempt and whichl is what paragraph
refers
to, that is to say, the £3000 is not run down, the £3000
is disregarded. The running down is the value as if it were
of notional income. which is attached to the residual capital.
How is that being changed?
HON DR R G VALARINO:
I would have thought it is very simple. What we are trying
to do is we are increasing the figure up to £3000 if he has
dependents.
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HON J BOSSANO:
No, that is not what the statement says. I am seeking
clarification on the statement, Mr Speaker, and the statement
in paragraph 6(b) is talking about something different. If
somebody has £10,000 my understanding of the statement made
by the Minister is that at present if a married couple has
got £10,000 saved up, the £1810 is disregarded and they are
treated as if they had £7200. Now, under paragraph 6, £3000
is going to be disregarded out of the £10,000 and then the
£7000 is run down and the system of running down the remainder
of the regarded assets is what I am being told in 6(b) is
going to be modified. I am asking how is it going to be
modified.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
No, that remains the same, it is 25p per week for every £15
in excess of the ceiling. If the ceiling instead of £2000
becomes £3000 when the beneficiary has got dependents, then
he is being treated more generously because the rate of
running down is less because there is £1000 more being disregarded.

principles and in relation to the operation of the funded
services. They will work out the way in which we are going
to do this. We cannot go into this part of it more than we
have already said at the moment. The principle is there.
What we want to find out is how senior members of two departments, say, the Accountant-General and the Director of Labour
and Social Security, will be able to devise a scheme in which
we can work and they can put forward ideas to the Government
who will then decide which way they want this thing to work.
HON J BOSSANO:
I know what that says and I am not talking , about the
principles of the funded services. My question is very simple.
Is it the intention to subsidise a proportion of the
consumption or a fixed amount? Surely, that is a matter of
principle, not a matter of accounting policy. The accounting
policy is how the money is going to be actually .fed into
the funded accounts. In looking at what the person on
supplementary benefits is going to get, is the thinking on
the Government's part in terms of a fixed amount or in terms
of a proportion of the bill?
HON DR R G VALARINO:

HON J BOSSANO:
Then the way it is stated here is misleading. The present
system of running down is not being modified, that is. what
I am being told, that in fact all that is happening now is
that the floor has been raised and the system continues the
same.
HON DR R G VALARINO:

Mr Speaker, no decision can be taken as yet until we get
this committee going and they report back to Government.
HON J BOSSANO:
Does the Minister have any idea of how much it will cost
if he hasn't decided yet what he is going to provide and,
if so, is any part of the £1.25m total cost a figure in
relation to this?

Yes, the wrong wording may have been used in that respect.
HON DR R G VALARINO:
HON J BOSSANO:
On page 4 the Government says that it has decided that the
electricity and water charges of beneficiaries in receipt
of supplementary benefits should be subsidised. How is that
going to be done? Are we talking about a percentage of the
bill or are we talking about a fixed sum for each individual
depending on the level of consumption?
HON DR R G VALARINO:
Mr Speaker, Sir, the aim is that the beneficiaries in receipt
of supplementary benefits should be entitled to rent relief
and should be subsidised in some way. I am afraid it is too
early to say now because what I went on to say was that the
necessary arrangements would be put into effect in the New
Year which will mean meetings between various Heads of Department to work out a formula which is consistent with accounting

We haven't got an estimate on this one because we don't know
what it is going to cost exactly. I have been passed a paper
but I am afraid I cannot decipher the writing.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Being a former school teacher I can read bad handwritina.
There are various options still to be costed. Could I go,
Mr Speaker, back to 6(b) because I think we have given a
misleading answer, this is the question of running down the
system. It is being changed. The balance after disregarding
£3000 will be run down by the rate of supplementary benefit
that the applicant would have normally been entitled to if
he had had no capital assets./
MR SPEAKER:
We will then go on to motions.
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the date of termination of the marriage. The amending
legislation is not ready and I propose to introduce a Bill
to give effect to this measure at the next meeting of the
House. Sir, I commend the motion to the House.

MOTIONS
HON DR R G VALARINO:
Mr Speaker, I beg leave in view of the long wording of the
motion standing in my name that it be taken as read.

Mr Speaker proposed the questions in the terms of the motion
moved by the Hon Dr R G Valarino.

MR SPEAKER:
HON J BOSSANO:
This is the motion in respect of the Social Security
(Insurance) (Amendment of Contributions and Benefits) Order,
1987. Leave is granted.
HON DR R G VALARINO:
Mr Speaker, I am required by the Social Security Ordinance
to review annually the rates of benefits and contributions
under the Ordinance having regard to the general level of
earnings and prices. In determining the standard rate of
old age pension for a married couple, this must be fixed
at not less than 50% of the average weekly earnings of weekly
paid full-time employees in Gibraltar or 333% for a single
person. At the time of carrying out the review, the latest
available unemployment survey for October, 1986, gave the
average weekly earnings of £143.49. On this basis it is
proposed that the standard rate of old age pension for 1988
be £71.70 instead of £67 for a married couple and £47.80
instead of £44.70 for a single person. These new rates
represent increases of approximately 7%. All other benefits
under the Ordinance will be increased by the same percentage
approximately except once again for maternity and death grants
which remain unchanged. The proposed increases in benefits
are estimated to bring the total expenditure of the Social
Insurance Fund for 1988 to £16.8m. This figure includes the
cost of Spanish pensions at 1988 rates. I must make it
perfectly clear, however, that in reviewing contributions
no account has been taken of the Spanish pensioners' entitlement to current rates of benefits, this is a matter which
is still under discussion with the UK Government. The value
of the Social Insurance Fund stood at £15.66m in April, 1987.
This year the increases of contributions have been kept as
low as possible although it is still Government's intention
to continue the policy of increasing contributions to an
extent which will provide a surplus of income over
expenditure. It is therefore proposed that the 1988
contributions should be increased by £1 a week for an adult,
50p by the employer and 50p from the employee. In percentage
terms the increase represents 6.9% for all adults as against
9.2% last year. As I have previously mentioned in my statement
to the House, it is also proposed that the Social Security
Ordinance should be amended to enable a woman whose marriage
has been terminated otherwise than by the death of her
husband, as in the case of divorced women, to preserve the
right to claim an old age pension on her ex-husband i. s
insurance record based on the contributions paid by him before
15.

Mr Speaker, what I would like is for the Government to
clarify, given the answer that we were given during Question
Time about the Spanish Sub-fund being exhausted by September,
presumably the 1st October. Given the fact that the money
comes in on a quarterly basis we were assuming from the answer
that we got that what we were being told was that it would
cost £2m to provide Spanish pensions for October, November
and December. If we are talking 'about it costing £2m for
November and December then we are talking about an annual
cost of £l0m and, not an annual cost of £8m. Perhaps that
can be cleared up but, certainly, given that we were, told
that the Fund was short of £2m for the remainder of 1988,
wel assumed it would be £2m for three months and not £2m for
'two months and that therefore when the Hon Member said October
he meant the 1st October and not the 31st -October. I wish
to know whether that calculation has been done taking into
account the increases that are being proposed now or whether
the additional 7% has got to be added to that £2m?
MR SPEAKER:
Are there 'any other contributors to the debate?
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Mr Speaker, the Hon Member did ask a question which arose
out of an answer I gave and with your permission I will reply
to. that before, the Hon Minister replies. Certainly the
calculations which I gave, the calculations underlying the
answer I gave to the Hon Mr Mor earlier today, only took
account of the increases which the Minister has announced.
We are making up-to-date calculations about the increases
next year.
MR SPEAKER:
Does the Hon Member wish to exercise his right of reply?
EON DR R G VALARINO:
No, Sir.
Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the motion was accordingly passed. .
16.

HON DR R G VALARINO:
Mr Speaker, I beg leave, in view of the long wording of the
motion standing in my name, that it be taken as read.
MR SPEAKER:
I feel sure that the House will give the Minister leave not
to have to read the motion.
HON DR R G VALARINO:
Sir, following on the previous motion I am now moving this
one which is intended to increase benefits under the Employment Injuries Insurance Ordinance by about 7% as from the
1st January, 1988, in line with the increase in benefits
under the Social Security Ordinance. Injury benefit for a
man with a dependent wife goes up from £50.47 to £53.97 per
week with additions for children. Gratuity on death due to
an industrial accident, from £11,430 to £12,230 and likewise
for 100% disability for a weekly pension of £43.40 instead
of £40.60. The weekly contributions under this Ordinance
currently stand at 26p, 13p each from employer and employee.
Expenditure on benefits continue to increase and it is
accordingly proposed to increase contributions for 1988 by
15%, ie 4p increase to be shared equally between employer
and employee. Sir, I commend the motion to the House.
Mr Speaker proposed the question in the terms of the motion
moved by the Hon Dr R G Valarino.
There being no debate Mr Speaker then put the question which
was resolved in the affirmative and the motion was accordingly
passed.
HON DR R G VALARINO:
Mr Speaker, I beg leave, in view of the long wording of the
motion standing in my name, that it be taken as read.
MR SPEAKER:
I feel sure that leave of the House is granted.

Mr Speaker proposed the question in the terms of the motion
moved by the Hon Dr R G Valarino.
HON J BOSSANO:
May I ask the Hon Member, how is the rate of unemployment
benefit now compared to the rate for supplementary benefits
for people who are under 65 and unemployed? Are we getting
a situation where everybody who is unemployed will, in fact,
qualify for supplementary benefits because of the increase
in supplementary benefits being bigger than the increase
in unemployment benefit?
MR SPEAKER:
Are there any other contributors to the debate? I will then
call on the Mover to reply.
HON DR R G VALARINO:
Mr Speaker, Sir, in a case where supplementary benefits would
be higher than unemployment benefit in this respect, if somebody was out of work and wanted unemployment benefit, if
by any chance the social security benefit would be higher
than unemployment benefit it would be made up to the social
security benefit.
HON J BOSSANO:
My question is, is it going to happen with the changes that
have been introduced? That is what I am asking because the
figures that have been quoted are for over 65. I imagine
that the under 65 are also getting increased supplementary
benefits. Are we saying that people who are unemployed will
in theory be getting this figure but in practice be getting
the supplementary benefit figure because the supplementary
benefit figure is higher? That is my question.
RON DR R G VALARINO:
The supplementary benefit figure and the unemployment figure
are very similar so it is very unlikely that such a thing
would occur but if it did occur then one would take over,
presumably, over the other one. But it is very unlikely it
would occur because they are very similar in nature.

HON DR R G VALARINO:
Sir, this is the third and last motion in the annual series
and deals with unemployment benefit which is in line with
other increases in social security benefits which will also
be increased by about 7%. The basic weekly rate of this
benefit will go up from £33 to £35.40 a week with increases
of £17.40 for wife and £6.90 per child. Sir, I commend the
motion to the House.
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HON J BOSSANO:
I am sorry, Mr Speaker. The figures that were given by the
Minister in his Statement when we sought clarification
specifically mentions the case of the over 65. Obviously
the over 65 do not get unemployment benefit. Are we being
told then that, for example, if there is a man of 64
unemployed, he is not entitled to the £53.60 that a married
couple over 65 is so what is, in fact, the difference between
the two?
18.

HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Mr Speaker, a married couple, assuming living on their own,
naturally, a married couple under 65, under supplementary
benefits will be getting £47.80. The rate of unemployment
benefit is £52.80. The Hon Member should keep in mind that,
of course, the supplementary benefit is totally tax free
and then they are entitled to rent relief and so forth so
I think it is pitched at pretty well the correct figure.
MR SPEAKER:
Has the Minister finished his reply?
HON DR R G VALARINO:
Yes, Sir.
Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the motion was accordingly passed.
BILLS

FIRST AND SECOND READINGS
THE GIBRALTAR BROADCASTING CORPORATION (AMENDMENT) ORDINANCE,
1987
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Sir, I have the honour to move that a Bill for an Ordinance
to amend the Gibraltar Broadcasting Corporation Ordinance
be read a first time.
Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the Bill was read a first time.

has been looking at is the leasing of their transmitters
during the time that GBC are not using them. The obstacle
to pursuing this matter has been the fact that the GBC
Ordinance precludes any other than GBC, with the sole
exception of SSVC, from broadcasting from Gibraltar. This
amendment to the GBC Ordinance will allow GBC to enter into
contracts with organisations who may be willing to transmit
within the area from Gibraltar. The Corporation has informed
Government that they have received no concrete proposals
although a number of organisations have shown an interest.
The method of transmission is something for the Corporation
to consider, it could be an open transmission or a coded
transmission which only subscribers could receive. Any agreement entered into between the Corporation and other parties
will be purely commercial and under the control of the Board
of GBC. The Corporation would draw up their own guidelines
within what is allowed under the Governor-in-Council's
directions to the Board of GBC. The Corporation's intention
is to obtain as much revenue as possible whilst maintaining
the level of the Government subsidy at its present level
in order to build up its reserves to undertake the necessary
capital expenditure to update its facilities. The facilities
provided by the amendment to the Ordinance apply to both
radio and television. Mr Speaker, I commend the Bill to the
House.
MR SPEAKER:
Before I put the question to the House does any Hon Member
wish to speak on the general principles and merits of the
Bill?
HON J C PEREZ:
Mr Speaker, I would prefer the Hon Mr Perez to make his
contribution first. It might be that after he makes his
contribution I won't have any queries on the matter.
HON J B PEREZ:

SECOND READING
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Mr Speaker, I have the honour to move that the Bill be now
read a second time. Mr Speaker, in moving the Second Reading
of the Bill I am going to deal in very general terms and
then the Hon Mr Perez who I think is the Chairman of the
Standing Committee on GBC and has been more closely involved
in this matter in recent months, will also be making a
contribution and perhaps be dealing in more specific terms
than I will. The Gibraltar Broadcasting Corporation have,
for a number of years, been considering ways and means of
increasing their sources of revenue. One way has been through
increased advertising. Another method which the Corporation

I have no objection in making my contribution now except
perhaps that I would have thought it better, for the better
running of the House, if I would hear any queries that Hon
Members opposite might have.
MR SPEAKER:
Do you wish to contribute or don't you wish to contribute?
HON J B PEREZ:
Yes.
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MR SPEAKER:
Well, let us carry on.
HON J B PEREZ:
Mr Speaker, there is, in fact, very little that one can add
to what the Hon the Chief Minister has already said except
perhaps that I could possibly give a number of examples to
illustrate what precisely is meant by the Bill at present
before the House. The present position as Members all know
is that under the Ordinance the Gibraltar Broadcasting
Corporation enjoys a monopoly in Gibraltar for broadcasting.
The only exception to that is SSVC or as most commonly
referred to, BFBS. However, if, for example, hypothetically,
let us say that the BBC were to wish to set up a relay station
here in Gibraltar and they wanted to use a frequency which
is owned by GBC but which is unused, which is lying dormant,
under the present legislation GBC is unable to allow the
BBC to use this particular frequency because under the law
as it stands the monopoly is, what I would call, very personal
and exclusive only to GBC. That, really, is the whole idea
behind this amendment. Of course, by doing that it would
enable GBC to be able to achieve a greater deal of what we
call economic independence and be self-financing and therefore
require less Government subvention. That, basically, is the
basic principles of this particular Bill. Having said that,
I ought to say a few words about why the word 'satellite'
has actually been included. I have to say that I think the
House, possibly, got the wrong end of the stick at Question
Time this morning when we were dealing with the question
of satellites because I think somebody mentioned that this
actually had a bearing on what the Government had in mind.
Well, that, in fact, is incorrect. The Bill at present before
the House has really nothing to do with the questions that
were asked this morning in connection with satellites. Why
have we put in 'satellite'? Well, there is a very simple
reason for that and that is that what we have found with
GBC has been that throughout the years because of the long
time we have had the GBC Ordinance, there have been a number
of factors, sort of new technology, which requires amendment
to the Ordinance and sometimes on a very minor point, for
example, the question of satellite, to have to bring a Bill
to the House to put in the word 'satellite' or perhaps in
two or three year's time bring in something else, it was
thought wiser to put in the word 'satellite' now so in the
future if the Government of the day were to decide that,
yes, GBC would be able to have satellite transmissions, then
there is no need to start amending the law anymore. That
is the only point. Really the use of the word 'satellite'
in the amendment is basically to allow the Corporation to
use this only for programme delivery. Another example, if
let us say with the setting up of Gibtel, that Gibtel wanted
to bring a particular, I think it is called 'oracle' which
is a particular news service which is provided, say, for
Finance Centre activities, this is allowed. It would be by
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way of satellite, Gibtel or whichever other company is
involved, would actually have to pay a fee to GBC, GBC would
receive it and would actually broadcast to subscribers and,
of course, the subscribers would have to pay a fee. That
is the only reason why we are including satellite. But, as
I say, the whole idea of this Bill is, in fact, to help GBC.
It is something, in fairness to them, which they have been
asking for quite some time but there are other matters which,
I think, Hon Members opposite are aware that we have been
looking at, it is a question of the publication of the
Governor's directives. It is a bit of a package which GBC
will be obtaining. I think this will help GBC, it will help
their finances quite substantially. They have, I know, a
number of firms who have shown an interest but, of course,
for commercial reasons I don't think I should really disclose
what these offers are but this will, of course, put them
in a very good situation.
HON J C PEREZ:
Mr Speaker, after that explanation, in principle, we have
no objection whatsoever to the Bill and we will be voting
in favour. My reservation on it is that we are, in fact,
extending the monopoly into these areas to GBC and although
there is no question of GBC operating the satellite at the
moment, they have a right to do so in the future if they
so wish and my only reservation is that they should hold
the monopoly for entering contracts with companies and
relaying satellite programmes to clients whereas I think
the Government knows that there are some firms already wishing
to do this and who have approached, I think, certain Ministers
on the matter. Other than that we support the Bill fully,
we think GBC should be trying to become self sufficient and
the more they go down that road the better for Gibraltar
and the better for the Corporation itself.
HON J B PEREZ:
If the Hon Member will give way. We are not really extending
the monopoly. The monopoly stays for broadcasting with GBC.
All that we are doing is we are, in fact, allowing third
parties who wish to bring programmes to Gibraltar and have
to go through GBC because of the monopoly that exists, we
are only allowing GBC to be able to say: "Yes, pay us and
we put these programmes". The monopoly remains the same.
HON J C PEREZ:
If there is a station relaying satellite in the Costa del
Sol, for example, and there are clients in Gibraltar wanting
to receive that transmission, they are actually not broadcasting from Gibraltar, we are receiving in that situation
so this would not debar individuals if the Government go
down that road in considering satellite discs from entering
into contracts with other firms which are broadcasting
programmes from outside.
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HON J B PEREZ:
But the broadcasting must be done by GBC.
HON J C PEREZ:
No, we are not talking about that. Those people who have
satellite television are receiving programmes and some of
those programmes can be acquired by paying a particular fee
and then it is broadcast from a station nearby which is not
necessarily in Gibraltar. It is the same as if you were asked
to pay a fee for watching Television Espdaola which you are
not. Let us suppose that there is a station outside Gibraltar
which has individuals who pay a fee for receiving the
programme because the programme is controlled in a way that
you can only receive it if you pay a fee. This is not debarred
by this legislation as I understand it.
HON J B PEREZ:
It has got nothing to do with it.
Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the Bill was read a second time.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Mr Speaker, I beg to give notice that the Committee Stage
and Third Reading should be taken at a later stage in the
meeting.

place or street and the main difference is the increase of
the number of such happenings by the words 'entertainment
or similar happening'. One example of this can be, for
instance, the street market which we have in John Mackintosh
Square where at the moment traffic could proceed along the
north side when the street market is in operation the Police
will now be able to close that to traffic. The second amendment, section 3, is to appoint people known as 'traffic
wardens' and to give them the :.me powers to discharge their
duty in aid of the Police as tr.. Police have themselves with
regard to such functions as are dealing with the movement
of traffic etc. The third amendment, section 4, is to increase
the number of offences for which a parking ticket or a fixed
penalty ticket can be actually applied. At the moment a fixed
penalty ticket can be applied to your vehicle if you are
creating a parking offence but it is intended to widen the
scope of the number of offences. Two offences, for example,
would be parking on the pavement or parking at a wide distance
from the actual kerb. If you park two feet six away from
the kerb right in the middle of the road, that will also
cause you to get a fixed penalty ticket. Also in that subsection it will be a defence to the registered owner of a
vehicle who gets such a ticket to claim that the vehicle
was in the charge of some other person at the time and that
he took all practical reasons to stop the other person from
creating or committing such an offence and he is given seven
clear days before the hearing to assist in the identification
of the person who has actually committed the offence. I
commend the Bill to the House, Sir.
MR SPEAKER:

This was agreed to.

Before I put the question to the House does any Hon Member
wish to speak on the general principles and merits of the
Bill?

THE TRAFFIC (AMENDMENT) ORDINANCE, 1987

HON J C PEREZ:

HON M K FEATHERSTONE:
Sir, I have the honour to move that a Bill for an Ordinance
to amend the Traffic Ordinance be read a first time.
Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the Bill was read a first time.
SECOND READING
HON M K FEATHERSTONE:
Sir, I have the honour to move that the Bill be now read
a second time. Sir, the purpose of this Bill is four-fold.
The first amendment, which is section 2, widens the number
of reasons why the Police may stop traffic in any public
23.

Mr Speaker, there are two points. One of them is that section
2(b) seems to me to be saying that the Commissioner of Police
in the past has not had the power to do a lot of things that
he has been doing which is a very great deficiency, may I
say, on the part of the Government if this is the case. I
am sure that this is legislation which has been necessary
since traffic in our roads became a problem. Secondly, the
extension of the offences is something which in a normal
situation where there are adequate facilities for parking,
one might support and approve but, frankly speaking, Mr
Speaker, even the Police today will tell you that on many
occasions they are turning a blind eye because of the serious
parking problem that there is and of the inadequacy of parking
areas where people can park their cars at night. We are now
in a situation where we are opening up the margin of offences
and to date there has been no sufficient remedy being applied
to the general problem of parking in Gibraltar and I think
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this is wrong, both things must be in parallel. If you are
going to say: "Parking offences are going to be widened
because we want our streets to be in better order and traffic
better regulated", I am afraid the Government has the
responsibility to provide parking facilities first. Once
those facilities are there, then in order to channel people
to use those facilities one would agree with extending the
offences in the Ordinance. As it is I am afraid that that
section we cannot support, Mr Speaker, if I have understood
it correctly.
HON H J ZAMMITT:
Mr Speaker, I think that I may be able to clarify one or
two points that the Hon Member has raised. With reference
to clause 2(b), let me assure the Hon Member that everything
that he mentioned there was there before except, of course,
entertainment, so the Police have always had the power to
prohibit cars in Main Street, for instance, when there is
a Ceremony of the Keys or a parade or any other thing of
that nature so the only new thing that has been incorporated
there is, in fact, entertainment. On the second issue, let
me say that I tend to agree with what the Hon Member has
said about parking tickets because of the lack of parking
facilities. I think my colleague will accept that I have
been a very strong advocate about not increasing the price
of the parking ticket purely because there wasn't a place
to park as opposed to just making it more difficult to park
on a no parking area. In fairness, I think the Hon Member
must admit that there have been certain openings in parking
facilities. One looks at Queensway and one finds that outside
the Camber there is provision for some cars which certainly
weren't there before, certainly at the time the parking ticket
came into being. Hopefully, with the removal of the coach
park there will be another car park at the present tennis
courts and slowly there are movements towards providing
certain car parking facilities. Whilst I have sympathy with
the general views of the Hon Member, I think that in the
small area of Gibraltar there has been a small contribution
in improving the parking lot which is a problem here and
a problem wherever one goes.
HON J C PEREZ:
Will the Hon Member give way? In looking at the parking
problem my own view is that the Government has looked at
the parking problem in relation to the people coming across
the border more than anything else and, therefore, the areas
that the Hon Member has mentioned does provide relief to
the parking problem during the day for people coming down
town into offices and for people coming across the border
but, basically, the two sites he has mentioned and the
construction of the new car park which is going on, doesn't
relieve the real parking problem of people in Gibraltar in
housing estates and in habitable areas. I would suggest to
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the Hon Member if he, in principle, agrees with what I have
said, to delay implementation of this until one is satisfied
that there is sufficient parking and one can actually then
enforce the Ordinance with a greater degree of confidence
that it is enforceable.
HON H J ZAMMITT:
Mr Speaker, again, one would tend to agree but I think that
the Hon Member must realise that the parking problem is not
a problem just in Gibraltar. I can say, because of my
experience in my previous employment, that the Police take
a very lenient view of parking in places like estates. I
think what we are trying to do is to alleviate the flow of
traffic in the main thoroughfares, Line Wall Road being a
typical example today which because of the road system one
sees that Line Wall Road has become a very important artery
in the movement of vehicles. That area certainly needs
clearing up. I think it was quite ridiculous to put a £2
ticket on a car because it was a cheap day's parking because
once there was a ticket the Police does not end up putting
sixteen tickets on the same car and that car almost had a
blank cheque to be parked there all day for £2.
MR SPEAKER:
Are there any other contributors?
HON J BOSSANO:
I want to raise two points. It seems to me we are creating
a principle where, in fact, an offence can be created by
notice in the Gazette.
HON H J ZAMMITT:
Or regulations.
HON J BOSSANO:
The other thing that I want to raise is, I would like to
have my mind put at rest about that because in terms of
protecting people from the law, if you like, the fact that
a breach of the law is something that gets debated in the
House before it is made a breach of the law seems to me a
good principle and therefore I am not too happy with the
idea that people can suddenly be committing an offence and
they may not have seen the Gazette and there has not been
any public debate about it. That is what it seems to be doing.
This seems to me to give the power that something which was
not an offence today could be an offence once it is published
by notice in the Gazette.
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HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:

MR SPEAKER:

Mr Speaker, if the Hon Leader of the Opposition will give
way. The parking ticket offence is, first of all: "The
provisions of this section apply to any offence created by
or under this Ordinance" - meaning the Traffic Ordinance
- "being - (a) an offence punishable on summary conviction,
and (b) declared by the Governor by notice in the Gazette
to be an offence for the purposes of this section". All the
offences were already there in the Ordinance but only certain
of those offences under the existing legislation are fixed
penalty ticket offences. All we are doing is saying, well,
the Governor can say in the notice in the Gazette which of
the offences already existing in the Ordinance are fixed
penalty ticket offences. We are not creating new offences
in the Gazette.

Does the Mover wish to reply?

HON J BOSSANO:
So the range of offences is not changed?
MR SPEAKER:
No, the offences created by the Ordinance, it is punishable
now by tickets if the Governor provides that it should be
so.

HON M K FEATHERSTONE:
Yes, Sir, just very simply to reiterate to the Hon,Mr Bossano,
the position is at the moment if you park your car on the
pavement you are committing an offence but the only way you
can be prosecuted for that offence is for the Policeman to
wait there until you arrive and then he takes your name and
address and he says 'You are prosecuted for the offence of
parking on the pavement'. Now, if that is gazetted as an
offence which can have a fixed parking ticket, the Policeman
will come along, see that this car is parked on the pavement
and will fix a ticket on the car saying 'You have been guilty
of the offence of parking on the pavement, you must pay a
fixed penalty or, if you wish, appear in Court', etc. The
question of the traffic wardens, I think, has been adequately
answered by my friend the Hon Attorney-General. Thank you,
Sir.
Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the Bill was read a second time.
HON M K FEATHERSTONE:
Sir, I beg to move that the Committee Stage and Third Reading
of the Bill be taken at a later stage in the meeting.

HON J BOSSANO:
I thought the Hon Member had given me a different impression
when I asked at first. The other point I wanted to ask was,
am I right in thinking that without the passing of this
Ordinance traffic wardens would not have been able to carry
out their duties because it seems to me that we have been
told in this House in previous questions that the reason
why the traffic wardens were not already working was because
it had not yet been decided which association represented
them and negotiated for them. It seems to me that, in fact,
there was no previous indication that legislation was required
to enable them to carry out their duties. Does the fact that
they come under this Ordinance and that they have to be
authorised to carry out these duties in any way affect the
question of the negotiating rights which we were told about
in previous meetings of the House in answer to questions?

This was agreed to.
THE ANIMALS AND BIRDS (AMENDMENT) ORDINANCE, 1987
HON M K FEATHERSTONE:
Sir, I beg to move that a Bill for an Ordinance to amend
the Animals and Birds Ordinance be read a first time.
Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the Bill was read a first time.
SECOND READING

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:

HON M K FEATHERSTONE:

If the Hon Member will give way as to the point on traffic
wardens. The existing law is contained in section 87: "The
Commissioner of Police may appoint and employ persons to
be traffic wardens whose functions shall be to control and
regulate traffic at or near school crossings". It was limited
to school crossings, the lollipop men, and now it is being
enlarged to do general traffic duties. As to the other point
I cannot answer the question about negotiating rights.

Sir, I beg to move that the Bill be read a second time. Sir,
this Bill is not a very complicated Bill. Clause 2 actually
gives the definition of what is an authorised officer who
may prosecute in cases of need to do so. Section 3 states
that no licence shall be issued to a person under sixteen
years of age and that once a licence is issued under the
28.
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Ordinance, then the person to whom the licence is issued
shall be deemed to be the owner of the dog for all purposes.
Section 5 brings in the fact that if a dog is found to be
not on a lead then it will be treated as a stray dog and
will be impounded. Section 6 and section 7 basically change
the amounts of penalties for various offences but in section
25A under Clause 6, I will be moving an amendment that the
person who wilfully obstructs an authorised officer in the
execution of his duty under the Ordinance is guilty of an
offence and is liable on summary conviction to imprisonment
for 3 months and to a fine of £200. The intention of this
amendment which I will be moving at the Committee Stage is
that if you make the possibility of imprisonment six months
then the person can opt for trial at the Supreme Court and
we feel it would be better if it was dealt with at the lower
Court and therefore three months would be the figure to place
in its place. I commend the Bill to the House, Sir.

WEDNESDAY THE 16TH DECEMBER, 1987
The House resumed at 10.50 am.
THE MEDICAL (GIBRALTAR HEALTH AUTHORITY) ORDINANCE, 1987
HON M K FEATHERSTONE:
Sir, I have the honour to move that a Bill for an Ordinance
to establish the Gibraltar Health Authority and to make
provision for the transfer of Medical and Health Services
from the Government to the Authority be read a first time.
Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the Bill was read a first time.

MR SPEAKER:

SECOND READING

Before I put the question to the House does any Hon Member
wish to speak on the general principles and merits of the
Bill?

HON M K FEAthbASTONE:

There being no debate Mr Speaker then put the question which
was resolved in the affirmative and the Bill was read a second
time.
HON M K FEATHERSTONE:
Sir, I beg to give notice that the Committee Stage and Third
Reading of the Bill be taken at a later stage in the meeting.
This was agreed to.
MR SPEAKER:
I feel that perhaps this would be a very convenient time
to recess until tomorrow morning at 10.30 when we will
continue with Bills.
The House recessed at 7.00 pm.
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Sir, I have the honour to move that the Bill be now read
a second time. Sir, this Bill seeks to set up a Gibraltar
Health Authority which will be an autonomous authority to
run the medical services in Gibraltar. It will free the
medical services from the ramifications and exigencies of
the present civil service set-up, some people might say from
the shackles of the civil service and it will be an autonomous
authority regulating its own procedure and working to its
own rules and regulations subject, of course, to the
ministerial guidance which will be given through the Health
Authority Committee with the Minister as Chairman. Sir, Clause
2 of the Bill sets out the actual specifications of what
is the Authority, the General Manager, the Medical Advisory
Committee and the Minister. Clause 3 establishes the Health
Authority which will be a body of persons with the Minister
as Chairman, the Administrative Secretary, the General
Manager, two registered medical practitioners, one person
nominated by the Governor after consultation with the Gibraltar
Trades Council and three other independent persons. They
will constitute the Authority and they will take the decisions
of the way the Authority is to move. There are certain
conditions under which a member will leave the Authority
but under normal circumstances a person will be appointed
to the Authority for a period of three years. Clause 4 says
that the Authority will be a body corporate. That is that
it will be able to sue and to be sued, it will have a common
seal and will work as any body corporate. Clause 5 states
what will be the quorum at all meetings of the Authority,
it will be five persons, the Chairman shall preside and in
his absence any other person that the meeting authorises.
Clause 6 states that it is the duty of the Authority to
provide a comprehensive preventive, diagnostic and treatment
service in respect of physical and mental health and it also
states who will be employed in the Authority specifically
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and generally. Specifically, one of the new appointments
will be a community physician who will liaise with the
Environmental Health Department and work with the Authority
very closely. He will be a specialist in community medicine.
There will also be a Finance Officer, a Personnel Officer,
a Director of Nursing Services, commonly known as the Matron,
a Hospital Manager and a Primary Care Manager. They will
also employ all other persons that are necessary to the
Authority which obviously includes all the different persons
who are today making up the Health Services such as nurses,
cleaners, clerks and what have you. Under Clause 7, Sir,
the Authority shall have the power to carry out its duties
under this or any other Ordinance which applies to it and
the Authority may acquire any freehold or leasehold property
for the purpose of carrying out its functions. The Authority
will be able to hold any property, dispose of any property,
contract with persons for the supply of goods, services or
personnel, erect or equip any buildings, plant, etc, in other
words, do all the things necessary for the Authority to
perform its functions properly. The Authority may arrange
for the discharge of any of its functions by a committee
or a sub-committee or an employee of the Authority or by
any Government department or any other authority. This is
Clause 8 of the Bill, Sir. Clause 9, the Authority will have
the right to make its own standing orders and regulate its
own procedure. Under Clause 10 a General Manager will be
appointed and as is common knowledge now we have a General
Manager designate, Mr Ralph Murray, who has been in Gibraltar,
to my knowledge, on three occasions and is already doing
sterling work with regard to the setting up of the Authority.
The General Manager shall hold office for such period and
on such terms as may be specified in the instrument appointing
him and he shall be the executive officer to the Authority.
In the event of his death, illness or retirment, suspension
or removal from office, another person may be appointed to
act as General Manager. Sir, Clause 11 states there shall
be a Management Board which will consist of the General
Manager, as Chairman, the Finance and Personnel Officers,
the Director of Nursing Services, the Hospital Manager, the
Primary Care Manager, the Specialist in Community Medicine,
the Chairman and Vice-chairman of the Medical Advisory
Committee and the Medical Officer-in-Charge of the Royal
Naval Hospital. This will be the day-to-day instrument for
running the work of the Authority subject to what is given
to them as guidelines by the actual Health Authority itself.
Under Clause 12 the Authority shall establish a Medical
Advisory Committee, the membership will be comprised of all
the medical and dental officers employed by the Authority.
They may set up any other committee to give professional
or technical advice that they feel is necessary. The Authority
shall manage its financial affairs prudently and the intention
is that it should live within its financial means, its
financial means being provided by a sum of money voted by
the House of Assembly for the purposes of the Authority;
all revenue accruing from the Medical Group Practice
Contributions Scheme; any sums received by the Authority
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during that year, and all fees for services such as rooms
in the private corridor, use of the laboratory, etc and any
other monies which legitimately accrue to the Authority from
any other source. The Authority shall establish a general
fund into which all monies shall be put. It has the right
to establish an overdraft if necessary and the Financial
and Development Secretary may make advances for the purposes
of meeting capital expenditure. Clause 15 says that proper
books of account shall be kept and they will be subject to
scrutiny and certification by the Principal Auditor as soon
as practicable after the end of each year. The year will
actually run from the 1st January to the 31st December. The
Principal Auditor with reference to the accounts shall state
that he has obtained all the information and knowledge that
is required to certify the books as such. Within three months
of any financial year the Authority shall prepare and submit
to the Governor a written account of its operations for the
year and the Minister will lay a copy of such annual report
and the audited accounts on the table of the House of
Assembly. Clause 16 gives the Authority the power to raise
money by any means which are legitimately available to them,
for example, they could hold a bazaar or a flag day or something like that if they wanted to buy any specialised piece
of equipment which they feel such is the way to do so. The
financial year will be from the 1st April to the 31st March,
not the 1st January to the 31st December. Clause 18 says
the Accountant-General may pay to the Authority all
contributions received in each month from the Group Practice
Medical Scheme. Clause 19 says that no personal liability
shall attach to any member of the Authority. Clause 20 says
that if the Authority has failed to comply with the provisions
of this or any other Ordinance then it may be given
instructions by the Governor to rectify such a fault within
a very short time as such. Clause 21 states that no execution
by attachment of property shall be issued against the
Authority. Clause 22 says that the Authority may be a public
purpose as far as the acquisition of land compulsorily. Clause
23 which is most important, Sir, the Authority shall be exempt
from all taxes, duties, rates, levies or other charges whatsoever. Clause 24 says that at the commencement of the Ordinance
there shall be by virtue of this subsection be transferred
to the Authority all property which is at the moment held
by the Government on behalf of health purposes. That is that
the hospital will be transferred to the Authority, the part
at Casemates where the doctors hold their clinics, etc. Clause
25 is a consequential clause which sets out a Schedule of
all the various Ordinances which are affected by the setting
up of the Authority where the names have to be changed, for
example, instead of the Director of Medical and Health
Services in certain places, it will become the Chief
Environmental Health Officer, etc. All in all, Sir, the Bill
is a relatively simple Bill. It has wide powers, it gives
the opportunity for Gibraltar to move ahead in the medical
field. I commend the Bill to the House.
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MR SPEAKER:

HON M K FEATHERSTONE:

Before I put the question to the House does any Hon Member
wish to speak on the general principles and merits of the
Bill?

Yes, Sir. In answer to the Hon Mr Bossano I think the system
will be that the Authority will apply to the House for a
subvention of EX million etc and will attach an appendix
to their application showing how the breakdown of this request
for the subvention is made up. This will give the House an
opportunity to know exactly in which areas the money is going
to be spent. As far as the Hon Miss Montegriffo is concerned,
I have no hesitation in saying we will be happy to set up
a committee to look into the situation she has requested.
May I just add one thing, Sir. It was the intention that
the Authority should come into operation on the 1st April
but I am informed that the 1st April is a two-fold day, it
is both April Fool's Day and Good Friday so it is suggested
that the operation of the Authority is started on the 31st
March.

HON MISS M I MONTEGRIFFO:
Mr Speaker, we are in favour of this Bill but we would like
to see a committee being formed to ensure the implementation
of the nursing review. Under Clause 12 of this Bill there
is provision for the establishment of advisory committees
and therefore I would like to get a commitment from the
Minister that such a committee will be formed because we
think it is an important contribution to the Gibraltar Health
Authority.
MR SPEAKER:
Are there any other contributors?

Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the Bill was read a second time.

HON J BOSSANO:

HON M K FEATHERSTONE:

Could I just ask one point of clarification from the Hon
Member. I know that the accounts of the Authority eventually
reach the House and therefore we have the benefit of hindsight
of looking back on how the money has been spent. At the
beginning of the. financial year, for example, presumably
the intention is that by April, 1988, the Health Authority
will already be functioning with its own independent budget.
What exactly is likely to happen in that situation, that
we vote a block amount in the estimates of expenditure in
the Government estimates but we don't have a breakdown as
to what it is like we have today or is there, in fact, going
to be something annexed to the accounts as it would be, for
example, with the Funded Accounts, which will give an
indication of where the expenditure is going. I take it we
are not going to be able to vote things like personal
emoluments, etc otherwise the whole exercise of setting an
independent Health Authority would be meaningless, really,
and I accept that, but I would still like to know what we
can anticipate in terms of the control of expenditure by
the House rather than of knowing how the money has been
spent.

Sir, I beg to move that the Committee Stage and Third Reading
of the Bill be taken at a later stage in the meeting.
This was agreed to.
SUSPENSION OF STANDING ORDERS
HON DR R G VALARINO:
Sir, I have the honour to move the suspension of Standing
Order 30 in respect of the Social Security (Family Allowances)
(Amendment) Ordinance, 1987.
This was agreed to and Standing Order 30 was accordingly
suspended.
THE SOCIAL SECURITY (FAMILY ALLOWANCES) (AMENDMENT) ORDINANCE,
1987
HON DR R G VALARINO:

MR SPEAKER:
Any other contributor? I will then call on the Mover to
reply.

Sir, I have the honour to move that a Bill for an Ordinance
to amend the Social Security (Family Allowances) Ordinance
be read a first time.
Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the Bill was read a first time.
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SECOND READING

position, whether they think one ought to be looking at
spending the money in helping everybody, as it were, or in
fact adopting an approach of saying, well, we can help the
people who need it most more by making it more selective.

HON DR R G VALARINO:
Sir, I have the honour to move that the Bill be now read
a second time. Sir, as I previously mentioned in my statement
to the House, the Government proposes to increase the rate
of Family Allowances. The Bill is therefore designed to give
effect to this proposal by increasing the rate from £5 per
week to £7 per week with effect from the 4th January, 1988.
I commend the Bill to the House.
MR SPEAKER:
Before I put the question to the House does any Hon Member
wish to speak on the general principles and merits of the
Bill?
HON J BOSSANO:
Mr Speaker, the Minister mentioned the question of Family
Allowances, of course, in the statement that he made regarding
the review that had taken place of the social services. We
are not clear whether the implications since we had the
indication of the Bill to change Family Allowances and when
we were looking at it in isolation rather than in the context
of a review of the social security system and subsequently
in the Ministerial statement that was made yesterday it was
included in that. I think in looking at the social security
review it would appear that the main area of need that was
identified was that of specific groups, ie the elderly and
people with either physical disabilities or problems of single
parent families and that kind of thing. It seemed to me that
what the Social Security Department had come up with which,
in fact, is not unexpected, is that in looking at the social
security system there are specific identifiable groups that
are in particular need. I think the thing about Family
Allowances which doesn't fit in with that strategy is that
it is a blanket thing and therefore it was included in the
statement the Minister made and yet it doesn't seem to be
consistent with the philosophy of directing money to specific
identified groups rather than spreading it over everybody.
Obviously, there are two schools of thoughts in this, one
is to say you either help everybody in the community and
you give them £x or you concentrate your help on those who
need it most and even if you are spending the same amount
of public money you can afford to give more because you are
giving it to less people. I think that approach is the
approach that we were seeing reflected in the proposals to
amend the Family Allowances Ordinance although there are
other implications which my colleague will take up and that
seemed to be to some extent negated by the argument made
by the Minister yesterday in the other area. We would welcome
an indication from the Government as to how they see the
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HON R MOR:
Mr Speaker, I think that this Bill can be referred to as
an Ordinance to introduce the AACR electoral gimmick for
the forthcoming elections. Mr Speaker, as far as I can recall
I have not seen a single letter of complaint in the press
or heard of any specific pressure group which has made a
request for an increase in Family Allowances during the four
years which I have been a Member of this House. I must also
say, Mr Speaker, that I have not heard of a single parent
who has made any representation whatsoever in this respect
which leads me to ask, if no one has requested it why are
we being so generous? The answer, I think, must be that the
AACR feel it is a popular thing to do and it is a good gimmick
for the elections. Mr Speaker, as always it is a clear sign
that this Government never seems to realise what it is doing
and this Bill is an example of the carelessness with which
they deal with legislation. Mr Speaker, this Bill is allowing
for an estimated increase of £291,360, that is, well over
am to be added to the Family Allowances bill, a 40% increase.
Yet as you no doubt will recall, we on this side of the House
have been trying to encourage the Government to allow credit
for social insurance contributions to all those unemployed
persons between the ages of 60 and 65 and after numerous
efforts on our part, we managed to get the Government to
introduce a formula. But what this formula did, Mr Speaker,
was to means test the applicants in such a manner that it
produces a situation where very few people actually qualify
for these credits. Yet if these credits were given to all
those unemployed persons over 60 the amount could well be
about £5,000 a year and it is therefore inconceivable how
the Government could possibly have resisted our proposals
for these credits on the grounds that they could not meet
the burden of the cost and now we find that they are quite
happy to meet the burden of over Eim without anyone having
requested it. Another aspect V11T-oh appears to have been overlooked by the Government, Mr Speaker, is the fact that we
have over 1,000 Spaniards now working in Gibraltar, over
1,000 Spaniards who will be entitled to claim Family
Allowances in 1989. As you know, Mr Speaker, the Spaniards
have a three-year transitional period during which they are
being paid Family Allowances in Spain but come 1989 they
will also be entitled to claim Family Allowances here and
this will increase the whole Family Allowances bill
substantially. It is therefore a sad situation, Mr Speaker,
to note that we are denying our own people certain benefits
on the grounds that the Government says it is unable to afford
the extra cost when they are being so generous in giving
substantial increases all around to people who may not
necessarily need it. Another problem which arises, Mr Speaker,
is as regards our Moroccan labour force. As you know the
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Moroccans working in Gibraltar have consistently been claiming
Family Allowances and this has, again, been denied on the
basis of the cost. I feel that in view of the substantial
increase on Family Allowances which the Government is
introducing in this Bill, it will now be very difficult to
say that you cannot afford paying Family Allowances to them
when we have been able to afford such a substantial increase.
In conclusion, Mr Speaker, we on this side of the House feel
that the Government has not given very careful consideration
to the implications of this Bill and we believe that in their
desire to offer people goodies because of the coming
elections, they are acting irresponsibly. We will, however,
be supporting the Bill because we believe our social benefits
should not be inferior to those of the United Kingdom or,
indeed, to any of the more advanced nations of the world.
HON SIR JOSHUA HASSAN:
Mr Speaker, I would like, first of all, to declare an interest
in this Bill. I understand that my wife receives Family
Allowances in respect of my daughters but what I am going
to say is not directed to the extra £2 that will come into
my household, fortunately, it doesn't make any difference.
The Hon Member who has spoken is perfectly entitled to draw
whatever conclusions he likes about electioneering and so
on, that is a fair comment on the part of the other side
because if you don't provide something you are stingy and
if you provide something you do it because there is an
election coming. That is fair comment. But for a member of
the Gibraltar Socialist Labour Party to object to people
receiving an increase in Family Allowances the principle
of which has been allowed in this House and has not been
reviewed since 1981 is absolutely ridiculous and then to
finish up by saying that they will support the Bill after
all the criticisms, more ridiculous still. Then to say a
Spaniard will be getting it, but the Spaniard will be paying
income tax like everybody else does. What is there about
giving the Spaniards or anybody who comes to work in Gibraltar
any benefits, as if benefits have got to go all the way from
down to the lowest paid workers because the bulk of the people
who are going to receive Family Allowances in all spheres
of life are the less well-off who have the bigger families
perhaps because they haven't got the money to pay for the
pill or whatever it is, but the bigger families come always
from the more modest families. For a Member of the Opposition
to decry that because of the benefit that it will take
eventually to Spaniards, first of all, insofar as the
difference between the Spaniards and the Moroccans is
concerned, they are members of the EEC and whether we like
it or not it is a matter for which we have given our consent
in this House as to the membership of the EEC until we decide
otherwise if ever we do. But to take into consideration,
I think is taking prejudice, perhaps it would be much better
to concern ourselves as to how much money is spent in Spain
and who has a house in Spain and who lives in. Spain more
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than that the Spaniards who come here to work and pay income
tax should get an extra £2 after the first child. That would
be a better consideration to look after our money. But to
say that and then in the end to say 'We will support it',
is just really absolutely ridiculous.
HON J E PILCHER:
Mr Speaker, I think the - I am so used to calling him the
Hon and Learned Chief Minister - the Hon Backbencher, Sir
Joshua, has missed the point. I think the point made by my
Hon colleague Mr Mor and, in fact, by the Leader of my Party,
is not that we are against the raising of Family Allowances
from £5 to £7 or from £5 to whatever the Government thinks
is an acceptable amount or a needed amount by the families
in Gibraltar. The point that we were trying to make was that
since it is now an accepted fact that by 1989 the Spanish
workers will be entitled to full Family Allowance payments,
the point that was being made was has the Government
quantified how much that is going to mean extra to the people
of Gibraltar? It is not a question of the Spaniards getting
it, we are talking not of the Spaniards but of any EEC
national working in Gibraltar. What the Opposition, Mr
Speaker, is saying is, in fact, has the Government quantified
what that is going to cost Gibraltar in the future and is
it not going to present a problem to the next Government
in 1989 which will have to find another Eim on top of the
problems that we have already with paying pensions to
Spaniards or pensions to EEC nationals. I think that was
the point that was being made. I think one has to be very
careful of the remarks that one makes on this side because
it seems to us that every time we mention something about
the EEC there is always a reaction from the other side, somebody jumps up and says: 'What you don't want is the Spaniards
to get this or the Spaniards to get that'. That is totally
contrary to what we have been saying on this side. We are
talking about quantifying the amount of money payable out
to EEC nationals as a result of this Bill, this is what we
are talking about, Mr Speaker. Of course, because the EEC
nationals mainly will be those nationals of our neighbour
country because they have direct access into Gibraltar and
the number of workers is increasing day-by-day, this is what
is worrying us. .That is as far as the effect on the amount
of money that we are going to have to pay out from the fund.
The other pressing point and it is a socialist point, Mr
Speaker, is how can the Government defend that we are going
to raise the allowances from £5 to £7, pay it to all EEC
nationals as, in fact, the Hon Sir Joshua Hassan has said,
because they will pay income tax and we have had Moroccan
workers here for the past sixteen years who cannot claim
Family Allowances although they pay income tax and they have
been working in Gibraltar for the past sixteen years and
complaining about it bitterly. Is the Government now saving
to them: 'Yes, since you are now going to pay income tax
like everybody else, we are now going to give it to the
Moroccan workers as well' and, if not, what arguments are
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they going to use when they get representations from the
Moroccan workers, Mr Speaker? If they then give it to the
Moroccan workers as indeed they should, if they were
socialists as indeed they try and say from time to time,
in inverted commas, what is that going to cost Gibraltar
in general? That is the point that both the Leader of my
Party and the Hon Mr Mor were trying to say. Of course, we
will vote in favour of it because any measure that raises
the allowances for the people of Gibraltar is an acceptable
fact but, of course, I think every person in Gibraltar would
want to know whether raising £2 of their own income is going
to create a major problem for Gibraltar in two year's time.
I think everybody in Gibraltar has a right to know that.
Where is the money going to come from, Mr Speaker? We have
already had yesterday at Question Time intimations as to
our inability by October, 1988, to pay out pensions, etc
and now we are saying 'We are going to raise Family Allowances
by £2' and that is going to create, again, an enormous bill.
Where is that money going to come from and why is it necessary
at this juncture, which is the question that the Hon Mr Mor
was asking the Government, why is it necessary at this
juncture? Whether we believe it is electioneering or otherwise is not the point. The point is why now, where is the
money going to come from and have the Government quantified
the extent of the cost to Gibraltar in 1989 when we have
to pay EEC nationals - and I am talking about EEC nationals
- the full Family Allowances? Of course, the other question
was, what are we going to do with the Moroccan workers? I
think these are the three points that the Opposition want
to know before we are satisfied ourselves as to the necessity
of this. Of course we are going to vote in favour, it would
be ludicrous not to vote in favour. But as a socialist party,
Mr Speaker, if we are not convinced although we have to vote
in favour I think the message is, if this is going to cost
somewhere in the region of maybe Elm inthe future, is it
not or would the people of Gibraltar not prefer that Om
to be used for other more important priorities? I can mention
many priorities - housing, education, many priorities. That
is the question that the Opposition are asking, Mr Speaker,
and that has not been answered by the passionate intervention
of the Hon Sir Joshua Hassan. Thank you, Mr Speaker.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Mr Speaker, it isn't so much on the Government side that
we object to being asked questions which we properly try
to give answers to, it is the churlish manner in which Mr
Mor raised the objection that is objectionable. It was the
way that he did it, it is incredible, from somebody who
doesn't say a great deal in the House, he is the Shadow
Minister for Social Security and when he opens his mouth
on a matter like this the way in which he said it was
incredible. To try to answer some of the questions. The cost,
well, if there are 1,000 Spanish workers or so now in
Gibraltar and the total number of workers is 13,000, it is
not very difficult to estimate that the cost eventually in
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1989 of paying Family Allowances to the children of Spanish
workers is going to be of the order of one-thirteenth of
the total cost of paying Family Allowances now, projected
to 1989. That is not a very difficult calculation.
HON J BOSSANO:
If the Hon Member will give way. That calculation, I am
afraid, is wrong, Mr Speaker, because of the 13,000 workers
there are already 4,000 who don't get paid Family Allowances
who are the Moroccan workers and other nationalities so,
in fact, it is now something like 5,000 male Gibraltarian
workers and the fact that there are female workers doesn't
mean that there are more children because they don't get
Family Allowances as males and Family Allowances as females,
there are 2,000 married women so, in fact, it is an extra
1,000 which is one-fifth more, a 20% increase.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Not necessarily because amongst the Spanish workers also
there are women. But, anyhow, that is the way that you can
assess the total cost. If the exercise has not been done
it is not a very difficult exercise to carry out. Why do
it now? Family Allowances have not been increased since 1981.
Prior to 1981 we used to have Family Allowances payable to
the second and subsequent children and also tax relief being
given to all children under the Income Tax Ordinance. We
abolished the tax relief other than for the first child and
in 1981 we increased Family Allowances substantially as it
was then to £5 in order that families would not be worse
off always bearing in mind one thing, that to do what has
now been done in two successive Budgets, namely, to increase
income tax allowances appreciably as we have done in two.
successive Budgets, is of great interest to families who
pay income tax but for the lowest income groups you can
increase income tax allowances till kingdom come and if lower
income families don't pay any income tax whatsoever because
their income is so low, it does not improve their financial
position, they get no benefit whatsoever. Therefore the only
way that the lowest income groups are going to get a benefit
is if every week they see an increased payment by the
Department of Labour and Social Security in respect of Family
Allowances. So the lowest income families are going to benefit
now appreciably from this measure, something that they have
not done for about six years. If the Government, and it is
the community's money that we are talking about, can find
the money to cut in 1986 income tax by about £31m per year
and in 1987 to cut income tax again by a similar amount,
that is a total of about £7m in two years, if we can find
earlier in the year £2m for GSL and now today another £2m
for GSL, a total of Ella', why can't we find the kind of money
that we are talking about for an increase in Family
Allowances? Why not? It is electioneering. Is it not
electioneering to vote in the House today, as we are going
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to do, £2m for GSL to keep the yard going or do we allow
them to close down? One argument can be used for one thing,
it can be used for the other but no one is going to dare
to stand up in the House today and say, you may object to
the £2m but you are not going to stand up and say: "The
Government is appropriating £2m to keep GSL going because
it is electioneering", you are not going to say that, I am
sure. That partly answers where is the money coming from,
from the Consolidated Fund because the Consolidated Fund
if it is reasonably healthy for one thing it can be reasonably
healthy for the other. Then the question of the Spanish
pensioners. The money for the Spanish pensioners is supposed
to come from the Social Insurance Fund and if it were to
be met from the Social Insurance Fund within a year or two,
I think with £15m in the Fund, within two years the Fund
would collapse and that is not a bill that we in Gibraltar
think that we should pick up. We are going to argue the toss
with Her Majesty's Government, we are going to argue the
toss with the EEC, if necessary, but Family Allowances is
a separate matter altogether. Family Allowances are paid
from the Consolidated Fund. In our view it is sufficiently
healthy, perhaps an increase is overdue and because the
position of the Consolidated Fund has been maintained and
has improved during the year, when carrying out this farreaching review of social benefits that we have now carried
out, we thought that we ought to give serious consideration
to an increase in Family Allowances, we are able to afford
that and hence we are bringing the measure to the House.
MR SPEAKER:
. t
Are there any other contributors? I will then call on the
Minister to reply.
HON DR R G VALARINO:
Mr Speaker, Sir, I totally agree with the sentiments expressed
by the Chief Minister and his explanation which is totally
accurate and pertinent. The only reason that this formula
was added• on to the last bit of the statement is because
families who are on supplementary benefits get an allowance
for the first child and this allowance has been therefore
increased in advance. This is the only reason why I put it
there and no other. I think that answers the Hon Mr Bossano's
question. To answer the Hon Mr Mor's argument, I would suggest
that this is not an electoral gimmick but I am afraid everything he has said in answer to my statement is an electoral
gimmick and I am very sad at the way he has taken advantage
of the situation and has made statements which have nothing
to do with the Bill and has gone off, indeed, at a tangent.
Thank you, Sir.
Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in the .
affirmative and the Bill was read a second time.
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HON DR R G VALARINO:
Sir, I beg to give notice that the Committee Stage and Third
Reading of the Bill be taken at a later stage in the meeting.
This was agreed to.
THE INCOME TAX (AMENDMENT) ORDINANCE, 1987
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Sir, I have the honour to move that a Bill for an Ordinance
to amend the Income Tax Ordinance be read a first time.
Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved' in the
affirmative and the Bill was read a first time.
SECOND READING
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Sir, I have the honour to move that the Bill be now read
a second time. Mr Speaker, the Bill seeks to give effect
to certain amendments to the Income Tax Ordinance. I think
most of them will already be amendments the substance of
which the House will be familiar with although they have
only now been incorporated in legislation. The first matter
in the Bill is concerned with, the first change, rather,
concerns approved pension schemes and the Bill makes a number
of provisions with respect to the return of contributions
to employees who leave employment before their entitlement
to a pension provided the rules of the pension scheme so
allow and provided it is an approved scheme for the purposes
of the Income Tax Ordinance and provided the employee joined,
the scheme prior to the 1st July, 1987, the return of
contributions would not be liable to tax. Where all those
conditions are met with the exception of one, namely, the
employee joined the scheme after the 1st July, 1987, only
25% of the amount returned would be allowed tax free and
the balance would be taxed at 20%. That formula, Mr Speaker,
is consistent with the change which was introduced at the
time of the Budget in respect of lump sum payments from
pension schemes where, if the House will recall, the reason
was that the 100% lump sum payment would be allowed for in
respect of those schemes which were in existence and where
people were already members of them but with effect from
the 1st July, 1987, the excess over 25% would be taxed at
a rate of 20%. The next major amendment relates to Home Ownership, the Bill will extend Income Taic Relief during the period
of construction under a clod market development scheme.
20% of the deposit paid during the period of assessment which
should not exceed the entirety of the sum of £2,000, will
be allowable. However, if an individual or his wife were
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to sell or dispose of the home within twelve months from
the commencement of the period of agreement or of obtaining
legal title in such a property then the relief allowed under
section 26(a) would be withdrawn. The opportunity has also
been taken, Mr Speaker, to include a number of minor amendments to the Bill, notably in connection with the
circumstances where either spouse may claim the relief rather
than simply restricting the relief to one or the other spouse,
he or she being the taxpayer. Finally, clause 7 abolishes
the existing deduction of £500 in respect of property licenced
under the Development Aid Ordinance. This particular measure
was overtaken by the changes which were introduced from 1984
onwards whereby a form of tax relief was given generally
to home owners, this particular £500 has really been overtaken
by both inflation and other legislation. I think that as
the memorandum says, Mr Speaker, the remaining clauses of
the Bill are, by and large, consequential on the main
alterations and I commend the Bill to the House.
MR SPEAKER:
Before I put the question to the House does any Hon Member
wish to speak on the general principles and merits of the
Bill?
HON J BOSSANO:
Mr Speaker, there are some things we are in favour of and
some things we are against in this Bill and one clause that
we are unhappy with. Therefore we would not like this Bill
to be takes in this meeting of the House, we would like the
Committee Stage left for the January adjournment. It will
give the Government more time to come up with answers and
possibly be able to persuade us. On the provisions regarding
the taxing of withdrawal of money from provident funds and
from pension funds, we are completely against this. We said
so at the Budget time when this was first introduced and
we are, in fact, committed, Mr Speaker, to restoring the
position. The amount of money involved is infinitesimal.,
We are talking about legislating for people 'who have taken
up employment since July this year and giving them inferior
treatment to all the people who are in employment then. We
are talking that out of the 13,000 labour force those
unfortunate few who change jobs in the last six months are
going to have a new tax put on them against the background
of apparent largesse in every other direction defended, by
the Chief Minister on the basis that if we can afford £2m
for GSL, if we can afford this, well, surely we can afford
Eim for family allowances and then I would say to him, well,
surely we can afford £4,000 or £5,000 which is all they are
going to collect in income tax by this amendment. Or is it
that that £4,000 or £5,000 is crucial in a tax cake of £24m.
Even the Government said this will stop the loss of revenue
from increasing in the future, it will stop the loss of
revenue from increasing in the future in respect of people
who take up employment after July, 1987, and it will stop

it from people who would not pay tax if they lost their jobs
and who got their contributions refunded, that is, this
affects a very small body of taxpayers and even within the
small body of taxpayers we are drawing a distinction between
those previously employed and those newly employed. In terms
of the amount of money involved it really is probably more
expensive in the time we are going to take to discuss the
Bill and what we get paid while we are in this House, that
it means in terms of revenue for the Government. Let me remind
you, Mr Speaker, that we'put up a very strong case against
this at Budget time and in fact the then Chief Minister
accused me of making it an election gimmick because I said
we would come in and restore the position retrospectively.
He knows that. my memory never lets me down when I quote him
so if he goes back and checks what he said in Hansard he
will see that I am right, Mr Speaker. It seems to me that
the Government is proceeding along the road that they decided
to take in March without, in my view, taking on board the
arguments we have put and certainly without making any attemct
to rebut those arguments, that is to say, the Financial and
Development Secretary in introducing the Bill has at no stage
said why it is that notwithstanding all the arguments we
put against it they still think it is necessary. It would
be one thing in the context of where you are saying: "Well,
look, we are really penny pinching and looking at every source
of Government revenue", but against the background where
that does not seem to be happening where somehow there is
a hidden pot of gold somewhere which we hope to discover
after March, it makes even less sense. The important thing
about the legislation is that there is this business and
I think we cannot get away from the question of the principle
of commutation, and therefore I feel, Mr Speaker, that =
have to repeat the argument that I put before. It seems to
me that when there was this reaction affecting the stevedores'
pension scheme which is, frankly, where it all comes frcm
and if the stevedores had not taken industrial action to
defend their position, there would not be a two-tier system
because it was only when they were successful in protecting
themselves from the new legislation that the Government
accepted that everybody else suddenly had reserved rights
or, acquired rights or whatever the terminology is and,
clearly, here we have another exemple of acquired rights.
The argument which we have put against this legislation is
that if you have got a position
(one minute not recorded
due to fault in equipment)
three over eighty for the
lump sum. In the private sector you have got half a dozen
schemes, no more than that, primarily in the banking sector
and particularly good employers, people like Shell and Smith
Imossi and Saccone and Speed which are biggish firms and
Cable and Wireless, yes, and those half a dozen schemes,
in fact, provide a similar pension fund to the civil service
pension fund and there it is perfectly reasonable xto say
to those people: "You cannot have 100% commutation", because
it is, in fact, a pension fund Which is very fair, it compares
favourably with the Government. In fact, in many of the
schemes the multiplier is one over sixty so that somebody
44.
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gets two-thirds of their final salary for forty years service
and they can get one-half of their final salary for thirty
years service which is superior to what the Government
industrial worker gets and superior to what the MOD gets.
Now those people, fair enough, you can say it is not not
just a question of taxing you, it is a question of saying,
if you have got a scheme that gives you that range of benefits
and since the benefits are reasonably high, if you were to
turn that benefit into a lump sum you would' probably finish
up with a very, very large capital sum which can then be
invested outside Gibraltar and whereas you would be paying
tax on your two-thirds of the salary you could quite easily
find a way of circumventing that by getting investment advice
and drawing in an income which effectively becomes tax free.
In fact, you can put the sum into tax free Government
debentures and collect a tax free pension and you would be
better off by commuting. Not that people tend to do that
because people tend to get what is put in front of them and
very few of them take the advice. But in theory there is
a loophole which says, fine, somebody can come along and
collect their two-thirds of the salary, commute that into
£100,000, buy £100,000 of tax free and estate duty free
Government debentures,and finish up with 100% of the salary
tax free. I think the thinking originally in revising the
question of authorising pension funds was taken into account,
the theoretical loophole, and taking into account the
proportions of the lump sum and pension that apply in the
Civil Service. However, the legislation is not doing that,
the legislation is saying to most people in the private sector
that they cannot in fact have what amounts to an endowment
policy funded wholly or partly by their employer because
that is what most money purchase schemes really are. It is
a misnomer to say that they are a pension because they bear
no relation to the salary since what you are doing is putting
money essentially into a savings account and getting tax
relief or having it treated as a business expense, the amount
of money that you get at the end is, in fact, a lump sum,
it is not a guaranteeed pension. You are not even guaranteeing
a lump sum in many cases, other than the contributions that
you put in. But the money of that lump sum is the accrued
interest on the fund. That is, for example, what happens
in the Government owned commercial dockyard. In the Government
owned commercial dockyard the scheme says that every year
4% of the salaries bill which will be about one-third of
Elm goes into a bank account and that one-third of Elm is
allocated proportionately to the eight hundred employees.
The Government is going to have redundancies in January,
they are legislating to tax the people who are made redundant.
in January. Do they know that? Do they know that the biggest
single group that will be hurt by this new legislation is
the group that they made redundant in January in GSL, are
they aware of that because if they are not aware of that
then they ought to be aware of that. They cannot be bringing
one Bill here to say: "We are putting money in the Finance
Bill because that is partly to finance the restructuring
and the redundancy", and then when . we give them the money
to put into the pension fund which they will then be able

to get back as contribution, if they actually get it we tax
them on 75% of what they get. That would be according to
the law a refund of contributions so the Government provides
GSL with the money so that GSL puts the money into the Pension
Fund, GSL then allows people to get a refund of contribution
because they are redundant and that is provided for in the
trust fees of the Pension Fund and the Government then comes
along: "Ah, but you are going to now hurt my revenue". That
is, the Government having provided all the money in the first
place say: "I am going to lose revenue so now I am going
to have to tax 75% of what you get which is what I gave you".
I couldn't think of a less appropriate time to do this than
now and I cannot really believe that the Government is aware
of what it is doing. If we forget that particular group then
we are talking about half a dozen people a year who will
be caught by this legislation and those people, frankly,
are people who have got the most inferior schemes in Gibraltar.
What the Government cannot come along in our judgement and
do is to say: "Ah, but you see in the UK this is done". It
is done, but it is not taxed a 20%. My understanding is that
it is taxed a 10%. But in the UK it is also compulsory by
law to provide pension schemes and in Gibraltar it isn't
and therefore if you have got a statutory obligation, if
the law says to you that you must provide pensions for your
employees, then it is reasonable that the law should then
go and say, and those pensions might meet this criteria,
and those pensions will be tax treated in this way. But there
is one single system for everybody because the law should
be the same for everybody. You cannot have one law for the
people in the public sector and one law for the people in
the private sector and one law for the people in good
employers and another one for the bad employers and on top
of that the law is different whether you took your job on
the 30th June or you took your job on the 1st July. That
is bad legislating and this is why we are committed to redressing the position and putting it back and we are • going
to vote against this particular section of the Ordinance
for all the reasons we have given today and all the reasons
we gave at Budget time. And if we manage to persuade the
Government in the light of the arguments we have put then,
of course, they will not proceed with this. But I can tell
them that they ought to think very carefully, particularly
about the immediate impact of this on GSL employees, because
-it certainly will not endear them to people in the area who
find themselves with a redundancy situation and a tax
situation both emanating from the same quarter, as it were.
Talking about the people who are affected outside, the
minority that I am talking about, Mr Speaker, the position
is that the individual that gets a refund of contributions,
generally, is the individual that has been in the scheme
for a short time. From my knowledge of most of these private
sector schemes the position is that it is people who belong
to a pension scheme or so-called pension scheme. As I say,
this money purchase schemes, really, are no more than savings
accounts and the amount at the end of the day is used to
buy an annuity so you are not really converting a pension
into a lump sum according to the rules of commutation. What
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you have got is a lump sum in the first place which you can
use to buy a pension, which would be an annuity, or you can,
in fact, take as a lump sum. That has been the case until
now. If we look at that situation, the people who are likely
to be able to get a refund of the contributions are people
with less than seven years service or five years service
in most of the schemes that I am aware of. Most of the schemes
provide that when you go past five years or seven years you
are not allowed to withdraw the contributions and the thing
is frozen: For example, Cable and Wireless is giving its
employees the option of having their contributions refunded,
in the current redundancy situation in Cable and Wireless.
It is not one that they are going to take because it does
not make sense to take it. The position is that the amount
that they would get in having their contributions refunded
is a very, very small fraction of the amount that they would
get even by deciding to take a deferred pension in the year
2000. So, in fact, most people would not take back their
contributions unless they need the money because it is a
bad deal from the beneficiaries point of view. However, if
you have got somebody that is taking the money because they
need the money, you come along and you tax them on top of
it. And if we look at the thing from the possibility of it
being used as a tax loophole, let's face it, if we are going
to have a situation where the persons that contribute to
the fund get tax relief at their marginal rate and when they
withdraw the money they get taxed at 20% then again I don't
think it is going to happen because we are talking about
small numbers and small money but if we are looking at it
scientifically intent on closing loopholes, we are opening
a loophole with this because if we are looking at it
scientifically, clearly, the people who would stand to gain
would be the people on a marginal rate of 50%, because you
put. in your £1,000 and you claim tax relief of 50% and you
get £500 and then you take it out and you get taxed at 20%,
and you pay £200. So, in fact, people paying tax rates of
20% or below who are the people in the lowest income groups
are the people whom this proviso would hurt. If people wanted
to use as a loophole to avoid paving tax, contributions to
a scheme, let us say a'company director in theory could be
bothered to go through all this which I don't think they
are, but let us suppose they did, he. could say to himself:
"Right, I am going to set up a pension scheme for company
directors into which. I will put a proportion of my salary,
I get tax relief and even though I am going to be taxed when
I take the money out, because I am being- taxed at a fixed
rate of 20% and I am putting the. money in and deducting it
at my top rate I will still make a profit, the difference
between 20% and 50%". This does not close the loophole for
those who are on high incomes and well off, it only closes
the loophole for those at the bottom because if you are saving
tax at 20% and being taxed at 20% there is nothing in it.
I am not suggesting that the reason for being against it
is that it creates a loophole for the high paid, I am pointing
out that even on that count it can be faulted. What I am.
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saying to Members opposite is that even if we were looking
at it from the point of view of closing loopholes, it doesn't
.even succeed in doing that and, therefore, I hope that in
the light of the arguments the Government will not proceed
with this and therefore I am also saying that we should take
the Committee Stage in January to give them time to take
on board the points that I have put. The other area in the
Bill which we are not happy with but we are open to persuasion
by the other side if they can convince us of the logic of
what is being done, is the question of the allowances on
residential property. Some parts of it we go along with 100%.
For example, this business of improving and developing a
property, I think the drafting of that now makes it much
clearer whereas before it didn't and, clearly, we want to
encourage people to improve and develop their property because
it means that we are giving them tax relief for investing
their money in Gibraltar rather than taking it out and we
support that thinking. But I think on the question of the
allowance for home ownership which is something that, Mr
Speaker, we brought to the notice of the Government after
we had received representations from people, in fact, at
the time people who came to see us in the Opposition were
people who had bought• flats in Water Gardens, people from
a sort of middle range of incomes, white collar workers and
having done their calculations on the assumption that they
were getting tax relief while they were paying down payments
and the block was going up, they then found out that they
could not get in until the thing was finished. As I understand
it, what the Government is doing is they are meeting that
point for so-called 'closed marked development schemes'.
We don't think that it should be for closed market development
schemes, we think it should be available to everybody and
we don't see why there should be a discrimination in terms
of being able to do that for a so-called 'closed market
development scheme' and not for another one. Certainly, the
people who came to see us are not from closed market development schemes and in any case since the price is higher in
the open market, the need to be given the relief is even
greater so if you are looking at people's ability to pay
and the tax relief is an important element in .deciding the
capacity of people to meet the payments, then it is going
to be a more important element in areas where the price is
not subject to a ceiling than in a situation where the price
is subject to a ceiling. If we have understood that correctly
then we are not happy with that and we would need to be told
why it is that the relief can be given in a closed market
scheme and not in an open market scheme. I am referring to
clause 5 and subsection 2 of new section 26(a). If'we have
got it wrong then, fine, we are put at ease on that one but
we are not happy with that and we will want to know why the
Government thinks they can do it for one and not the other.
We also are unhappy about the situation where we are now
putting in our legislation the concepts of a closed market
development scheme which is in subclause 5 of that same
clause 26(a). There it says it provides a definition. The
expression 'closed market development scheme' means.a scheme
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certified as such by the Director of Crown Lands. Right,
but where does the Director of Crown Lands get this power
to certify things as closed market development schemes? What
are the criteria that the Director of Crown Lands has to
apply to determine whether a scheme is closed market or open
market? The first time the concept surfaces to our knowledge
on this side of the House, I mean, the Government does not
come along and say: "And now as part of Government policy
we have got this new device which is closed market development
schemes and this is what the Government proposes to do about
it and we have had a debate". That has not happened. This
is the first time it appears in any Gibraltar law, to our
knowledge,and the first time we heard about it was in the
City Plan. It may be a development of the 'Approach to
Housing' leaflet which was tabled or circulated in the House
but from our recollection of it it certainly was not expanded
in that leaflet in the way it is now and in the way that
it is, explained in the City Plan, because in fact in the
City Plan from what we can deduce it would appear that the.
origin of the concept is not the approach to housing and
crown land. The origin of the concept is Jersey and Guernsey
because in fact the City Plan talks about a two-tier system
of housing existing in the Channel Islands which it does
because they are outside the EEC and they can do it and we
cannot, but it seems to be modelled on that concept and the
idea is that you have two-tier housing. Free market housing
which everybody can come and buy provided they can afford
it, and protected housing which only residents can buy in
order that they are not priced out of the market. There are,
undoubtedly, attractions to that but what we question is
whether we are able to do it within community law. We have
got serious doubts about that and therefore we would need
to be told categorically that it is possible under the
existing terms of membership in Gibraltar to be able to say:
"I will in fact put a price ceiling on a housing development
and limit who can buy in that housing development to people
who are either Government tenants or on the housing waiting
list or entitled to be Government tenants or entitled to
be on the housing waiting list and by definition we are
excluding a range of people whom we understand under community
law are entitled to buy any property in Gibraltar". That
is our understanding of the law and it is our understanding
of the position as it was explained in this House following
the Brussels Agreement when we had to amend a number of our
laws to allow Spanish nationals the right to own land and
buy property and we were told that this was consistent with
the rights, I think it is in the social chapter, where it
talks about the right of residents and the right of establishment of workers, for example, and the right of workers to
be joined by their families and there it talks specifically
of the right to buy property. I think it is something that
my colleague has, in fact, brought up previously in this
connection. It is one thing as we see it to say: "Well, look,
the concept that we are operating is this concept but there
is nothing really black upon white and there is nothing in.
any law", and another thing is that we are going to legislate
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now saying there is such a thing in the law of Gibraltar
as a closed market development scheme which means a scheme
certified as such by the Director of Crown Lands then I would
say, right, in what law does it say which are the criteria
that apply to such schemes and can the Government give us
an undertaking that they have researched the thing and that
they know that this cannot be challenged. I know my colleague,
the Hon Mr Pitcher, mentioned before we sometimes get an
adverse reaction from the Government benches, Mr Speaker,
when we make these repeated references to complying with
community law and apply community .legislation. We feel quite
strongly about it because we feel equally strongly about
being discriminated against by the community. We feel that
consistent with saying we are entitled .to be in the EEC Air
Liberalisation Package is saying, well, we have to comply
with community directives and comply with community. law.
We think the strength of Gibraltar's case must be that we
are in and we are good members of the community, taking our
membership seriously, applying our obligations and fulfilling
those obligations and insisting and demanding our rights,
both, and we, think we cannot do to them what they cannot
do to us. What they cannot do to us is to say: "Well, .you
are in for the bad things and not for the good and we cannot
say the converse". This is the approach from this side. of
the House and we want reassurance on this point before we
can support this. There is one element in this Bill which
we think is very wise of the Government to introduce which
is that people have to refund the rebate that they get if
they sell the property within twelve months or they do not
take occupation because really otherwise the purchase and
sale of houses theoretically would become a method of tax
avoidance and therefore if the thing is to encourage hOme
ownership And the property is not occupied by the person
that gets the tax relief, then it is right that the
Commissioner should be able to recover that 'money and we
support that 100%. But I think there is another element there
not on the tax angle but on the closed market development
angle which the Government seems to have left open and there
is a parallel. Just like you don't want to have a situation
and you are putting that right in this Bill whete people
use home ownership not as an end in itself but as a means
to an end, that is, as a way of reducing their tax bill,
you , don't want to have a situation where you have closed
market development schemes and that is used as a way of making
capital gains and not as a way of promoting home ownership.
And that is happening. There has been one so-called 'closed
market development' 'which is the Vineyards project, nothing
else to our knowledge has happened so far which is defined
as such. We know of people, and one says good luck to them
if they have been able to do it, we know of people who have
already re-sold the property that they bought and made a
profit of £10,000 and the building isn't finished. If they
got tax relief and they have not taken up occupation the
Commissioner can get the tax relief back but how can one
argue that the land should be given away for £100 in order
to make housing within the reach of people of more modest
means because we want to give people an opportunity to own
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their own home at different levels of income and not just
the people who can afford to buy a penthouse for £.'-m, fine,
and what happens is that the people who are given that
opportunity at a cost to the public because, that is to say,
the Government on behalf of the public as the owner of the
land does not get the market price for that land and allows
it to go below the market price and then what happens is
that, the developer is not allowed to raise the price. That
is my understanding. As we understood the lease. originally,
if the developer raised the prices beyond, then he would
have to pay the Government more for the land, he has to pay
a proportion of the extra price back to the Government for
the land. So, in fact, the Government introduced a penalty
in the lease of the land for the development by saying if
the developer sells at higher prices, but if in fact all
that happens next is that the people who buy from the
developer are free to sell at whatever price they want then
it ceases to become a closed market development- It is only
a closed market development in respect of the developer and
the first purchaser. That is the only closed market development in existence and that is the one we are legislating
for. There may be or there may not be others in the future.
There may be one in Montagu in a few years time or there
may not be but we are legislating in 1987 and the only people
who can claim this in 1987 and the only closed market development that we are aware of is this one. I know that the concept
for example, in the City Plan has been used to span public
and private. We think that public housing is a different
kettle of fish. If the Government decides to sell Government
flats as we have just discovered they are going to do in
housing estates with vacant possession, that is not a closed
market development. They are the owners of the property and
they sell the property to whoever they want on whatever terms
they want like any other property owner does. If the
Government builds in Engineer House and decides to market
those to people who are Government tenants, it is their
prerogative because they are putting their money in that
building and they are the owners of the building. The concept
of the closed market development is not what the Government
does with its own property which it is perfectly entitled
to do without any special legislation but what the Government
authorises developers to do in the private sector and if
we are introducing a two-tier system then we certainly are
not happy to go along with it without getting a much better
explanation and a much better definition by the Government
of what they mean by it and how they think it will operate
and how they intend to overcome the kind of shortcomings
that we can see with the limited information that has been
available today and those really, Mr• Speaker, are the two
points that we would like the Government to give serious
thought to between now and the Committee Stage because I
don't expect they will be able to give me any kind of detailed
explanation on this on the spot. Clearly, anything that they
can answer will be welcome at this stage because it is something that we can think over between now and the Committee
Stage as well but I understand that they may not be in a
position to give me a detailed answer on these matters.
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FON CHIEF MINISTER:
Mr Speaker, as I indicated to the Hon the Leader of the
Opposition yesterday there is no difficulty about postponing
the Committee Stage of this Bill to next month, to January
and that will give us plenty of time to consider carefully
the points that he has made. It would be useful, I think,
Mr Speaker, if your office could make available a transcript
long as the Leader of the Opposition's speech has been, if
it .could be done I think it would be of great assistance
to the Government.
MR SPEAKER:
Oh, yes, most certainly.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
I am not going to say a great deal about the question of
provident funds, Mr Speaker, because I am not so well versed
in this province but I did understand the distinction that
he was trying to draw between the well established schemes
of major employers and the others'and, as I say, perhaps
if we do get a copy of the proceedings I can more carefully
read over the points that he is making. On the question of
home ownership and the measures that are included in this
Bill to try to promote that, there were two things, of course,
that we really wanted to do. One was to give income tax relief
to those people who are paving for their newly purchased
home by instalments as distinct from those who may, say,
pay a deposit of £10,000 or E15,000 and then pay for the
rest by a mortgage. I think there are precedents in the case
of North View Terrace and probably Vineyards where, in fact,
people have been required to pay by instalments over a period
of two or three years in order to meet the initial premium.
I think that other schemes that are coming up probably at
Catalan Bay and Montagu may be of a similar nature. We wanted
to help those people and at the same time we wanted to have
at least an initial penalty against the speculation that
is already evident and has been evident in North View Terrace
and now in Vineyards so at least through the Income Tax
Ordinance we are going to withdraw the rebate if the property
has been sold within a specified period of time. I am frankly
concerned about this aspect of speculation and, of course,
there is no doubt that if the Government foregoes a very
large premium on behalf of the community and also puts
penalties on the developer, that those who commit themselves
to purchase even before they have occupied the property should
not be able to speculate and make a bomb out of the whole
thing. One shies away from the concept, perhaps, of a capital
gains tax because it might frighten many people from investing
in Gibraltar but if we are going to define, and we have
defined for the first time in this piece of legislation,
given some legal standing to the concept of a closed market
development scheme, perhaps we ought to think whether some
form of capital gains tax should not be introduced precisely
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for a closed market development scheme, not for others but
certainly for this one but the impression that we might give,
I think, is one that we have to think about. Perhaps we
shouldn't call it a capital gains tax, perhaps it should
be something in the same way as provision is being made for•
the tax relief to be lost to he foregone in the case of a
resale, perhaps there could be some way of meeting this
problem. But only, and one must stress, for closed market
development schemes which are not intended to be speculative,
which are not intended to be for outsiders but are intended
for people who have a serious housing problem and who want
to continue to reside in Gibraltar. The concept of a closed
market development scheme although referred to in the City
Plan does pre-date as far as we are concerned in the City
Plan because it has been talked about and discussed in the
Crown Lands Department shortly after we set up the home ownership unit a couple of years ago. I am informed by the
Attorney-General that it is sufficient to have the legislative
provision that is being made in this Bill as the necessary
statutory backing which is required for the concept, that
we don't have to go any further in this respect. I am going
to come to the guidelines in a moment, to the definition
that the Department uses, but before I do that perhaps I
should also say that we are drawing a distinction in respect
of the tax relief because there is an element of control
by the Crown Lands Department with regard to a closed market
development scheme in that at least we are able to monitor
what is happening whereas for other schemes, for open schemes,
there is no monitoring that the Crown Lands Department can
undertake and that is why we are drawing the distinction
and giving the relief for instalments to one and not to the
other and, as I say, the closed market scheme is designed
for local residents and the others are not. Very many are
purchased directly by people or by companies and so on and
why should we give them any kind of relief. The definition
that the home ownership unit is adopting in the case of the
closed market scheme is.that the Director will certify as
a closed market housing development scheme those which are
designed by their marketing limitations to benefit only the
people eligible to apply for housing in Gibraltar. An
application for the Director's certification must therefore
include a developer's declaration to this effect and a
complete list of all the units proposed in the development
together with a list of committed purchasers must be provided
to the Director of Crown Lands and a further undertaking
which will have to be injected into the agreement. to purchase
and into the eventual demise. This must ensure that the
Department is informed of all transactions involved in the
transfer of title or benefit or any such demise. These clauses
must be operational from the date of effect of the agreement
to purchase to the end of the first year of the term of the
lease granted on completion of the works. These are the guidelines which the Department is going to adopt, they are not
enshrined in law, they are just guidelines, but the AttorneyGeneral seems to be satisfied that that is sufficient and,
perhaps, he can explain his own views on the matter.

HON J BOSSANO:

Did he say eligible for housing or eligible for GoVernment
housing?
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Eligible to apply for housing in Gibraltar.
HON J BOSSANO:
Should that be for Government housing in Gibraltar?
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
For public housing, for Government housing. Yes, of course.
HON J BOSSANO:
And the other thing is does, in fact, that apply every time
the house changes hands or only in the initial stage?
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
In the initial stage.
HON J BOSSANO:
Surely, if the Hon Member will give way, the point that I
made was that if you have got a situation where you have
got a two-tier market which is the difference between the
scheme here, as I see it, and the model of Guernsey, in
Guernsey, a Guernseyman that buys a restricted market property
can only sell to another Guernseyman that can also buy a
restricted market property, he cannot sell to an outsider
otherwise He would make a fortune because the disparity is
enormous. If you have got a situation where the Government
says: "Because I am giving you the land free, the potential
pool of purchasers is limited to the two thousand people
on the waiting list", for example, to get a figure. That
means that if independent of any physical limit on the price
put by the Government,• by the very nature of market forces
you ate more restricted in what you can ask because the
potential number of people that can buy is only 2,000. That
is the whole basis of the differential between an open market
and a closed market. It is closed because it is closed as
regards customers. If all that happens is that the 2,000
can buy and then sell to the 300,000,000 Europeans, what
you are doing is you are giving people a printing press to
make money.
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HON CHIEF MINISTER:

HON J L BALDACHINO:

I take the point. I think we have got to give further thought
to this matter and we are in time to do something.

The other point I would like to make is that even though
we go to the closed market there have been purchases in
Gibraltar like the North View Terrace which is completely
diffetent to the one of the Water Gardens. In the North View
Terrace there were more Gibraltarian buyers and there were
more working people who bought houses there. If we don't
apply it to all then projects such as North View Terrace
will not have the same advantage as closed market projects.
The other point is that if we gd back to the 1st January,
1987, does that mean that the people who bought houses in
the Vineyards project will get backdated all the instalments
they have been paying or will they only get part of it? I
think that we should go back at least to. when they started'
paying because they were the pioneers otherwise people coming
after them will have the advantage of claiming while they
won't be able to do that.
•

HON M A FEETHAM:'
Could the Hon Member sent us a copy of the guidelines because
I haven't had time to write them as he was speaking?
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Well, they are recorded in Hansard.
HON M A FEETHAM:
Yes, but it will be some time before we get it.

MR SPEAKER:

HON CHIEF MINISTER:
No, I have asked that it be made available soon.

Any other contributors? I will then call on the Mover to
reply if he so wishes.

HON J L BALDACHINO:

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:

I am referring to clause 5, Mr Speaker. Is this going to
be backdated because if it is not going to be backdated it
appears to me that what we are now legislating here is more
in favour of the Vineyards project or for the Vineyards homeowners.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
But it is, it is hackdated.
HON J L BALDACHINO:
Is it backdated?
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Yes. If he will, turn over the page and look at the top of
page 188, it comes into effect on the 1st July, 1987.
HON J L BALDACHINO:
So this will go back to the 1st July.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
To the beginning of this tax year.
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Mr Speaker, I do not propose to say anything about the closed
market development since the Hon the Chief Minister has
offered to look into this further, I would simply say on
the question of the changes dealing with return 'of
contributions that, and I think the Leader of the Opposition
would acknowledge this, the points he made reference of this
particular measure were, in fact, the points he had already
made, I think, substantially when we discussed the major
change affecting pensions in the Budget. I can only
acknowledge that he takes a different view although I think
for the record I ought to say that whenever one has any change
of this nature, inevitably there is a point like the 1st
July which becomes. perhaps it seems absurd to make distinction
at the time when one is legislating for the future and the
Government's view is that this is a matter of principle and
they principle is that one should not allow tax advantages
to affect the contributions, the investment 'of the money
put into the Fund, whatever fund it may be, and also benefits.
This is in keeping with the Government's view as to how the
changes in legislation should be made. There is certainly
nothing to stop any individual still taking advantage of
the provisions of Income Tax Ordinance which affect endowment
assurance. It is true, as the Hon Leader of the Opposition
has said, that some of the extent schemes have strong
similarity with endowment policies, they are of that nature,
they are not final salary related, they are money purchase,
I accept that, but I go hack to my point that we are in fact
legislating for the future in order to make a change which
seems to the Government in keeping with modern conditions.
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THE IMPORTS AND EXPORTS (AMENDMENT) ORDINANCE, 1987

HON J BOSSANO:
We are voting against because even with what we have just
heard from the Financial Secretary we cannot vote for the
general principles of the Bill. When the time comes we will
vote for some sections and not for others.

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Mr Speaker, I have the honour to move that a Bill for an
Ordinance to amend the .Imports and Exports Ordinance be read
a first time.

MR SPEAKER:
I would suggest then that the Chief Minister should call
for a division because otherwise the Second Reading will
not be carried.

Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the Bill was read a first time.
SECOND READING

HON CHIEF MINISTER:

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:

Yes, Mr Speaker. May we have a division on this Bill?
Mr Speaker then put the question and on a division being
taken the following Hon Members voted in favour:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

A J Canepa
Major F J Dellipiani
M K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
G Mascarenhas
J B Perez
Dr R G Valarino
H J Zammitt
E Thistlethwaite
B Traynor

Mr Speaker, I have the honour to move that the. Bill be now
read a second time and I do not propose to make a speech.
It is as short a Bill as it has been my privilege to introduce
to this House and I think the explanation given in the
explanatory memorandum is all I need say on the matter. I
commend the Bill to the House.
MR SPEAKER:
Before I put the question to the House does any Hon Member
wish to speak on the general principles and merits of the
Bill?
HON J C PEREZ:

The Bill was read a second time.

Mr Speaker, the explanatory memorandum, is quite clear but
if that i.e the only reason why the Government is bringing
legislation of this nature to the House then it doesn't
satisfy us at all. The fact that Cable and Wireless was exempt
from import duty does not justify that Gibraltar Telecommunications should also be exempt from import duty. One
could not question what the situation was then unless there
is a valid enough reason other than that, unless the
Government have actually studied why they want to exempt
Gibraltar Telecommunications from import duty and they give
a different explanation in the House, at the Moment we will
reserve our position and abstain on the Bill.

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:

MR SPEAKER:

Mr Speaker, I beg to give notice that the Committee Stage
and Third Reading of the Bill be taken on the 21st January,
1988, when the House will resume.

Are there any other contributors?

The following Hon Members voted against:
The
The
The
The
The
the
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

J L Baldachin°
J Bossano
M A Feetham
Miss M I Montegriffo
R Mor
J C Perez
J E Pilcher
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HON SIR JOSHUA HASSAN:
Mr Speaker, I understand that throughout the negotiations
with either side which was on the same basis as before, it
was the understanding that equipment would not be subject
to import duty. In this case, I imagine, unlike before, half
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the import duty would be payable by the Government so that
the Government would be paying import duty on goods which
were going to be their own insofar as half of it was
concerned. If before and on a non-competitive basis Cable
and Wireless did not pay any import duty on their equipment,
it is hardly fair to expect a company where the Government
are 50% shareholders, that there should be any difference
to what the practice was before, in fact, it should be all
the more reason that it should be exempt from that and that
would only tend to lower the cost of the equipment and reflect
the rates and the tariffs of the international
finally
communications that we will provide and make Gibraltar as
competitive as possible.
HON J BOSSANO:
Let me just say, Mr Speaker, that the fact that something
has been done for a long time is not a sufficiently compelling
reason. If it is a new outfit it is time to take a new look
and certainly we are keeping our options open on this.

HON J C PEREZ:
Mr Speaker, I think it has been made quite clear by the Hon
Leader of the Opposition and myself that what we are doing
is keeping our options open unless the Hon Financial and
Development Secretary or any Member of the Government can
give another reason other than the one in the explanatory
note Which does not satisfy us. The Hon and Learned the Backbencher did say that it was import duty which was in part
to be paid by the Gibraltar Government but that is in part.
We have other Government owned companies which perhaps do
not enjoy the same facility so there is no standard procedure
in approaching this matter and we don't see why on this
particular occasion because Cable and ,Wireless enjoyed it
which I don't think they should have enjoyed, for a long
tine because they enjoyed a monopoly in telecommunications
that We should grant it to Gibraltar Telecommunications and
perhaps lose that 50% of the import duty which we might be
able to get. But we are keeping our options open; it is not
that we are totally opposed to it on a matter of principle
or anything like that but we cannot see that the reason given
for the introduction of this Bill is sufficient.

MR SPEAKER:
If there are no other contributors I will then call on the
Mover to reply.

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
I will only pretend that I was standing up, Mi Speaker, and
I have finished my speech. I can sit down.

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Really there isn't a great deal I can say, Mr Speaker, except
that on the general principle, really endorsing what Sir
Joshua has said, it certainly was part of the understanding
throughout the negotiations with both parties, I might sav,
but certainly as far as the deal with British Telecom was
concerned, that the existing privileges, if one likes to
use that. phrase, would be made available to the new company.
There are other examples in the Imports and Exports Ordinance
of exemptions, for example, there are import exemptions for
equipment of a specialised highly technical nature in
connection with what one can call Reuters equipment, perhaps
it is the simplest way to describe it, data processing equipment which I think one could say if one makes exemptions
for equipment of that nature then one ought to make exemptions
for the import of equipment which is in connection with
enhancing Gibraltar's telecommunications facilities. I must
admit that to a certain extent I am making up general
principles as I go along because I started from the assumption
that it is a reasonable general principle but I would be
quite prepared to give way at this stage if the Hon Mr Perez
would wish to stand up and oppose the principle I have outlined.

Mr Speaker then put the question and on a vote being taken
the following Hon Members voted in favour:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

A J Canepa
Major F J Dellipiani
M K Featherstone •
Sir Joshua Hassan
G Mascarenhas
J B Perez
Dr R G Valarino
H J Zammitt
E Thistlethwaite
B Traynor

The following Hon Members abstained:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

J L Baldachino
J Bossano
M A Feetham
Miss M I Montegriffo
R Mor
J C Perez
J E Pilcher

The Bill was read a second time.
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THE SUPPLEMENTARY APPROPRIATION (1987/88) (NO. 3) ORDINANCE,
1987

else on this occasion. Normally when the' House approves the
Supplementary Bill I issue a general warrant authorising
the expenditure. On this occasion as a measure of control
I don't propose to do that, I propose to issue specific
warrants to individual spending departments, to the
Controlling Officers, as and when the funds may be required.
I say that because I would expect that there may be some
considerable underspending compared with the sums which the
House is now being asked to vote. I really have no alternative
on • this occasion because of the exigencies of the
Parliamentary system, Mr Speaker. That is all I wish to say.

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:

MR SPEAKER:

Sir, I have the honour to move that a Bill for an Ordinance
to appropriate further sums of money to the service of the
year ending with the 31st day of March, 19-88, be read a first
time.

Before I put the question to the House does any Hon Member
wish to speak on the general principles and merits of the
Bill?

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Mr Speaker, I beg to give notice that the Committee Stage
and Third Reading of the Bill be taken at a later stage in
the meeting.
This was agreed to.

HON J E PILCHER:
Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the Bill was read a first time.
SECOND READING
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Sir, I have the honour to move that the Bill be now read
a second time. It is much easier for me to speak in favour
of Supplementary Appropriation Bills because as the House
will know I object to them on principle as Financial
Secretary. I see it as one of the main purposes of my job,
of course, not to allow Government to spend any more money
than they vote at the beginning of the year so the House
will understand my concern at seeing• a Bill coming forward
with such an outrageous amount of money included for
supplementary funds. Having said that, I think and I really
am trying to agree, there is a clear distinction between
the E2m which wag included for GSL and the rest of the funds
for which the Government is coming to the House for approval.
I should mention one point here, namely, that it was thought
that this might be the last opportunity for the Government
to seek approval from the House for a Supplementary
Appropriation both in connection with GSL and in connection
with other Government expenditure before a general election.
I don't know when the general election is going to be but
there really was that possibility that we might not have
another House until very late or, indeed, the end of the
financial year which would have created difficulties. I
mention that and that is all I am going to say on that
particular subject, simply because the sums involved, as
Members will see from the Schedules, are quite large in total.
Excluding GSL we have a figure of over Elm and I think it
is fair to say that the departments who have been asked to
put forward requests for supplementary funds may have put
in, to coin a phrase, the kitchen sink as well as everything

Mr Speaker, although normally when we come to Bills to
appropriate further sums of money we tend to leave it for
Committee Stage where, obviously, we are discussing particular
aspects of that, we feel in this particular Bill, as will
be evident in my contribution, I think, we feel it is
necessary to do it on the general principles. However, Mr
Speaker, I intend to take up certainly more than ten to
fifteen minutes so you may prefer to recess at this stage.
MR SPEAKER:
Perhaps we should then recess until this afternoon at 3.30
when we will. continue.
HON StR JOSHUA HASSAN:
Mr Speaker, I am sorry, I didn't hear what was going on,
I thought this was a perfunctory function that we normally
deal in the Committee Stage with the supplementary votes.
Insofar as I have an element of responsibility I would like
to say' that 'sometime before I decided to resign I did ask
the Financial Secretary to make sure that any commitments
that the Government wap making were covered by Parliamentary
authority before we left office as a result of the election.
Naturally, we were in two difficulties. One was that people
should not think that money was there for the giving to
departments, on the other hand I did not want to leave a
legacy to a future Government to be burdened with having
to vote monies on matters on which we had decided to spend
and a different Government could think differently. I thought
we shbuld assume responsibility and the idea was that all
th supplementary requirements were enquired into and it
wa.3 decided, if I remember rightly, that we should reserve
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this vote and make the money available as and when justified
in each particular case but that we should not leave, that
was my intention, we should not leave this Legislature a
legacy to any future Government to have to vote money on
matters of which a decision to spend money was taken by this
Legislature hence the reason why some were higher than would
have normally been the case as they would have had to justify
nearer the end of the financial year.

MR SPEAKER:
Let it be said that there is no reason why at the Committee
Stage we should not deal with parts of the Supplementary
Appropriation and then the rest of the Committee Stage can
be taken in January.
The House recessed at 12.55 pm.
The House resumed at 3.40 pm.

MR SPEAKER:
Nothing has been said on the general principles and merits
of the Bill. What the Hon Mr Pilcher has said is that normally .
they make their contributions at the Committee Stage but
that they would like to do so on this particular Bill on
the general principles. He said that his contribution was
going to take more than ten minutes so .therefore he wanted
to have an opportunity to address the House after the lunch.
recess.
HON J E PILCHER:
If I can just explain the point for the Hon Sir Joshua Hassan.
In my contribution on the general principles we will be asking
the Government to delay the Committee Stage until the meeting
of the House adjourned to January and therefore we couldn't
do that if we went into Committee and that is why we are
going to make the point on the general principles of the
Bill to try and convince the Government to leave the Committee
Stage until January.
HON SIR JOSHUA HASSAN:
It may be possible in some cases but, not possible in others.
For example, the GSL money is required to be voted now before
the end of the year and therefore we have to discuss that.
I don't mind insofar as that aspect of the Schedule which
was really produced as a result of the directive I gave before
about making sure that the House gave authority for all the
money, it is those aspects which are really anticipated,
I didn't know then that there would be a meeting in January,
I didn't know whether there would be a meeting in January
or not. At the time that I required that, it was precisely
because I did not want to leave a legacy of monies to he
voted by policies decided by this Government. t think that
is in the best Parliamentary tradition.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
The other thing, of course, that should be added is we were
trying to avoid bringing two Supplementary Appropriation
Bills to the House, one at this meeting and then another
one in January.

MR SPEAKER:
I will remind the House that we are on the Second Reading
of the Supplementary Appropriation (1987/88) Bill and anyone
who wishes to contribute to the debate is free to do so.
LION J E PILCHER:
Mr Speaker, in speaking on the general principles of this
Hill, I will be speaking directly to Head 25 - Treasury,
'.hat is, the vote of £2,03e,000 which comes under the Treasury
vote but which is clearly the subvention that the Government
of Gibraltar intend to give Gibraltar Shiprepair. I think
before talking about the point at issue, ie the £2m subsidy,
I think there has to be a certain amount of history into
the situation, certainly over the past year at Gibraltar
Shiprepair Limited and to the different debates that we have
had in the House as regards this particular issue. Also,
I think, I have to refer to what the Hon Chief Minister said
this morning in anticipation of the debate when he said that,
surely, the Opposition party wouldn't call the E2m subsidy
to GSLP electioneering. Obviously, Mr -Speaker, aiven the
Government's record particularly over this past year, there
is no need to do any type of electioneering on this particular
issue. Until early in this year, January/February of this
year, the Government continued to maintain that there was
a future for GSL under the present management and under the
present conditions. It was only until the middle or late
this year that the Government. have now decided, in principle,
that restructuring has to occur and that they are now taking
steps to ensure that the restructuring happens. But I don't,
as I say, have to remind the Government that over the past
year £*m loan which ...they gave the company is still outstanding; that in the early part of this year £2.= were made
available through subscription for shares in GSL; that in
October this year we gave GSL E*1 of overdraft facilities
and that in this House they are now seeking £2m as a subsidy
for GSL. Doing rough calculations, Mr Speaker, that is nearly
E5m in 1987 as a subsidy one way or another for GSL. As I
said.before, Mr Speaker, we have had three, maybe even four,
main debates on GSL this year during the 1985 Accounts, during
the 1986 Accounts, during the voting in February, I thin{
it was, of the subscription for shares of £2m and .1,think,
again, at Budget time. The position of the Opposition party
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as regards GSL is more than clear and I dare say the position
is one where the two sides differ in what has been the way
ahead, certainly since 1984, the split, in fact, came during
the elections of 1984 and throughout until the present day.
I think it is more than clear that there are two different
positions on the matter and even today, Mr Speaker, if we
note the questions at Question Time in this particular House
where we feel the Government is still distancing itself from
the direct intervention or direct policies of GSL, during
Question Time we heard that they are still dividing or
creating a divisory line between GSL, the company, what Mr
Michael Casey is doing, who approves that and, certainly,
as far as the redundancies are concerned, again, we have
a situation where we have a proposal by GSL which the
Government is still studying. I think it is far from clear
or, at least, it is more than clear that the position which
the Government had maintained over the last four years is
still the position to date and that that position runs
contrary to the position adopted by the Opposition party,
the GSLP, since inception of GSL in 1984, at least the
inception of the idea during the elections of 1984. I think
on the question of electioneering, on the question of passing
goodies on to the people which is a point that was made by
the Hon Chief Minister. I think what we need to do, Mr
Speaker, is re-ask. the question to the Hon Financial and
Development Secretary after this House about the balancing
of expenditure and revenue. I am sure that we might not get
the same answer as we got during Question Time which was
that the expenditure would be less than the revenue of the
Government. I am not sure that that is still the case after
all these bills and after all the goodies that have been
given to the people of Gibraltar by the Hon Dr Valarino.
That is a different subject. Getting back to the subject
matter, Mr Speaker, the reality of speaking during the general
principles of the Bill rather than what has been the norm
in the past to speak during the Committee Stage is because
I feel that the Opposition party finds itself in a dilemma.
We are in a dilemma because in the past every time that we
have got a decision to make on GSL, particularly on the
financing 'side of GSL, we have had a situation where normally
we have abstained, our abstention signifying that we did
not agree with the way that the company was being handled
by the Government and I think there is no need, as I said
before, to go over all the ground as regards why we have
objected at any particular point. Most of the times we have
abstained because we couldn't vote yes because we didn't
agree with the policies of the Government and we didn't vote
no because a no would have been tantamount to an admiss on
or a situation where if the no had been accepted by Government
it would have meant the demise of the company and the shutdown
of the company and therefore a lot of redundancies and a
lot of economic problems. Therefore this is the reason that
we have always abstained, I say always certainly during this
year ever since the Government brought the first £2m for
the subscription of shares, we have abstained in the knowledge

that an abstention meant or at least trying to explain that
an abstention meant saying no to the way the Government was
handling it but in no way saying no to the actual expenditure
of the money. Having got to this stage, Mr Speaker, there
is, in fact, a different analysis to be made this time because
there are two different arguments encompassed in the same
vote and there is an anomaly in the arguments being used,
we are now at the end of 1987. During the debate on the 1986
Accounts we heard the Hon Financial and Development Secretary
say that by the end of the year the operating cost of the
company would be £3m in deficit. This, I think, he confirmed
during Question Time on Tuesday. I therefore feel, Mr Speaker,
that the £2m contains an element which is an element of
balancing up the 1987 Accounts of the company. In fact, he
intimated this during Question Time when he said that out
of the £2m it might be possible to overcome or cancel the
Elm overdraft that the company had been allowed in October.
Therefore there are two different elements, one element which
is part of the £2m goes towards cancelling the deficit and
balancing the books at the end of 1987, ie the deficit in
operating costs that the company has had even after the £2m
subscription on shares even after the company has, to a point,
been given a hidden subsidy by the taking over of the Training
Centre and even after the Elm overdraft, the company cannot
balance its 1987 Accounts and therefore part of the £2m will
go towards this particular aspect. I think on this particular
point we have to ask ourselves why has the company arrived
at the end of 198/ with a deficit of £3m when the anticipated
deficit given by the Hon Financial and Development Secretary
at the start and; in fact, during the discussion of the 1985
Accounts, the anticipated loss was between £200,000 and
£300,000. I think, Mr Speaker, even here the inefficiency
of the Government control over the company has had a lot
to do with the fact that the company arrives at the end of
1987 With a £3m deficit. If you cast your mind back, Mr
Speaker, to the discussions in February or March of this
year; if I am not mistaken, when the Government brought the
£2m subscription for shares, you will remember that it was
made quite clear 'by the then Hon and Learned the Chief
Minister, Sir Joshua Hassan, that there was no question of
any of this money being used for salary and wage purposes.
He said .clearly that these £2m were for operating costs of
the company and 'that the way ahead for salaries and wages
was fot the company and the workforce to discuss this and
to come to an agreement given the profit element that the
company had and therefore giving to the workers the amount
of money that the company could afford but that at no stage
could these £2m be used for this. Mr Speaker, because of
this we had industrial problems in the yard with the workforce
who claimed a certain percentage of increases in salaries
and wages and through June, July and August GSL was again
thrown into a situation of industrial unrest because the
company insisted, quite rightly, that they didn't have money
to pay the cost.of the salaries and wages bill which, if
I am not mistaken, was somewhere in the region of Elm and
therefore there was no way that the company could cede to
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the claims being made on them by the Trade Union movement.
Of course, after that, we are now in a situation, with hindsight, .of knowing that the company did pay Elm, that the
company ceded to the demands of the Trade Union movement,
logical demands, Mr Speaker, because they were looking at•
a situation where they were worth an increase in salaries
and wages as indeed we argued that in October, and at the
end of it the Government paid for that Elm through the £2m
subscription of Shares, through their hidden subsidies for
the Training Centre and, in fact, anything left over we are
now going to vote Elm subsidy which if it hasn't been covered
already, will be to cover the cost of salaries and wages
which is part of the operating costs of the company. Mr
Speaker, this is but one more example of how the Government
in their inefficiency in running the company have again
created another obstacle for the company because all that
was needed was to have given the company.back in February/March, 1987, the right to spend Elm to meet the salaries
and wages bill and that would have happened and it wouldn't
have been thrown into a situation of industrial unrest in
the yard with all the repercussions that that has for the
yard and which we all know about and which has been made
very clear by people like Mr Torsten Andersson and we could
have avoided all 'that if the Government at that juncture
would have realised that the Elm for wage and salary increases
was the right way of going about things. They decided not
to, we were plunged into a situation of industrial chaos
and at the end of it all, they had footed the bill anyway.
That could have been avoided, Mr Speaker, in February/March
and although the company would not be arriving at the end
of 1987 with a surplus, with a profit and with anywhere near
the £200,000 deficit that they said, certainly, the deficit
would not be as much as 83m. The part of the E2m that
appertains to the balancing of the books for 1987, Mr Speaker,
we have no option but to agree with the Government that that
has to be paid because if it is not paid then the company
would not he able to close its accounts for 1987 and would
have to close down and therefore, again, we are forced into
a situation that because we don't want that to happen the
Opposition party are unable to vote against because the money
is needed and have to therefore abstain but in no way can
we support a situation where due to Government inefficiency
and maladministration, maladministration in two counts. One
is because their policy directives have, in fact, in this
particular juncture created an obstacle for the company but
also the fact that they are still putting that divisory line
between them and the company in order to try and get to an
election unblemished and for people to think that the fault
of the failure of the company falls on:the managers or falls
on the company but certainly doesn't fall on the Government.
Certainly from this side of the House we put the blame
squarely where it lies as far as we are concerned and that
is on the shoulders of the Government of Gibraltar, Mr
Speaker. On this aspect of the part of the £2m that appertains
to the balancing of• the accounts, we have no option but to
abstain on this element. Of course, that is not the full
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explanation that has been given to us when the £2m subsidy
has been brought to the House. The explanation given, if
I am' not mistaken, by the Hon Financial and Development
Secretary was that part of the E2m, as I explained, was for
the balancing of the accounts and the bringing back of the
company on its feet by the end of 1987 and clearing all the
deficits but also to keep the company running through the
restructuring which the Government have now accepted in
principle and, obviously, to pay for the redundancies when
those occur. However, the Government still are saying to
us that they don't know how or when the renegotiation of
the Management Contract is going to take place. All that
we have heard in this House is that the lawyers of.GSL
together with the advice of Mr Michael Casey are still looking
into the matter and we have only been told that a decision,
in principle, is to restructure and to have redundancies
in the yard but there is no final decision on the
restructuring or on the redundancies.. Certainly, nothing
at all on the Price Waterhouse Report which we paid dearly
for and which has been on the table now for a year and very,
very little of it has been done since then. But yet we are
asked to vote E2m without knowing what is the future, Mr
Speaker, we don't know what is the .new concept under which
the Government want GSL to function, ie the new Management
Contract, we don't know what type of restructuring they are
talking about, how many redundancies are going to occur,
what is the number of the workforce going to be made
redundant, what percentage are going to be kept and certainly
and the most important point, we don't know what timetable
the Government is talking about. By voting the £2m we are
virtually giving carte blanche to the Government to keep
operating GSL, perhaps just ticking over without saying when
they intend and without giving us a timetable as to when
and how that restructuring is going to take place and that
is very, very important, Mr Speaker, because every week that
goes by it is costing the people of Gibraltar Ex-thousands
in order to keep the yard running because the yard at the
moment is running at an extraordinary loss. We have now
finished the RFA's and we have a workforce which we have
to pay every week and every single week that the Government
doesn't take a decision on the Management Contract and doesn't
take a. decision on the restructuring and the redundancies
is an amount of thousands of pounds that is costing the people
of Gibraltar, the taxpayer. Therefore I think, Mr Speaker,
before the Government asks this House and therefore the people
of Gibraltar, to vote another E2m subsidy for the company,
I think that they have various questions to answer. The
questions are, obviously, what is the type of restructuring;
what is the economic impact of this restructuring; will the
company after the restructuring operate at a loss, operate
at ticking over, balance itself out, lose money, how much
money is it going to lose? All these questions, Mr Speaker,
are questions that have to be answered. I suppose at this
point in time when they have done it now three or four times
during the year it is now standard practice to come to. this
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House to ask for more money for GSL but I think when we are
now on the fifth million, and that is E5m over and abcve
what was given by the ODA both from the E28m and the extra
£2.4m, we are now on the extra £5m being paid by the people
of Gibraltar and all that we are being told is that the renegotiation is taking place and that the restructuring has
been agreed in principle. Well, I feel, Mr Speaker, that
that is not enough. I feel that it is not only not enough
for the Opposition on this side of the House that has to
either vote in favour of the money, vote against the money
or abstain because how do we gauge which way to vote if we
are not being given any reasons? I think we need to know
the timetable of the Government, have the Government decided
now that they are going to restructure the company in January?
Have they decided to restructure the company in February?
Is the money that we are being asked to vote to tide over
the company until January/February, how many redundancies?
I think, Mr Speaker, not wanting to repeat myself, I think
the Government have a duty to come to this. House with the
answers to the questions that we are asking but, of course,
they should have had that statement ready to give the House
before they asked the House to vote the £2m. I feel, Mr
Speaker, that on this particular aspect the OppositiOn party
would be quite prepared to vote against this aspect of the
money and I think it would be accepted and understood by
the,people of Gibraltar because, really; in voting the money
without knowing what the Government intend to do and what
the company intend to do with it, we still don't know what
the E2m that we paid to the company in subscription for shares
have been used for. We know that Elm have been used for the
pension fund which they should have had operating since 1984,
we know that all the money that was supposed to be used for
operating costs have been used for operating costs because
the money that was there for operating costs was being used
for other things. I think, Mr Speaker, we have now got to
a juncture where the Government have to be more outright
in their arguments and more outright in their explanation
and presentation of things like that, for us to be able to
vote one way or another.. What I think we need, Mr Speaker,
is for the Government to separate the vote. I think we need
in this House to know how much of the E2m is. going to close
the accounts for 1987 and I think we need to know how much
of the money is going to go towards helping the company
through the restructuring period and, obviously, know what
type of restructuring and what type of redundancies the
company and the Government are aiming for and what that is
going to cost. What I would want the Government to do if
they are going to get our support at all on this one, Mr
Speaker, is to separate the £2m that they have put under
the Treasury" vote, what they should do is put under the
Treasury vote for this particular Hotise the amount of money
that they have to give the company for 1987 and the amount
of money that they need to keep the company ticking over
until the restructuring and give us the timetable and the
date when that restructuring is going to take place. The
rest of the money, Mr Speaker, should be left in abeyance

until the Government can come to this House and tell us and
.the people of Gibraltar the type of restructuring, how many
redundancies, economic impact, etc, and I don't want to repeat
myself, and at that stage we will decide whether we can vote
in favour or against that money depending on whether we agree
with the restructuring that the Government is proposing.
But to come to this House and ask us to vote £2m, Mr Speaker,
for things for 1987, for the overdraft facilities to be
cancelled, for restructuring of the yard to keep the yard
running over, to pay for redundancies, I think, Mr Speaker,
that is just not on. The Government have to divide and
separate those £2m so that we know what we, are voting for,
how much is for 1987, how much is just to keep the company
running over until the end of January or mid-February when
the restructuring happens. We find ourselves in that
predicament, Mr Speaker, and there is no way that we can
do other than abstain if the Government intend to continue
with the voting of the E2m under Treasury as it is at the
moment. The only way we could look at the thing from a
position of being able to study it is if the Government gave
us these breakdowns but there is no way, Mr Speaker, that
we are going to vote any money in this House or, at least,
the Opposition will not help the Government vote any money
in this House that is for a restructuring or redundancies
when we don't know in what form, shape or timetable that
is going to happen. There is only one other matter and that
is the matter of the problems related to the subsidy and
the rules as laid down by the EEC but I will allow my
colleague, the Hon Mr Feetham, who is more of an authority
on the EEC than I am, to tackle that aspect, Mr Speaker.
Thank you.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Mr Speaker, the intention on the Government, side is to try
to avoid having two debates. I do not propose to speak on
the question of GSL at this stage but I will do so in
Committee and address myself specifically to that.
HON J BOSSANO:
When are we having the Committee Stage, Mr Speaker?
MR SPEAKER:
It will be after we finish the First and Second Readings.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
The money involved has got to be voted before the end of
the financial year unless we want the yard to close down
on the 31st. In other words, the leave that the workers have
taken will be permanent. '
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MR SPEAKER:

J BOSSANO:
They then become entitled to six months pay which is a very
big bill that will be pending for the Government. As far
as we are concerned what we are saying is if the Government
amends the figure there to what is needed now and removes
what is needed for restructuring, we will look at the amount
that is being invested in the restructuring when they come
and tell us what it is for. It is not an unreasonable thing.
In every other item in the Schedule of Supplementary Estimates
we have .a remarks column that tries to give us some details
of why the money is needed and, in fact, we get an expansion
of that when we ask for more information. If I were to ask
the Government now how much is the restructuring costing
and how much is the restructuring going to save so that I
can decide whether it .is a good or a bad thing to put money
in that area, they cannot answer me. If they limit themselves
at this stage to the money that is needed to keep the yard
going until a decision is taken on the restructuring, we .
haven't got a quarrel. We may have a quarrel later on but
we are not going to quarrel now.
MR SPEAKER:
I think this is, perhaps, anticipating what one is going
to have to say at the Committee Stage

The Standing Orders are clear. If the•House agrees, without
exception, to have the Committee Stage on the same day then,
of course, there is no problem. If there is abstention or
there is opposition then the Committee Stage can be taken
tomorrow, it is as simple as that.
0

HON SIR JOSHUA HASSAN:
I think that having regard to what was said this morning,
it is quite obvious that we will need two Appropriation Bills
because whatever is not dealt with because it's not urgent
such as some of the areas where I • mentioned this morning
that had been done in anticipation in order to cover
expenditure committed by the Government which could be left
to the January meeting, we will have to have a completely
separate Appropriation Bill because you cannot split the
Bill. You have to pass a Bill through all its stages to
authorise the expenditure of the money and then rehash another
Bill in January with whatever remains. I •am not speaking
purely on the question of Gibrepair, I meant regarding other
matters which I explained this morning.
MR SPEAKER:
I understand that there will be no objection by the Opposition
on any of the other matters other than GSL.

HON J BOSSANO:
The point is, Mr Speaker, that if the Government takes
cognizance of the argument and accepts its validity then
we will not object to the Committee Stage being taken today
and then they can go ahead with it and provide the money
for the yard not to have to close and when we come back to
the 21st January we can be told: "We are now coming with
a Supplementary Bill purely for the restructuring" and they
can then explain to us what the restructuring involves and
what the yard is going to be and, presumably, demonstrate
to us that we are investing money in something which is going
to finish up viable, obviously. I am sure the Government
will appreciate that when they come to put money to finance
the restructuring they will have to demonstrate that they
are not throwing good money after bad, that is what people
not just in this House but outside will want to hear from
them. If that is accepted that means we will then agree to
the Committee Stage being taken today otherwise we are not
going to give up.
HON SIR JOSHUA HASSAN:
With respect, Mr Speaker, I don't feel there is any question
of requiring, if it is necessary, to come tomorrow and do
it. I think we are perfectly entitled. I don't know whether
the Standing Orders do not allow this Appropriation Bill'
to he dealt with in the same meeting because otherwise it
will be very difficult to allow funds to be provided.

HON SIR JOSHUA HASSAN:
Yes, I appreciate that.
HON J BOSSANO:
It is a fairly simple thing, Mr Speaker, all we are saying
is if in the Committee Stage the Government says: "Right,
instead of it being R2m what we need as an on-going subvention
as the yard is now is Elle, then we come back and we look
at the Eim when we know what the
is for.
HON SIR JOSHUA HASSAN:
I think we are putting the cart before the horse a bit now
because, surely, the explanations will come at the time of
the Committee Stage. If they are not satisfied with the
explanations then they can either abstain for the reasons
stated by Mr Pilcher or vote against. We have advanced the
stage of the debate in the Second Reading in dealing with
this matter and therefore they have chosen to do that, quite
rightly, and I am not objecting to it, but you cannot have
two bites at the same cherry. That is to say, if we are going
to give details, whatever such details may be given will
be given in Committee Stage.
72.
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HON CHIEF MINISTER:

MR SPEAKER:
What the Hon the Leader of the Opposition is saying is that
their decision as to whether the Committee Stage of the
Appropriation Bill will be herd- today is conditioned to the
attitude that the Government is going to take on the GSL
money.
HON J BOSSANO:
We are prepared to wait for the explanations until the 21st
January, this is what we are saying. The Government then
comes and says: "At this stage we will vote Elm or Elim or
Elie, whatever it is they need other than the restructuring
then we are quite happy to take the vote on the restructuring
when we see what the restructuring is but how can the
Government ask for money for something that they haven't
yet decided? I don't understand it. Or if they tell us that
,none of the E2m is for the restructuring, fine.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
But he is quite correct, the Hon the Leader of the Opposition,
we don't want to prejudge the cost of the restructuring at
this. stage, that• is why we don't want to put a separate
amount. But the fact of the matter is that we judge that
E2m is what is required to keep the company going till, say,
April and it is a prudent provision to make at this stage
to keep it going until then.
MR SPEAKER:
In any event, let us not have a debate within a debate.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
I would prefer not to rake the matter up. Why should we give
the Hon ,the Leader of the Opposition who as Branch Officer
is going to be negotiating on behalf of the Union, why should
we give him an indication of the amount of money that is
set aside for the restructuring? We don't have to, we needn't,
we don't know exactly what it is yet because we haven't taken
the necessary decision.
HON J BOSSANO:
I think that what the Hon Member has just said which hasn't
been said until now, Mr Speaker, is that the E2m is what
they consider is required to keep the yard going until April
in its present size without any prior reductions, am I
correct?

.No, there is included an element for restructuring but in
any case it is of the order of £2m to keep it going including
some provision for the restructuring.
MR SPEAKER:
It is clear that the Government is not prepared to give an
undertaking as required by the Leader of the Opposition.
Are there any other contributors to the debate?
HON M A FEETHAM:
Mr Speaker in October of this year I asked a series of
questions in the House regarding the implications of certain
E'EC Directives insofar as shiprepair operations were concerned
and why I raised the question was because in July of this
year the Hon Financial and Development Secretary made a public
statement to the effect that the wage claim which had been
submitted by the employees of Gibraltar Shiprepair Limited
could not be entertained because it was against EEC
Directives. Of course, the purpose of the auestion in October
was to seek information because'in the view of the Opposition
the EEC Directives which are referred to and you will recall,
Mr Speaker, that I named them as EEC Directives No.81/336
and No.87/167, were Directives which derogated Member States
from the responsibilities of certain Articles of the Treaty
of Rome insofar as the rules of competition was concerned
and commercial policy. But in drawing up these Directives
the idea was to implement certain guidelines by which Member
States could, in seeking derogation, operate in giving aid
to shipbuilding and shiprepairing. The answer I got from
the Hon Financial and Development Secretary was that the
EEC Directives were being complied with by Gibraltar because
the Board of Trade had informed him so and the Foreign Office,'
I think he said, the Foreign Office as well had informed
him that we were. complying. Of course, you will recall, Mr
Speaker, I wasn't satisfied that the answer I was given by
the Hon Member opposite met the questions that I was asking
but, of course, within the parameters of questions and answers
it is very difficult if a Member chooses to give a blank
answer to be able' to ascertain any more information. The
reason why I have brought this again here today in the context
of the latest request by the Government to seek funds to
give a subvention to GSL is because not being satisfied with
the answers that I was given, the latest position, in my
view, continues to contravene the EEC Directives and
consequently I want to place on record that we are
questioning, if we are correct in our assumptions and the
advice that we have been able to seek is that we are correct
in the conclusions that we have reached, we are questioning
that the whole operation of shiprepair in Gibraltar has gone
against the whole legal basis of the European Community
Directives. The response that I got from the Hon Member
opposite was that he couldn't give anything more than say
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that we were complying with the Directives because that was
the advice given by. the Foreign Office but that he could
brief me, and any of my colleagues, privately about certain
confidential aspects of the operation. Of course, having
been given that and having got- nowhere else in the questions
and answers, obviously I had to accept at that point in time
that I wasn't going to get anything else at that meeting
and that I should then seek a meeting with the Hon Member
opposite and see what other information I could obtain. In
fact, the information that I have been able to obtain from
the Member opposite in no way allays my fears that, in feat,
we have been in contravention of the EEC Directives on
MR SPEAKER:
With respect, we are not going to talk about whether we are
in contravention'or not.
HON M A FEETHAM:
Yes, because we are in contravention. If we vote for this
money, Mr Speaker,....
MR SPEAKER:
Precisely, let us talk about the voting of the money and
the reason why we shouldn't.
HON M A FEETHAM:
If we vote this money, Mr Speaker, we will continue to be
in contravention of the EEC Directives on aid to shiprepair
yards. The reason I was given is not something that should
be of a confidential nature because let me be quite clear,
Mr Speaker, that we will be the next Government of Gibraltar
and consequently we are not going to be tied to a situation
where for
HON CHIEF MINISTER:

assist the economy of Gibraltar. Now we are told that we
are, in fact, not contravening the EEC. Directive because
all the money we have been putting into the shiprepair
operation is possible because the shiprepair yard had a
defence requirement and because it has a defence requirement
Gibraltar is derogated from the derogations which means that
we have to seek approval from the EEC Commission to do anything in respect of shiprepair. I say, Mr Speaker, that if
we have got a defence requirement for the commercial yard
then I think it must be made quite clear by the British
Government that the shiprepair operations in Gibraltar is
a defence requirement because if we are going to continue
to subsidise the company because it was set up on the basis
that the deal in itself was good and that it was in the
interests of the people of Gibraltar and in the end we find
that it is a total loss and we are going to continue to pay
for it and we are told that the commitment - is not as great
because there is a defence requirement and consequently the
bill that we have to meet is not in conflict with the EEC
Directives, I think somebody somewhere had better come clean
and come clean quick. It is no good coming to this House
and seeking further subsidies which we seriously think is
in conflict with the Directive and then us being the next
Government finding ourselves that somebody somewhere argues
a different line and we come. in considering it an economic
policy which takes account of the shiprepair and then finding
that that policy for some reason, someone in the Foreign
Office or the British Government changes its tune because
it doesn't like Mr Joe Bossano, perhaps, and.find that we
have got a problem which they didn't have and they have been
able to get rid of the crisis before we come in, Mr Speaker.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
They are going to make use of us as EEC advisers.
HON M A FEETHAM:
It: may well be because I challenge you now
MR SPEAKER:

You may have to eat those words.
HON M A FEETHAM:
We are not going to be tied to a situation, Mr Speaker, where
we are having cotton wool placed in front of our eyes so
that crisis after crisis is pushed under the carpet and swept
to one side hoping that at the end of the day something will
happen that will resolve the problem because, Mr Speaker,
the Dockyard was closed because it wasn't a defence requirement and consequently a commercial operation was set up for
the reasons that we have all discussed and my colleagues
have gone into this matter time and time in this House, to
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Order, you will speak to the Chair, you will not speak across
the House. I will not have any interruptions.
HON M A FEETHAM:
If the Hon Chief Minister spoke on these matters instead
of allowing the Financial and Development Secretary then
I could place the onus of responsibility on him as the elected
representative and not on a civil servant to answer in this
House. Therefore, Mr Speaker, if the wage increase in July
couldn't be met becaUse it was againSt the Directive how
is it that today we are saving the opposite when it comes
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to the £2m subvention? Because that is what we are saying,
we are going ahead with it because it isn't in conflict with.
the Directive. What I would like to place on record and I
would like the Financial and D3velopment Secretary tO reply
to me and the Attorney-General if need be, and if they are
not able to give me a reply in detail to the questions I
am going to ask I am quite prepared to seek a meeting with
them and representatives of the Board of Trade and the Foreign
Office so that I can get answers from them if they are
prepared to set up the meeting, and that; - should the scheme
which set up GSL have been notified and approved in advance
by the European Commission? No.2 - should the performance
of GSL be reported to the European Commission every six
months, on the 1st March and the 1st September? Should the
Elm approved in this year's estimates have been approved
by the European Commission? Will the £250,000 loan granted
in 1986 as aid to meet a wage settlement have to be repaid?
Is the refurbishing cost of investment intended to increase
shiprepairing capacity in direct and specific conflict with
the EEC Directive? Is the element of the £5.5m to cover
soperating loss in the first two years contrary to the EEC
Directive? Does the granting of development aid also require
the approval of the Commission? Does the non-payment of rates
and the reduced payment of rates on fiscal possessions need
to be notified to the European Commission? Is the £2m subsidy
in the guaranteed RFA work over the normal commercial price
contract related production aid which requires notification?
Does the total aid package of £30.3m, which needs to be up-.
dated, UK development and.E2m Gibraltar Government aid require
the approval of the Commission? Does the renting of the
facilities at a nominal peppercorn rate constitute a form
of aid which distorts competitiveness between Member States
and must be accounted for in arriving at the ceiling approved
by the Commission? Is it as a matter of policy that this
Directive automatically applies to Gibraltar and, if so,
why is it different from other EEC Directives? If the
Financial and Development Secretary and the Attorney-General
are able to reply to them specifically, referring to the
Articles in the Directive and are able to substantiate the
argument that what we have done complies with the Directive
because there is a defence requirement for the shiprepair
yard which excludes us from complying with the Directive
because there is no mention whatsoever in the Directive on
the question of MOD requirement or defence requirement, if
the Hon Member is able to reply to these questions
satisfactorily in the light of the Directive then the
Opposition would be able to rethink its policies but at the
moment we will maintain the position from the EEC point of
view that everything the Government has done up to now
including the setting up of the operation is in conflict
with the EEC Directive.
MR SPEAKER:
Are there any other contributors to the debate and the Second
Reading of the Bill?
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HON J BOSSANO:
Mr Speaker, I would just like to add one point to the question
of the EEC Directive as we understand it which is very
relevant. Let me say that, of course, to even suggest that
I might wish to have information as to the amount that is
roquired for the restructuring because that might be of some
° benefit in negotiations with the company for the union is
complete nonsense because at the end of the day I can assure
the Members opposite that the last of the considerations
that the union will have in neaotiating with the company
is what it is going to cost, that will not enter into it
at all so they needn't worry about that one bit. Whether
it. costs Elm or £20m the union will still look at it from
the point of view of protecting its members' interests. I
think in this House, when we are voting public money we are
entitled to be given an explanation and I don't think what
we were asking for is unreasonable. But I think relating
it to what has just been said about the EEC, in fact, the
Directive which we had brought to our attention by the
Government, it isn't that we went out searching for this
Directive, it was the Government that came out with a public
statement pointing out its existence and it is the Government
that provided copies of it, is very specific. 'It says in
the preamble, before it comes to matters of detail, and this
is a Directive of January 1987 replacing a previous one.
The previous one allowed subsidies to be given to shipbuilding
yards in Europe. What this Directive does is it is proposed
to treat ship conversion in the same way as shipbuilding,
that is to say, to allow subsidies. It is not appropriate
to permit aid to the shiprepair sector - which.is what we
are - in view of the continuing over-capacity in this sector
except for closure and research and development aid. In fact,
what is not in conflict with the Directive is money that
is provided to the yard to meet redundancy costs or
restructuring costs designed to reduce capacity. It is
perfectly relevant if we are saying to the Government.
'according to the information you have provided us with,
you cannot give aid to a yard to meet operating losses, that
is specifically prohibited, but you can give aid to the yard
to meet restructuring costs, so how much of the £2m is
restructuring cost and how much of the E2m is to meet
operating losses?' We are certainly entitled because we have
sought advice ourselves on whether, in fact, the application
of the Directive to Gibraltar means that we have to do certain
things and even where it is allowed, for example, even in
the area where it is allowed, let us say that the Government
cane along and said: "We have got a business plan produced
by the GSL Board which will reduce the capacity of the yard
and in order to assist the yard to survive its over-capacity"
- which is what other people are doing in Europe - "the
Government is stepping in and giving it money to meet
redundancy costs and so forth". Even if that were the
explanation it requires the approval of the Commission and
the Directive says that if that is what you are doing, if
you want to put Elm in that yard to restructure it, you have
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to submit your proposals to the Commission to do it. Let
them tell us that they don't have to do that either, that
they have checked the Directive and that because it used
to do RFA work, which is in fact what we were told here,
I think, by the Hon and Learned the Backbencher when he was
the Hon and Learned the Chief Minister, the last time we
were discussing the accounts he suddenly produced this
reference to the fact that there was MOD work making it
possible for the yard to get money and that that was the
explanation. We have searched through this Directive and
we can find no reference to it. All they need to do is to
be able to give us reasonable answers that make sense and
then we won't pursue the matter any further but they cannot
just attempt to fob us off with excuses because it won't
work and, in any case, as my colleague has said, if we have
got a programme for that yard, obviously the programme is
partly influenced by whether we need to limit what we do
with the yard to what this Directive requires people to do.
We certainly don't want to find ourselves in a situation,
I think it would be very unfair if the Government knows
different, to keep the knowledge to themselves as if it was
something that belonged to the AACR, they cannot take it
home with them when they go out of office, Mr Speaker, it
belongs to the people of Gibraltar, these things.
HON SIR JOSHUA HASSAN:
If.
HON J BOSSANO:
Well, in the Hon and Learned the Backbencher's case no longer
if, when. What I am saying is that in looking at the proposals
that the Government has, we need to be told that those
proposals are not in conflict with this Directive and we
need to be told whether we are correct in thinking that what
the Directive says needs to be done has to be done and will
have to be done by them and will have to be done by anybody
else that' is there in the future because in looking at the
situation we need to be sure that they are acting within
Community law and that we would have to act within Community
law and that if they are able to guarantee that this has
been taken up through the. proper channels which seems to
be in conflict with the feedback we have had and that, in
fact, we have got a blank cheque to do whatever we like which
means de facto that the Directive does not apply then,
obviously, our own position on that yard and our own response
to their proposals of voting in favour or voting against
or abstaining or whatever, will be influenced by that factor.
We are entitled to be told the truth in this House.

HO1 FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Mr Speaker, I simply propose to deal with the question of
the Directives, that is to say, the EEC Directive which has
been raised by Hon Members. I did try and intervene when
the Hon Mr Feetham was speaking, I don't think that I said
- I may have been quoted as having said - but I certainly
don't think that I said that the wage claims which were put
forward by GSL workers in the middle of the year could not
be allowed under the Directives or that they were inconsistent
with the Directives. I think that is what I heard the Hon
Member saying, maybe I misheard, if so, I misheard.
HON J BOSSANO:
If the Hon Member will give way. I think the position, as
we understood it at the time, was that the coMpany approached
the Government about the possibility of financial assistance
in the negotiations with the workforce and the Government
said: (a) as a matter of policy the Government doesn't want
to provide the money and (b) even if the Government wanted
to provide the money it could not do it because it would
be in conflict with the EEC Directive and a press release
to that effect was issued by the Government and the Directive
was then provided to demonstrate the validity of that
argument. This happened in July, 1987, only five months ago,
Mr Speaker. The press releases are there on file even if
the. Members on the other side are short. We are not saying
that the Government was saying it would be in conflict with
EEC Directives to raise the wages but it would be in conflict
with the EEC Directive to provide a subsidy to. finance a
wage increase.
•
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY

Any other contributors? I will then, call on the Mover to
reply.

What. I do remember saying myself and was quoted as having.
said was that Gibraltar was covered by the EEC Directives
on shiprepair and. shipbuilding. That is the first thing to
get: quite clear because Gibraltar is, for'the purposes of
this particular Directive and, indeed, for the purposes of
most things, regarded as a dependent territory of the United
Kingdom, and therefore is covered by Community law and any
representations which are made about or on behalf of Gibraltar
or any discussions with the Commission would be primarily
the responsibility of HMG. Everything which we have done
in this particular context, in the context of the EEC
Directives on shiprepair and shipbuilding has. been with the
knowledge and the advice of the DTI, HMG DTI.
think I would
like to Make that quite clear, Mr Speaker. Certainly,
Gibraltar is covered by the Directives. The point, I think,
which the Hon Members have not, perhaps, fully taken on board
as a result of the briefing which .I did give a short while
agc to the Hon Leader of the Opposition and Mr Feetham on
this point, it may be that I didn't make the position clear,
obviouSly, I didn't at the time say anythihg about
confidentiality, it wasn't a confidential discussion. I simply
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MR SPEAKER:

told him that we had discussed this with the DTI, we had
told them what it was we were proposing to do and so what
we did is with their full knowledge. The relevant piece of
legislation is not the Directives in this particular instance,
it is Article 223 of the Treaty itself which refers to defence.
interest and in the view of the DTI it was not necessary
to notify the Commission of the various actions which had
been taken in Gibraltar with respect to GSL while it was
in their view covered by Article 223 which exempted them
from the process of notification. That was really the point
I wish to make and the point which I am now repeating and
while Gibrepair was, in fact, of a capacity and a size with
a workforce which could be related directly to the fact that
Gibrepair was Carrying out defence work and I think an
examination of Gibrepair's activities would confirm that,
they regarded the situation as being covered by Article 223.
The Hon Member may shake his head at that, I can only pass
on to this House the advice which we have been given by Her
Majesty's Government.

The following Hon Members abstained:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Ron
Hon

J L Baldachin°
J Bossano

M A Feetham
Miss M I Montegriffo
R Mdr
J C Perez
J E Filcher

The Bill was read a second time.
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Mr Speaker, I beg to give notice that the Committee Stage
and Third Reading of the Bill be taken at a later stage in
the meeting.
HON J BOSSANO:

HON J BOSSANO:
Will the Hon Member give way? Is he saying that he has also
asked whether the £2m included in the supplementary vote
which we are discussing at the moment is covered by that
same criteria?

I think the Hon Chief Minister said that he intended to give
more explanation at the Committee Stage. Is he in a position
to do that today if we take the Committee Stage today?
HON CHIEF MINISTER:

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:

Yes.

Yes, Mr Speaker, I have already acquainted the DTI of that
particular proposal which is before the House today. That
is really all I wish to say on the general question, Mr
Speaker. I commend the Bill to the House.

H01 J BOSSANO:
In that case, we remove our objection.
COMMITTEE STAGE

Mr Speaker then put the question and on a vote being taken
the 'following Hon Members voted in favour:
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

A J Canepa
Major F J Dellipiani
M K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
G Mascarenhas
J B Perez
Dr R G Valarino
H J Zammitt
E Thistlethwaite
B Traynor

Sir, I have the honour to move that the House should resolve
itself into Committee to consider the following Bills clause
by clause: The Gibraltar Broadcasting. Corporation (Amendment)
Bill, 1987; the Traffic (Amendment) Bill, 1987; the Animals
and Birds (Amendment) Bill, 1987; the Medical (Gibraltar
Health Authority) Bill; 1987; the Social Security (Family
Allowances) (Amendment) Bill, 1987; the Imports and Exports
(Amendment) Bill, 1987; and the Supplementary Appropriation
(1987/88) (No.3) Bill, 1987.
This was agreed to and the House resolved itself into
Committee.
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THE GIBRALTAR BROADCASTING CORPORATION (AMENDMENT) BILL
1987
Clauses 1 and 2 were agreed to-alid stood part of the Bill.
The Long Title was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
THE TRAFFIC (AMENDMENT) BILL, 1987

effectively restrain from causing annoyance to anv person;
to be held by means of an effective lead and to have its
registration badge and licence disc affixed to its collar,
and any person who contravenes any of those things, Mr
Chairman, is guilty of an offence and liable on summary
conviction, in the case of the first conviction to a fine
of £100 and in the case of a second or subsequent conviction
' to a fine of £200 and to imprisonment for three months. That
will cover the question of the control of dogs. This
particular Clause 5 only deals with the seizure of dogs which
are strays.

Clauses 1 to 4 were agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
Clause 5 was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
The Long Title was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
Clause 6
THE ANIMALS AND BIRDS (AMENDMENT) BILL, 1987

HON M K FEATHERSTONE:

Clause 1 was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.

I beg to move an amendment, Mr Chairman, it is a very simple
amendment, it is to remove the words "6 months" and to put
instead "3 months", in Clause 6, section 25A, so the words
"imprisonment for 6 months" to make it. "imprisonment for
3 months".

Clause 2
RON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
Mr Chairman, I have a very short amendment to make to Clause
2 in the definition of "authorized officer". I am afraid
we have called him a 'revenue inspector' and it should be
a 'customs officer'. It was drawn to my attention, of course
it shouldn't be a revenue inspector, we did away with those,
I think they are called customs officers.
Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and Clause 2, as amended, was agreed to and stood
part of the Bill.

Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and Clause 6, as amended, was agreed to and stood
part of the Bill.
Clause 7 was agreed to and stood part of the Bill. •
The Lone Title was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
THE MEDICAL (GIBRALTAR HEALTH AUTHORITY) BILL, 1987

Clauses 3 and 4 were agreed to and stood part of the Bill.

Clauses 1 to 16 were agreed to and stood part of the Bill.

Clause 5

Clause 17

HON MISS M I MONTEGRIFFO:

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:

Mr Chairman; what would happen in the case of a dog owner
whose dog is under his direct supervision but is not held
by a leash?

Mr Chairman, one very small amendment, it is really to correct
a spelling error, it should be in the second line "prescribed"
by section 2 and not "perscribed" by section 2.

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:

Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and Clause 17, as amended, was agreed to and
stocd part of the Bill.

Mr Chairman, that is not covered by this particular Bill
but immediately on the bringing into force of this Bill rules
will be promulgated which will make it an offence to do this.
Every 'owner and every other person having charge of a dog
shall at all times cause the dog while in on any street or
other public place, (a) to be kept under proper control and

Clauses 18 to 25 were agreed to and stood part of the Bill
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Tie following Hon Members abstained:

The Schedule

The
The
The
The
The
The
The

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

J L Baldachino

J Bossano
M A Feetham
Miss M I Montegriffo
R Mpr
J C Perez
J E Pilcher

Mr Chairman, I have a number of amendments to the Schedule.
In paragraph 2 of the Schedule dealing with the Education•
Ordinance on page 174 the definition "Authority" means the
Gibraltar Authority, of course, it should be the Gibraltar
Health Authority. So it is to insert the word "Health" between
the words "Gibraltar" and "Authority" in the definition of
the word "Authority" in paragraph 2 of the Schedule.

Clauses 1 and 2 stood part of the Bill.

MR SPEAKER:

The Long Title

Are there other amendments to the Schedule?

On a vote being taken on The Long Title the following Hon
Members voted in favour:

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

There are other amendments to the Schedule, Mr Chairman.
After paragraph 11 to insert three further paragraphs and
this is the paragraph on page 175 dealing with the Medical
and Health Ordinance. The three paragraphs are as given in
my notice of the 11th December.
Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the Schedule, as amended, was agreed to and
stood part of the Bill.
The Long Title was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.

Hon A J Canepa
Hon Major F J Dellipiani
Hon M K Featherstone
Hon Sir Joshua Hassan
Hon G Mascarenhas
Hon J B' Perez
Hon Dr R G Valarino
Hon H J Zammitt
Hon E Thistlethwaite
Hon B Traynor

The following Hon Members abstained:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

THE SOCIAL SECURITY (FAMILY ALLOWANCES) (AMENDMENT) BILL,
.1987
Clauses 1 and 2 were agreed to and stood part of the Bill.

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

J L Baldachino
J Bossano
M A Feetham
Miss M I Montegriffo
R Mor
J C Perez
J E Pilcher

The Long Title was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
The Long Title stood part of the Bill.
THE IMPORTS AND EXPORTS (AMENDMENT) BILL, 1987
THE SUPPLEMENTARY APPROPRIATION (1987/88) (NO. 3) BILL, 1987
Clauses 1 and 2
On a vote being taken on Clauses 1 and 2 the following Hon
Members voted in favour:

Clause 1 was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
Schedule

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

A J Canepa
Major F J Dellipiani
M K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
G Mascarenhas
J B Perez
Dr R G Valarino
H J Zammitt
E Thistlethwaite
B Traynor
85.

Part I - Consolidated Fund
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Mr Chairman, I have given you notice of various amendments.
I must confess I am always confused about when you want me
to introduce these. They obviously do affect the totals-. in
the various Heads and also the subhead.
86.

MR SPEAKER:

Head 16 - Medical and Health Services was agreed to.

First we will amend the Schedule.

Head 17 - Police

Head 3 - Customs was agreed

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:

Head 4 - Education was agreed to.

Mr Chairman, this is another item of which I wish to move
an amendment. It is Subhead 80, a new subhead under Police,
Subhead 80 - Purchase of Security Equipment so there is
therefore an addition of £33,700.

Head 8 - General Division was agreed to.
Head 9 - Governor's Office was agreed to.

Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and Head 17 - Police, as amended, was agreed

Head 11 - Housing was agreed to.
Head 12 - Income. Tax Office was agreed to.
,Head 13 - Judicial, (1) Supreme Court was agreed to.
Head 14 - Labour and Social Security
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Mr Chairman, I beg to move that Head 14 - Labour and Social
Security, Subhead 10 - Family Allowances, be amended by the
deletion of the figures "E6,300" and the substitution therefor
of the figures "E84,900"..
Mr Speaker proposed the question in the terms of the Hon
the Financial and Development Secretary's amendment.

Head 19 - Post Office Savings Bank and Philatelic Bureau
wes agreed to.
Head 20 - Prison was agreed to.
Head 21 - Public Works
HON J C PEREZ:
There,is just one point which I believe needs a bit of more
explanation. Subhead 62 - Maintenance of Offices and
Buildings, the explanation given for the £40,000 extra is
redeployment of labour to meet commitments at Bayside. I
would have thought that redeploying labour from one point
in Gibraltar to another wouldn't cost anything at all unless
the explanation is that in redeploying them they have done
something extra which has increased the cost of their labour.

HON J BOSSANO:
HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI:
We assume this is the cost for three months of the year.
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
That is right.
HON J BOSSANO:

Mr Chairman, as far as I am aware, most of the Cost of the
redeployment here•is to do with very expensive material which
has been used in the temporary repairs of the roofs plus
a substantial amount of industrial overtime which has had
to be carried out.
HON J C PEREZ:

Well, we have already voted in favour of the Bill.
Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and Head 14 - Labour and Social Security, as
amended, was agreed to.
Head 15 - Law Officers was agreed to.
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With due' respect, Mr Chairman, then it should say materials
and overtime, not redeployment because the actual redeployment
doesn't cost anything.
HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI:
I know that it sounds peculiar that if you take the same
men from one place to. the other it costs money but it does
cost money in the sense that the materials are expensive
and there was certainly a lot of urgency because we wanted
to make it watertight for the coming winter but the reason
might not be a logical one, I accept your criticism. .

Head 21 - Public Works was agreed to.
Head 22 - Telephone Service was agreed to.
Head 23 - Tourism °was agreed to.
Head 25 - Treasury
Subhead 23 - Rates Refund
HON J BOSSANO:
Can I ask, it says here that it is because of a higher
incidence of people applying for the refund. Wasn't the amount
of the refund worked On the basis of the people who would
pay? Does it mean, in fact, that the collection of rates
is higher than estimated if more people have obtained a refund
and the refund was estimated on the number of people paying.
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Mr Chairman, the original figure which was put in for the
rates refund was an estimate, that is to say, we didn't assume
100% qualification and, in fact, more people have applied
and more people have qualified, that is to say, more people
have in fact paid their arrears and therefore have been
eligible for the refund, that is one reason. I think that
is the main reason, in fact, why the amount sought is more
than was included at the Estimates stage.
HON J BOSSANO:
The point I am making is therefore am I right in assuming
that the estimate for the collection of rates shown as E71m
will have to be revised upwards because, presumably, when
they estimated the refund they estimated the collection,
they did both at the same time. If the refund is higher it
means the collection is higher, does it?
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Yes, Sir.
Rates Refund was agreed to.
Subhead 37(N) - Subvention to Gibraltar Shiprepair Limited
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Mr Chairman, I think the Hon the Leader of the Opposition
is, perhaps, a bit disappointed if he thought that I would
be providing for the House some earth shattering information.'
My intention at this stage was naturally to make a general
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statement which would draw attention to the main points,
to the considerations which the Government has taken into
account in coming to the House for the appropriation of this
sum of money. Although we have studied the company's proposals
for restructuring, we haven't taken any final decision on
the matter. We have, in fact, asked the company for a much
more comprehensive analysis. We want this to include a more
detailed appraisal of - overheads and a review of the
utilisation of space and buildings including the use of berths
by the shipyard and how this could possibly be rationalised
or reorganised. Therefore, Mr Chairman, we see restructuring
as being not solely a question of redundancies, we think
it should go beyond that. The detailed proposals for
redundancies will have to be discussed with. the Government
in the first place so that we are satisfied that the scale
and, indeed, the nature of redundancies is fully justified
in terms of putting the yard on a sound footing. Then they
will need to be discussed properly and fully with the unions
involved. The Government, I can tell Hon Members, is
particularly concerned about the possible impact on the
employment of Gibraltarians in the yard. At the same time,
Mr Chairman, restructuring will run parallel to a reneootiation of the Management Agreement between GSL and
Appledore. A new draft agreement has already been prepared
and it incorporates major changes. Once Ministers have
considered this draft agreement negotiations between GSL
and Appledore should start early in the New 'Year. We see
the additional £2m, Mr Chairman, as representing a further
substantial commitment by the Government to the yard given
the importance which we attach to the future of the company
but it should be understood that whilst the Government is
prepared to support the shiprepair yard in terms of providing
reasonable scope for achieving viability, it isn't just simply
and it should not be regarded as a blank cheque for sustaining
losses year in year and year out. I would like,, Mr Chairman,
to ask and to appeal to all concerned to do their utmost
to avoid industrial disputes moreso at this very critical
juncture when the whole future of the company is under review,
when structural adjustments are necessary, if we are to secure
a .lirmer footing for the company and for the majority of
its employees. I think that at this stage, Mr Chairman, it
might also be worthwhile for me to make, if only a passing
reference, to the future of Gun Wharf which is now settling
well, which it is intended will be treated as a separate
division of GSL and, possibly, and this is under
consideration, as a separate company altogether. Gun Wharf
has shown its promise and its relative stability in industrial
relations terms. At this stage, Mr Chairman, I don't feel
that I am in a position to give more details but, if
necessary, and indeed if there has been enough movement
between now and then, I would be prepared to make a statement
on the 21st January, if it is possible and moreso if it is
necessary, when the Government has a clearer picture on
restructuring, on the redundancy situation and on the Management Agreement.
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HON J E FILCHER:
First of all, Mr Chairman, I will be commenting on that statement but certainly that statement does not in any way answer
any of the points that were made during the general principles
of the Bill. .Without trying to create any situation of
discussion or trying to create, again, a situation of dispute
on both sides of. the House over GSL, it seems to me that
that statement is only a blanket over everything that has
happened without answering any single point that has been
made in the contribution on the general principles. We know
that the Government is starting the restructuring but the
fact that no decision has been made yet. means that every
single week that goes by the company, the Government and
the people of Gibraltar are losing Ex thousands. There is
no question that come January a statement will have to be
made. What we want to know is what is the time-scale the
Government is looking at. Is it going to be in January, in
Febrdary, before the elections, after the elections? Are
they committed to do it before the elections? One point that
I was amazed for want of a better word because I think if
the Hon Chief Minister looks back to the questions,
particularly, in 1984/85 he will, certainly on two or three
occasions, arguments in the House at Question Time as regards
the use of berths by the company where we maintained that
the use of the berths and the crediting of the fees for the
use of berths should not go. to the company because it was
part of the assets owned by the Government and not by the
company. This use of berths, again, is a red herring when
the Government is now talking about better use of the
buildings and the area. Mr Chairman, that does not convince
us in any way. We want to know, certainly the time-scale
I think is important and I think the Government should give
us the information we required on how much money is going
to be used for closing the deficits last year and how much
money is going to be used to keep the company running until
April Which I think is what the Hon the Chief Minister said
during the general principles of the Bill and what part of
that E2m is being earmarked for restructuring and
redundancies. This statement of appealing to the industrial
workers, appealing to everybody to put the company on a sound
footing. Mr Chairman, we have been appealing to the Government
for the last four years for them to put the company on a
sound footing. I think that statement does not convince us
that this is being taken in seriously and the information
that we have asked of the Government is the information that
we have been provided, we hope, to convince us that it is
going to be done within the next couple of months and it
is going to be done in a way that will show us that at least
something is being done at the moment. All that we have heard
after that statement, after Question Time, is the Government
reneging again on their responsibilities as regards the
Management Contract, the restructuring and everything and
it seems to point to the fact since the Hon Chief Minister
said that the £2m is money so that the company keeps running
until April seems to suggest that they are going to let the
91.

thing run on until April in the hope that they lose the next
election and we will be saddled with what to do with the
company. As far as I am concerned, I am not only not convinced
but I am appalled by that statement at such an important
juncture when we are being asked to vote E2m, Mr Chairman.
Certainly, the question of Gun Wharf as a separate entity
is something that we said before and that we have to look
at in general, ie look at GSL in toto and we may come up,
in fact, we have already said that Gun Wharf should be treated
separately, as a separate company or as a separate entity
of GSL but that is something that has got to be looked in
the whole context of GSL and it is not enough to come here
today and say: "We are starting the restructuring, we have
looked at the draft agreement and we think that everybody
should be very good now to bring the company to a sound
footing and on top of that we are going to make Gun Wharf
a separate entity". That statement goes no way to meeting
what the Opposition asked during the general principles or,
in fact, goes no way at all in satisfying us'that what is
happening today is what has been happening for the past four
years in the Government benches as regards GSL, Mr Chairman.
On a vote being taken on Subhead 37(N) - Subvention to
Gibraltar Shiprepair Ltd the following Hon Members voted
in favour:
The
The
The
The
The
The
the
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hen
Hon

A J Canepa
Major F J Dellipiani
M K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
G Mascarenhas
J B Perez
Dr R G Valarino
H J Zammitt
E Thistlethwaite
B Traynor

The following Hon Members abstained:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

J L Baldachin°
J Bossano
M A Feetham
Miss M I Montegriffo
R Mor
J C Perez
J E Filcher

Subhead 37(N) was accordingly passed.
Subhead 80

- Expansion of Computer Systems was agreed to.

Head 25 - Treasury was agreed to.
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THIRD READING
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Sir, I beg to move that the figure of "E3,360,672" appearing
as the total of Part I of the Schedule be deleted and
substituted by the figure of "E3,472,972".
Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the amendment was accordingly passed.
Part II.- Improvement and Development Fund was agreed to.
The Schedule, as amended, was agreed to and stood part of
the Bill.
Clause 2
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Mr Chairman, I beg to move that in Clause 2 the words "three
million three hundred and sixty thousand, six hundred and
seventytwo pounds" be deleted and the words "three million,
four hundred and seventytwo thousand nine hundred and seventytwo pounds" be substituted therefor.

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
Mr Speaker, I. have the honour to report that the Gibraltar
Broadcasting Corporation (Amendment) Bill, 1987; the Traffic
(Amendment) Bill, 1987; the Animals and Birds (Amendment)
Bill, 1987, with amendment; the Medical (Gibraltar Health
Authority) Bill, 1987, with amendment; the Social Security
(Family Allowances) (Amendment) Bill, 1987; the Imports and
Exports (Amendment) Bill, 1987, and the Supplementary
Appropriation '(1987/88) (No.3) Bill, 1987, with amendment,
have been considered in Committee and agreed to and I now
move that they be read a third time and passed.
Mr Speaker put the question and on a vote being taken on
the Gibraltar Broadcasting Corporation (Amendment) Bill,
1987; the Traffic (Amendment) Bill, 1987; the Animals and
Birds (Amendment) Bill, 1987; the Medical (Gibraltar Health
Authority) Bill, 1987, and the Social Security (Family Allowances) Bill, 1987, the question was resolved in the
affirmative.
On a vote being taken on the Imports and Exports (Amendment)
13.f.11, 1987, and the Supplementary Appropriation (1987/88)
(No.3) Bill, 1987, the following Hon Members voted in favour:

•Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and Clause 2, as amended, was agreed to and stood
part of the Bill.

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Clause 3 was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
Clause 4
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Mr Chairman, I beg to move that in Clause 4, subclause (1)
the words "three million three hundred and sixty thousand,
six hundred and seventytwo pounds" be deleted and the words
"three million, four hundred and seventytwo thousand nine
hundred and seventytwo pounds" be substituted therefor.

A J Canepa
Major F J Dellipiani
M K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
G Mascarenhas
J B Perez
Dr R G Valarino
H J Zammitt
E Thistlethwaite
B Traynor

The following Hon Members abstained:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Mr Speaker puts the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and Clause 4, as amended, was agreed to and stood
part of the Bill.

The Lona Title was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

J L Baldachino
J Bossano
M A Feetham
Mist M I Montegriffo
R Mor
J C Perez
J E Filcher

The Bills were read a third time and passed.
MR SPEAKER:
I think this would be an appropriate time to recess for tea.
The House recessed at 5.25 pm.
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The House resumed at 6.00 pm.
94.

HON J BOSSANO:
Mr Speaker, I beg to move: "This House: 1. Reiterates the
Gibraltar's airfield should
view that the international use
be on the basis that no- special privileges are accorded to
Spanish airlines, passengers with a Spanish destination or
the Spanish aviation authorities; 2. Reiterates the views
expressed in the resolutions adopted by this House in March,
1934; June, 1985; March, 1986; December, 1986; June, 1987,
and November, 1987; 3. Reiterates the view that Gibraltar's
right to be included in the air liberalisation package as
a regional British airport without pre-conditions should be
pursued; 4. Considers the concessions granted to Spain in
the joint use of the airport in the proposed Anglo/Spanish
agreement to be in conflict with the consistently expressed
views of this House and the wishes of the people of Gibraltar;
5. Therefore rejects the terms of the proposed Anglo/Spanish
agreement for the joint use of the Gibraltar airport". Let
me say, Mr Speaker, first of all, that until the then Chief
Minister, Sir Joshua Hassan, gave his interview on GBC we
had not thought there was a need to bring a motion to the
House because our reaction to the terms of the bilateral agreement between Her Majesty's Government and the Government of
the Kingdom of Spain was that it was self-evidently not acceptable and that since it required positive action to implemen
we needed to do nothing to stop it being implemented and,
in fact, the reaction that I gave the press at one o'clock
in the morning when the news reached me about it was that
although the deal in itself was something that I would need
to study when I got the text, the fact that it was not being
imposed was an important step forward for Gibraltar because
in other situations, for example, the question of the removal
of the frontier guard which was the last previous occasion
when the advice of the Government of Gibraltar was disregarded
by Her Majesty's Government and we 'have to assume that on
this occasion
the advice of the Government of Gibraltar
has also been disregarded because we were told in the last
meeting of the House by the Hon Mr Canepa, the person who
is now the Chief Minister of Gibraltar, that he had toad
Ratford 'repeatedly that this business of transit passengers
and a terminal and not having to go through customs was not
acceptable. So, clearly, Mr Ratford did not take the advice
that he got from the Government of Gibraltar. Fine, we have
had situations before where they don't take the advice and
it seemed to us that by saving 'that is the agreement' and
leaving it to us to implement or not implement, the British
Government was 'going some way to recognising our insistence,
the insistence certainly that we put to Mr Ratford when he
came here, that at the end of the day even if they were saying
to us it was in our interest to do A, we were old enough now
to decide whether we wanted to do A or we wanted to do B and
live with the consequence of a mature and adult decision.
And our feeling in all the motions that we have taken in this
House was that, indeed, there was a great deal of concurrence
in the thoughts on this matter on both sides of the .House
and that independent of the fact that we feel very strongly

that it was a mistake to support the Brussels Agreement as.
the Government did and we might differ on that, we could still
take a common stand on the question of the airport and have
taken a common stand on the question of the airport on sir
occasions. I also would remind the House that on the first
of these occasions, March 1984, it was the Hon Chief Minister,
Mr Canepa, who appealed to us on this side not to vote against
the amendment 'that the Government was proposing and we had
a motion brought by the Opposition saving that Spain should
have no say in the future use of the airport. The bilateral
agreement gives them a say in the future use of the airport,
there is no question about it because if you are consulting
somebody then you are by definition accepting that he has
some say. There might be an argument about the degree of say,
cne might say that this is just a symbolic consultation but
the motion said that they should have no say and it went on
to say that any proposals for the greater civilian use should
be on the basis of mutual benefit and of reciprocity. We
abstained on that motion rather than voting against it because
Mr Canepa appealed to us about the importance of maintainin=
a united stand on this issue and it has been Mr Canepa whc
has said, when we passed the second motion in this House,
that it was a red letter day for Gibraltar that we could keep
this united stand on the airport in spite of our other
differences and in spite of the fact that we were so far apart
on the Brussels. Agreement. If we come to the motions in
snbsequent years we have the same situation where the essence
of the common • position of the House of Assembly was that
Gibraltar did not discriminate against Spain, against or for,
that Gibraltar would treat Spain in exactly the same way as
anybody else. One might say 'we feel resentment . towards Spain,
we feel that they have been nastier to us than France sc we
will give greater facilities to the French than to the Spanish
airlines' but that was not what the people of Gibraltar were
saying through their Parliament. The people of Gibraltar were
saving 'we will treat them no better and no worse than anybddy
else and they are welcome to come any time they want but what
they cannot do is come into my house and start laying down
the price for me• to open the door' which .is what they have
been trying to do since 1977 when the question of the airport
was first raised in the Strasbourg process which the Hon and
Learned Member started as Chief Minister with Dr Owen. As
I . say, Mr Speaker, the motion comes from a position and
impression given to us by the Hon and Learned Member who is
now a Backbencher when he had not yet become a Backbencher
and where, we assume, he was speaking on the basis of no:
expressing a personal view but on the basis of a change of
heart on that side of the House which we frankly took very
badly and it was that which made us come to the conclusion
that we needed to come here and we needed to put our cards
on the table and we needed to say to the other side of the
House 'This is too fundamental and too important an issue,
yo.i might wish to wriggle your way out of problems in. GSZ
and that is understandable when you have got an election round
the corner, but this is something that no Government in the
world could ask for a better position. You have got the backing
of the Opposition, you have got the backing of the Trade Union

Movement, you have got the backing of the people of Gibraltar.
If you are still frightened to grasp the nettle of giving
leadership in such circumstances then, frankly, you should
not be there because that is what the people want you to do
and what you cannot do is go back and confuse people by saying
one thing one day and another thing another'. It appeared
to us that what the Hon and Learned Member said in London
after the interview which was to say he wasn't going to come
back here to say to people that they should accept the deal,
he knew what the people wanted. He told television in Madrid
that he wasn't in Madrid to make concessions. We know that
there are concessions and we know it from a very good source,
we know it from his Foreign Affairs Adviser who was interviewed
on GBC as leader of the new Independent Democratic Party and
asked: 'Have concessions been made?' and he said: 'Oh, yes,
concessions have been made'. So he might not have gone to
Madrid to do that but he has come back from Madrid having
done it if he is saying that the deal is a good one. Is. he
saying that or have we misunderstood him? Well, Mr Speaker,
when you were bidding farewell to the Hon and Learned Member
you were recalling all his years here and how long you have
known him and I am sure that having known for longer than
I have, but at least having known him as long as I have, you
will know how many, many times he has said he has not said
something until I have produced the Hansard of what he had
said in which case he has then said that he did sav that but
that it didn't mean what I thought it meant. I am going to
quote what he said and if I have misunderstood it then nobody
will be happier than me in Gibraltar today to have misunderstood what he said and. to be corrected about my misunderstanding and to find that he is still holding the 'no
concessions' banner like he was when he walked out of this
House of Assembly, nobody will be happier than me if I find
him back behind the banner today. What he said and what gave
me the impression that he was in favour is that he was asked
specific things. He said that all that he had been asked to
do was to consider the deal and he was asked on television
what was his advice and he said: 'My advice is that they have
a good deal, they have got nothing to worry about'. That is
his advice to the people of Gibraltar 'we have got a good
deal and we have got nothing to worry about'. Then we should
be saying 'yes' to it, we don't need to study it. I can tell
the Hon Member that if I am consulted closely on something
and if I am flying off to Madrid and flying off to London,
I don't need to come back here and wait for the'text to study
it, I can well understand that Major Dellipiani might still
need to be studying it given how late in the day he got it
but certainly not the Hon Member who helped to put it together.
And when he was asked by GBC, having said that there was
nothing offensive and nothing bad for Gibraltar and very much
the opposite, why not go ahead? His reply was 'because the
people are very sensitive and I don't want it if the people
don't want it'. Well, I am afraid that the people don't want
it not because they are sensitive and not because they are
suffering from a psychosis but because what the people are
saying today is what we have been saying here since 1984 and
the people have not changed their mind and we haven't changed

our mind. The Hon Member is entitled to have a different view,
any Member is entitled to have a different view and any Member,
of the public is entitled to have a different view and they
are entitled to express those views, what they are not entitled
to do is to try and make us all believe that black is White,
that they are not entitled to do. And what they cannot do
is what was done recently and we cannot be told, Mr Speaker,
in 1983 'I have negotiated a wonderful package with 'Mrs
Thatcher and if it hadn't been for me we wouldn't have got
the RFA work and we wouldn't have got the land and we wouldn't
have got the E28M and this is a very generous package and
a good one in itself' and we go to an election and we hear
what a wonderful piece of negotiation had been done and how
well off we are all going to be. Three years down the road
we are bust and what do we hear, that the situation is that
they had no choice. They were told 'either take it or leave
it. Either Appledore and £28m or no £28m if, you don't accept
Appledore'. That is not good enough, what we cannot have is
a situation where we are told in January, 1986 'the deal with
the British Government to pay for Spanish. pensions is very
satisfactory' and what we are told in 1987 is that the money
runs out in September, 1988, we have got a £2m bill to meet
because the £161m have now run out and
MR SPEAKER:
With respect, shall we come back to the motion before the
House.
HON J BOSSANO:
I am coming to the motion, Mr Speaker, because what I am saying
to this House and saying to Members opposite is that we cannot
have a repetition on the airport of what we had in GSL, on
Spanish pensions, on the Brussels Agreement where with the
benefit of hindsight, on this one we cannot afford hindsight,
on this one we have to have foresight, once it's gone we are
not going to be able to get it back. We might have a conflict
over saying 'we . will not pay the Spanish• pensions', we may
have to do a rescue operation to get the shipyard back on
its feet but once we lose the airport we have lost our biggest
bargaining card. We, the people of Gibraltar, not the AACR,
not the retired Chief Minister, the people of Gibraltar. This
is too important, too serious and too irretrievable and the
position, fortunately and happily for all of us, has been
that we.have been very close on it all the time so why should
we now have divisions and doubts when our people are united?
It iS difficult enough for politicians to agree on anything,
on this one where we have been able to agree for four years,
why should we start disagreeing now? I have no doubt in my
mind that of the Members opposite, the present Chief Minister
is the man who has most closely echoed our own feelings on
this matter in the way that he has expressed himself in
previous motions in this House and therefore it is for us
important, not just in.relation to the airport, Mr Speaker,
but in relation to the respect we have for him as a man of

integrity, that we should be reassured that his feelings on
the subject have not changed and that he stands where he has
always stood because one hears all these things about mellowing
in taking office, I don't now, there are echoes of the fruit
that was supposed to ripen which Franco died and never saw
ripe and it was.still green hanging on the tree when he kicked
the bucket and one hears about politicians mellowing when
they get into office or when they become Chief Minister and
we hope that since the Hon Member opposite has not been Chief
minister all that long he might not have mellowed yet
sufficiently to have changed his views on the subject. When
the Hon and Learned the Chief Minister as he was then, said
in that interview that he was giving leadership, that it was
good, that it was satisfactory and he was asked whether the
matter would feature in the election and whether he would
am defending it now, it's the best
defend it, he said: •
deal Gibraltar could get'. He also said a number of things
which remain to be seen including that if we decide to stay
out there would be no delays at the frontier which suggests
that the Hon Member has got greater faith in the objectivity
of Spanish frontier officials than I have, Mr Speaker, and
that the maritime thing had nothing to do with the other one.
So we have.to - assume that we are being given a free choice
in this matter and that we are not going to be subjected to
undue pressures by either Her Majesty's Government or the
Government of the Kingdom of Spain_ and that we are free to
choose which way we want to go. And what we say to the
Government is: 'We have chosen. We chose in June this year'.
Let me just say before I pass away from my comments on my
misinterpretation, if that is what it was, of what the Hon
and Learned Chief Minister's position was prior to his
resignation. I saw the interview on Friday night on GBC
television but on Friday morning, even before the interview
came out, it seems that the editor of 'The Telegraph' and
the editor of 'The Times' also misinterpreted his position
because according to the editor of 'The Times', it said that
the issue was highly political and that despite Sir Joshua
Hassan's blessing for the agreement, the willingness of the
Gibraltarians to acquiesce in it is far from certain. So 'The
Times' thought he was blessing the agreement.
MR SPEAKER:
That is 'The Times' of what particular date?
HON J BOSSANO:
Of Friday the 4th which is the same day that the Hon Member
appeared in the evening on television. And 'The Daily
Telegraph' of the same day said: "The outstanding question
is what the suspicious Gibraltarians will make of it" - that
is us, Mr Speaker - "Sir Joshua decently gave his backing"
- that is him, Mr Speaker. I don't necessarily consider myself
to be in good company with 'The Telegraph' and 'The Times'
given my political inclinations but nevertheless they obviously
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misunderstood him as much as I did. Serior Ordonez misunderstood
him even more because he claimed that the implementation was
agreed with London - 'pactado' was the word that the Spanish
newspaper 'El Pais', also on Friday the 4th, was using quoting
Senor Ordonez and, of course, we saw that reflected in the
programme in which Senor Moran participated in Gibraltar where
Senor Moran was saying 'Well, this is an agreement between
London and Madrid and i•f London has got a problem in carrying
the Gibraltarians with them, well, that is London's problem,
it it the village rebelling against the metropolis, nothing
to de with us'. I have no doubt of what the statement of Sir
Geoffrey Howe said and whether the Spaniards understand that
or not, our allegiance and our loyalty to the British Crown
and to the United• Kingdom in no small measure, Mr Speaker,
is based on a belief that they accept'and respect the right
of democratic choice that we as a people have got and we are
proud of that and we. are proud of being British because of
it and therefore it may be the Spaniards don't understand
it but we do and we understand that that is the message from
London and we intend to hold London to it. When we applauded
in this House in a motion that I brought in June of this year,
when we applauded the stand being taken by Her Majesty's
Government in Luxembourg and let's face it, most of us didn't
know that this was going on. We only found out that we were
going to either be left out or left in because. the
representative of Her Majesty's Government in Luxembourg came
out With a press release of which we got a Copy sent to us
condemning the Spanish Government for using a veto and wrecking
the air liberalisation package at the last stage, just when
it: was about to be concluded and clearly saying this was a
complete negation of Community spirit and that the position
of the British Government was that they did not consider,that
there was any legitimacy on the Spanish argument and that
if it was . a question of entering a reservation such as hadbeen entered when Spain came into the Community. in 1986 saying
that this'was without prejudice to the Spanish views on their
claim over sovereignty, if they were afraid that us being
included would prejudice their position on sovereignty, then
that could be done. But, in fact, we all know that this is
not the case. What is it that really happened in June and
what is it that has really happened since? What we applauded
here in June was a stand taken by the British Government
defending our rights as Community nationals and that is what
we still have to defend today because if we do something
different today what we are demonstrating to Spain and to
the Community and to the whole world is that we are not a
real people at all, we are a lot of village idiots in Gibraltar
who will dance to the tune of the British Government and when
the British Government says 'we will not accept the veto,
protest', we all come out here and say: 'yes, protest'. And
when the British Government says: 'Right, put all your banners
away under the table and now queue up to sign', we all queue
up to. sign like obedient colonial subjects. Well, the British
Government, impressed, I believe, by the strength of feeling
of the demonstration and I think in the last House we carried
a motion which we are seeking to reiterate in this House,
applauding the initiative of Action for Gibraltar and the
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Trades Council and thanking the representative bodies and
the thousands of people who signed the petition and
participated in the demonstration. Let us not fool ourselves,
those people weren't doing that because they wanted us to
object to joint control. Mr Ratford before the demonstration
had said .the British Government was not happy with joint
control. I have already come out publicly in an interview
on television saying what Mr Ratford had said to me and saying
that it was obvious to me that the reason why the British
Government would not accept joint control was because the
RAF would not accept joint control, nothing to do with us.
It makes no more difference to them whether we want joint
control than whether the apes want joint control, it is the
fact that the RAF doesn't want it that matters and that is
why there will not be joint control. If we had all come out
with banners and 14,000 saying 'We want joint control' there
would still not be joint .control. We don't need the Chief
Minister to come out saying, as he did, that he was happy
with the deal because it didn't include joint control. It
didn't include joint control not because of anything he did
or anything we did, it is because the RAF says no and whether
it impinges on sovereignty or not is a matter of judgement.
Sir Geoffrey Howe may say it doesn't but we have said before
in this House, in.one of the motions to which I am referring,
that it is whether in the view of this House it has
implications for sovereignty and that amendment to make it
in the view of this House came from the Government not from
me. I had brought a motion here saying we didn't want any
deal on the airport that impinged on sovereignty and the other
side amended it to include 'in the view of this House' and
I said 'you are quite right to be suspicious, your motion
is stronger and tougher than what I intended, fantastic'.
Can Members of this House say to me that one of the clauses
is not worrying them in terms of its implications on
sovereignty? Can they say to me that that will not be seen
as strange by the rest of the European Community when I come
to it and I spell it out, to them? We have a situation where
in June of this year the British Government says 'No, sorry,
we will not leave Gibraltar out' and Spain exercises a veto.
And we come to this House and we say what we have been saying
since 1964 when the British Government issued a White Paper
saying 'recent differences with Spain', and said 'we will
not sit down and talk about sovereignty' and the people of
Gibraltar said 'well done, UK, we will not sit down and talk
about sovereignty'. And Spain then said 'right, we hold up
your cars for two hours' and the British Government said 'well,
we will stand by the people of Gibraltar' and the people of
Gibraltar said 'right, the British Government stand by us'.
And that has been, the scenario and the frontier closes and
we applaud their position and the frontier opens and we still
applaud their position and in June, 1987, we are saying to
ourselves 'we have not changed since 1964' and we are saying
to ourselves 'the British Government has not changed since
1964', in June, can we say that in December in the light of
this agreement? I submit to this House that we can say to
ourselves and to our people whether we have changed but we
cannot say any longer that the position of the British
Government in this bilateral package is consistent with what
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they said in the EEC in June. The thing'is here black upon
white, a child can understand this, Mr Speaker, it is quite
obvious. What Britain found unacceptable in June is. a fact
today'. There is an air liberalisation package from which
Gibraltar is excluded. There was a veto in June because Britain
would not accept the exclusion of Gibraltar. The Spanish
position is 'if Gibraltar is in I use a veto, if Gibraltar
is out I don't use a veto'-. There is no veto today because
Gibraltar is out. It is simple, straightforward and unavoidable. One can make certain allowances for the British position,
one can say 'there was a lot of pressure on them, we know
that the British Government was the keenest supporter of the
air liberalisation package and the Spanish Government the
most reluctant' a very unbalanced negotiating position. If
you are sitting down with somebody and you have got a long
list of claims then you cannot go wrong because if the other
side has got nothing and we didn't go in with a list because
what we decided was we didn't want to have joint use, period.
Having decided that we didn't have a .negotiating position.
There have been people who have thought that argument was
the wrong argument, people, for example, within the Chamber
of Commerce were arguing that we should'go in to negotiate
and we should go in with a negotiating position and, frankly,
if we were going to do a deal then we.should because you always
say 'no' to sitting down and negotiating a package if you have
no intentions of accepting any package because it is a matter
of principle which is the stand that we have been taking
consistently. But if you are saying there are no principles
at stake it is a question of weighing up then that is when
the standing comes in but when you weigh up you weigh up
against a target of what you want and if you go in with a
shopping list and you finish up with a basket of groceries
you look at the groceries and you look at the shopping list.
We haven't got a .shopping list, we refused to have a shopping
list because when we discussed it we were clear that it was
a matter of principle and that what we were talking about
all the time was that the international use of the airfield
should be on an equal footing for everybody and, therefore,
it wasn't a question of saying 'okay, what do I give Spain
to take the veto away?' I remember the Hon Minister for Tourism
saying in the House that if it's a question of choice of givinc
them concessions or staying out we stay out and I agree
entirely with him. I agreed with him when he said it in
November and I agree with him today and I have agreed with'
him all the times that he has said it outside the House. But
we need to be showing' that we are still saying it because
it is very, very, very dangerous that we should show any weakness at this stage and if we try and patch the issue let us
no.: fool ourselves. We are not having the Spanish press and
the British press watching the situation and the British
Foreign Office and the Spanish Foreign Office watching the
situation just because this is a motion in the House of
Assembly and we are so important that we can, by a motion
in this House, start World War Three or undo the Gorbachov/
Reagan talks. They are watching whether, in fact, we are still
under the pressure that we are being put and we are being
put under pressure, we are still, in fact, maintaining' the
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same solid stand that we have until now. It is vitally
important that we do not let Gibraltar down. I honestly appeal
from the bottom of my heart to Members opposite to realise
that this is not a short-term thing which affects either of
our parties in the next election, this is not something of
two days .in an election nor is it something that we could
say 'we leave it there and we are going to study it and we
put the issue into the future and hope for better times'.
Whether we like.it or not, for better or for worse, we are
the representatives of the people of Gibraltar, the fifteen
elected Members now here. There may be in three month's time
another fifteen elected Members and they may take a different
position but we are here with a clear mandate from the people
that have put us here and from the people that followed us
in the demonstration and we have got to give the leadership
that the people want us to give and if we are seen ourselves
to be weakening the people will weaken. If somebody wants
to give them a different leadership thin let them try and
give them one but what we are not entitled to do is when the'
pressure is on to be seen to be having second thoughts or
getting jittery. Nor can we accept the kind of arguments that
are floating around that if we don't do this they are going
to get difficult with us at the frontier because if we accept
that scenario we are abiding to nothing, every time they want
something they will be difficult at the frontier. We might
as well have done that in 1964 when they first started being
difficult at the frontier, we might as well have said 'right,
we will start negotiating on sovereignty'. That has been one
of our fundamental arguments in relation to the opening, of
the frontier in 1985, Mr Speaker, twenty-one years later we
said 'yes' to what we had been saying 'no' for twenty-one
years, no getting away from it, let us not repeat the mistake
now. I also feel that it is important in relation to the
question of the air liberalisation, to remember that this
is part of a process that was' already in train before Spain
came in. There were already measures adopted in pursuance
of measures on the liberalisation to which we were entitled
and'which nobody vetoed. The fact that we didn't use it doesn't
mean anything because, frankly we may not want to use this
supposed cornucopia of goods that are going to come in flying
from every corner of the globe. Certainly, unless the Chief
Minister'gets on with that tower in the City Plan, we are
going to spend all our lives watching planes taking on and
off without even being able to come in or out of Gibraltar
if the figures that are paraded of the flights they were going
to have from all over the world coming in. The reality is
that Gibraltar needs a certain amount of access to the outside
world in order to maintain a reasonable level of economic
development in Gibraltar. The Campo Area needs our airport
desperately, let's be clear about that and we have got the
absurdity of the situation that the people who want what we
have got are asking us to pay them to help have it, that is
the absurdity of the situation we have got. We should have
been in a position if we wanted to be nasty of saying 'well,
wait a minute, you cannot just come along here and pretend
to have use of my airport when you are going to have a
situation where 99 flights out of 100 are going to be for

you and one is going to be for me and it, is going to be your
noise that is affecting my tenants in Glacis and Laguna. What
am I getting out of it?' We have never said that, we have
been .quite happy to have as many flights as want to' come in
even if all the passengers go to the other side and we only
get 1%. But the situation is that, in fact, it is the principle
of being entitled to exercise a right whether we choose to
exercise it or not, whether we need it or we don't need it
because, as I have said before, we were already entitled by
previous Directives to put on flights which we haven't put
and' Spain came into the situation where we were already in
other Directives included as a British regional airport. This
is why I am saying in the motion that we still need to pursue
the matter of our legal rights because the British Government
has got the right to keep us out of the liberalisation package,
Me Speaker. The Spanish Government has tried to keep out all
its airports, it has kept out Barcelona because it is unsafe,
Malaga because it is overcrowded, Valencia because it is
economically not 'viable and so on and so on. If they had had
their way the air liberalisation package would not have applied
to them not even The Long Title, I don't think. They entered
a reservation on fifth level agreements on virtually every
cause that they could think of and on top of that, that they
are the most reluctant partner who had to be dragged struggling
and kicking into the liberalisation package, on top of that
they veto it for everybody else and what do they do? They
use it as a weapon to get the British Government to shift
on us. Well, fine, Britain is our friend and at the end of
the day, let us be clear, the people of Gibraltar and the
Government of Gibraltar and the House of Assembly of Gibraltar
is sufficiently loyal to the British Government - for want
of a more inappropriate word - to say 'if it is an embarrassment and if it is a problem and if you are under a lot of
pressure from the other ten and you need to.leave me out',
if Mr Ratford had come along and said, he tried unsuccessfully
to convince us of the enormous value of being in and that
it was impossible for the British Government to continue to
defend the position of June of saying 'no agreement for 300
million people until Gibraltar comes in'. But if he had said
tc us 'it is not possible to maintain this position and, okay,
if you won't do a deal with Spain will you at least agree
that Gibraltar should stay out until such time as an agreement
is done?' We would have gone along with it for the sake of
helping Britain out because Britain has always been able to.
count on us when they have needed us and we would have been
better because Spain was prepared to settle for that in June,
that is what brought about the veto and we would have been
left with a situation where we are where we are today, outside
the air liberalisation package but without any agreement where
the field would have been open and if any time in the future
a Government wanted to be included in the agreement they would
have come along to the United Kingdom and said: 'I am now
interested in pursuing the possibility of going into the air
liberalisation package and these are the conditions under
which I would like to come in. Do you think it is possible
for us to reach an agreement with Spain on these conditions?'
But this would have been on the initiative of the Government
104.
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of Gibraltar looking after the interests of the people of
having come to the conclusion that the package was
as
worth
worth having because' they had seen it in operation and seen
how it was affecting other people and thought that it wanted
to come in. And then it would have gone into a negotiating
position and if it found. that its negotiating position was
not compatible with Spanish demands would have said 'okay,
then I stay out'. But the problem that we have got today is
that even if we say, as I hope we will and as I am sure we
should: "We, the House of Assembly, sitting in December, 1987,
has to he consistent with everything it has said up to ,now
and say no to this agreement", even after we said that
regrettably the agreement is still in existence. I am not
saying that regrettably because of people being able to apply
or not apply because that doesn't really bother me but because
of the inability to negotiate or not negotiate, to change
or not change because, again, I am sure Members will realise
that when it comes to negotiations at whatever level You
negotiate there are certain ground rules that apply and once
,you have an offer even if it is withdrawn, there is no way
that anybody is going to start talking other than on the basis
of the last offer that was put on the table, that happens
all the time. We have a situation where we have already
conceded vital points in this bilateral agreement. I do not
want to go into a discussion of the merits of the agreement
in detail clause by clause. What I do want to say to the House
is that, certainly, even if the point of principle did not
exist, if I were to look at this agreement as a piece of
negotiation I would say to myself 'Senor Ordoriez wiped the
floor with Sir Geoffrey Howe, no question of who won, it wasn't
won on points it was a knockout', looking at the merits of
the agreement. But I don't need to look at the merits of the
agreement because I didn't tell Mr Ratford 'try and do me
a good agreement' and then look at what he brought back and
say to myself 'well, at least the chap has done a decent job
and got me the best possible deal'. I. told him 'we don't want
a deal, we want Spain to be told that if they want to land
in Gibraltar they make an application to the Civil Aviation
Authority like any other airline and that when the application
comes to .Gibraltar the Gibraltar Air Transport Advisory Board
will say 'we welcome it', and that'is the procedure. That
is the procedure anybody else has to follow'. The first clause
in the agreement which looks very innocent and when I saw
it I didn't realise the immediate implications of it and I
asked the Foreign Office what it was and what it implied and
they said 'well, we don't understand why the Spanish have
insisted on it being there', that was the reaction of the
Foreign Office, Well, I understand it. Before the liberalisation package came into effect, Mr Speaker, the position in
Europe and, indeed, the position today outside Europe was
that there were bilateral agreements and those bilateral agreements provided for exchange of routes and capacity utilisation
and those bilateral agreements were concluded by airlines
through the Civil Aviation Authorities of the countries of
destination. The air liberalisation package changes the system
only to the degree that instead of there being bilateral deals
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which can still exist as in all Community law provided they
are more liberal than the Community system, what you cannot
have is a bilateral agreement that is less liberal which I'
submit the Anglo/Spanish agreement on the Gibraltar airport
is and I submit it is contrary to the Treaty of Rome and
contrary to the Directive because what the whole purpose of
the Community is is to liberalise. You can liberalise more
and you can bring down barriers faster but what you cannot
do is introduce more restrictive regimes than other people
have got. If we look at the situation what do we have? We
have a situation 'where the airline that wants to fly from
one Member State to another Member State submits an application
to the Authorities of the recipient State. Until the
liberalisation package the recipient State could say 'no'.
Under the liberalisation package the recipient State may not
refuse permission, that is what the liberalisation package
does. If they do refuse permission for any particular reason
then the rejected applicant can challenge that in the European
Court. We look at our bilateral and we find this innocent
clause that says that Spanish airlines flying from Spanish
airports to Gibraltar require only the permission of the
SpaniSh Authorities which doesn't happen anywhere in the
European Community at all. In Britain a plane going from London
to Manchester. only requires the permission of the Civil
Aviation Authority and the liberalisation agreement specifically excludes internal flights. In Spain a plane flying from
Madrid to Malaga'only requires the permission of the Spanish
Aviation Authority and that is excluded from the mutlilateral
EEC agreement. However, if the plane was to go from Madrid
to Manchester .the Civil Aviation Authority• has te give
permission but if the plane comes from Madrid to Gibraltar
the Spanish Civil Aviation'Authority gives permission. That
for me is a serious and dangerous implication of sovereignty
and we said in this House that we should not agree to anything
that in our view, in the view of the people here, in the view
of the Gibraltarians, implies something about sovereignty.
It may not imply it to the people in the Foreign Office in
Britain or in the Community but I think the people in ttie
Community will look at our bilateral and will look at the
multilateral. If - Britain was so generous, if they felt so
great a need to open up why didn't they say to Senor Ordone::
'Look, Iberia can go to any British airport without the
permission of the Civil Aviation Authority. We agree with
you that the Spanish Authorities should be able to authorise
flights from .Spanish airports to any British regional airport,
including Gibraltar and then i would say: 'Fine, I am being
treated the same as the rest, there are no problems'. But
what t object to is that there should be one British regional
airport which Spanish airlines can fly to on the authorisation
of the Spanish Civil Aviation Authorities which other people
do riot have that facility. They cannot do it to any other
Member State, they can only do it to the Gibraltar airport
and that is one of the clauses there and the Foreign Office
when I got in touch . with them couldn't understand why the
Spaniards had wanted to include it. I can only suppose that
they wanted to include it because as far as they were concerned
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Iberia will not be seen to be recognising that this is British
when it flies to Gibraltar and that is why they wanted it
there. It may be a symbolic thing, I don't know, but we all
know how upset the people of Gibraltar were by the removal
of the symbolic guard. How does the symbolic guard compare
with the symbolic terminal, the symbolic flights and the
symbolic flag on the frontier fence? The people of Gibraltar
are clear on what. they want and they are clear what they want
of us and we have been clear until now on the stand we were
taking and we have had a situation where in motion after motion
Government Ministers have stood up and said 'the feelings
of our people on this issue', and it is something I will remind
Members opposite which they have fully accepted previously,
that it runs across party lines and, if anything, some of
the most vehement opponents of any concessions are amongst
the more senior citizens in our community who traditionally
have been AACR supporters. I remember when we had the last
motion and I came here and I said I had been stopped by twenty
people coming between Liptons and the House of Assembly and
fifteen of them are your supporters and only five mine and
they said to me 'make sure the motion is passed', and they
were very happy with the result. When we passed the last motion
we rejected, we almost came to a point of no agreement, Mr
Speaker, when you in your wisdom intervened and suggested
we should have a short break to clear our minds and the happy
conclusion of that was that we rejected access for Spaniards
to the airport without passing through British customs and
immigration and we rejected the construction of another air
terminal and we rejected participation in the control of
Gibraltar air space. Do they have participation in the control
of Gibraltar air space? If we want to find loopholes then
we can say 'no'. Do we need to say that if they have to be
consulted for flights from third countries to Gibraltar they
certainly seem to have some kind of say that they didn't have
before, what is it that we are giving them all these things
for? To remove a veto which was illegal in the first place.
Isn't it transparent what we are doing, giving in to unfair
and unjustified pressure when the people are prepared to stand
up and be counted and face that pressure? Can we have a
situation where the people are prepared to put up a stand
and their leaders fail them? I submit that that is not acceptable. And let me say that it isn't just this side of the House
that puts these connotations and implications on the deal.
Most of the Spanish and British press have seen it and
described it ip the kind of terms that I am doing. Lord
Bethell, Mr Speaker, the Chairman of the British/Gibraltar
Group in the European Parliament, wrote an article in 'The
Telegraph' in which he said quite clearly that if we accepted
joint use then joint management and joint control would
inevitably follow. It is a matter of judgement but I believe
that his judgement is not unsound because essentially once
we take on that slippery slope it is only a matter of time
before we get to the place where the Spanish Government wants
to get us and when we get there it will not be possible to
go back. I can say that Lord Bethell has written to me on
the subject and I have spoken with him and with Alf Lomas,

the Labour Leader in the Gibraltar Representation Group in
the turopean Parliament, and I have appraised them of our
views and of the fact that we were bringing this motion to
the House and they are in no doubt at all about the dangerous
implications that these have and Lord Bethell in his letter
to me has even without any prompting from me because, in fact,
I got his letter before I actually rang him up to discuss
it With him, has been acting on the assumption that the
position of the House and the position of the people of
Gibraltar will be that this is not going to be accepted by
us. We have also had some indications from other quarters
that it would seem as if the British Government is reconciled
to the idea that Gibraltar will say no to.this. I am not so
sure that the Fpanish Foreign Office will take it so lightly,
there is no doubt that the British Government would prefer
that we should say '.yes', it would be more comfortable but
I think much though we love the United Kingdom and much though
we would like to help them out of their discomfort there is
a limit, I think, to how far we can go and the limit cannot
be that'we support a deal which manifestly is not wanted which
even when the Hon and Learned Sir Joshua Hassan was apparently
lending his weight to it, he himself was recognising .that,
in fact, the vast majority of the people would not want it.
Of course, the position that Lord Bethell reflected in the
article apart from the quote that I have already given you
which says 'if joint use is conceded, joint management and
control of airport and air space are only a step or two away',
is that his assessment and I assume that he has reason to
come to such conclusions by virtue of his contact with people
in London, is that some British officials. hoped that
concessions today will pacify the Spaniards into a more cooperative attitude. .'Such optimism' - says Lord Bethell 'is hard to justify'. I think all of us would echo that. If
that is the optimism and that is the thinking of the Foreign
Office, certainly, they might not know the probabilities of
these things happening from a very long distance but we, who
axe on the spot, know that this is total nonsense, in fact,
if anything, knowing our neighbours as we do, the more
concessions we give them the greater the demands will get,
the more confident that they will get of the success, the
more they will crawl and that is something that we know
because, in fact, we have been neighbours for a very long
t±me. I would also like to turn to the question of the position
of . the business community which has been, of course, rather
silent on the subject lately. It may be because the last time
they were not silent they actually got a rather negative
response from most sectors including us in this House,
Government and Opposition. I find it very difficult that I
should put a question in this House asking the Government
whether the comments by Mr Seruya and his support for the
airport deal were in conflict with the motions in the House
and to be told categorically 'Yes, they are in conflict',
Mr Seruya was arguing that they were not. He comes out saying
that the Chamber supports a fair airport agreement and we
all castigate him for it. I ask the Government whether they
think the Chamber's fair agreement is in conflict with the
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motions of the House and the Hon and Learned Member opposite
as Chief.ftnister of Gibraltar, tells me 'Yes, Mr Seruya is
wrong, he is in conflict with the House'. Well, then if he
is in conflict with the House the deal done by Sir Geoffrey
Rowe is in conflict with the House. How can that be in our
interest the best deal possible and all the other things?
Surely, there is an inconsistency there, Mr Speaker. What
,did the Chamber say when they were castigated by public
opinion, when they had this reaction to the news and, in fact,
to some extent rather unfairly because he was saying it to
the wrong man anyway, he was talking to somebody who had
nothing to do with the deal and nothing to do with the airport,
if he had told it to Mr Ratford but, in fact, he got totally
the wrong end of the stick and he was talking to the commercial
attache of the British Embassy in Madrid who had nothing to
do with it. But when there was this reaction he was followed,
the news broke out on October the 1st, by the Chamber support,
and on October the 14th, trying to placate irate Chamber
members, the Chamber came out saying that they stood by the
policy adopted in the Annual General Meeting that there had
to be .a single, terminal with all passengers passing through
the Gibraltar terminal. We don't have a single terminal with
all passengers passing through the Gibraltar terminal, we
have got a deal which fails to meet the criteria of the people
who were prepared to accept a deal and we have got a deal
that fails to make the criteria of this House in its last
expression of policy in the 'last House of Assembly because
in the last House of Assembly we rejected the proposals of
the Spanish negotiator published in 'El Pais' that there should
be two terminals and that one terminal should be for Spanish
nationals and one terminal for other nationals and now we
have got two terminals, one terminal which is for all nationals
on all airlines of all nationalities from all destinations
going into Spain. Clearly, by definition if the narrower
concept is not acceptable the much wider concept which includes
the narrower one is also unacceptable. The deal is rejected
because it is in conflict with things that we have said, it
is in conflict with the stand taken by the Chamber of Commerce,
it is in conflict with the motion signed by 16,000 people
sayina 'We want no concessions on the airport', it is in
conflict with the' position adopted by the demonstration and
by the Government in its representations to Mr Ratford and
by the Opposition in its representations to Mr Ratford and
it is certainly in conflict with the position of the Gibraltar
Trades Council who, in fact, contacted the Hon and Learned
Member in October at the same time as the Chamber came out
and he wrote to them on the 5th October saying 'I agree with
you on this issue. You are voicing the feelings of the
community as a whole. You may be assured that in discussions
with the British Government and in making representations
to them we have stated that we are representing the views
not only of Gibraltar Ministers but of the people of Gibraltar
as a whole. Your letter confirms our position'. So the
Government of Gibraltar on the 5th October agreed entirely
with the Trades Council. The Trades Council position has not
changed and I submit the position of the Government of
Gibraltar cannot change and whereas as individual citizens
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they may have private views which they are free to hold, as
representatives of the people they have to reflect what the
people want. What the Government cannot do, in our judgement,
Mr Speaker, is to say 'I think it is good for you but since
you don't want it I am not going to do it'. That is not
possible. If you are representing the people then if you think
that it is good for somebody you really have to go all out
to defend and implement and carry through what is good for
them or then to say 'Look, if you want to commit suicide I
don't, and you commit suicide by yourselves'. The people of
Gibraltar are not intent on committing suicide, the people
of Gibraltar are intent on survival and the people of Gibraltar
are intent on not being led into a trap .and the House of
Assembly has got a sacred responsibility in this matter and
it must not fail the people of Gibraltar on this occasion
because we have been . totally united on this stand until now
because the sentiments that I have expressed have been echoed
more than once by Members opposite and because we have got
a special obligation and the Hon Chief Minister, Mr Canepa,
has got 'a special responsibility in giving leadership in this
matter with the new role that he has taken on and with the
new responsibility that he has taken on and he has got a unique
opportunity to demonstrate to us that we have never judged
him wrongly in the admiration that we have had for his . outspokenness and his integrity and therefore, Mr Speaker, it
is to him, above anyone else, that we 'look• for support on
this motion. I commend the motion to the House.
Mr. Speaker proposed the question in the terms of the motion
as moved by the Hon J Bossano.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Mr Speaker, I want at the outset of my contribution to dispose
of one matter which the Hon the Leader of the Opposition has
raised though I will be coming back to it later on when I make
reference to paragraph 3 of the motion, mainly the paragraph
that deals with Gibraltar's exclusion from the liberalisation
package. But the point that I want to deal with is the
inconsistency as 'referred to by the Hon the Leader of the
Opposition in Britain's position from the stand taken by Her
Majesty's Government in Luxembourg last June to the situation
tcday and in the words of the Leader of the Opposition, I think
the Way he put it was that what Britain found unacceptable
then is a fact today. I want to dispose of this matter at the
outset because I am not here to apologise for the British
Government and I am not here to give explanations for the
British Government. I can only tell the House what I understand
as being the underlying reason for that change or for that
apparent change in attitude and having disposed of that then
I will certainly be speaking entirely on my own behalf. The
problem that the United Kingdom had in June was how to ensure
that the air liberalisation transport package was approved
without the exclusion of Gibraltar and I have reason to believe
that the soundings that the British delegation had carried
out indicated, the indications were that if the matter went
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to a vote by..the European Community, the indications were that
they would:-not have.a.Sufficient majority which in the normal
course .of :events would have been a two-thirds majority. In
fact, the indications were even more adverse in that the Danish
President of the Council of Minittert would have been reluctant
to. go on a majority vote. So if' the President did not allow
a majority vote them what effectively would have happened would
have been that the threat of the Spanish veto could not be
removed and in the context of that, against that scenario,
-Her Majesty's Government considered that the only course open
-to them was to negotiate the matter. As I say, that is my understanding of the situation and I am not putting this across
in order to in any way nullify or undermine the points made_
by the Hon Mr Bdssano aboUt the change in attitude. Mr Speaker,
invariably.whenever the HOn the Leader of the Opposition speaks
either here in the House or on television he puts across an
aura of confidence, a man 'fully in control of himself, fully
in control of what he is 'saying and totally confident about
the rightness, about the correctness of his position and I
admire him-for this arid'I think that it is something that every
politician should take note of because very often your arguments
might be- weak but the way that you put them across, if there
is conviction behind that, you can strengthen your position
immeasurably. This is what I think the Hon the Leader of the
Opposition has done - with regard to hit interpretation of the
agreement. But no matter how much confidence he exudes about
the correctness of his position as he sees it, the fact of
the matter is that the Ron the Leader of the Opposition is not
always 100% right and, in my.view, in the way in which he has
.interpreted a number of clauses in the agreement not just today
but on television and in other public statements that he has
made, he most certainly is not 100% correct. He mentioned that
he had sought clarification from the Foreign Office about paragraph 1 of the agreement. I wonder whether he did also seek
clarification about other paragraphs of the agreement. Recently
we have heard that on a number of occasions he has approached
the povetnor for clarification on certain aspects of the airport
deal and on other matters but I would commend to him, I would
suagest to him that he ought to get clarification, if he hasn't
done so, not just about paragraph 1 of the agreement but,
indeed, about every paragraph in the agreement. And instead
of doing that, apparently what he does is a day later or that
evening the agreement, I think, was released in Gibraltar the
morning of the Thursday when I finished up with Sir Joshua
Hassan in Faro, and that evening on television in 'Open Forum'
he made a number of statements about the agreement which bear
close analysis. For instance, that the agreement already gives
Spain a say in the administration and that future use was not
only just with respect to flights from. within the EEC but from
anywhere in the world and that that had to go to a Consultative
Committee where Spain will appoint half the members. I think
that if he were actually to try to find out what the true facts
are he might learn that the real story is somewhat different
but then it probably doesn't suit him at this stage to get
to the bottom of the true story, he may not want to know. We
don't intend, at this stage, to defend the agreement, we don't

intend to reject it at this stage becauSe, very. simply, we
don't know yet enough about it. But he who is in even greater
ivnorOnce than we are, has already flatly rejected. it. Let
us core on now to this aspect of consultation which the agreement allows for. The agreement allows for consultation over
matters, involving air services to and from Gibraltar. This
is quite necessary, in any event, to avoid the airfield being
congested. I stress that this has to do with consultation and
consultation is surely about the exchange of information and
this has got nothing to do with the exercise of any veto by
Spain. The coordination and cooperation arrangements which
axe envisaged under paragraphs 4 and 5 of the agreement and
in the annex, are designed solely to find the best solution
to the practical problems of dealing, for example, with such
matters as how to process passengers for the same civil aircraft
who check in at separate terminals. It has to do with the
question of how civil flights would fit in with use by the
RAF of the airfield and it also has to do with security. It
is - intended that the Committee would coordinate the local civil
views on these matters. If it were to be necessary and
difficulties were to arise, then they would be referred tc
the higher level Committee, at the level of the coordinators
which is mentioned in paragraph 4(2) and it must be stressed
that the airfield will continue to be a military airfield and
that it will be under RAF control. Neither of these arrangements
for consultation gives Spain any control whatsoever over the
decisions reached. Let me turn now, Mr Speaker, to the question
of the waiving of customs and immigration controls. Hon Members
know perfectly well that I took issue on this matter with the
statements made by the Secretary of State on television prior
to the debate which took place in this House and I have not
changed my attitude on this matter. I would much prefer that
any passengers landing at Gibraltar airport should be required
to go through customs and immigration controls. But I should
also inform the House that it is an objective in the development
of the European Community internal market that customs and
immigration controls at European Community internal frontiers
be removed or at any rate be substantially reduced by 1992.
HON J C PEREZ:
Will the Hon Member give way?
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Well, he has an opportunity later on to speak.
HON J C PEREZ:
Yes, but did the Hon Member know this in November?
MR SPEAKER:
Order, the Hon Member has not given way and that is the. end
of the matter.
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HON CHIEF MINISTER:
The intention is that they be substantially reduced by 1992
and there is a new situation that is going to arise and it
is a new situation that we are going to have to contend with
and grapple with. The Hon Mr Bossano made reference to para-L
graph 1 of the agreement and there is in this paragraph a
reference to the European Economic dedision. This relates
only to flights, by Spanish airlines originating in Spain
and landing in Gibraltar and vice versa. There would be a
matching right for British airlines to fly on the same route
if they are licensed by the British Authorities and this
is set out in the European Economic decision referred to
in paragraph 1..There is nothing in the agreement which adds
to or which detracts from the routes which are opened up
by the decision and this is the information that has been
conveyed to me at my request. The question of sovereignty,
Mr Speaker. Some people, including the Leader of the
Opposition, have said that sovereignty is infringed or that,
in the words of the Ron the Leader of the Opposition, it
takes away Gibraltar's birthright. The Opposition, I think
needs to show very carefully why they believe it to be the
case and in the absence of a reasoned argument and I don't
think the Leader. of the Opposition has addressed himself
sufficiently to this aspect of the matter, to the need to
give a reasoned argument, he has been quite emotional about
it but unless he does so on the basis of a reasoned argument,
then I am afraid that such assertions do not necessarily
have any basis in fact. It was, in fact, as a result of the
British initiative that the no prejudice clauses contained
no reference to Spanish rights over the isthmus and these
clauses in addition to the substantive elements which there
are already in the agreement, fully protedt the British
position on sovereignty. Sir Geoffrey Howe asserted that
in his statement in the Foreign' Office when the two Ministers
met the press on the night when the agreement was signed
in Carlton Gardens and it is, I think, interesting to keep
in Mind, to remember moreso having regard to the remark of
the Hon the Leader of the Opposition that Senor Fernandez
Orddriez wiped the floor with Sir Geoffrey, that there was
Fernandez Ordonez next to Sir Geoffrey Howe when Sir Geoffrey
Bowe was.making this statement and, effectively, he had to
lump that statement, he did not demur in any way. I haven't
heard.that he has done so since, I am not aware of any statements made by the Spanish Government challenging that view
of the Foreign Secretary and what is more, we only have to
recall that, in fact, Senor Fernando Moran said quite the
opposite. He agreed with the view of the Secretary of State
and he pointed out how unwavering the Secretary of State
had been over the years in the need 'to safeguard and what
a champion he was about the rights of the Gibraltarians and
British sovereignty over Gibraltar and the isthmus. The House
of Assembly resolutions, the petition and the demonstration.
We naturally have no difficulty on the Government side in
supporting the first three paragraphs of the motion. The
only thing is that we have to bear in mind that in historical

terms it is a fact that all these resolutions were passed
in the House before the agreement was reached, that signatures
were collected before the agreement was reached, that the
demonStration was a spontaneous reaction and, indeed, the
petition to the six points published in 'El Pais'; that in
fact Spain has made definite and major concessions from that
position to the one reached in the agreement and that we
are in fact, whether we like it or not, in a new situation
with a specific agreement to be considered. And what should
we do? The first thing to keep in mind is that we are not
really required to do anything about it at this stage. We
are under no pressure to move in any direction. There is
nc time limit - we do not have to take a view before the
end of the year, before the general election or before• the
life of this House expires on the 14th February, 1988, which
is the latest date by which the House can be dissolved. We
don't have to take a view before the general election.
MR SPEAKER:
May I, perhaps, correct you. The latest date by which the
House has to be dissolved is the 22nd February which is the
fourth anniversary of the first meeting of the House.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Even better, the 22nd February, we have another eight days.
We don't have to take a view, as I said, before the general
election or immediately afterwards. There seems to be a
mistaken notion in town, Mr Speaker, that we only have a
year within which to decide and I want authorititively today
to say that that is wrong, we are under no time constraint
and because.we have plenty of time in hand, Mr Speaker, let
us therefore use that time. So in the first place, we should
use that time in order to get all the information that
everyone, not just Members of the Government, not just Members
opposite but the general public need to have information
in order to arrive at a mature decision after there has been
informed debate on the matter. Secondly, and here I come
to paragraph 3 of the motion, the question of our being
excluded from the air liberalisation package, let us challenge
the fact that we have been excluded from the package
immediately and in this connection we have already decided
to take preliminary advice from a specialist EEC lawyer based
in Brussels whose advide we have taken on previous occasions
and I have already given instructions and have today approved
the draft of a letter explaining to him what has transpired
and asking for a preliminary opinion with a view to testing
the legality or otherwise of Gibraltar's exclusion, if
necessary, in the European Court. Therefore in this connection
I will be moving a minor amendment to paragraph 3 that will
strengthen that paragraph slightly. If we are entitled to
be included and, as we have said, Britain herself took this
view in June, then nothing else need arise. In any event,
we need to know more about the air liberalisation transport
package and how it is going to work. It is being implemented
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as from the 1st January, 1988, but in practical terms the
effects will not begin to be seen until the summer of 1988.
We need to see how it is going to work in practice, we have
plenty information on paper as to its main features, I think
there was an article in yesterday's Gibraltar Chronicle about
some of they aspects of this package but what does it all
mean' in prattice? We on the Government side certainly want
time to see its practical effects and so because we have
also been given a right t6 veto the agreement and Spain has
had to accept. this, by not passing in this House of Assembly
the necessary legislation or, indeed, it being a requirement
that the new House- of Assembly should pass the necessary
legislation and for me, personally, this. is a course for
great satisfaction, I think it shows that our wishes are
being respected, it shows that we are being treated as adults,
indeed, this is what I consider to be some of the attributes
of a situation in which we would be freely associated with
the United Kingdom and not a dependent territory. And,
secondly, because we want to challenge our exclusion from
the air liberalisation transport package, let us keep our
options open pending-further assessment, pending debate and
pending a study of where Gibraltar's interests lie. By all
means let us regret the position that the European Economic
Community and Spain have forced on Britain and Gibraltar
but the whole matter is really too important to rush. I would
therefore ask Hon Members opposite. to accept that in the
same way as the Government would not exercise its majority
in favour of the agreement even if it were to dream of
accepting it at this stage because it has no right.to attempt
to bind hand and foot a future Government or the next House
of Assembly, the Opposition has no right to try to force
through a decision against the agreement at this juncture.
Whilst, I would say, that at present there is probably a
majority against the agreement, this is certainly my personal
impression, what the Hon Member is really trying to do to
the minority is. to ride roughshod over their views whilst
asserting, as he ha's done, that if at any time in the future
there were to be a majority in favour then the minority that
he would be a'part of would have a responsibility and a right,
and I quote- hit own words as published in the. Chronicle 'to
fight that sellout every inch of the way'. The Gibraltar
Trades Council, too, has already threatened to take industrial
action-against employers on this matter. I wonder what they
would say if there were to be a majority view in favour and
if the majority ,were to 'be in a position to force their own
views by similar militandy.. Would they complain that we were
living in a Fascist dictatorship? No, Mr Speaker, the minority
certainly has a right 'to have their say but the majority,
undoubtedly, has a right to have its way and anything else
is today, in - four year's time, in ten year's time, a negation
of democracy.- Anything else is totally undemocratic and therefore to be condemned. In conclusion, Mr Speaker, I want to
stress that perhaps the essential difference between Hon
Members opposite and us is that they want to lock and bolt
every door,- bar every window and then brick them all the
way up so that there is no way in or out. As with the Brussels
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Agreement, as with the closure of the Dockyard, the Leader
of the Opposition is once again trying to achieve a ticket
to election victory by trying to gain instant popularity
through following what he gauges to be majority public
opinion. Our view, Mr Speaker, what we are trying to do is
that whilst there is probably now only a minority in favour
of the agreement, at least that minority has a right to have
a small window left oven and therefore we on the Government
side are going to use our majority to amend paragraphs 4
and 5 to ensure precisely that, for in our view, Mr Speaker,
there is no need to rush to say . 'no', we just wait to give
a considered answer if and when it suits us. I therefore,
Mr Speaker, beg to move that the motion .moved by the Hon
the Leader of the 'Opposition be amended: (a) by the addition
of the words "as a matter of urgency" at the end of paragraph
3, and (b) by the deletion of paragraphs 4 and 5 and the
substitution of a new paragraph 4 as follows:- "4. Takes
note of the proposed Anglo/Spanish agreement and considers
that once the course of action proposed in paragraph 3 above
is known and the practical effects of the Air Liberalisation
Transport Package can be assessed, a decision should be taken
whether the agreement ought to be implemented". Mr Speaker,
I have the honour to so move.
Mr Speaker proposed the question in the terms of the Hon
the Chief Minister's amendment.
MR SPEAKER:
I must warn Members that they can either take the choice
of speaking exclusively to the amendment or generally on
the motion but most certainly not to have two bites at the
cherry. Of course, the Hon the Leader of the Opposition is'
quite free to speak on the amendment: It is now 7.30 and
I thihk this is an appropriate time to recess. It will give
Members time to study the amendment and reflect on what they
wash to say tomorrow. We will now recess until tomorrow
morning at 10.30 when the debate will continue.
The House recessed at 7.35 pm.
THURSDAY THE 17TH DECEMBER, 1987
The House resumed at 10.50 am.
Ml SPEAKER:
I will .remind 'the House that yesterday evening when we
recessed the Hon the Chief Minister, Mr Canepa, contributed
to the debate on the motion moved by the Hon the Leader of
the Opposition and proposed an amendment. I therefore now
invite Members who wish to speak on the amendment to do so.
I will give the warning that I gave yesterday evening. You
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will not have two bites at the cherry, you either speak on
the amendment exclusively or to the motion before the House,
you can take a choice, but I will not countenance any
repetition. I understand, Mr Filcher, that you wish to make
a contribution.

MR SPEAKER:

HON J E FILCHER:

Well, Mr Speaker, it .doesn't really matter since I will be
moving an amendment at the end of my intervention and I have
the right to speak at the end of that.

Mr Speaker, I will try, although it is a very thin line
between speaking to the amendment and speaking to the motion,
but I
try to keep to the amendment and reserve my right
to speak on the motion at a later stage. In so doing, Mr
Speaker, I have to make certain points. which were raised
by the Hon the Chief Minister in moving his amendment. I
would like to start the same way that he did, Mr Speaker.
When Mr Canepa started his intervention he said that he wanted
to explain not from a personal point of view because that
he did later but from a sort of excuse point of view of how
it Was that the British position had changed between June
of this year and December of this year. Obviously, trying
to excuse the logical argument put forward by the Hon the
Leader of the' Opposition when he said that there had been
a drastic change between the position of the British
Government in June and the position of the British Government
in December. Although we accept his expose of how the position
had changed, nevertheless, Mr Speaker, I think that the
British Government did us a . disservice inasmuch as, I think
they went against what I consider is an unwritten international law. There is an international law which is used
in many spheres and that is that you do not negotiate under
blackmail conditions. That applies, particularly, in the
United Kingdom and, as I say, in all spheres and walks of
life because the Iron Lady, the Iron Maiden, has got a
reputation, is renowned in having a situation where she will
not, whether it's with the Trade Union Movement, with
terrorists or even internationally in the EEC, she has never
ever negotiated under blackmail and every time that she has
been in any situation of blackmail she has always stood her
ground. I think, Mr Speaker, it has to be put on record that
although we accept the point that was made by the Hon the
Chief Minister yesterday that it was a question of the British
delegation maybe losing the vote or maybe the air
liberalisation not going through because Spain would continue
to exercise her veto, that was tantamount to an admission
that Spain can blackmail the United Kingdom any time she
so wishes over anything that she feels she can force the
United Kingdom into conceding over Gibraltar. I am sure that
the British Government would not have ceded to that blackmail
other than in a situation of a discussion over the Gibraltar
question and I think it was quite clear from the interview
by Sir Geoffrey Howe, obviously, because that is a normal
follow-up of the Brussels Agreement. Having made that point
which I think he made himself at the start of his contribution
I would like now to take various aspects of Mr Canepa's
contribution. I found Mr Canepa's contribution disappointing
insofar as the moving of the amendment.
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Which came at the end of his contribution.
HON J E FILCHER:

MR SPEAKER:
It certainly matters, that is why I told you at the beginning,
it most certainly matters whether ybu are going to speak
to the general motion or to the amendment. You said you were
going to speak to the amendment. If you are going to speak
to the amendment, it is your choice, most certainly, but
I would like to warn you.
HON J E FILCHER:
•
Mr Speaker, I will bow to your judgement at the end of it
and if you believe at the end of it that I have spoken to
the general motion I will accept that.
MR SPEAKER:
Fair enough. I will allow, most certainly, a fair amount
of latitude.
HON J E FILCHER:
In referring to Mr Canepa's contribution, as I was saying,
I found it rather disappointing on various aspects. Normally
Mr Canepa is renowned for speaking from the heart and,
certainly, with no prepared text. It seemed to us yesterday
that although from this side of the House the Hon Leader
cf the Opposition made many points, it seemed to us that
in his contribution most of those points were left out because
he already had a prepared text and a prepared speech and
nb account was taken of many points that were made by the
Leader of the Opposition in moving the motion. I think the
contribution of the Hon Mr Canepa was divided into three
parts, as far as I can gauge, Mr Speaker. One was a subtle
defence of the deal. Secondly, it was again another subtle
political attack on the GSLP, and thirdly, I think what is
known as playing to the gallery, he was playing to the public
and I think in so doing confused slightly the people of
3ibraltar who, I think at this jucture do not require that
confusion. I think they require leadership and I think he
said that the Hon Leader of the Opposition was very aggressive
in moving his motion and very aggressive in explaining the
motion and being very logical in so doing and he said, I
think, if I am not mistaken, other politicians should learn
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from him. Well, I think, Mr Speaker, he should learn from
the Hon Leader of the Opposition because his expose was weak
in the defence of hi5 contribution. If I can tackle the third
point first, that is, playing to the public. I think he missed
two vital points which I think were mentioned ad nauseam
by the Hon Leader of the-Opposition. Perhaps he didn't miss
them, perhaps what he did was slightly twist them. When Mr
Canepa was still in London with Sir Joshua Hassan, Mr Speaker,
the GSLP in Gibraltar immediately after the deal made two
very important statements. The first statement was we welcomed
the safeguard that Her Majesty's Government had put in the
Anglo/Spanish Agreement giving the right to the people of
Gibraltar to veto the agreement. Personally I was very, very
satisfied with that and the party was very satisfied and
if we cast our minds back to the programme discussion when
I was in the programme 'Open Forum' with the Hon Mr Canepa,
I am sure he will remember that I said it would be a black
day if the preamble to the Constitution only meant that we
had to say 'yes' or 'no' when it suited Her Majesty's
.Government. And on that count, I think, we are very happy
that the preamble to the Constitution is now being extended
to give us the right to say 'yes' or 'no' at particular points
in the history of Gibraltar. I think this was a very important
point and one that certainly the Opposition welcomed and
welcomed publicly immediately after the signing of the agreement. The second .point, Mr Speaker, was one that we made,
again, quite clear although we were satisfied with the
decision that we had been given the right to veto, we were
dissatisfied with the choice that we were given, ie stay
in the agreement by signing the deal or stay out of the agreement and out of the air liberalisation package. And we said
immediately at one o'clock in the morning of the 5th December
when the Hon Leader of my party was interviewed, I think,
by one of the Spanish news broadcasts, we said to them we
did not accept the legality of leaving Gibraltar out of the
air liberalisation package and that we wanted to test that
legality in whatever court there was, even if that was the
highest court in the international sphere. I think those
two points were made very clear by the Hon Leader of the
Opposition when moving the motion and I think, to a point,
disregarded by the Hon the Chief Minister, Mr Canepa, who
seemed to be saying that all that we were saying was 'no'
to the deal. If those two points were accepted, I think one
question that obviously a lot of people are asking themselves
or should .be asking themselves certainly at this moment is
if the GSLP were satisfied with the veto situation, were
satisfied that we could test the legality of the situation
in a court before doing anything else, why the motion?
Obviously, a lot of people must be asking themselves that.
What a lot of people do not know, certainly outside this
House, is that we have to give notice for motions and therefore at the same time as we put in our five days notice for
questions, we put in the motion. We put in the motion, Mr
Speaker, last Tuesday when it was still unclear what the
.position was as far as the former Chief Minister was concerned
and at that stage it was rumoured very strongly that Sir

Joshua was' leaving and that the Hon Mr Canepa was taking
over. That is the reason why we brought the motion to the
House. The reason was that on Friday night, on Friday the
"5th of December, Sir Joshua Hassan came on television clearly
defending the deal that had been struck between Britain and
Spain and the only way that we could react to that was to
bring a motion to this House so that the people of Gibraltar
clearly understood where both sides stood and I think this
was the reason but, of course, it is a bit of a confusing
situation because it is as if, and I will try and give an
example, it is as if the lion - which I think Sir Joshua
Hassan was considered to a point a lion because of the
situation of Gibraltar, Gibraltar from a distance looks a
lion r if the lion had roared the GSLP had taken up that roar
and had gone into the arena with him only to find a week
later that the lion was no longer there and now we find
ourselves in the arena having pushed the motion forward saying
quite clearly we still are against the deal but, of course,
Sir Joshua is no longer there and now we get criticised by
the Hon the new Chief Minister for saying 'we don't want
anything to do with the deal' and for going forward very
quickly to try and stop the deal. This would not have
happened, this motion would not be here in the House today
had it not been for the television interview that Sir Joshua
Hassan gave GBC on Friday night because we were very happy
on Friday morning to have left the situation lie as it was,
ie we were happy and satisfied with the veto and we were
happy that what we had to do was take the matter to an international court and, first of all, see what was our legal
position and that would have continued to be' our position
but for the famous television interview on Friday night which
made the whole of Gibraltar doubt what was happening to the
leadership of Gibraltar and that is why we put a motion here
in this House. But, of course, having put a motion and not
knowing what was the position of the - new Chief Minister we,
I think, proceeded with the motion in the knowledge that
it was a situation that the whole of Gibraltar needed and
wanted cleared up. This was why we proceeded with the motion
in the knowledge that perhaps the Hon Sir Joshua Hassan had
resigned because 'of the pressures on him because of his
interview on Friday night, I know he said publicly that it
wasn't but, certainly, from this side of the House it appears
that that was clear. And, of course, it was even clearer
given the statement by Sir Joshua Hassan that when he was
asked would he and his party defend this at the elections,
he said 'well, we are defending it now' and obviously by
in-erpretation if nothing else, if he was defending it now
he would defend it at an election. I think that is the reason
why we brought the motion to the House. The whole of
Gibraltar, Mr Speaker, was shocked and then confused by the
interview on GBC. We presented the motion and I want to make
thf.s absolutely clear, we presented the motion to get the
position of this House clear so that the people of Gibraltar
knew what the position of the House was so that, if nothing
else, the confusion would end at that stage and at least
the different parties would designate their different
positions. Having made that point, Mr Speaker, I would like
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to turn to what I think was a subtle defence of the deal
by the Hon the new Chief Minister, Mr Canepa. We have
ourselves studied the deal because another thing that we
said in the various broadcasts that we did on Friday was
to say that we could not comment on the deal at that stage
- this was on Friday the 5th of December - because it was
too early and we had just received the text of the deal and
therefore on Firday the 5th December we could not gauge what
the Anglo/Spanish agreement was all about because like in
everything else we take a lot of time and a lot of care to
analyse things before we make public announcements. And in
so doing we sought certain clarification on certain clauses
of the agreement. I will not repeat what was said yesterday
by the Hon Leader of the Opposition because that was already
said and I feel that that would only be repeating ourselves
but it is not as the Hon the new Chief Minister said yesterday
that it is a question of.looking at the agreement, reading
into it what we want to read into it and then aggressively
defending it. No, what we will refuse to do, Mr Speaker,
is to read the agreement and where it has got white accept
that it is black. We might accept that it is not as white
as we thought it was, it might be greyish but certainly it
is not white or black and I think that is the difference
that the Hon the Chief Minister yesterday was trying to,
again, play with words and make one thing mean another. We
looked at the merits of the deal but when we decided to come
to this House we did not want to fall into the error of
discussing the merits of the deal because I think most of
us on this side of the House, Mr Speaker, are negotiators
in one form or another in our walks of life and we know that
the moment we start negotiating on the merits or demerits
of anything then you are admitting that the principle is
that the deal is there and you have to accept it and that
is why we felt that it was better, we felt that the people
of Gibraltar had already said no and we felt that no way
was this deal going anywhere that the people of Gibraltar
had not said themselves what they would do. The banner was
of 'no concessions' and the subtle defence now is that because
our attack was on the interpretation they tried to implant
in the minds of the people of Gibraltar that no concessions
are no concessions on sovereignty and control. Mr Speaker,
no concessions, as far as the majority of the Gibraltarians
are concerned, means no concessions at all because if we
start playing with words about sovereignty and control what
is therefore a concession on sovereignty? Where is the
concession on sovereignty? When they take over .the airport,
when they take over the Port, when they take over other areas
or when the Spanish flag is flying from Gibraltar? And even
at that stage we can still defend that the sovereignty issue
hasn't been ceded because we still' have autonomy within
Gibraltar. Mr Speaker, it is clear that that is just a play
on words, it is the same as control. How can you not have
control if you have a say in what happens in the place? I
challenge the Government to say to us here and to the people
of Gibraltar today that this deal means no concessions whatsoever. Not no concessions on sovereignty, not no concessions
on control, to say here that this deal means no concessions.

As I say, I don't want to go into the deal itself but I think
by way of explanation to the public, I think certainly the
way that the Opposition party sees this is, first of all,
the deal tramples on our right as Community nationals, that
is the first thing. We have a right as Community nationals
and that agreement tramples on our rights. Let us look at
the agreement and, as I say, I don't want to get bogged down
nor do I want to discuss it because as far as I am concerned
the deal is bad. We talk of a joint committee to discuss
matters like aircraft handling, services, passengers and,
obviously, that is giving Spaniards a say in how we run cur
services in the airport. We talk of in transit immigration
and customs controls. Clearly, totally against the motion
that was passed here in the House and, clearly, against the
demonstration because if Hon Members opposite cast their
mends back, the in transit arrangements,. ie the customs and
immigration controls were mentioned prior to the meeting
and, in fact, I remember walking past the Piazza the previous
Sunday when the members of Action ,for Gibraltar were
collecting signatures from the people of Gibraltar and there
was one person with a loudspeaker - I don't think it is
necessary to mention his name - who was quite ably shouting
over that loudspeaker that there was no way that we were
going to allow customs and immigration controls other than
through the normal method that is being handled at the moment.
As far as I am concerned the people of'Gibraltar said no
to that. They also have a say, whether direct or indirect,
on flights coming from a third country, whether they have
the right to advise, whether they have the right to veto
is not important, they have a right which they have nowhere
else in Europe. They have the right to put internal flights
with Spanish authority only de facto making Gibraltar a
Spanish regional airport under that clause. And if that were
not enough, any problems related to the Spanish deal would
be referred to the coordinators. Obviously, at one stave
referred to the Transport Ministers who were tantamount to
signing the deal. If there is any problem in the Coordinating
Committee it would go, obviously, to a higher authority.
As I say again, I challenge the Government to say that none
of those things are clear concessions to the Yingdom of Spain.
I think Government are confusing the issue by giving different
interpretations. I was flabbergasted yesterday when I heard
the Hon Chief Minister say here in the House 'Spain have
also made concessions'. Spain have also made concessions
where? They have taken the veto away, perhaps that could
be the only concession that they have given us. And he was
defending the deal, to a point, as I say, very subtly, he
was defending the deal by quoting from Se-hoz- Ordonez and
we have got to a stage now that we have ,to defend things
that the Spaniards do by using them as saying that there
is no right on the sovereignty issue. Perhaps Senor Ordo'nez
is now changing his position and is saving 'better say that
there isn't so that they accept it and then they are going
tc find out'. But what were the excuses used? One, the
committee was there for exchange of information, for
processing passengers to the terminal. Is there a nod for
two Foreign Ministers of two major countries to sit down
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and negotiate a deal for exchange of information? If the
Hon Chief Minister plays back, because I heard it last night
and I had it taped, plays back his contribution, he will
find that he said that the committee were there basically
to exchange information and for processing passengers to
the second terminal. He can go back and listen to the tape
or he can read the transcript. He also said, Mr Speaker,
in direct contradiction to what he had said in the last House,
he used the words this time as regards in transit arrangements
that he prefers there not to be any arrangements as far as
in transit arrangements ie the customs and immigration
controls being kept inside the Gibraltar zone. But he used
the word 'prefer' because he said and he was quoting Mr
Ratford, he said that by 1992 the European Community would
be eliminating or the objective was by 1992 to eliminate
customs and immigration controls. Our answer to that, Mr
Speaker, is the same answer as we. have given on many
occasions. We believe in. a united Europe, we believe that
we are in Europe for better or for worse and we believe that'
if in Eurcpe there is .legislation passed that we might not
like, we have to accept that legislation because we accept
the good with the bad. But what we are not going to do, Mr
Speaker, and we have said this before, no matter how great
a Utopian idea the united 'Europe is, we are not going to
allow the united Europe to start in Gibraltar four or five
years before it starts anywhere else. That was, I think,
the same argument used in the Brussels Agreement, if it is
going to be done in January 1986, why not do it in February
1985, but that was ten months. Now we are saying 'it is going
to be done in 1992, why not do it in 1987?' I think, Mr
Speaker, that argument certainly does not convince us. We
have got to look at the merits.....
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
If .the Hon Member will give way.
HON J E FILCHER:
No.
MR SPEAKER:
Order.
HON J E FILCHER:
Okay, I will give Way, Mr Speaker, because I always do.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
I said that we had to take account of that. I did not say
or imply that because it has to happen in 1992 it might as
well happen now. That is twisting my words.
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HON J E FILCHER:
Mr Speaker, whether he said it or he implied it, the Hon
Chief Minister has to accept that when we are sitting on
this side we listen to what he says and we make our own minds
up on what we think he said. What he cannot accept is that
we think that he said what he wants us to think that he said.
I think in the same way that I heard that and in the same
way as I interpreted that, I am sure most people in Gibraltar
interpreted it in the same way. And he also said something
about putting flights into Spain, if I am not mistaken, when
Le said about Spain having the right to bring aircraft into
Gibraltar, he was saying 'well, we also have the right to
fly our own aircraft to Spain' the difference being if we
want to fly our own aircraft to Spain we have to seek
permission from the Spanish authority. He said, Mr Speaker,
that the no prejudice clauses at the end of that agreement
fully protected . Gibraltar's position. I suppose like our
reservations on sovereignty protected Gibraltar on the
Brussels Agreement. We all know that the reservation on
sovereignty didn't protect anything, the Brussels Agreement
continues down its path and the deal, if accepted, will
continue down this path with or without prejudice clauses.
I think the last thing the people of Gibraltar need, Mr
Speaker, is this kind of confusion. I think what the people
cf Gibraltar need is a• solid stand on a matter of principle.
might have different feelings or different interpretations
ct things but I honestly feel that on that side of the House
they are as clear as on this side of the House that that
agreement concedes concessions. I think the people of
Gibraltar need a solid stand on a matter of principle. It
is a question, as the Leader of the Opposition said, it is
a question of foresight and leadership, not Of hindsight,
it will be too. late if we do not take into account the
pressures that can be put on us. We agree, Mr Speaker, that we
don't have to do anything now, we agreed on the 5th December,
we agree today and we will agree in a month's time or in
six month's time that Gibraltar doesn't have anything to
do at the moment other than not pass the legislation. But'
I think the mature decision has to be let us stop selling
the deal, let us stop confusing the people of Gibraltar.
I think there is one fundamental mistake made by the
Government and by the people of Gibraltar that the Eon Chief
Minister referred to yesterday as . a minority. I think the
point was also made by the Hon Leader of the Opposition and
that is that a lot .of people confuse the airport package
with the kind of problems Gibraltar can suffer if they start
putting pressure on that frontier. I think that is what is
worrying a lot of people but . I think the message must be
clear that by signing the airport agreement or otherwise
that does not prohibit Spain from putting pressure on that
frontier whenever it suits them. One thing has nothing to
do with the other and I think the message has to go out
clearly to those Gibraltarians who feel that if we sign the
airport package that means that we are now going to be able
to go freely past the frontier in and out, as many times
as we feel like it without any obstruction whatsoeVez and
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that couldn't be further away from the truth because having
ceded to blackmail, having ceded to pressure, that will be
put back on every time it suits the Kingdom of Spain. And
another thing which I think is of fundamental importance
is that the longer we leave the decision the more problems
we will force on ourselves because the longer it is in the
air the longer that people will. try to pressurise us into
accepting it. The other point, Mr Speaker, was that there
was a subtle attack on the GSLP as well during the
contribution of the Hon Chief Minister. Well, subtle in some
areas, direct in others. Subtle because sometimes it was
by association of ideas and sometimes direct because he said
things like bricking ourselves and barring the windows. I
think he played or. words, Mr Speaker, particularly on this
majority and minority thing that has been going round
Gibraltar now for a couple of days following an interview
given by the Hon Leader of the Opposition to GBC. Let me
quite clearly say for public record, as Chairman of the GSLP
and as Deputy Leader of a Parliamentary delegation, that
. the GSLP, Mr Speaker, accepts fully the democratic principle
of the majority accepting or saying what they want and for
the people of Gibraltar to have to accept the majority. I
will explain the position. The position is that even if the
GSLP finds itself in a minority as, indeed, we have found
ourselves in a minority during the issue of the White Paper
on the closure of the Dockyard when we were saying to people
'the Dockyard will close' and the Hon Chief Minister was
saving whilst there are ships floating about it won't close,
we were in a minority then. We were in a minority on the
Brussels Agreement, we still fought it. We were in a minority
on
question of GSL, we still fought. And if we were a
minority in this we will still fight it and 'if that meant
losing the elections or losing our position in the House
of Assembly it wouldn't matter because we believe in democracy
and democracy also means the right of a minority to speak
their minds and that is the position which wasn't understood.
What we were saving was not that if we are in Government
and the majority want something we, the minority, will
implement it. What we were saving was that as a minority
we have a right to say what we mean. The play on words is
that the'Hon Chief Minister himself said yesterday that there
is a majority of people now who don't want the deal. Of
course, leaving it in abeyance means that slowly he can work
on the minority to convince the majority and become a
majority. If we go today we say 'no' to the deal, if we go
in six month's time, in a year's time, in a year and a half,
the situation depends on how we play it. It was, and I am
sorry to say it, but it was tactical moves on scaremongering,
Mr Speaker, which we hadn't seen in the House for a long
time but, of course, over the last couple of weeks we have
been seeing this tactic of scaremongering. The 'Hon Chief
Minister talked about closing all the doors, barring all
the windows, not even allowing ourselves a small window to
see through. The Hon ex-Chief Minister in a television
interview said as well by association of ideas very clearly
'of course, unless the people of Gibraltar want to commit
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suicide', obviously, again a situation where he- was clearly
leading the people to one school of thought. Many UK newspapers, some associated with the Foreign. Office, have been
saying that Gibraltar under the leadership of Mr Joe Bossano
would be isolating itself from Spain, isolating itself from
_Britain, and if that were not enough we also have the famous
ex-Foreign Affairs Adviser of the Chief Minister saying that
we are all a load of Marxists. Mr Speaker, it will no longer
work, the GSLP have been here for four years, people now
know us, there is no way that anybody is going to be scaremongered into anything and the sooner that is accepted by
the. other side of the House the better. We, Mr Speaker,
respect democracy, we have created our own House of Assembly
and our own democracy on the principles of the Westminster
system where democracy and the rights of people are respected.
We have moulded our system on that so why,. Mr Speaker, should
we be afraid to speak cur own minds? We have to bank on,
as the Leader of the Opposition said yesterday, we have to
bank on Britain's respect for democracy and if we have to
say to Britain 'we, 25,000 Gibraltarians don't want that',
I am sure that Britain will respect that. Spain will also
have to learn to respect that which she is not doing at the
moment. We will have - to teach Spain to respect the right
of democratic people to determine their.future but we won't
be able to do it whilst we continue to give them false hopes.
If we continue to sign Lisbon Agreements, Brussels Agreements,
Anglo/Spanish deals, we will not convince the Kingdom of
Spain that we want to defend our own interests because every
time we sign a new agreement they see themselves closer to
getting their goal which is Gibraltar's sovereignty. But
I feel, Mr Speaker, having said all that which I think needed
to be said, I am now going to prove to the Members opposite
that we are as democratic as they are if not more, Mr Speaker.
We believe totally in democracy but we also belieVe in something else. We believe fervently that Gibraltar under the
face of external adversity needs unity, the unity we gave
them in June, the unity we gave them in November. The
Opposition, Mr Speaker, I am talking about the unity we
offered them, us to them. We are going to offer that same
unity today beca.use I think our people deserve that. Mr
Speaker, I would like to move an amendment to the amendment
moved by the Hon Mr Canepa. I will just give some time for
Members, opposite to read it, this amendment goes a long way
to meeting the message that was clear from the benches
opposite yesterday, Mr Speaker. The message was one of don't
be too hasty, don't say 'no' to the deal because let us give
ourselves time. Those sentiments were the same sentiments,
as I have explained and as the Leader of the Opposition
explained yesterday, are the same sentiments that we issued
on the 5th December. Gibraltar has time, we don't have to
pass the legislation. Therefore he also asked us to keep
all cur options open and he also asked us to respect the
minority of people who were asking for an assessment cf the
situation to be made. And all that we have done in this motion
is we have added one other safeguard. We have now got the
safeguard of keeping our options open, we have now got t'le
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safeguard of being able to assess the situation, we have
now got the safeguard of safeguarding the minority and this,
Mr Speaker, also safeguards the position of the majority.
I would like to move an amendment to the amendment moved
by the Hon Mr Canepa to the -fotion moved by the Hon Leader
of the Opposition. The amendment is the deletion of new
paragraph 4 and the substitution therefor of new paragraphs
4 and 5 as follows: "4. Considers that no immediate action
should be taken on the proposed Anglo/Spanish Agreement and
that the results of the course of action in paragraph 3 above
and the practical effects of the Air Liberalisation Package
should be assessed, and 5. Recommends that if at some time
in the future, this House should wish to reconsider the
matter, it would establish the views of the people of
Gibraltar as a whole by holding a Referendum before taking
a decision".

and every single one of the desires and wishes 'of the
Gibraltarians. The motion would therefore have the old para. graphs 1 and 2 which restates the position of the House of
Assembly and of Gibraltar back in November, it has paragraph
.3 which we accepted yesterday by the addition of the words
'as a matter of urgency' so we now have that in paragraph
3
MR SPEAKER:
May I perhaps suggest that in your amendment 'the deletion
of new paragraph 4', would you please withdraw the word 'new'.
It is 'the deletion of paragraph 4' as it appears in the
amendment.
HON J E PILCHER:

MR SPEAKER:

Fine, Mr Speaker, we will delete the word 'new'.

Order, order. May I only once and I will not do it again,
inform the Public Gallery that they are entitled to come
to this Chamber to listen to the proceedings of the House.
They are here on sufferance, they are not under any circumstances entitled to express any view either by clapping or
in any other manner which will entail interference with the
prodeedings of the House. They are here to listen and nothing
else. Members of this House must be entitled to express their
views without being inhibited or menaced or threatened
directly or indirectly 'and I will not, under any circumstances, and I will say it once only, have any interference
from the Public Gallery. I would not like to clear the Gallery
but if I am forced I will not hesitate to do so. I am sure
that the spontaneous clapping from the Public Gallery has
been a completely emotional reaction and done without thinking
but it is a principle of democracy that Members must not
be inhibited by anything that happens outside the Chamber,
or in the Public Gallery. I feel sure that it has been done
unintentionally but I must make clear to the Public Gallery
the conditions under 'which they are allowed to listen to
the proceedings of the House. Will you'now continue.
HON J E PILCHER:
Thank you; Mr Speaker. As I was explaining, I honestly feel
that this and I urge the Government, Mr Speaker, in all
honesty and in the hope of being able to come back to a
situation of unity, the Government benches said what they
felt they had to say yesterday and we on our side have said
what we felt we had to say in answer to that but I think
at the end of the day, Mr Speaker, as indeed we said in the
last House, I think the people of Gibraltar deserve unity
from this House and I think this amendment gives what the
Government were seeking yesterday which is keeping all our
options open but doing it in such a way that we protect all
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MR SPEAKER:
There is no need to have the words 'new. paragraph 4' because
it is amending the amendment, it is 'the deletion of paragraph
4'.
HON J E PILCHER:
Thank you, Mr Speaker. We have the same paragraph 3 which
is 'Reiterates the view that Gibraltar's right to be included
in the air liberalisation package as a regional British
airport without pre-conditions should be pursued .as a matter
of urgency' and we feel that 'as a matter of urgency' only
strengthens paragraph 3 and we accept that fully but then
we are looking, Mr Speaker, as I was saying, but obviously
I hadn't read the amendment so they didn't really know what
I was referring to, we have a situation now, Mr Speaker,
where it was expressed yesterday and accepted.on this side
of the House because we also have contact with the people
of Gibraltar and there is a minority of people, I think a
minority of people, who want to assess the situation first
and I 'think new paragraph 4 all it does is it chances slightly
the old paragraph 4 to say 'Considers that no immediate action
should be taken' - which both sides of the House have already
agreed on - 'on the proposed Anglo/Spanish. Agreement and
that the results of - taking the matter up illegally and
of assessing the impact which the Hon Chief Minister said
we won't find. until probably summer 1988 - 'should be
assessed'. So that takes care of the worries of the minority.
The majority also need to be protected, Mr Speaker, and therefore this is the reason for new paragraph 5. Paragraph 5
says 'Recommends that' if at some time in the future this
House' - whether it is this Government or a future Government
- 'should wish to reconsider the matter' - then it can only
do so or it should only do so by going to a Referendum. I
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Mr Speaker, I am, of course, going to speak purely on the
amendment and therefore I will narrow the ambit of what I
am going to say. When I exercise my right to reply on the
amendment that I moved yesterday evening I will reply to
many of the points which Mr Pilcher has raised this morning.

In spite of the assertions which Mr Feetham made yesterday
so boldly that the GSLP was going to form the next Government,
the indications this morning are that Hon Members opposite
are by no means sure that that is going to be the case because
if they were really sure that they are going to win the
election they would not today be trying to bind the next
House of Assembly as to the course of action to be taken
because they being in Government and being totally against
the deal they would know that they would reject it, so inform
the people of Gibraltar, there is no need to hold a
Referendum, there is no need to hold anything, you just set
your face against the agreement and that is the end of the
matter. But the fact is that they are in doubt as to their
ability to win the election. They may be afraid that we are,
in fact, going to win the election ourselves and then what
might we aet up to, Mr Speaker, in that situation? So, with
two months of this House to go, we pass this amendment and
we bind the future AACR Government hand and foot today into
the course of action which it has got to follow then. I think
they are also prejudging the composition of the next House
of Atsembly in another way. They are assuming that it is
the GSLP and the AACR which is either going to form Government
or Opposition and by analogy be the main Opposition party.
The fact is that the indications are that there are likely
to be other permutations, dther parties contesting the
election and life is very strange. In the same way as Hon
Members opposite wiped the floor with the DPBG who had six
seats between 1980 and 1984 and now none of them are here,
we don't know what the election is going to, throw up, we
don't know what the composition of the next House is going
ta be and what the position and the representation of other
parties not in the House today might, in fact, be and what
right do we therefore have ,to talk in an amendment about
recommending that if at some time in the future this House
should wish to reconsider the matter - this House has two
months in which to reconsider the matter, that is all. I
am'going to reconsider the matter between now and February
the 22nd but the next House is the next House, it is the
next House of Assembly and it is the next House of Assembly
that has got a perfect right to pass whatever motions they
want to and when you talk"about this House you mean the House
that ends its life on the 22nd February. That is what we
mean in a motion by 'This House'. Every time there is a
general election there is a new House of Assembly, it is
not a continuation of the same House of Assembly, it is a
new legislature which is entitled to act in whatever manner
ie considers fit so let us establish that democratic principle
ac the outset. Our amendment, Mr Speaker, refers to the fact
that a decision should be taken whether the agreement ought
to be implemented. It doesn't prejudge the nature of that
decision, how it should be taken. Hon Members opposite want
to bind a future legislature to holding a Referendum. My
amendment doesn't rule out a Referendum, my amendment leaves
the situation open, it is flexible. A decision can be taken
through that mechanitm of a Referendum, a decision can be
taken through a general election on that specific , issue,
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think this gives the majority the protection that they need
because I think there is a school of thought which is a valid
argument that what we cannot allow to happen is that the
issue is clouded either by (aieemixing it up with an election,
or (b) by having a future Government saying, and it Is not
illogical for a Government to be able to say it, that they
have now a mandate from the people and that they are going
to use that mandate. For example, without wanting to bring
back any animosity, the Government did that early in 1984
with the Brussels Agreement. They did not have a mandate
to accept the Brussels Agreement but they came here and said
'We have a majority, we are here to govern and we are passing
the Brussels Agreement'. And it is not illogical to think
that a future GOvernment of Gibraltar could take the same
policy with this. I think this gives a safeguard to the
majority of people who are still saying 'no', that if there
is a change of Government or there is not a change 'of
Government, any decision on this primordial matter will be
taken to the people of Gibraltar and the final sap on this
issue and this issue alone should be put to the people of
Gibraltar. I think, Mr Speaker, it is an amendment which
gives all the options, accepts all the positions whether
majority or minority and is one which will meet the
Government's plea to us not to go 'ahead and cripple everything. Well, the, only reason why we went ahead is because
we thonestly thought that the Government after the interview
of Sir Joshua was going to go down that path. But since we
now see that it is not, we can come to terms with this, Mr
Speaker, and accept clauses 1, 2 and 3 with the small amendment and clauses 4 and 5 gives the minority and the majority
the right, Mr Speaker, to be safeguarded for the future.
I think the people of Gibraltar, if we pass this amendment,
will sigh with relief because at least they will know that
whatever happens they will have the last say and they are
clear that both sides of the House accept that at this stage
nothing has to be done. I think it will also push a message
out, Mr Speaker, that the people of Gibraltar will not be
pressurised into doing anything that doesn't meet with their
acceptance. Active patience, Mr Speaker, is a word that from
today, if this amendment is passed, will take on another
meaning, a Gibraltarian meaning. The, meaning will be "we
will actively get on with our affairs and continue to be
patient until Spain accepts our right to determine our future
and the future of cur territory". Thank you, Mr Speaker.
Mr Speaker proposed the question in the terms of the Hon
J E Pilcher's amendment to the amendment.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:

it is another mechanism, but I know that the Hon the Leader
of the Opposition in one of his earlier interventions said
the general election should be about other matters. Yes,
I agree, it is about a party programme, of course it is,
but if he thinks that the airport agreement is not going
to figure prominently in the next election campaign I think
he is living in a fool's paradise, in the same way as four
year's ago there were other issues that came up during the
electiOn campaign but the fundamental issue that decided
the election was the Dockyard and on this occasion it could
well be that the airport agreement is going to figure as
prominently or nearly as prominently, together with the
Brussels Agreement, as the Dockyard issue did four year's
ago. I know tha"t practically it may not suit the Hon Leader
of the Opposition that that should happen because then he
may not feel that he is going• to on as strong ground as he
would otherwise. So we diSpose of the'matter, we agree, we
take a decision, it is all going to be set aside, we leave
it to a Referendum and let's get on with the general election
campaign on other matters. That can be a bit too convenient.
Mr Speaker, I would like to point out one other thing. In
Gibraltar I do not think that it is possible to hold, that's
my own personal view I may be wrong and I am likely to change
my mind and there are no subtleties involved here, I don't
think that it is possible to hold a Referendum on the airport
deal alone. The Referendum would, in fact, be a Referendum
as to whether you are pro-Britain or pro-Spain, that is the
way that it would be interpreted by the people. It would
be a choice between Britain and Spain because in any matters
to do that affect our interest vis-a-vis Spain the choice
ultimately for the people of Gibraltar is that. The fear
that the people have is that of being drawn closer to Spain,
they don't want that so the choice would be that and therefore
the real issue will be clouded. Because, Mr Speaker, our
amendment does not prejudge the issue, it doesn't rule out
the .possibility of holding a Referendum on the matter and
because of the constitutional position that this House has
no right beyond the two months of its term of office, we
cannot accept this amendment and we are going to defeat it,
Mr Speaker.
•
MR SPEAKER:
Anv other contributors on the amendment to the amendment?
HON M A FEETHAM:
Mr Speaker, I want•to speak on our motion but Mr Juan Carlos
Perez will speak on the amendment.
MR SPEAKER:
Most certainly, anyone who wishes to speak on the amendment
to the amendment should do so now.
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HON J C PEREZ:
Mr Speaker, I am going to limit myself to speaking' on the
amendment because I might have to intervene at a later stage
in the proceedings depending what is said on the other side.
I find it rather ridiculous on the part of the Government
that they should always try and interpret what the people
of Gibraltar interpret things to be. We are being told bv
the former Chief Minister that the people of Gibraltar cannot
take a decision because they are in a state of psychosis.
Now we are being told by the new Chief Minister that if he
holds a Referendum this will be misinterpreted by the people
of Gibraltar. Don't they trust the electorate that put the=
in Government for the last fifteen years? Is it that they
do not consider that the people of Gibraltar have the
intelligence of looking at things objectively? Do they think
that they have the prerogative to look at things objectively?
Mr Speaker, they have the cheek to try and label us as
dictatorial, they have the cheek to 'call us undemocratic
ar:d then when we come to this House, when we say 'alright,
if what Mr Canepa said yesterday the minority have a say
and the majority have their way is true and he is true to
his word, let us give the ultimate right to the people of
Gibraltar and to the people of Gibraltar alone to take a
decision on this fundamental issue where. a wrong decision
could put at risk the whole of the - future of Gibraltar' and
Mr Canepa says 'no': Mr Canepa says that the people of
Gibraltar might misinterpret the situation, that the
Referendum might not be the suitable way and he tries to
narrow the situation to try and make it out to be an electoral
gimmick on the part of this side of the House. Well, Kr
Speaker, I am afraid that Mr Canepa is certainly looking
at it from the wrong perspective completely. if he thinks
that what we are trying to do is take.the matter of the
airport out of the forthcoming elections. We have no fear
whatsoever, if the Hon the Chief Minister so desires, to
go to the election on this issue any time he wants tc. What
we are saying is what the Hon Leader of the Opposition said
anl what he has agreed to in public that it is not convenient
- the word 'convenient' is not the right one - that other
issues come to play in a general election and that it is
right that the people of Gibraltar should have the choice
of looking at the performance of the Government and all the
other issues that are at stake in a general election. It
is certainly not something which we are looking at electorally
at all. We told the Hon Member this morning that we are
prepared to continue being united and that is why we have
preferred to bring a new amendment to this House to try not
to divide the House on this fundamental issue of the airport
and he comes up 'and he looks at it all from the narrow point
of view of the electoral gain or otherwise that he and his
party might have.' at the next general elections. Mr Speaker,
the motion and the issue has nothing to do with that. I a=
afraid that if we come down to the technicality of the Hon
Member of saying that the words 'This House' is something
which we cannot put because 'This House' means this'House
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until the 22nd February and after that it is a new House,
then he can change the words if he so wishes and put 'a new
House' because we are not forcing or committing anyone with
this amendment. We are only recommending to a future House
that they should have a Referendum. Obviously, if we recommend
it and.you recommend it and we are both here in a subsequent
House then we are committed by having recommended it already.
Is the Hon Mr Canepa afraid of committing himself to a
Referendum? Doesn't he believe in what he said yesterday
that the majority should have their way? And in any case
if he admits already that the majority are against, why should
he be so fearful of a Referendum particularly considering
everything he said on this subject in this House in the last
six or seven motions. He is the one that seems to stand up
every so often and accuse the Opposition of being wolves
in sheep's clothing. I think that we have seen the real Mr
Canepa now that he is Chief Minister, he is a wolf in sheep's
clothing, he hasn't meant anything that he said before. It's
quite clear from his contribution yesterday and from the
refusal to accept this amendment which puts the full
decision-making on the people of Gibraltar who are ultimately
the ones that need to decide this matter, Mr Speaker.
HON J BOSSANO:
Mr Speaker, the Government have said that they are accepting
reiterating all the previous motions in the House. They then
bring an amendment which by including the word 'implemented'
will clearly signal to everybody in and out of Gibraltar
their willingness to implement that agreement and that is
how it will be interpreted, whether they intended that or
not. We have had today the first example of a new leadership
of the AACR under the Hon Mr Canepa and regrettably our
expectations that we might see an improvement for the better
have been totally shattered because, in fact, it seems to
me that he is trying to do the same kind of balancing act
as his predecessor has done for so long, without any of the
finesse or ability for maintaining a balance that Sir Joshua
has always been able to keep and what do we have? We have
on an issue on which in spite of our. fundamental differences
the House has always been able to find a way of reconciling
the differences and where we have made an effort between
yesterday and today. The Government knows that we are against
the deal. The Government knows that we said from the moment
it was announced 'We are not taking any action'. When the
media interviewed me on this issue, the Spanish and the
British media, I said 'No, the House is not going to pass
any motion bedause there is no need to reject something
-because it requires positive action to implement and since
everybody is against it. nobody is going to introduce
legislation in the House and we, the Opposition, are certainly
not going to be asking for it. The deal, as far as we are
concerned, is non-existent'. It only became necessary because
it appeared to us that the Government, having said they would
not implement it, were still recommending its acceptance.

We wanted to clear that position, that is the first And the
opening remarks that I made in my motion and which were echoed
by my colleague in moving this amendment and we have said
to the Government 'okay, we have taken note of your objections
to 'rejects' at this stage, .we can go along with 'rejects'
because as far as we are concerned it is axiomatic, if you
reiterate all the previous motions you are rejecting the
agreement but you don't want to use the word 'rejects' the
agreement, fine. In order to meet your arguments we will
come back with an alternative which will not talk about
implementing just like we are not talking about rejecting,
we are not talking about implementing and we are saving
'reconsidering the matter' and leaving it open to whoever
in the future may want to do it'. That was one of the phrases
that Sir Joshua used in an interview in the Chronicle 'whether at some time in the future the-people as a whole
might think it would be in their interest to accept it'.
That is the scenario of a very long-term thing. The Hon Mr
Canepa was saying 'people think we have got a year, it is
not true, there is no time limit, it might be a year, it
might be five years, it might be ten years'. So we are not
talking about doing It between now and the 22nd February,
WE are not even talking about doing it in the next four years.
What we are saying .is we, the present Members of the House,
have got a right to express a view. Does the Hon Member think
that the next House of Assembly is bound by the Brussels
Agreement? Apparently not. Every House of Assembly is free
to do what they like. I would like to see whether he takes
that same line in the election campaign because I suspect
he is quite likely to come along and say in- the election
campaign 'We are not going to be able if we get into
Government to change the Brussels Agreement'. Well, I will
then remind him of what he said in this House that.we haven't
got the right in this House to make a recommendation to future
Members but we have got a right in this House to bind people,
even less then. So I will remind him of that when the time
comes. What we are seeking to do is not bind unknown future
Members of the House but state where we stand ourselves.
We, the GSLP, say we are cqmpletely convinced that by
definition the deal is in conflict with the views of the
House and the wishes of the people but if there is a doubt
then if somebody were to try and make out that there is a
doubt and we need to establish whether the majority agrees
with the GSLP or not, then the GSLP is prepared to commit
•itself to holding a Referendum which the AACR is not prepared
to do presumably. Since the AACR is not prepared itself to do
it, clearly, it is not prepared to recommend it to anybody
else, that is why. It isn't because they might find themselves
wieh a situation where a new House with none of us in it
would be bound. The .new House with none of us in it would
not be bound by anything. The new House would come here and
say 'Well, I don't care what those idiots recommended in
the last House. The proof that they don't reflect. public
opinion is the fact that none of them have got re-elected
so it doesn't matter what they recommended'. The real reason
for opposing that is that it is not that we want to close
too many doors, it is that the Hon Mr Canepa wants to leave
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himself all possible doors open. When we were discussing
the previous motion of this House in November it was the
former Chief Minister who was saying that they had toleave
a 'door open and we had a speech from the Chief Minister then
saying one thing and from the Deputy saying something else
which. we all applauded Jon this side of the House, which we
thought reflected the feeling of a lot of people in Gibraltar
and we thought that, in fact, the Chief Minister appeared
to be slightly out of tune. We now find ourselves where,
in fact, the position may be occupied by somebody else but
the views that we are hearing are the views of the former
occupant, not the views that the occupant had in his former
position. So it is, in fact, a very disappointing thing and
it will . be the first time that the House does not come out
with a united stand on the airport and the person that will
have failed to rise to the occasion and respond to the wishes
for that united stand will have been the Hon Mr Canepa .and
I would remind him that in the first motion of March, 1984,
he was the one that appealed to us for unity and we stood
up and said because of his appeal we would not vote against
the motion. He has lost that right now.

saying that people couldn't go to a Referendum and decide
something on the grounds of what they were being presented,,
that they would vote for Britain or for Spain. If that is
the case how would they vote if Britain publicly and Spain
publicly decided that they both want to accept it? I would
like the Government to think hard before they vote against
this amendment because it does what they asked us to do,
leave all the options open, remove the word 'rejects' which
they didn't want to have there and produce leadership and
a firm stand for the People.of Gibraltar which I think they
and they alone deserve, particularly after twenty years of
fighting off a situation of pressure, Mr Speaker. I am not
sure if I have a right to do that or the Leader of the
Opposition has to do it but if it is going to be put to the
vote I would like a division, Mr Speaker.
•
MR SPEAKER:
Any Member can ask for a division.
Mr Speaker then put the question and on a division being
taken the following Hon Members voted in favour:

MR SPEAKER:
Any other contributors to the amendment to the amendment?
I will then call on the Mover, Mr Pilcher, to reply.
EON J E PILCHER:
Mr Speaker, there is not much more to be said since the
arguments put by the Government benches in saying that they
will oppose this amendment are not understood by this side
of the House as has been said by my Hon colleague Mr Perez
and by the Leader of my party, Mr Joe Bossano. I feel that
the intention is one of having a united front and I reiterate
that all that the motion is asking for is for this House
to recommend that if at some time in the future anybody else
felt that the minority and majority was not the same as it
is today and was not the same as on that 17,000 or 16,000
strong demonstration, then, Mr Speaker, the only way to test
that is not by how many votes they get at an election, is
not by how many people express their views to individual
Members but by putting it to a test, by calling. on the people
of Gibraltar to say 'yea' or 'nay'. There is one very
important point that was made by Hon colleague Mr Perez which
I would like to reiterate. If we, Mr Speaker, feel that we
are mature enough and by we I mean the people of Gibraltar,
to have a say in our future, then I feel and I believe that
the people themselves are mature enough to be able to decide
'yes' or 'no' on any particular aspect. The Hon Chief Minister
has always been saying, certainly he has been saying it to
me in private, that he feels that we are now mature enough,
he talks about free association, self determination, whatever,.
it requires maturity. What he is saying is that he feels
he is mature enough but he is leading a people who are all
children. Mr Speaker, of course he said it, he said it by
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The Hon J E Pilcher's amendment to the amendment was
accordingly defeated.
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NUR SPEAKER:
We now have before the House the question as moved by the
Hon the Chief Minister amending the motion moved by the Hon
the Leader of the Opposition.
HON SIR JOSHUA HASSAN:
Mr Speaker, I would like to speak on my colleague's amendment
and reserve the right to speak in the general debate. I will
try to keep the matter separately and not to duplicate and
I am asking for your forebearance on my approach to the matter
in order that I can later on deal with the matter in a much
wider aspect which is the first two clauses of the motion.
I am very disappointed at the turn things have taken because
by its nature the matter is complicated. The whole question
of the agreement over the airport and so on is complicated
by its own nature and I had thought that we might make some
contribution today and I shall try to do that myself to try
nand simplify the matters because I find that a lot of people
are confused and really cannot understand the issues clearly.
I am not surprised and I will try to see whether I can at
least elucidate one or two matters on my own. In the first
place, I would like to refer to the mention made by the Leader
of the Opposition regarding my TV broadcast on the Friday
night which has been mentioned and to refer it to what he
has said in the course of the amendment that has just been
defeated because it seems to me that he has interpreted one
in one way and the other in another way and it is the second
one that counts. By saying that it was the best deal we could
get in the circumstances I did not mean that it was a deal
that we should go on and vote in favour, in fact, I said
in London I would not use the majority of the House to impose
the deal but the deal was good because it had the element
of choice. That is what I said and I have said nothing
different to that. Having regard to the exchanges that took
place and which the Hon Mr Pilcher has accepted or
acknowledged, as explained by the Chief Minister, it is in
that context that I was saying that and in no other. What
I did say was that every town, every city, every person is
entitled to commit suicide. I wasn't saying that as meaning
that if you don't do that you are committing suicide, what
I was trying to attempt to explain and I have done it on
other occasions, is the right of the people .to determine
their future. Whether they do it rightly or wrongly that
is a matter for them and that is why I chose that phrase.
The reason why I support the amendment, naturally, is because
otherwise the action that is recommended to the House could
-be precipitous, lacking in political maturity and
irresponsible. Precipitous because Gibraltar has always been
asking for self determination and a bigger say in its own
affairs and here, as explained by Mr Canepa yesterday, here
we have an opportunity or a departure from that principle
which• was limited to the preamble to the Constitution to
.an area which is different and that is the question of the
package and I don't think it is any secret that Britain found
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itself for the first time' in its struggle with defending
Gibraltar, with a third dimension which was not there before.
Now, you will say, 'Yes, in the United Nations we had quite.
a number of nations against us'. Yes, but in the United
Nations all that happened, even when there was a very vast
majority in favour of Spain, was the recommendation of a
committee, the Committee of 24, the Fourth Committee and,
ultimately, the General Assembly by which the British
Government wasn't bound, it just didn't take any notice.
It said 'No, we stand by the wishes of the people of
Gibraltar, you can decide what you like'. In fact, though
it .has happened many times subsequently, mainly through the
Falklands issue, it is in respect of that kind of thing where
the British Government has mainly rejected resolutions of
the .General Assembly. After the time they refused to accept
the first resolution I think the British Governmnt has never,
except on one occasion which has nothing to do with Gibraltar,
disregarded a recommendation of the General Assembly and
we must remember that these resolutions took place at a time
when. the Labour Government was in office and the Labour
Government was a much more, in general terms at the time,
a much more committed member of the United Nations that the
Conservative Government was, in fact, so much so that they
appointed a Minister instead of a permanent representative
and that was 'held by the distinguished Lord Caradon whose
voice and whose views, despite the attacks under which.he
was during those. days in the United Nations, was heard. with
great attention and respect. But on this occasion the third
dimension affects the interests of Britain both in its
internal affairs and in its international commitment and
that is the attempt on the part of Spain to veto the package
agreement applied to Gibraltar. It is quite clear that the
conflict between Britain and Spain over the air package was
not agreed completely because, in fact, it is . within the
Community that the difference between two Members arose and
therefore, of. course, in due course defending and I am proud
of saying it because it is mentioned so often that it looks
as. if it is something bad, I am saying and I confirm that
I am proud of having agreed to the Brussels Agreement and
I think Gibraltar should think and think quite clearly that
a lot of benefits have been derived to' Gibraltar without
losing anything. There was only one action that had to be
taken to subscribe to the Brussels Agreement and that was
faith in the British Government. The rest was really a process
which benefited and has benefited Gibraltar enormously and
all the' prosperity and all the advantages that Gibraltar
is today deriving as a result of normal relations arise out
of the . Lisbon Agreement first which led to the Brussels
Agreement. On both those occasions, on the first occasion
jointly with the then Leader of the Opposition and on the
second occasion entirely on my own because there was no
bf.partisan approach to foreign affairs, reservations were
made on behalf of the people of Gibraltar about the question
of sovereignty. But the agreement itself provides that safeguard and as we heard, from no less than the co-author of
the Brussels Agreement the other night on television, Britain
has• given nothing in respect of sovereignty. I support the
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amendment because we have to go into the matter before a
choice can be made. On the question of whether there is a
majority or a minority, my view and that is only what we
can do now, I don't agree with my colleague Mr Canepa that
there is such a big majority-eagainst the agreement. I think
there'are quite a number of people who, if satisfied that
we are losing nothing by it, are prepared to support the
agreement and I know that quite a number of people are
confused and haven't made up their minds yet. We can only
express our own views and we can all be wrong in our views
but ultimately we all express views at election time and
until the last voting paper has been counted you don't know
what the result is going to be. That is really a matter of
judgement and assessment and it is all very well for the
Leader of the Opposition to say that on his way to the House
of Assembly he was stopped by twenty people of which fifteen
are AACR members and they tell him something different. to
what I am advocating. I doubt that and if it happened to.
me I would do the same because I have to exercise that element
of judgement if I was to express a point of view. But I am
not, at this stage, going further than to support the
amendment that reauires, first of all, to establish our legal
rights in this respect and, secondly, to leave the matter
until other ingredients of the agreement and matters
surrounding the agreement are well established. There is
one point that the Hon Mr Bossano said in moving the motion
of 'which I am supporting the amendment on which I think I
have to take issue because it is fundamental. He said whether
any action at the airport or anywhere, for that matter,
impinges on sovereignty; it is a matter of judgement, yes,
those are exactly the words the Hon Member used. I have to
completely disagree with him. It is not a matter of judgement,
it is a matter of law, absolute law, there is no question
of judgement on that. It is a judgement of the law but it
is not a matter of each persn thinking what is an impingement
on sovereignty, it is established that it is a matter of
law and in that respect I believe firmly and I will say that
without any hesitation at this stage, that whether we accept
the deal or we don't accept the deal, the deal itself if
it were :accepted does not impinge on sovereignty. If it had
impinged on sovereignty I would have disassociated myself
even from the discussions on the matter. As the Hon Chief
Minister said yesterday, the statement read by the Secretary
of State in the presence of the Spanish Foreign Minister,
he said: "Taken together, this agreement will make Gibraltar
significantly more attractive to tourists, to businessmen
and to airline operators. It should give a further major
boost to the 'prosperity of Gibraltar and the Campo. They
clear the way to agreeing cheaper air fares for 300 million
Europeans. That is good for Gibraltar, for Spain, for Britain,
for the European Community as a whole. These agreements,
of course, do not impair British sovereignty over Gibraltar
which is fully preserved. I have asked the Chief Minister
of Gibraltar, Sir Joshua Hassan, to take this agreement back
to Gibraltar so that his Government and people have the
opportunity to reflect carefully on it". That was an
invitation for us to do what I am suggesting we should do
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because I. think it is the only fair way of doing it. But
then he went on to say: "I hope that Gibraltarians will see.
the significant advantages of these agreements. Britain is,
of course, not in the business of imposing them on Gibraltar.
It is for the people of Gibraltar to make their dern=atic choice
and to decide whether or not they wish to benefit from the
aviation agreement as well as from the air transport
directive". And that, as my colleague said yesterday, Was
stated publicly before the press at the bottom of the steps
of Carlton Gardens on the night in question and there was
ro defence at all from the Spanish Foreign Minister who was
standing next to him. We need more information and we need
debate on the matter in due course. The second point which
I said was that the proposal was lacking in political
maturity, that is why I support the amendment, and that has
been, to some extent, already echoed by my' colleague Mr Canepa
in opposing the other amendment and that is that we are on
the eve of a general election and it is no use attempting
to prejudge the outcome of a proper exercise of the democratic
process. But the extent to which Mr Pilcher went to try and
apologise for what created a great concern in Gibraltar about
opposing the agreement whether the majority wanted it or
not is rather childish. He attempted to maintain that in
the process minorities have rights, of course they have
rights, they have the democratic right that the Opposition
is having now of debating this matter but they haven't got
the democratic right to fight inch by inch against a
Government that has been elected to do something because
they don't like it. That is what my colleague described
yesterday, a way towards dictatorship, fascism, communism,
Whatever you like, but certainly a denial of the democratic
process. The Labour Party has been in Opposition now for
a long time and is trying to get in but it is , not trying
to undermine the Government's actions by force, it is going
to do so in. Parliament. Fighting it inch by inch, as the
Hon Member well knows, has created a considerable amount
o: concern in Gibraltar.
HON J BOSSANO:
Promoted by you.
HON SIR JOSHUA HASSAN:
Promoted by me, no.
MR SPEAKER:
Order, I will not have interruptions.
HON SIR JOSHUA HASSAN:
Mr Speaker, we wait and put up with the tirade from the other
side without interruption, they don't like argument, they
just talk to each other or interfere, that is not the
democratic process, for the benefit of those opposite. I
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think the extent to which Mr Pilcher went to explain that
shows the extent of the damage that it has done to Gibraltar,
the fear that has got into the Gibraltar body politic or,
generally, this threat of saying 'we won't even take no for
an answer'. Whether as a trade unionist, whether as a
politician or whatever it is,-ft was Mr Bossano who was saying
it, it wasn't anybody ene. On this occasion I find myself
in the comfortable position that having relinquished the
leadership of this House, most of the matters that I would
have mentioned have already been mentioned by Mr Canepa and
therefore I do not want to repeat what he has said but just
to emphasise in respect of, in fact, the matter that I 'had
a note of before even the amendment that arose this morning,
that all matters connected with Spain create pent-up emotions
and it is important for us whilst taking that into account
and that is why I have said that people must think with their
heads and not with their hearts, that we must take very great
care not to pent-up feelings because that is the easiest:
thing to do. That is not leadership, that is going with the
masses where the masses want you to go. Leadership is telling,
them what you think is right and let them decide. In this
respect I would like to disregard the suggestions made by
the Leader of the Opposition about treachery and blackmail
and all that as complete nonsense, electioneering and cheap
demagogy, all to create fears like all the references to
the Brussels Agreement, like all the references to everything
that the Government has done well in order to create an aura
that what is good is really bad in their eyes in order that
they can gain political support. Mr Speaker, I have, I think,
done what I attempted to do at the beginning and that is
confine myself to the amendment and say that I support it
and I would like then later on to take part in the general
debate.
HON J BOSSANO:

MR SPEAKER:
May I, with respect, we are liberal in this House and I will.
give you the same latitude that I give any other Member.
HON J BOSSANO:
I agree with you, Mr Speaker, because you have always done
that and, in fact, I want to answer what .the Chief Minister
has just said and I amsconfining myself in answering to the
remarks that he has made, presumably in support of Mr Canepa's
amendment, so I am going to expose, which is not a difficult
thing to do in this House, except that normally the rest
of Gibraltar do not get to hear about It and on this occasion
they will. It is not difficult in this House, it has never
been difficult in this House to .expose- the total
inconsistencies in the delivery of Sir Joshua- Hassan because
in the area of .demagoguery, in the area 'of' innuendo arid in
the area of scaring people, he is the past master and nobody
could ever reach his peak in any of those areas. The statements that I made to which he has just referred where I
accused him in attempting to sell the deal * and in saying
not that it was a good thing because it gave us a choice,
it was a very good thing in all respects and he has repeated
it several times and I have gone carefully 'through .all the
answers he gave and jotted them down and I repeated them
in my opening motion. He was selling the deal and in- selling
the deal he was selling out on all• the people, that marched
behind him up Main Street and if he- thinks that leadership
means standing up and saying what one feels,.which I agree
with him it is, then he should have stuck to his guns in
the last motion in the lat House where he was saying one
thing and Mr Canepa was saying something else and he changed
position and he was persuaded - to go. along with 'the
demonstration and he was persuaded to go.along• with a stand
of saying
deal' and 'no concessions' and what he has
tried to do subsequently

I am going, Mr Speaker, to speak on the Hon Mr Canepa's amendment, having spoken previously on the amendment of my
colleague, Mr Pilcher, and like the former Chief Minister,
I am going to confine myself to what Mr Canepa's amendment
is about which means I will he able to talk about the Brussels
Agreement, demagoguery, blackmail, dictatorial tactics, the
elections, all of which

On a point of order, Mr. Speaker. We are now-talking about
the first part of the motion and not the amendment.

MR SPEAKER:

HON J BOSSANO:

You can speak to what you feel is relevant to the amendment.
Should I feel that it is not I will call your attention.
•

It is not a point of order, Mr Speaker, I haven't aiven way
to the Hon Member, it is not a point of order. I am replying
to his contribution which .he has just made and he has made
in that contribution a reference to what I said on television
about him and that is what I am answering. .If he hadn't
introduced it I wouldn't be answering it and I am telling
him that, in fact, if.he is willing to go down the- road of
defending and supporting the deal . as he appeared to be doing
then and I gave him.the benefit of the doubt that perhaps
I had misunderstood him, he certainly appears to be repeating

HON J BOSSANO:
But having just had the opportunity of listening
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HDN SIR JOSHUA HASSAN:
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it now when he has just stood up, then he is betraying all
the previous motions of the Rouse which we are reiterating
today and betraying . Action. for Gibraltar and the 16,000 and
I am telling him to his face 'not when he is not around. He
knows that I have no difficulty in doing that and, certainly,
he will find that the GSLP will canvas against that sell-out
and that we will do it- using every democratic instrument
and the Ron Member, let me remind him, did not have a mandate
to .implement the Brussels .Agreement because he withheld
information. from the electorate in January, 1984, having
already . given the green light for discussions on advance
EEC.., rights, he. withheld' that inforMation. In March, 1984,
when we had a motion here on the airport the. Ron Member
amended it to take the words 'Lisbon Agreement' out and put
'Lisbon •or any 4ther agreement', in March, 1984, although
the agreement didn't come until November. And in November
when we voted against it and we asked for a Referendum he
denied the people of Gibraltar 'the right to a Referendum
on the Brussels Agreement and when we held a public meeting
and held a demonstration he accused us of being undemocratic
and extra. Parliamentary. We weren't. putting any bombs but
I can promise him that the democratic process will not be
altered by the exercise,of a majority which is produced by
confusing people, by misleading people and by a propaganda
exercise where one day the headline in the Chronicle is 'Mrs
Thatcher is In favour of the deal', the next day 'Moran is
in favour_. of the deal', the third day 'Sir Joshua Hassan
is in favour. of.the deal' and eventually, presumably, somebody
will get a say. who is against the deal. That does not deprive
the minority from carrying out legitimate politicial activity
and every,inch of the way opposing the implementation of
a deal which goes to the very roots of our future by
propaganda, by meetings, by demonstrations, by the collection
of signatures and the GSLP is committed to that course of
action—If the Ron Member thinks that is dictatorial, well,
I am surprised that he should think. that but I accept that
he is the expert on what is a didtator after forty years
in Government.
MR SPEAKER:
Let us come back to the 'debate.
HON SIR JOSHUA HASSAN:
The people must be very foolish.
RON J ROSSANO:.
• Preattably.' Let me say something else about what the Hon
Member has said beCause he comes out with statements with
an air of authority. He has said 'it is not a matter of
judgement whether sovereignty is infringed or not, it is
a matter of law' and who do we have saying this? We have'
a person who is now a backbencher, who still has difficulties

'n adjusting to that new role in the Rouse, who was the former
Chief Minister of Gibraltar, who is a QC and who is . an eminent
•expert on law and therefore since I do not have any of those
. qualifications it might be thought that he is right and :
am wrong. Well, all I can tell him is that if it is not a
matter of judgement and it is a matter of law, he should
have told that to Mr Canepa in the last meeting of the House
because before I said it it was Mr Canepa who stood up. in
this House and said that when it came to the crunch we might
have a difference of opinion with the United Kingdom as to
whether sovereignty was infringed or was not infringed because
it was a matter of judgement and in our judgement it might
be infringed and in theirs it might not be infringed and
then the British Government would turn round to us and say
'Well, it is British sovereignty that we are talking about
not Gibraltarian sovereignty and therefore it is our judgement
that matters'. Well, then it is a matter of judgement and
not a matter of law. Let me remind him that he voted in favour
of a motion in this House which is being reiterated today
which said that we should not accept a deal which in the
judgement of this House could have implications fcr
sovereignty. One of the motions that we are quoting in this
motion, Mr Speaker, actually was amended by the Government,
I mentioned that earlier, to include where I said that we
should not have any deal that has implications on sovereignty,
it was amended to say 'in the*judgement of this House'. So,
in fact, it is not a matter of law or it may be both, a matter
of law and a matter of judgement and there may be a situation
where there is a clearcut legal infringement of sovereiontv
and there may be a situation where one lawyer might think
it is and one lawyer might think it isn't, so it isn't that
the law is clearcut on that subject because we already know
that there are people who argue that free association is
an infringement of the Treaty of Utrecht which is a matter
of law and there are other lawyers who argue that free
association is not an infringement of the Treaty of Utrecht.
Judgement enters very much and who the lawyer is does make
a difference as to the interpretation of the law. I am just
putting that straight because it does show that to dismiss
things that other people say is not a very good thine, unless
you happen to have a good memory and you can remember what
you did the last time which is the only problem the Hon and
Learned Member opposite has. In every other respect he is
a past master but in the one thing that he has never been
able to get away with is in remembering what he said the
last time but, however, he has said so many things in forty-five years that he can always produce something else which,
in fact; puts the record straight whenever he wants it and
the Hon Mr Canepa is not in that easy position. Disappointed
as we are, having moved between yesterday and today, Mr
Speaker, to try and accommodate the views of the Government
on the assumption that they are not just concerned about
electioneering and that they are not just concerned about
whether they wish to jump on the bandwagon of the airport
deal or against it depending on how they see the mood when
they decide to call an election and that is, I think,
pcint that we find incomprehensible, we don't see how there
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can be an election issue on the airport unless some people
in the election are advocating acceptance and some people
in the election are advocating rejection. If everybody in
the election campaign is against it then it will not be an
election issue any more than a Spanish Gibraltar would be
an election issue or anything,; else. We don't think it ought
to be' made one but we also have made clear and that was my
reply to the Hon Member's interview on Friday when I appeared
on Monday, we also made clear that if they wanted to make
it an election issue let them dissolve the House now, not
wait until the 22nd February, tomorrow we go to an election
on it if they want, we are not-afraid of it. we don't think
that is the responsible way to behave and we believe the
responsible way to behave is to try and maintain the unity
that we .have been able to maintain in spite of the fact that
we have great reservations about whether they mean what they
say in this House judging by their subsequent actions. In
a further effort to retain the unity of the preceding six
motions, Mr Speaker, I am moving an amendment to the Hon
Mr Canepa's amendment and the amendment that I wish to move,
which does not go, obviously, as far as recommending a
Referendum since they do not wish to recommend a Referendum
because they do not want to be held themselves to it and
for no other reason, nevertheless seeks to salvage something
from the Hon Mr Canepa's amendment which we consider to be.
extremely dangerous because of the way it will be interpreted.
I have made that,point before and they have made no attempt
to .answer it, Mr Speaker, and we said the fact that we are
using the word 'implemented' there would be seen outside
Gibraltar when reported by the media as, in fact, an amber
light if not a green light from the Government benches that
implementation is not, in fact, unacceptable to them deep
down and that would be consistent with what the Hon and
Learned the backbencher has just said that he thinks that
there aren't all that many people against it as his colleague
seems to think. Independent of how many people are against
it outside the House, what we are not able to find out is
whether the people on the Government side in this House are
against it. My proposal therefore is that Clause 4 should
be amended by the removal of the word "once" in line 2 and
the substitution of 'the word "until", and the removal of
the word "a" in line 5 and the substitution of the word "no",
and then the deletion of all the words after the word "taken".
The effect of this would be that Clause 4, as amended, would
then read: "Takes note of the proposed Anglo/Spanish agreement
and considers that until the course of action proposed in
paragraph 3 above is known" - which is the question of testing
the legality of the position - "and the practical effects
of the Air Liberalisation Transport Package can be assessed"
- which is when we have seen it in operation elsewhere "no decision should be taken". That doesn't commit anybody
to implementation or to rejection, it doesn't use the word
'rejection' and it doesn't use the word 'implementation',
it doesn't say whether it should be by a majority in the
House and it doesn't say whether it should be by a Referendum
so it meets all the objections that they have raised so far.

If they don't even accept this, Mr Speaker, then it really
means that they are not prepared to come - out clean and they
are not prepared to say that they really want to implement
the deal but they haven't got the guts to do it and if that
is the real situation then I think the least they should
:nave the decency to do is to come out and say 'This is where
we stand, we may not have majority support, we are prepared
to hang back until we think the majority support is there'.
3ut this, in fact, we feel is something they should seriously
consider because having passed, since 1984, so many motions
unanimously in the House, at this particular critical juncture
we would not be .serving Gibraltar's interests, Mr Speaker,
if we fail to come out with a stand that encompasses the
points of view of both sides.
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MR SPEAKER:
Do Members wish to have time to consider the amendment?
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
We have had a brief.word, Mr Speaker, and we can accept the
amendment so we will vote in favour.
Mr Speaker proposed the question in the terms of the Hon
J Bossano's amendment to the amendment.
EON SIR JOSHUA HASSAN:
It means the same thing that is why we accept it but if
Members are happier then we will accept it.
Mr Speaker then put the question which wes resolved in the
affirmative and the Hon J Bossano's amendment to the amendment
was accordingly passed.
MR SPEAKER:
Any Member who has not spoken to the amendment moved .by the
Hon the Chief Minister is free to do sc. We are now on the
amendment of the Chief Minister amending the motion of the
Leader of the Opposition. Are there any other contributors?
HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI:
Mr Speaker, I am only going to speak once so it doesn't really
matter, I am not clever enough to distinguish. Mr Speaker,
I always think that I try to speak as honestly as is possible
for me to do so. I believe that I am absolutely confused
by the Agreement and I don't share the views of the Hcn Juan
Carlos Perez when he 'says that he believes that everybody
in Gibraltar can decide things objectively. If that is the
case he should include me out like somebody said. I am still

confused, I really don't know what to decide and this is
why where normally I am very hawkish I am not being hawkish,
I am trying to think it through, how does it affect Gibraltar?
I .don't know, there are so many unknown questions. I must
mention a bit of background,a Sir, as to why I am thinking
this way and why I have not_ been as hawkish as I usually
am. I will start, Sir, with the Brussels Agreement. There
is one fundamental reason why I supported the Government
of which I am a Member on the Brussels Agreement and that
is because I took into account the attitude that Spain has
adopted, certainly since 1954, towards Gibraltar. I said
to myself and I thought it out, if we depend on Spain opening
the frontier because she has become a full Member or was
becoming a full Member of the EEC, what attitude would Spain
take towards us? And I thought to myself, if we force Spain
because of the EEC connection, to open that frontier then
the. regime they introduce in that frontier would not be
helpful to us. If on the other hand we gave them this advance
implementation then they would open that frontier with a
regime which would be more gracious towards us and that was
the fundamental reason why I agreed to the implementation
of the Brussels Agreement. The main reason I did not want
to force Spain through the EEC, if it was in my power, to
open that frontier ungraciously because I took into account
the attitude of Spain towards us. And it saddens me to think
that even SeZor Moran whom we all admire and he was so gentle
and. kind on the programme on television, that despite his
humanity he still thinks that Gibraltar should be Spanish.
He has taken no account or very little account of our desire
for our own sovereignty.because in my mind people might say
'legally it is British or Spanish', I have always believed
that sovereignty belongs to the people who live in the
territory. It really saddens that a man of that stature has
so little regard for us. I am convinced that sovereignty
belongs to us and if they, for their pride, and I acknowledge
and I accept the Spanish pride, cannot say or cannot accept
that this is British, why don't they accept that the
sovereignty is Gibraltarian? Surely, that could be a way
out to their pride, 'Alright, we have lost Gibraltar, we
have fought valiantly to try and get it back, let us accept
the realities of this world and give the sovereignty to the
people of Gibraltar', if that is the way out for them. It
has been mentioned, Mr Speaker, the fact that Britain did
nct take account of our wishes with regard to the frontier
guard because we, as Gibraltarians, regarded it as a symbol
of Britain's determination to defend Gibraltar. Needless
to say, in my usual hawkish way, I was more disappointed
than most people but looking back at the situation that now
exists in that frontier where we as Members of the EEC do
not have an armed sentry and they on the other side have
a full guard of soldiers, it really helps us because it shows
the difference of attitude between a Spain which still shows
aggressive attitudes towards us and ourselves who have
accepted the fact that they are Members of the EEC. I think
it is a sad thing for them to have a military guard on the
other side, it shows the difference, it accentuates the
difference of approach so I am very grateful to the British

Government for not taking account of my wishes. A .lot of
things have been said on the practicalities of the Agreement
and I read with interest a letter from a lady who lives in
the same district as I do, in Giacis, where we are affected
by the noise of aircraft and it is obvious to me that the
more aircraft that fly into Gibraltar the more uncomfortable
it will be to live in that area. It so happens that La Linea
is also beside the frontier and life would not be very
comfortable for the inhabitants of La Linea. I don't know
much about flight agreements but I know a little bit about
aircraft and there is a move worldwide for aircraft to be
developed which are called 'quiet aircraft'. I don't know
if we, as Gibraltarians and residents of a town which is
so near an airport, will have any say in saying 'well, you
can operate as many aircraft as you want from Spain from
any airport in Spain to Gibraltar as long as they are quiet,
as long as they meet, for example, the noise regulations
cf the advanced countries of the world'. I Certainly wouldn't
like to see an increase of aircraft at all hours of the day
making life uncomfortable for me. I would be very happy for
every aircraft in Spain to be flying to Gibraltar as long
as it produces some things but not at the expense of the
way I live. I am always surprised at the attitude we
Gibraltarians .adopt at news from Spaine Everything that is
said on Spanish television, Spanish radio, if .it's printed
by the press, a lot of us seem to accept that as the gospel
truth. We give more credence to what Spain says through their
news media than what the UK and our own local press give
out. Why should it be like that? If the UK Government says
one thing and not the Spanish Government, the. Spanish press
says another, we immediately believe the Spanish press. I
find that incomprehensible.. It seems to me we .like hearing
bad news even though they might not be true. I remember the
Chief Minister when he came from the United Kingdom, that
two journalists came up to him with the views of the Spanish
Foreign Office on the Agreement and they had not been made
aware by the Spanish Foreign Office that the ultimate decision
lay with this House of Assembly whether we implemented the
necessary legislation for that Agreement. And Sir Joshua
told them that this was a fact, that we had been put in the
position to decide on the necessary legislation. The Spaniards
didn't believe him so they went back to the Spanish Foreign
Office and later on during the course of the night or early
morning, they actually telephoned Sir Joshua to apologise
for not believing him. It just shows you how even the Spanish
Foreign Ministry didn't like the idea that we were being
given this power. I just mention it to emphasise that we
must be calm, we must not believe everything that Spain says.
Spain is trying to sell the product to their own people,
obviously, maybe the UK is trying to sell the product to
us. I would like to mention, Sir, the question of. the
Referendum and why I have been trying to think of ways and
means of gauging how the people really feel after a period
of reflection and I find it almost impossible to put things
in a Referendum which makes it that clear, maybe it is because
I am confused but I cannot see what kind of wording will
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go into a Referendum which the people of Gibraltar will
clearly understand what the final result is. I am not clever
enough to be able to think of it. What I do say is, and it
is obvious to all of us, that Spain has been using blackmail
a reality. When one goes to
tactics right through. This
the frontier if there afe talks there is trouble so there
is no question of blackmail. What I want to know from the
British Government is if after a period of reflection we
decide to go for the agreement, what is Britain going to
do to stop that nonsense at the frontier and I don't just
mean by protesting and going to the Spanish Ambassador and
saying 'You are being naughty boys'. What practical steps
will Britain take to stop any future nonsense in that
frontier, that is one of the things that will make me decide
as a citizen because by then I will only be a citizen of
this territory, whether I agree to that agreement or not.
Will that be the end? Will she go on blackmailing or will
she stop? To me that is important to know because it means
that if we give in on this, if we think this is good and
Spain thinks it is good, well, next year she will try more
blackmailing. When is there going to be an end to this blackmailing and I will only agree if Spain says 'if they blackmail
you that way we will take positive steps, not just protesting,
positive steps'. I am trying to speak as I feel, I might
not be contributing to this House much but I want people
to know that I am trying to speak as sincerely as possible.
HON J BOSSANO:

difficult if the situation in Gibraltar deteriorates, it
might be that, I don't know, I hope it is not, I hope that
I am trying to speak as objectively as Possible. What I am
asking this House and the people of Gibraltar is that the
decision we take, whatever decision, whether it is yes or
no, that the consequential events must be fully realised,
whether the consequential events are good or bad, we must
not go blindly into anything that we say or do. Let us look
at it as rationally as . possible. Of course, we don't like
the idea of giving in to Spain, we don't like it. If Spain
dropped all the claims and her attitude towards us, we would
give them more than what they are asking, of that I am sure
because they are our neighbours and it is in our interest
that .La Linea prospers at the same time as us. It is
absolutely necessary for two communities so close to each
other to prosper at the same time. Mr Speaker, in conclusion,
I would like to register and I know I am going to be called
anti-trade unionist and capitalist, I cannot comprehend the
statement made by the Transport and General Workers Union
when they said it doesn't matter what is going to happen,
what we decide, they. are going to be against it and they
will fight against it. That kind of attitude from a trade
union I cannot accept and I hope that its, members will realise
that that kind of statement does not do the union any good.
Thank you, Mr Speaker.
MR SPEAKER:
We will now recess until this afternoon at quarter past three
when we will continue the debate.

If the Hon Member will give way. He means if we get the
guarantee from Britain, I think he said Spain by mistake,
obviously Spain is not going to give us a guarantee, it is
Britain he means.
HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI:

The House recessed at 1.00 pm.
The House Tesumed at 3.25 pm.
MR SPEAKER:

I mean, of course, a guarantee from Britain, guarantees from
Spain at,'the moment don't mean much. In a way it sounds as
if I am baring my soul in public which is something very
embarrassing for me.

I will remind the House that we are still on Mr Bossano's
motion.
HON M A FEETHAM:

HON J BOSSANO:
You always do, Major.
HON MAJOR F J DELLIPIANI:
I am trying to convey why where normally I am so hawkish
I am not so hawkish now, I am mature. It could be that I
fear that blackmail will continue and then whether we like .
it or not, it is my opinion that the standard of living of
Gibraltar will go down and because I won't be a Minister
come February or March and I am 52 years old and I will find
it difficult to find a job and I might even find it more
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Mr Speaker, I listened very carefully to what the Hon Member,
Major Dellipiani, said because the Hon Member always speaks,
as he says, from the'heart and I think he tends to symbolise
the average person in Gibraltar who at times, be it with
emotion and, perhaps, without the full knowledge of what
is happening and I think he himself said that he was confused,
that is what the Hon Major Dellipiani said. I go a long way
with the sentiments in general that the Hon Member expressed
but I have to differ with him that as far as I am concerned,
I am not in the slightest bit confused about the issues that
we are discussing here today. I am, of course, very disappointed at the developments since yesterday because having
gone against our motion on rejecting the deal, the Government
has also gone against, our compromise offer of recommending
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the matter being put to a Referendum. I think I ought to
make it quite clear that their final acceptance of an amendment to their amendment to our motion may have avoided disunity in the House but I think also it is quite clear to
the outside world that we are already compromising on the
situation..I think that that is the difference in the approach
of the.'Government and the Opposition. Last night somebody
called me at home and said that he had listened to the debate
very carefully and that my 'colleague the Leader of the
Opposition, Joe Bossano, had defended very ably the consistent
views of the Opposition. But he also said that the Hon Chief
Minister, Mr Canepa, had defended the soft approach to the
problem equally well. I say this because up to that point
in time I thought that was a fair comment to make but the
emphasis on the comment, of course, is that the comment in
differentiating between the Leader of the Opposition and
the Hon Chief Minister, is made on the wrong premise. The
difference between both of them is, Mr: Speaker, that the
Hon Chief Minister's approach will lead to Gibraltar losing
the initiative once again. Of course, Mr Speaker, we will
have to take legal action for having been deprived of our
legal rights, of course the people of Gibraltar may or may
not, through an election or through a Referendum, decide
on the issue finally. The Hon Leader of the Opposition said
that on the very night that the deal was made known in
Gibraltar. But these are not the issues that we are supposed
to be discussing here today. What we the elected
representatives are supposed to be discussing here today
is whether what we have in front of us is what we have
previously said in the last five years was not acceptable
to the people of Gibraltar and this House. That is what we
are supposed to be discussing here today because if it is
not and we leave it in abeyance by not rejecting the deal
then what will be interpreted outside Gibraltar is that we
are defending it and that is.. what divides the Government
and the Deposition and that is the difference in. approach,
Mr Speaker, by both sides of the House. Of course, it is
not.
ssible, in the context of the airport issue that the
Brussels process, the Lisbon process, should not come into
the fore because it is an extension of that process. I
believe, Mr Speaker, that we need to regain the initiative
which we'lost with the Brussels process. We need to. call
it a day because the process pushed us into negotiations
with the rules drawn up by Spain and Britain whose national
and inter-related interests are different to ours, Mr Speaker,
and in some cases in conflict with our interests. The vital
__cognition which emanates 'from the airport deal; in my view,
is not just that the choice option is a recognition that
we have the right .to reject or accept but that Britain has
learnt, Mr Speaker, that the negation to the people of
Gibraltar of the right to accept Brussels and as the result
of the process since, has produced an. increasing hostility
to the whole process as the demonstration clearly showed
recently. And to have imposed another Agreement on the people
of Gibraltar would have meant, I say it with all sincerity,
that there would have been public disorder in Gibraltar
because enough, Mr Speaker,. is enough and I think the right
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of choice also symbolises that situation.for the people of
Gibraltar.eWe now have to call a spade a spade and take the
initiative and do so from a position of principle based on
legal rights not on pre-suppositions but on legal rights.
To do so is not, as the Hon Chief Minister has said, to lock
up our doors, brick up our windows and live in a cocoon,
but to tell. the. European Community that we will not be the
instrument of blackmail, that cur rights are not to be
sacrificed, that we wish to continue to meet cur cbligaticns
to Europe, to NATO through Britain and that far from deeiedrg
to live in a cocoon we were forced to do so for eleven of
the fourteen years that we were members of the Eeropean
Community because we were defending ourselves against fascism.
For eleven years of our fourteen years under siege we were
European Community members, Mr Speaker. Far from wanting
to live in isolation, we want to live as partners in the
Community with Spain in a seirit of cooperation and goodwill,
contributing with each other's assets to the development
of- each. other's economy, not because we are forced to, not
because we are being undermined to doing it, but because
it is the only way that civilised nations can act. That is
why I believe we will. only take the initiative and place
it back in the hands of the'peoole of Gibraltar when we reject
the deal, Mr Speaker, and 'proceed with the necessary safeguards to defend our 'legal interests. I do not intend to.
go into the details of the bilateral agreement or the deal
as it is commonly known, I do not intend to da that because
I do not recognise it because to me it is an instrument,
the deal is an instrument of a negation of my legal rights,
of my democratic rights .afforded to me as a European
and I will stand on that basis and that is the .position thesI will defend from now on, Mr Speaker. Incidentally, a right
and obligation which we acceoted on the 1st' January, 1973,
and a parti.cular.right. on aviation which we have had since
July, 1983, when the European Community under Directive 831416
of the 25th July, 1983, was introduced regarding the procedure
concerning the authorisation of scheduled in'er-r,
.cional
air services for the transport of passengers, mail and cargo
between Member States. Under this Directive we obtained the
•
right to apply for authorisation to put flights to region=
of other Member States excluding Spain who was not a member.
This gave air carriers greater scope to develop markets and
could thus contribute to the evolution of inter-Cezenunitv.
network. That, Mr Speaker, was the first step towards
liberalisation and Spain accepted it on accession cn the
1st January, 1986. As civil aviation was not expressly
excluded, Community legislation in that field, both past
and future, automatically applied to Gibraltar. In my ceinicn,
Mr Speaker, Spain had already recognised that the Gibraltar
airport was a British regional airport since it did not object
to the Directive in force at the time of accession nor entered
a reservation. That is why this House welcomed the stand
of Her Majesty's Government in June cf this year because
our position was watertight. In my view, therefore, the issue
with regard to the airport being built en the isthees had
•already at that stage been technically conceded by Spain.
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So watertight, in fact, Mr Speaker, that Her Majesty's
Government, was saying it could not accept the application
of the aviation package to Gibraltar if it was to be subject
to the successful outcome of the bilateral talks with Spain
on Gibraltar/Spain air services. The British Government were
saying 'we will not accept that the air package should be
linked to a successful conclusion on the discussions between
Britain and Spain on air services'. Spain, on the other hand,
Mr Speaker, were insisting, the House will recall, that the
package could only apply if those bilateral talks were
successful and if the EEC took a further decision to apply
the package to Gibraltar. That is why Spain applied the veto,
because Britain defended our legal right. The. Community legal
advisers, Mr Speaker, had already said at that point in time
that Community law on civil aviation did extend to Gibraltar.
That is why we welcomed Her Majesty's Government's position,
that is why the people of Gibraltar were right in demanding
no concessions. It is now a matter of fact that if these
were the respective positionS, Mr Speaker, then Spain has
clearly come out on top. I believe it is our obligation to
the people of Gibraltar to recognise the mistakes that have
been made since the Lisbon/Brussels process began otherwise
we will continue to be sacrificed to Anglo/Spanish national
interests. The indications for those who wish to see them
are there in our recent history clearly showing that since
,Brussels Britain although our best friend is doing its best
to appease Spain whilst protecting British vital interests
in the area of trade and military considerations. It may
be defensible, Mr Speaker, for Britain to be doing that but
it cannot be done at the expense of fundamental and legal
rights which as far as we are concerned is the essence of
democracy and on which the force of law is a major
consideration in that democratic process, Mr Speaker. It
is not enough to draw comfort, as some Members opposite appear
to be doing, in repeating that Britain is not accepting joint
control of the airport because I believe sincerely that it
is also doing it because they are protecting their own
interests because in my view there cannot be joint control
whilst there are military interests involved with regard
to the airport and whilst Spain is not fully integrated into
the military structure of NATO. If it will happen later,
Mr Speaker, when. circumstances change, time will only tell.
Having therefore put the point of our legal rights, Mr
Speaker, and should Britain have not negotiated a bilateral
deal above our heads in the context of giving Brussels a
fresh impetus, it would have been perfectly feasible and,
indeed, very desirable to have entered into discussions on
the development of the services of our airport for the benefit
of Gibraltar and the Campo Area because it would be
irresponsible for any politician worth' his salt not to accept
that where there can be mutually beneficial agreements that
will result in economic growth, that it would be nonsensical
and therefore against the interests of the community not
to take and accept that sort of process. Nobody more than
us accept that it is vital that we defend our interests
effectively because if we do not defend our economic interests
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effectively we will never be economically independent, Mr
Speaker. That is the approach to have followed and I believe
the approach which will. have to follow once the deal is
reected and it will also permit negotiations from a position
of equality and from a position of strength and trust, that
is the atmosphere that has to be built. That is why we will
always maintain from this side of the House that the Brussels
Agreement was a shortsighted policy insofar as the interests
of the Gibraltarians are concerned because it pre-supposed
certain things and above all, Mr Speaker, because it gave
Spain an edge it did not have before. Mr Canepa in the last
meeting of the House said, when we were able to agree on
a united front, that we had all saved our election deposits
at the next elections. I shared that sentiment at the time
but I am afraid, Mr Speaker, that having seen his response
since yesterday I no longer share that sentiment and Mr Canepa
and I are beginning to drift further and further away from
each other.
MR SPEAKER:
For the purpose of good order, I will remind the House that
we are still on the amendment as moved by the Hon the Chief
Minister. Would it perhaps be preferable to get that one
out of the way and get down to the main motion or would you
rather speak generally now?•
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Mr Speaker, I prefer to get rid of: any element of acrimony
right at the beginning and therefore I will deal with the
last comments of the Hon Mr Feetham. First of all, I have
never in this House and I hope that I will never in this
House use anything that is said to me in private behind those
doors, here in the Chamber. What we say, views that we
exchange, comments that we exchange in private are private
and they are not within the realm of public debate. The
remarks that I made after the last meeting of the House about
saving our deposits, I made that remark in private and if
it is in private,' if it is not here, it remains private.
I think that in the same way as with journalists one expects
journalists to keep a certain code of ethics, likewise Members
in the House here when we are in public we quarrel with each
other, we debate with each other with a greater or lesser
extent of acrimony, but when we are speaking to each other
usually as friends because we can still remain friends, we
may go in what we say a little hit further than what we would
say in public and we expect such confidence to be reserved
and that comment that I made to the Hon Mr Feetham was a
private comment. I didn't say that here, publicly, in the
House.
HON M A FEETHAM:
You said it here.
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HON CHIEF MINISTER:
No, I didn't say it in the course of the debate, check the
Hansard and see if it is there, it was a private remark.
That we are drifting further and further apart, I said the
other day in 'Panorama', in an interview, that Mr Bossano
and I, the differences such as they are were naturally likely
to be sharpened by the struggle for power, this is natural.
I will remind Mr 'eetham that the people who elected him
to be on that side did not vote for me, they voted for him
and our loyalties lie to a different group of people. My
loyalitieS since I was ten years old when I couldn't vote
but since 1963 since I have been a member of the AACR, my
loyalities have been to the AACR and to the people who vote
for me. If in the exercise of my responsibility towards them
I have to drift further apart from Mr Feetham, well, I think
it is just too bad, it is just indicative of the fact that
we do sit on opposite sides of the House and not on the same
side. And, at the end of the day, each of us has got to follow
the course of action and take the decisions that we consider
to be in the best interests of the people that we represent
and of Gibraltar but at the same time respecting each other
for having different points of view. Beyond that, I don't
think we can' go. I was a little hit surprised, Mr Speaker,
and in exercising my right to reply I am going to be dealing
mainly with a number of points made by Mr Pilcher because
'he did direct himself quite directly to my contribution
yesterday evening and I am going to answer a number of the
points that he made, but I was somewhat surprised that he
should have felt that he needed to spend at least ten minutes
almost apologising for bringing the motion to the House.
Well, he doesn't have to, I think there is no need for that,
it is perfectly right and proper. I think that it is a very
useful exercise, in any case, that this House should have
debated the airport agreement as we are doing now less than
two weeks after the Agreement was signed. I think if it had
otherwise gone by default people might have felt that we
were failing in our responsibilities to the electorate in
not debating the matter so he doesn't .have to apologise.
I don't have to reply to all the points made by the Leader
of the Opposition, I replied to some of them because other
peonle on this side of the House are going to take part in
the debate and because some of the points were not directed
exactly at me, in fact,.they were going further back to the
time when Sir Joshua was responsible and I knew that because
they were directed at Sir Joshua and although he has stepped
down as Chief Minister he has not been struck dumb as you
have seen already today and when we revert to the full motion
he intends to take part and make a contribution there and
no doubt Sir Joshua himself will be answering many of the
points which the Leader of the Opposition raised. Mr Pilcher
said that I had made a subtle defence of the deal. In fact,
he described virtually everything that I said yesterday as
being underlined by subtlety. I don't know how many times
he used the word, quite a few, I think it run into double
figures, and I honestly never dreamt that I was capable of
such subtlety. He said that Spain can blackmail the United
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Kingdom at any time. Surely not, I prefer to go along with
the way that Major Dellipiani put it. Major Dellipiani said
that Spain would use such tactics, yes, I have no doubt that
Spain is going to use those tactics In the European forum
whenever she can. Not that she is always going to succeed
and, indeed, we saw how in the European Parliament a few
weeks ago they did not succeed, they failed, they were
defeated and I would attribute that defeat in the European
Parliament to the fact that we had been to Strasbourg in
September, that our visit had caused such a fuss, we had
had so much publicity and the British Members of the European
Parliament having been alerted in.September to the kind of
tactics and the lobbying that the Spanish MEP's undertook
th,,n, were prepared this time round and they themselves
lobbied support and were successful in blocking the Spaniards.
So let us not imagine that the Spaniards are always going
to succeed in blackmailing Britain, they will use those
tactics but they can also be thwarted. I don't have to make
any defence of the deal be it subtle or otherwise. I think
I made my position quite clear yesterday evening and I am
going to repeat what I said. I don't intend to defend or
to reject the Agreement at this stage. It would be pointless
if I were to do so, I would then be pre-emoting the motion
that we are debating today and the result of the exercise,
the course of action that we are proposing for ourselves.
I don't agree that there is necessarily any pitfall in
discussing the merits of the Agreement in this House as Mr
Pilcher seemed to think. I think it is better that it should
be discussed in the House when we can reply to each other
and. debate the matter than to do what.the Hon the Leader
of the Opposition did and he did precisely that on.televisicn
within a few hours, he made bold assertions as to his interpretation of the Agreement. I think that it is ridiculous,
Mr Speaker,.to think as-the Hon Mr Pilcher seems to think,
that matters to do with the practical arrangements involving
the movement of passengers at the airport, that those matters
are going to be referred to the Secretary of State and to
the Spanish Foreign Minister as if they had nothing else
to do, just to sit around and wait until they are referred
frcm the local committee up to the coordinators and on to
them. I am sure that the work of that coordinating committee
at local level would not have to go beyond the level of the
coordinators. Good heavens, what are we on about to think
that the two Foreign Ministers, it is bad enough on one
occasion that I remember one of them having raised the matter
of the importation of Bimbo bread into Gibraltar at the level
of the Secretary of State, but that they should have to deal
with such practical arrangements, I think, is sheer nonsense.
Mr Pilcher then went on to say that in respect of flights
from Gibraltar to Spanish airports the difference was that
approval was required from the Spanish authorities. Well,
so what? So would any Spanish airline wanting to fly to
Gibraltar require approval from the British authorities.
The fact of the matter is that Governmental authorities have
to be consulted, they don't have the right of veto because
ultimately it is the CAA that grants the licence, but the
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Governmental authorities have got to be consulted. We, in
Gibraltar, are consulted even though air communications is
not a defined domestic matter, nevertheless we are consulted.
There has been a recent application from British Airways
to fly London/Gibraltar/Casablanca and the Government of
Gibraltar has been asked for its views, it has been consulted
by the CAA on the matter. What are we going to do, get Yogi
Bear to fly all the way from Gib to Madrid and when they
are 10fi 000 feet above say 'Hello, Madrid Air Traffic Control,
we are here, may we land please?' Of course, there has got
to be consultation with the Spanish authorities but that
is all that it means. It doesn't mean that there is a right
to a veto. Then, finally, Mr Speaker, the point that Mr
Filcher made,. his insistence that we were scaremongering.If we are scaremongering what has the Gibraltar Trades Council
and the TGWU been doing? What do their threats amount to?
What do the remarks of the Hon Mr Bossano amount to, remarks
without any underlying Subtlety? If what we do is scaremongering, I don't know how what they do, how it can be
described. In conclusion, Mr Speaker, there are two points
that I want to stress. Firstly, to repeat what I said
yesterday about the fact that there is no time limit. There
is a letter in the Chronicle this morning in which the view
which seems to be generally widespread in Gibraltar is
expressed once again that all we have is a year. That is
wrong and I should like to explain what the relevant paragraph
of the Agreement, in fact, means. The last paragraph of the
Agreement, paragraph (8) says: "The above arrangements will
come into operation when the British authorities have notified
the Spanish authorities that the legislation necessary to
give effect to paragraph 3(3) above is in force or on
completion of the construction of the Spanish terminal, whichever is the later, but in any event not more than one year
after the notification referred to above". As far as the
Spanish air terminal is concerned, I cannot conceive the
Spaniards building an air terminal-before they are notified
that the legislation has been passed otherwise they are going
to have a white elephant there for many years to come. So
the operative thing is a year after the British Government
notifies the Spanish Government that the necessary legislation
has been passed and everything is now in force for the
arrangements to be implemented. So it is a year after that
and if this House doesn't take any action over a period of
time for that to happen, if the legislation is not passed
in this House then the year doesn't come into effect' and
therefore the period in reality is an unlimited period. It
is up to us in Gibraltar to determine how long that period
is going to be. Finally, Mr Speaker, in view of the fact
that our having accepted the minor amendments of the Leader
of the Opposition and the fact that he moved them were
indicative of the fact that they are going to accept our
amendment, I would like to say that the message that at least
should go out from this House in adopting the motion is that
it is a positive approach, it is not a negative approach
nor is it a defensive approach, it is a positive move on
the matter and one that need not disquiet in any way people.
in Gibraltar. Mr Speaker, I commend the amendment to the
House.
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Mr Speaker then put the question which'was resolved in the
affirmative and the Hon the Chief Minister's amendment,'as
amended, was accordingly passed.
MR SPEAKER:
We now have before us the'Hon the Leader of the Opposition's
motion, as amended. I will remind the House that the only
Member who has spoken directly to that motion is the Hon
the Chief Minister, other than Mr Bossano moving it who has
got the right of reply. I invite any Member who wishes to
contribute to the debate to do so.
HON 'M K FEATHERSTONE:
Mr Speaker, one aspect of the airport. deal, one facet which
I think is of -great import is that the decision has been
left to the people of Gibraltar and this we must accept and
we must proclaim at every opportunity is a great victory
for our status. We have reached adulthood, that we' were to
be the arbiters has been accepted by Britain and by Spain
and that is something that is really worthy of great
rejoicing, that Spain has accepted that Gibraltar.has the
final say in this matter. It is very interesting to see there.
is no truth in those .Jeremiahs who said that the deal would
be imposed on us by a Governor's decree. Thal was a lot of
newspaper talk and it goes to show that you cannot believe
all that you read in newspapers. Sir, it is up to us, we
can say yea or nay but a decision of such import cannot be
made lightly, we need to know all the facts, all the
ramifications which can .ensue from a rejection of the deal
or its acceptance. Rejection may bring difficulties to
Gibraltar, may .mean we are the isolated man of Europe, on
the other hand it may-not. An acceptande of the deal, some
people say, would bring a wider atmosphere to Gibraltar's
commercial life that we would have to see and consider very
carefully. First, we need to know the legal position and.
until this is established we should make no move. Time is
on our side. We do not have to make up our minds today, we
do not have to make them up tomorrow or even next week or
next month. We can wait six months if we like or even six
years, time is entirely in our hands. If the legal position
goes in our favour and Spain and Britain will comply with.
t because we all know that sometimes legal decisions are
made and the Europea'n countries do not follow them to the
Letter, they interpret it often the way they like, but if
Spain and Britain will comply with it, there may be no need
of a deal at all, we will have achieved what we want by legal
means. If we lose the legal battle then we will need to weigh
the advantages and disadvantages of the deal and make our
choice. The amendment has given us time, we will need to
reflect long and deeply before we decide. Let us trust that
we or our successors will eventually make the best decision
in the interests of Gibraltar and its future.
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HON J C PEREZ:
Mr Speaker, the're is no doubt at all that what the Hon Mr
Featherstone has said about the choice element in the deal
is one which satisfies all Members of this House, in fact,
the first reaction from any political party came from the
Leader of the Opposition himself on the night that it was
announced. The fact that we have the choice element in front
of us is good if we are not afraid to use it. The reluctance
of Members opposite to clearly define themselves on this
issue is one where for once the British Government says
'alright, you are mature enough to take a decision', and
you are afraid to take it.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
What decision?
HCN C PEREZ:
What decision, whether you implement the airport deal or
you don't. Mr 'Speaker, there is no doubt that there is a
reason for.this. The Hon Major Dellipiani himself said that
he was confused about the whole issue and I am not surprised
that he is confused. With all the swings and roundabouts
that Members opposite have been doing, particularly the former
Chief Minister, on this subject, I am not surprised that
he might be confused. In fact, perhaps the statement by the
Hon Sir Joshua Hassan that the people of Gibraltar were in
a state of psychosis reflected the view of the state of his
party and not the people of Gibraltar as a whole because
the contradictions are present even today. Mr Speaker, in
reiterating the first two parts of the motion which we support
completely, they are rejecting the deal today because they
are saying the same thing that they were saying in November
when we rejected the parts that are contained in the deal
today. 'Yes, Mr Speaker, the situation is every time more
confusing because Members opposite don't know exactly where
they stand on this matter. We have got a situation where
we have to water down the motion so that Members opposite
are happy to have a unanimous ,motion and it is the best we
can do and we shall have to be satisfied with that. But let
us not come and say that we are neither defending or rejecting
the deal like the Hon Mr Canepa says and then he goes on
'to say 'well, your interpretation of that part of the deal
is not how you say it, it
how I say it', and he goes on
and defends the clause as a good one instead of the
interpretation that we were given. He doesn't need time to
think to say that we are wrong but he says that everybody
else needs time to say whether other clauses are given one
interpretation or another. The contradictions have been
surfacing over and over again in this debate, Mr Speaker,
and it is regrettable that people looking at us from outside
should say 'well, once they have been given a choice of taking
a clearcut decision, once the British Government has accepted

the maturity of the people of Gibraltar to take a decision',
that we should be making so many excuses for delaying the
day when we take the decision and how we take it and looking
at things which we were not even prepared to look at in
November. Mr Speaker, when the Hon Mr Canepa stood up in
this House and talked about his disagreement with the
Secretary of State about his interpretation of transit
passengers, he was not, saying that he would prefer not to
have it like he said this morning. He was saying that he
was totally opposed to it, yesterday, I think it was. He
said 'I would prefer not to have it' suggesting that we might
be able to live with it today whereas three weeks aao he
wasn't prepared to live with it. What has changed so
dramatically, Mr Speaker? The logical consequence 'of going
and fighting our legal case would have been to come here
rejecting the deal and fighting it because we do not accept
the position which was described by Major' Dellipiani himself
as one of blackmail and putting us under pressure and everything else. In fact; Major Dellipiani's contribution left
much to be desired because he even got himself into the
position of saying 'if I could get some assurance that they
won't bother me at the frontier', well, without looking at
the deal, without looking at the consequences which is what
the rest of the Government is saying, 'let us look at it',
he said 'I might be prepared to say yes to the deal even
iE it means granting concessions'. That.is creating a very
dangerous precedent. The. message going to Spain is 'Look,
if you put pressure we will succumb so put on more pressure
and we shall succumb more and more'. That is the message,
is is a sign of weakness,. Mr Speaker.. But given everything
that has happened here, given the negative attitude of the
Referendum and everything else, it is the best we can do
and, regrettably, although it is the best we can do, this
side of the House would have been much more satisfied with
a more clearcut position which, is the one.. that this same
House has. been taking for the past fodr years in the seven
motions passed. Thank you.
HON G MASCARENHAS:
Mr Speaker, without doubt the airport Agreement has become
the most important issue to face Gibraltar, certainly, in
recent years. Once again the people of Gibraltar are having
to walk what I like to think of as the psychological tightrope
that we have been having to walk for so many years, certainly
since 1954 when the eternal Spanish claim took on a turn
vary much for the worse. But we are certainly talking about
many developments, long developments, protracted developments
and no developments throughout a span of very nearly thirty
years and we don't appear to be able to see the end of it
and sometimes the people of Gibraltar don't know whether
they are coming or going. But can we be blamed in any way
for this? I don't think we can be blamed for being suspicious,
for being apprehensive or for being downright distrustful
whenever anything concerning the Spanish claim to the Rock
surfaces and therefdre we cannot be blamed for anything that
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we feel might or might not have a bearing on the future of
Gibraltar. We have lived through the experience and through
the incidence and through the vicissitudes, the ups and downs
of the situation.and I think only the people of Gibraltar
are in a position to be the best judges of our destiny. Of
that there is no doubt in my mind, for better or for worse
it is a• marriage of our emotional selves and our thinking
selves. For these reasons I think that it is easy to say
no to the Agreement, very easy. I don't find it difficult
at all' as a Gibraltarian. But having regard to the wider
issue, I think that Mr Bossano said yesterday that Senor
Ordoriez had wiped the floor. The Agreement cannot be totally
black or totally bad in that respect. If it was a victory
for British diplomacy having regard to what the Spanish
Government wanted, I think there is no doubt about that.
Mr Bossano also hit the nail on the head when he said that
the British Government were in a position of desperately
wanting the Agreement whereas the Spanish Government were
in a very comfortable position of not wishing to have the
Agreement throughout Europe for their own reasons and I think
those reasons are very clear. I don't have to tell the Hon
Leader of the Opposition how difficult it is to be in a
difficult negotiating position, he knows all about that but
it explains the reasons for the Agreement in itself. I won't
go into the details of why the British Government are so
keen which I would say are very obvious to the majority of
people, Britain is a nation which exports passengers, let
me put it that way, and Spain is a receiving nation and therefore, obviously, it is in the interest of the British
Government who are going to carry the passengers and it is
not in the interest of the Spanish nation who are going to
receive the passengers, that trend has been reversed in
recent years or attempts have been made at that. It has to
he seen in the light of that context and whether we like
'it or not the important thing to have come out of that
Agreement is that we have the right of veto and we have that
choice and it explains the necessity of the Agreement. What
a pity that our population is not more numerous, that our
territory is not larger or that our resources are not greater
and perhaps the situation would be completely different.
But perhaps because of that, because we are very small, it
is more equitable therefore that we should have that choice
at the end of the day and we exercise that choice as we wish
to exercise it and as we consider it to be in the best
interests of Gibraltar- Therefore, Mr Speaker, at this moment
in time I do not consider it to be a matter for this House
of Assembly, for a decision to be made whether we accept
the Agreement or we don't accept the Agreement. I think the
Hon Mr Juan Carlos Perez has missed the point, speakers on
this side have tried to maintain a consistent line, we believe
very, very firmly that the time is for reflection, that we
have the time available and therefore we should reflect on
the Agreement and not say no for the sake of saying no because
we feel that we should say no because we are Gibraltarians
first and foremost. If we say no to the Agreement right away
we might be. entering a situation whereby we ourselves are
taking the clock back to 1969 and my own view is if it is

Gibraltar's will that that should be so, so be it, but let
us reflect. The. Hon the Chief Minister said yesterday that.
it was an approximation to free association. Well, I like
to think of it in that way as well, the age of maturity and
a relationship which is based freely between two States,
one big, the Mother Country as some people call it, and the
colony. Mr Speaker, I must stress that this is a time for
reflection for all of us and we should take advantage of
that fact to our benefit and take the initiative when we
choose to take the initiative. Firstly, how the European
package is going to function and how it is going to develop,
it might fall very, very flat in the months to come. That
is a possibility that exists, there are a lot of national
rivalries between the Member States and the thing could fall
flat. Secondly, we have to pursue Gibraltar's legal right
to be included in the package and that is essential. For
these reasons, Mr Speaker, I commend the amended motion to
the House.
HON R MORN
Mr Speaker, perhaps we should congratulate GEC for having.
said at half past one 'that the motion had been passed
unanimously. I would like to deal with a specific point which
was brought up yesterday by the Hon Chief Minister. Before
that, perhaps on the question of the airfield I can speak
with a little more knowledge about the technicalities which
surround an • airfield than most Members in this House for
the simple reason that I worked in the Control Tower of the
Gibraltar airport for twelve years between 1958 and 1970.
In fact, Mr Speaker, I think it was in 1967 or 1968 when
I was summoned to the office of the Senior Air Traffic Control
Officer and I was asked to translate a NOTAM, a NOTAM is
a short abbreviation. of Notice to Airmen, whiCh was signed
by one named Francisco Franco, Caudillo de Espana, and in
this NOTAM, Mr Speaker, it said that a prohibited air space
was being declared all around Gibraltar and that no British
Military or NATO aircraft could overfly Spanish territory
if they were coming to Gibraltar. These restrictions are
still being applied today, Mr Speaker, and no doubt will
continue as long as we do not accept the deal on the airport.
Mr Speaker, the way that the Gibraltar airfield operates
as regards flights to Gibraltar is, that because of the
limitations of space, because obviously there are restrictions
on the capacity of the airfield to take on aircraft, any
aircraft which intends to land at Gibraltar, apart from
scheduled flights, of course, which they already know are
coming, must first of all ask permission to land, they must
ask permission to land at Gibraltar at least twenty-four
hours beforehand. It is then up to the airfield authorities,
that is, the Senior Air Traffic Control Officer, to grant
this permission. This is the system. which is recognised under
the ICAO, the ICAO is the International Civil Aviation
Organization and which applies to airfields with restricted
space such as ours. It is therefore nonsensical, Mr Speaker,
I would say, for the Hon Mr Canepa to defend there being
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a joint Anglo/Spanish Committee to coordinate the movement
to and from our airfield because quite obviously
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
If the Hon Member will give way, Mr Speaker, because it is.
important.' I was talking about movement of passengers on
the airfield. I wasn't talking about movement of aircraft,
movement of passengers on the airport itself. I didn't deal
with the question of Air Traffic Control.
HON R MOR:
Mr Speaker, in any case, Sir Geoffrey Howe in his interview
on GBC, referred to having a joint Anglo/Spanish Committee
which was necessary to coordinate the safe conduct of
aircraft. Well, that in itself is nonsense. I don't think
Sir Geoffrey knew what he was talking abobt because already
the coordination exists. As you may be aware the whole world
is divided into flight information regions and in the case
of Spain there are three different flight information regions
which are Seville, Madrid and Barcelona. Because of our
geographical position we come within the Seville flight
information region and all flights which come or leave
Gibraltar must be carried out in coordination with the central
control which is at Seville. It is, I believe, Mr Speaker,
superfluous to talk about any Anglo/Spanish Committee to
coordinate any of the controlling or whatever you want to
call it. If the Hon Member didn't refer to that Sir Geoffrey
Howe. definitely did. Mr Speaker, I think that is the only
point I wanted to raise.
HON H J ZAMMITT:
Mr Speaker, I have tried after listening to all the arguments
put forward here, to take note of what was said to try and
be as pragmatic as one can be on this issue basing myself
on the fact that those Members on both sides of the House
who have belonged to GATAB know how difficult it is to understand air communications which is a very difficult subject
to try and grasp and more so when it affects you personally
or affects your country or your particular area. I would
like to start, Mr Speaker, by saying that as phlegmatic as
we say we are, as educated as we say that we are, having
been brought up under a British system of education, nevertheless we are latins and therefore democracy seems to have
found greater difficulty to function in latin orientated
countries because of our emotional way of being. I think
that we can show,. certainly as leaders, that although we
are latins and we have very strong emotions on very many
strong issues, we do like to think carefully and we do like
to be slightly above those countries that have not had the
privilege of being brought up the way that we have been
brought up and therefore coming to an honest conclusion by
trying to put our thinking caps on and not react with our
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hearts which, unfortunately, tends to be the case in very
many of these countries that one has seen emerging from
situations similar to ours as colonies, now independent
countries or states, and who still find themselves unable
to govern themselves mainly through their own inability of
being able to reason. May I say from the beginning, Mr
Speaker, that I will not give the impression, I hope, of
supporting or rejecting, let'me say that very, very clearly.
I say that for a number of reasons. One is, that even us
and I refer to the elected Members of the House, reouire
clarification on some points. One heard the Hon the Leader
of the Opposition this morning saying that he himself had
to ask for clarification on paragraph 1.
HO\I J BOSSANO:
No, Mr Speaker, if the Hon Member will give way. I think
paragraph 1 is written in simple straightforward English
that doesn't require clarification. I asked for an explanation
as to what it was doing there, not clarification of what
it meant.
HON H J ZAMMITT:
I am sorry, I used the word clarification instead of
explanation, but he had to ask for an explanation. I am sure
people would like to have the matter, whether it is
clarification or explanation or both, put clearly before
them to understand. I think that.the circumstances surrounding
the whole package, the deal, is one which has been mentioned
and I do not want to be repetitive, that we haven't got to
charge at it like a bull at a gate, we can take our time,
we can reflect and people must know everything there is to
know with the pros .and the cons. I would ask, Mr Speaker,
in all sincerity, who the dickens knows anything here about
the air liberalisation of Europe? And the answer is none
of us, Mr Speaker. I am afforded as Minister for Tourism
a number of leaflets and information and I can honestly say
that I do not understand it fully, it requires an awful lot
of explanation. There is an awful lot of talk going on about
it, an awful lot of talk which I don't know if it's true
but: we are talking about a number of passengers on cheap
fares. If Spaih has opted to keep out their touristic airports
as she has, she has opted to stay out and we all kno* why.
Those of •us that are, closely involved know why. But the
general public doesn't know why Mglaga, Alicante, Barcelona,
Tenerife and Mallorca are out and one knows that Spain did
not want the deal to go through because, of course, they
are already suffering great competition for Iberia to have
to face even stronger competition within Europe. But Mr Public
does not know and understand these legalities or arrangements
which we have to put calmly in front of them for them to
decide: Mr Speaker, very many say it is a matter of principle.
I agree and there is a price to pay for principle. I am a
great believer• in that but Mr Public must realise what the
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price to be paid is whether in saying no or whether in saying
yes. Let us look at it, let us really be analytical, let
us be serious. One of the things I do like at the end of
the day, is that at least we can leave this House, Mr Speaker,
With a sense of agreement because at the end of the day all
of us, all the elected Members, do want the best thing and.
the only thing which is a united front on the Gibraltar we
would all like to see. Let us be quite sincere, let us be
honest about it, let us stop having digs because there has
been an awful ldt of contradiction which I would not like.
to pick on now because one does not want to pick bones at
this particular stage. I think the best way forward is for
us to put the matter before the people with total clarity
and let them decide but let us not hide, let us not in an
attempt to say 'no or yes not bring out every single fact.
I say this because it has been mentioned this morning by
my colleague Major Dellipiani about the frontier situation.
What Spain can do, what Spain cannot do'or what Spain should
do are three different things and nobody knows the Spaniards
better than us and we have had them at our doorstep for the
last three hundred years so let us not try and kid ourselves
that 'they can't do this, this wouldn't be allowed'. Mr
Speaker, I think we are on the right track now, I think we
should just have time for reflection, keep it cool and, of
course, the whole' thing has come about because it has all
happened within the last month, from a massive demonstration
to two very important meetings full of emotion, full of a
tremendous amount of sayings in the press, radio and
television, even offensiveness which antagonises people and
which injure people and I can say that because I am criticised
by my own colleagues because I listen an awful lot to another
station. But I can tell Members and probably they didn't
listen to it, to what was said'in the early hours of the
morning by Cadena Ser when GBC closed down. They were saying:
"Well, England has contracted a .pact with Spain and Sir Joshua
Hassan must accept he is a colonial and he must do as his
colonial masters say". Well, Mr Speaker, three hours later
they, didn't come out and. say "sorry, the colonials are the
ones to decide". They didn't and, of course, some people
have been worried about it and this is why I think that at
this stage, of course, the popular thing to say for us
politicians, which is easy, is to say no, but that is not
thinking with your head as Sir Joshua himself has said. I
think we have to be careful. They may have hurt me, they
may have hurt you, they may have hurt a number of people
but we have to think of Gibraltar as a whole and the people
as a whole and the future of Gibraltar and we'have to be
calm, cool and collected and show leadership which I am sure
we will do, Mr Speaker. Thank you, Sir.
HON J L BALDACHINO:
Mr Speaker, after listening to speakers from the other side,
it is no wonder that the Hon Major Dellipiani is confused
because they are all confused. The Hon Mr Zammitt said that
who knows about the air liberalisation of Europe, but that
is not the question, Mr Speaker. What is in question is
whether we are giving concessions to Spain by agreeing to

the deal made by Sir Geoffrey Howe and SeFor Ordotiez, that
is the question. It is not a question of whether the air
liberalisation is good for us or bad for us. We should be
included as of right in the air liberalisation package so
you cannot join one thing with the other. What we are
considering is whether the Agreement or the deal over the
airport of Gibraltar gives ,no concessions to Spain and as
far as I understand it, I am quite clear on that, Mr Speaker.
The Hon Member opposite seems to need time for reflection
to decide if there are concessions or not. It is not a
geeStion of whether it is good for us or not, the point is
are there concessions? They haven't admitted yet that there
is some element of concessions there and that is what they
should come out saying. Of Course they are confused. The
Hon Chief Minister in 1984 said: "Have we in the AACR agreed
to any concessions that effectively undermine the position
of the people of Gibraltar?" And I say to this House and
to the Hon Chief Minister, Mr Canepa, that if he defends
this deal, there are concessions in this deal which the people
of Gibraltar have already manifested against in the mass
demonstration that we had. This is what we are talking .about,
Mr Speaker, and I would like to clarify another point to
the Hon Chief Minister because the Hon Chief Minister and
I think my Hon colleague, Mr Mor, did not explain what the
Hon Member had said and maybe I can. What he said was, in
defending or what appears to be defending. because we don't
know, are they defending the deal or are they not defending
the deal, I am still not too sure. I know what our oosition
is and my position is 'no' to the deal but they don't know
yet. What the Hon Member said and I suppose he was defending
one of the clauses, was that you couldn't have an aircraft
flying over Madrid and saying 'I am here, I am going to land'.
That cannot happen, it cannot happen today, you don't need
tc have it written down, it is air communications law that
before you leave a place or a take-off, outbound, an aircraft
must ask permission of the intermediate authorities which
is Seville. And we have had in the runway, when they had
the restrictions on the air space, a passenger aircraft
waiting for hours before they could have this permission.
Sc you don't need to have any agreement, that is a different
thing. If you have something else in the Agreement it means
something else, it doesn't mean that at all. They are confused
and I .don't .understand how they need clarification of an
Agreement which the Government was party to. How did they
sit down and negotiate something and they don't know what
they have been negotiating? We need clarification on that,
we need clarification because they negotiated, I don't sit
down and negotiate something and then I come out and I don't
know what I have negotiated. They need reflection, reflection
on what, on what they negotiated, so that somebody else can
give them an interpretation of what they negotiated? Of course
you don't want to go to a Referendum because if you go to
a Referendum you have to defend your position. You are fcr
it or against it and we are quite clear. If we go to a
Referendum tomorrow, whether we are in a majority or in a
minority, we Will go for no deal. You don't want to .go to
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a Referendum because it is comfortable to sit on the fence
like they have always done, Mr Speaker. The leaders of the
people, the Government of Gibraltar, today are showing no
leadership at all. 'We will wait and see', wait and see for
what? Why have we now reached the position that we have to.
make a deal on the airport? Because it is part and parcel
of the Brussels Agreement, that is why. The Hon the former
Chief Minister laughs but it. is part and parcel of the
Brussels Agreement, Mr Speaker. And as it is part and parcel
of the Brussels Agreement let us and the people of Gibraltar
not have any illusions about it. Until the Spaniards oet
what they want and that is up to the Lighthouse and the
Spanish flag up the Rock, the restrictions at the frontier
will never be taken away. They will always use that to
blackmail us into accepting anything and for that reason
say no to the deal.
HON SIR JOSHUA HASSAN:
I certainly know that there is one Member opposite who is
confused and that is the last speaker. Completely confused
because he is talking about the Agreement and what he has
voted in favour of. is that we should find out a little more
about the air liberalisation transport package, not about
the Agreement. The Agreement we know, it is about the package
we want to know so he -is confused, he doesn't know what he
is talking about nor does he know what he is talking about
when he talks about it is all Brussels. It has nothing to
do with it. The whole matter could well have been discussed
within the EEC context by Spain blocking it as she did and
it would have remained the same, so that is all nonsense.
There are only two points I want to make. There is another
one in which it is obvious that people don't know what they
have voted for because the Hon' Juan Carlos Perez said that
we had to have a clearcut decision I thought the decision
was What we had voted for which is to look at the liberalisetien , agreement and find but about it. If people had their
minds made up before, that is a matter for them. Insofar
as the question of previous resolutions are concerned, I
explained at the last meeting my interpretation of both the
demonstration and the reason why I took part in it and I
said this: "What we say is we are prepared to consider ways
which having regard to the views of the people of Gibraltar,
we are prepared to consider in which better and more profitable way use can be made of the airport for the .benefit of
Gibraltar" - this is at page twelve of the Hansard that I
was given - "I have always said and I am not afraid to say
that I will look at any agreement or the Government have
to look at any proposed agreement on the merits of it, how
it affects Gibraltar, how it affects our commitment, how
it affects the airport, how it affects sovereignty and how
it affects the people of Gibraltar. I would like to make
that clear". Well, that is perfectly clear. The last point
I want to make on the general debate is that the question
of the final agreement to which too much has been spoken
about and the concessions made on both sides to reach an
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acreement, it is quite obvious that the Spanish Prime Minister
who is a committed European and uses every opportunity to
stress the importance he attaches to Europe, must obviously
have an influence in order to be able to make sure that an
agreement was signed which, as far as we were concerned,
was far away from the agreement that they originally
suggested.
HON J E PILCHER:
Mr Speaker, I don't need the Hon and Learned Sir Joshua Hassan
to tell me what we are voting here in the House, we know
that. What I also know is what we are not voting. We,are
not voting to reject the deal which was our initial proposal
and we are also not voting in favour of a Referendum because
they have already voted against it so I know what we are
voting and I know how the Opposition has had to come down
slqwly from our position of strength, which we still have,
in order. to carry - not carry, I think' carry is the wrong
word - drag the Government benches with us so that, at .least,
we should have some semblance of morality-coming out of this
motion, Mr Speaker. If the Hon the Chief Minister bothers
to read the motion as, indeed, he will - I will leave that
to the contribution of the Hon Leader of the Opposition he will find that, in fact, we have got a- motion that says
different things and contradicts itself at one point and
another. I know, Mr Speaker, what we are voting and I don't
need the Hon the ex-Chief Minister to tell me what we are
voting. I. will tell the Hon the Chief Minister that the
feelings expressed by my Hon colleague Mr Baldachino, who
is not confused, I share totally. The fact that we have come
to an airport deal is a direct consequence of the Brussels
Agreement and it is clear because it is not ,that the Hon
Pepe Baldachino is 'saying it, it is not.that the Hon Joe
PiLcher is saying it, it is that the Rt Hon Sir Geoffrey
Howe said it on television, that is the reality. Mr Speaker,
the Hon Minister for Tourism said "We know what Spain can
do, we know what Spain could do, we know what Spain should
do". That is pointless, it's neither here nor there. What
we want in this House and what the people of Gibraltar want
to know is what Gibraltar can do, what Gibraltar could do
and what Gibraltar should do and I hope Gibraltar will do
in the future under the leadership . of another Government,
Mr Speaker, because there is clearly no leadership at all
from that- side of the. House. And, again, I reiterate the
point made by my Hon colleague. It is nonsensical, Mr Speaker,
to come to this House more than two weeks after the sianing
of the Agreement and not to be in a positicn as a Government
shculd be. I am not saying that the Government should have
come to this House, that is a matter of policy-, either
rejecting or otherwise the deal but they should have come
to explain the deal which they signed. What we have here
and I won't go into the deal and I said so already why I
feel that any thinking person will accept that this is a
concessions deal and will not accept it but I would. like
to make three points. The Hon Chief Minister shows quite
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clearly that he either has not read the deal or does not
understand it. I said this morning in my intervention, Mr
Speaker, that I can read something and I might think it is
white and be convinced it is grey but I cannot be convinced
it is black. I said this morning three things, one was that
according. to this deal the Spanish authorities would have,
and I have got notes that I made this morning, Mr Speaker,
intervention whether direct or indirect on flights from a
third country, the right to put internal flights with Spanish
authorities only and the fact that this was a Spanish regional
airport and also that all of these could be referred to
coordinators. The Hon Chief Minister stands up and tries
to play down that statement by saying how ridiculous I was
being in saying -that if there was a disagreement between
passenger control that this would be taken up to the
coordinators and the Secretary of State. I did not say that,
I was referring to what the Agreement says. I will read those
three parts of the Agreement to the Hon Chief Minister. The
first part - "The aeronautical authorities of the two sides
will hold regular consultations about all questions relating
to the development of the civil use of the airport including
those related to the establishment of new services to third
countries" - English, black upon white, a clear definition.
It might be slightly out but that is clear black upon white,
clear English, and if not let somebody explain to me what
it means. If the Government are going to come here and say
that we have got the interpretation wrong they should have
brought the true interpretation and not waffle with childish
and ridiculous remarks about our not understanding. The fact
that Spanish airlines have a right to come into Gibraltar
and the fact of making this a Spanish regional airport. I
will read again from the text of .the Agreement: "Permission
for Spanish airlines to operate services between airports
of the Kingdom of Spain and Gibraltar under paragraph 1 of
article 6 of the draft EC decisions on capacity and market
across will be given by the Spanish' authorities". Again,
clear. There might be a .difference of interpretation. And
the third point which is the first point that I made about
the coordinators which the Hon Chief Minister in his wisdom
said that I was talking nonsense about the coordinators
meeting to discuss all these things, it says: "The arrangement
in paragraph 4(1)" - 4(1) talks about the coordinating
committee and I won't go into that - "will be kept under
review by the working group on civil aviation questions
established in 1985" - it could be the date of the Brussels
Agreement, I am not very sure. Of course, it is the Brussels
Agreement Civil Aviation Coordinating Committee, of course
it follows from the Brussels Agreement but I digress - "under
the auspices of the.Anglo/Spanish coordinators. This working
group will report regularly to the coordinators". And if
that were not enough, it says: "The reports" - which are
aoing to be passed on regularly from the joint coordinating
committee - "will contain any recommendations for further
cooperation, in the use of the Gibraltar airport". That is
the Agreement, I didn't sign it, the Anglo/Spanish Agreement.
Mr Speaker, the Government can come here and say 'We think
this Agreement is bad, we think that even though this is
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bad for Gibraltar we want some time to'think about the
economy', they have a right to do that. What they don't have•
a right to do is to sit on the fence and confuse everybody
in Gibraltar into thinking that this Agreement is a good
Agreement for Gibraltar because it is not. It is not only
concerned with concessions, it goes much, much further than
that. The Spaniards, Mr Speaker, Senor Ordonez is not saying
that this doesn't have implications for sovereignty as the
Hon Chief Minister wanted us to think. An article in 'The
Sunday Times' of the 6th December said: "Spain believes it
has won an unprecedented diplomatic victory in the agreement
reached with Britain last week". It goes on to say: "The
atmosphere in the Foreign Ministry in Madrid is described
as euphoric because according to - its experts the deal
implicitly recognises Spain's sovereignty over the isthmus".
I don't use it in argument that there is or there isn't
infringement of sovereignty, I. am arguing it against what
the Hon Chief Minister said that Senor Ordonez had said that
it didn't have any implications on sovereignty. I think,
Mr Speaker, this is what the Government should have come
her: to explain to the people of Gibraltar. This is. what
the Government today should be doing, explaining what this.
means and my Hon colleague was right. They were part of that
negotiation, if nothing else because they were both there,
the present Chief Minister and the former Chief Minister,
both were there. The people of Gibraltar are entitled for
people to come to this House and say 'This is what the
Agreement means, this is what it is and this includes
concessions or doesn't include concessions' and then the
Government give a leadership if those concessions should
or should not be given given the economic impact of Gibraltar.
But that is not what they .have done, Mr Speaker- What they
have done is similar to what they always do and that is sit
on the fence, and hope and pray that the thing either goes
away or that they can use. it somehow politically to get back
into power and I• am sure that if they got back into power
havng said today no to a Referendum, I have no doubt in
my mind that this would go the same way as the Brussels
Agreement went, it would be implemented a few months after
the Government were returned to power. I also have a couple
of other points I would like to make, I won't take up too
much. of the House's time because I think everything that
needed to be said has been said. I would just like to remind
the Hon Chief Minister because as the Hon Leader of the
Opposition .said, I think perhaps it is a question of memory,
perhaps it is a questiOn that they are so immersed in what
they are doing at this moment that they forget what they
said a week ago, two week's ago, three week's ago. I would
like to remind the Hon Chief Minister of the 'Open Forum'
procramme when he said "the price with a 'c' we will never
pay irrespective of what Spain wants, we do not put a price
on our homeland" or words to that effect because I don't
have the kind of memory to be able to quote him word for
word. but I can go back and show him the video that I have
at home and he was defending because it is when my Hon
- colleague mentioned. the price that I suddenly remembered.
his play on words with price with a 'c' and prize with 'a
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'z'. And he said quite clearly that no price could be put
and what he is saying to the people of Gibraltar now, what
they are all saying except for the Hon and Gallant Major
reflect
who is confused, is 'let us reflect'. But let us
on what? What he is saying is 'let us reflect to see what
it costs us and then we can put a price with a 'c' on the
Agreement'. That is what they are saying and that, Mr Speaker,
is not what the people of Gibraltar want. Another point which
I would like to bring to the attention of the Hon Chief
Minister and although it has not come from him, I think it
came from the Hon Major Dellipiani, was the fact that he
said - and I am not here to defend the position of any Trade
Union Movement or the GTC - but I would like to remind the
Hon Chief Miniiter that one of his Ministers has said that
it is disgraceful for a union to say that they would fight
the deal irrespective of what the people of Gibraltar wanted.
May I remind the Hon Chief Minister that in the programme
'Open Forum', when he was asked 'What are you going to do?'
He said 'Well, we will fight it legally', and when he was
pressed he said 'Well, if we cannot find any other means
we will turn to the GTC for them to stop it'.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
If the Hon Member will give way. I said that in the context
of the supposition that the deal was going to be imposed
on us, against the background that there were indications
that the deal was going to be imposed on us but we have a
free choice and I would like him to remember that point.
HON J E PILCHER:
Mr Speaker, I accept that we.have a free choice and I am
glad for it but it is just that we cannot have a situation
when we say different things to different people at different
times. I think, Mr Speaker, this is one of the failings of
politics. If you asked an ordinary man in the street to give
you a definition of a politician he would say 'a dishonest
person' - and I am going to qualify that by what I am going
to say - 'a dishonest person that never says what he means'
and that is the definition. People sitting across the way
in Government benches are politicians in the way that the
definition of politicians have meant for the ordinary man
in the street until, Mr Speaker, the GSLP came to the forefront. Because we, Mr Speaker, as my Hon colleague said,
we since 1983 said 'we will call a spade a spade and if there
is something to be told then it has to be said'. And' if that
puts us in a minority and keeps us out of Government so be
it, we are honest and we defend what we believe in. A couple
of matters, as I say, just to round off, Mr Speaker. One,
I wasn't apologising for bringing the.motion to the House.
I was just explaining the reason and the events that have
led us to bring this motion to the House. Perhaps we would
have brought it to the House anyway but I think I explained
that enough this morning and there is no need to expand but
one point to be made clear is that we don't apologise for

bringing things to this House because we'feel that this is
where matters Of interest in Gibraltar should be discussed
and z am glad that we have live broadcasting of the House
because it is not only presented here but it is presented
outside Gibraltar for those who care to join in with their
radios and listen to us. The Hon the Chief Minister has always
been clear and to the point and this is why the Hon Leader
of the Opposition in moving his motion looked towards the
Hon new Chief Minister to say what he meant which he didn't
and.that is why we were disappointed and that is why I kept
using the word 'subtlety' because subtlety is sitting, Mr
Speaker, on the right of the present Chief Minister, that
is, the past Chief Minister.. The point that I was trying
to make about blackmail succeeding, I think is a point that
has been made already by the Government benches themselves,
saying yes or no to the airport deal will not prevent the
blackmail situation but I think, again, the Hon Chief Minister
misleads the people of Gibraltar when he says that the Spanish
motion in the European Parliament which referred to the
airport deal was defeated. It was defeated, Mr Speaker, but
it was defeated because it was not supported by the British
delegation on the grounds that a bilateral agreement was
being discussed and asked the UK delegation to vote against
it because if it was passed it would destroy the bilateral
acreement. That was why it was defeated, if not we would
have lost that one as well. I am surprised that the Hon Chief
Minister dares to mention the fracas of the Visit of this
House of Assembly to Strasbourg or Brussels or wherever it
was. It was a fracas and it showed how powerful the Spanish
delegation is in Brussels, Strasbourg and anywhere related
to the EEC. I think the present Government has done a disservice to the people of Gibraltar by coming to this House
and saying 'I am neither going to defend or reject the deal'.
As the Government, .they should have come to this House to
defend or reject it even though, as the leaders of the people
of Gibraltar they could have said 'the deal is bad, we feel
that we cannot accept it at this moment but we want a,
c, d, e, f, g', and they could have chosen that path to
convince the people of Gibraltar. But this pussyfooting around
which is confusing not only their own Ministers but confusing
the rest of Gibraltar, it is not a question that people don't
know, it is not like the Hon the ex-Chief Minister saying
that there ate more people that want it than don't, it is
nct that, Mr Speaker, it is that there are more people and
mcre people by the day confused because they will not be
told by the Government of Gibraltar what they should be told
by. the Government of Gibraltar. What was the deal that they
negotiated or, at least, helped to negotiate with Sir Geoffrey
Hcwe initially and then Sir Geoffrey Howe with Spain and
whether this deal had the blessing of the Hon the past Chief
Minister when it was signed. Mr Speaker, I have on various
occasions challenged the Government to come out and say
whether all that we are asking or all that I asked of them
is to stand up and say whether the deal was good or bad for
the people of Gibraltar who manifested themselves in the
demonstration just before the meeting. I have sat here for
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two days or ever since the motion started and I don't know
what the position of the Government is. One Minister is
confused, the other one does a study on the psychology of
the Gibraltarians - the Hon Mr Mascarenhas, the other one
says he is cool and pragtatic, the other one says we have,
to rejoice; the other one talks of reflection and goodwill
in the Christmas period. It is total confusion. How do they
expect the people of Gibraltar to stand behind one banner
any more. If tomorrow there was a 'no concessions' banner .
downstairs where would the members go? I would like to end,
Mr Speaker, on the point made by the Hon Mr Mascarenhas,
that on reflecting about the agreement, maybe they were saying
to Gibraltar yes to free association, that was certainly
a new one. My answer to the Hon Mr Mascarenhas is if I were
sitting in HMG today I would say to the Hon Mr Mascarenhas
'You are not going to get free association because free
association, like you say, means that there is a certain
maturity in your people that we have to accept'. The AACR
by saying 'no' to a Referendum have said to the people of
Gibraltar "You are not mature enough to know what you want"
and, therefore, Mr Speaker, that negation to the people of
Gibraltar of a Referendum really shows the true colours of
the Government sitting opposite. Thank you', Mr Speaker.
MR SPEAKER:
If there are no other contributors I will call on the Hon
the Leader of the Opposition to reply to the debate.
HON J BOSSANO:
Mr Speaker, the motion that I brought to the House was not
as the Chief Minister seemed to think, one about which my
colleague was making apologies for or allowances for but
one which we had thought, until today; was unnecessary and,
in fact, even though the Government may think that we have
had A good exercise in debating this issue, we don't think
that it has been a good exercise because what it has exposed
is that the position of the governing party is not as strong
as we had assumed it to be by reference to the stand that
they had taken previous to today in the other six motions.
To that extent the strength of unity on this issue is not
the same after the passing of the motion as it was before
the passing of the motion. And it is not true to say that
because we are getting closer to an election the differences
between us are going to be sharper and, as he said, there
is no reason why we shouldn't continue to be friends as we
have been for many,, many years. We joined the House together
in 1972 and the Hon Member knows that I have always felt
that we were closer to each other in our thinking and in
the way we did not shy away from blunt speaking and that
I thought was something that would make it easier for us
to be able to understand each other and to work together
on issues on which both parties thought the same. I was under
the impression until this motion, in fact, that both parties
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thought the same on this issue. Let me say that we could
have been throughout in all the preceding motions and, indeed,•
on this one, we could have been on the attack against the
Governffient on the basis of their having compromised
Gibraltar's position- under the Brussels Agreement and we
chose not to. We chose instead to deal with the airport issue,
particularly after the situation of the position of the
British Government in June of this year which chose to deal
with the situation on the basis that we could have a joint
common bipartisan position on the airport even though we
did not agree on the Brussels process. The offer to join
forces with the Government was made and the Chief Minister
at the time said that he would look at it and he chose never
to take it uo. Therefore, as far as we are concerned, the
only people that have had an input into this agreement is
them and they are the people who should need to study it
least because they were in Madrid and they were in London.
But when my colleague Mr Baldachino told the Government just
now that this was the result of the Brussels Agreement the
Hon and Learned the Backbencher seemed to disagree. well,
I don't see how he can disagree with that. Let me read to
the House what the joint declaration says, Mr Speaker. The.
joint declaration says: • "Taking into account the joint
communique agreed at Brussels on the 27th November, 1984,
which established a negotiating process between both countries
aired at overcoming all' the differences..." and then it
goes on to specify the bilateral air agreement. 'So, clearly,
the bilateral air agreement is the child of Brussels. No?
Well, that is what it says here, I will read it again. "The
Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Kingdom of Spain and the
Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary meeting in London on the
2nd December and taking into account the joint.communique
of Brussels on the 27th November, 1984, have reached the
" and it specifies 'the arrangefollowing arrangements
ments. -We haven't laid emphasis on that but let us not say
that the arrangements have nothing to do with the Brussels
process when both Sir Geoffrey Howe and SeHor OrdoHez who
made the joint declaration say it has. It says "Taking into
account".
HON SIR JOSHUA 'TASSAN:
If the Hon Member will give way for one minute, I don't like
to interrupt him. I didn't say that, what I said was that
Brussels or no Brussels there would have been the problem
that has been solved that way.
HON J BOSSANO:
Well, let me tell the Hon Member why we don't agree with
that interpretation. We don't agree that Brussels or no
Brussels there would have been the problem, first, because
this specifically links it to the Brussels process and,
secondly, because before the Brussels Agreement was reached,
in 1983 there was an EEC Directive of inter-regional flights
whe-eeas now the new EEC Directive deals with category 1 to
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category 1 flights and cut to regional flights, in 1983 there
was a previous one prior to the Brussels Agreement and prior
to Spanish accession where we were included as a British
regional category 3 airport entitled to put on flights within
400 kilometres using aircraft of less than 70 seats and nobody
could object and Spain came into the Community accepting
we were part of the previous stage of the air liberalisation
package and they intervened between the first stage and the
second stage using the 1984 Agreement and using the right
to a veto gained by them on January, 1986. It is quite clear
that we were not in the same position in 1983 as we were
post-1984. And the argument that Spain used in June in
Luxembourg has an element of validity. What the Spaniards
were saying to• the other European Community Members in
Luxembourg, Mr Speaker, was: "Wait a minute, here I have
been since 1984 trying to persuade the British Government
to do a bilateral agreement.with me on the Gibraltar airport
and you are going to come along in 1987 and include Gibraltar
with all rights in the air liberalisation package and then
what am I going to be left with to negotiate bilaterally?
Effectively, since the process started in 1984, if you include
Gibraltar in the multilateral agreement you leave me high
and dry". At the time the Hon and Learned Member opposite
was arguing, he argued it publicly, that the Spaniards were
wrong in that interpretation because the wider agreement
supercedes the smaller agreement. So, in fact, the smaller
agreement was the Brussels Agreement and the wider agreement
was the EEC Agreement. So he cannot say now that the Spaniards
were not using the Brussels Agreement, they were using it
specifically and clearly. What did Britain say to that? The
British Government issued a statement on the 6th July, 1987,
in Brussels in which they said: ."We have made consistently
clear that we are prepared to continue talking to Spain about
issues relating to the use of the aiport, that is to say,
the process of Brussels". They were prepared to continue
with that - "But we cannot accept that the application of
theaviation package to Gibraltar should be subject to the
successful outcome of these talks". It has been made subject
to the successful outcome of the talks. "Spain does not have
the right to veto the application to Gibraltar of her rights
within the EEC" - Spain has used that veto right or no right.
This is why we are saying to the Government, if we agree
on that analysis and we have agreed with that together until
July, surely, we cannot now be saying 'we are going to test
whether we are right but if we are not right we are going
to start thinking of implementing the deal', and what we
can do even less and I know that I said some harsh things
about the Hon Member in the interview that followed his
interview on Friday. the 5th December when he came back, but
he has to understand that, frankly, he left me totally
flabbergasted, I couldn't believe my ears, Mr Speaker, when
I heard him. I had heard his interview in London and his
interview in London, as far as I was concerned, left me quite
happy. It seemed to me that the Chief Minister - and he was
still the Chief Minister and still talking for the Government,
as far as I was concerned - the Chief Minister had said in
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London that his position was quite clear,' he knew what the
people of Gibraltar wanted, the people didn't want the deal
and if the people didn't want the deal he didn't want the
deal and that he stood by the motions of the House of
Assembly. That is what he said in London and I was quite
happy with that. When he came back and he was pressed on
television, he may not have .intended that it should be seen
the way it was seen but he cannot get away from the fact
that if one is sitting watching him being interviewed and
they. say to him "Will you defend the deal?" and he says "I
am defending it now". "Is it a bad deal?" He says: "Well,
the Spaniards were making a lot of demands, they were
demanding all sorts of things and the demands have been
coasiderably reduced". He was asked: "What is it that .you
are telling the people of Gibraltar?" Re said: "My advice
is that they have a good deal, they'have nothing to worry
about, there is nothing offensive, nothing bad for Gibraltar,
very much the opposite". Why do we need to study it? Why
is .it that the other seven Members of. Government need to
study a deal that the former Chief Minister says is a good
deal, we have got nothing to worry about, there is nothing
offensive about it, nothing bad for Gibraltar, very much
the opposite. And he was asked: 'Nell, if it is all those
thengs why don't you go ahead?" and. he said: "Because the
people are sensitive". And he was told: "Well, surely, the
people want leadership" and he said: "I am giving leadership,
this is very good, it is very satisfactory". 'Well, if it
is all those things and we reacted to that, we said 'if it
is all those things we will go to the House and let the
Government of Gibraltar tell us in the House that it is all
those things and that they think that those of us who are
against it, who may be in the majority, are wrong' but they
have made a judgement on it. If they have not made a judgement
on it and if they have not studied the consequences of the
deal then they cannot say any of those things and the Hon
Member . was still Chief Minister when he was saving it and
he knows that he cannot express private views in an interview
even as a Member of the House. There is a political
responsibility in that people will obviously pav more
attention to the things that he says and assume that if he
is saying it is a good deal it is because he has done his
homework and if he comes back from London and he has been
involved in London and involved. in Madrid they will assume
that he is in a better position than anybody else. That is
why we reacted angrily and felt let down by the things that
he said and that is why' we felt we had to come to this House
to get the facts straight, to get the Government to take
a clear position. Unfortunately, we have not had the result
we had hoped for because, in fact, the Government is not
prepared to say 'it's a good deal' and it is not .prepared
to say 'it's a bad deal'. All that they are prepared to say
is that they need to study it lonaer. Well, we get back to
the original position then, the position in July when,
clearly, it was stated that Spain had no right to a veto
and that therefore the position of the British Government
in defending Gibraltar was that we had a legal entitfement
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to be there. And, in fact, the statement issued in Brussels
on the 6th July goes on to say: "It has been clear since
cur accession that Community law on civil aviation does extend
to Gibraltar". of course it is clear, we were included in
the 1983 Directive. This was confirmed by the Community's
legal advisers. We all know that because, in fact, Mr Ratford
told us in The Convent so they must have told the Government.
And Mr Ratford said to us and I repeated it on television
subsequently: "There is no doubt in Britain's mind about
the legality of the position of Gibraltar. The political
realities are a different thing and even if you have got
legal rights there is a lot of pressure being put on
everybody". As I said at the beginning, what we were saying
to Mr Ratford was: "Fine, if that is the situation you have
got and you have got a lot of pressure from ten Member States
and we are holding that thing up, then, if necessary, if
you feel there is no other. way out, leave us out but don't
land us in a deal Which leaves us no room for maneouvre".
Well, I am afraid that advice was not taken. In fact, what
they have done is they have landed us in such a deal and
then they have given us Hobson's choice, they have given
us a very difficult choice and they have called our bluff.
They said: "Right, you want to have a day out by going to
La Almoraima or to the Fair and you all come out with your
Union Jacks, you have your little demonstration outside The
Convent and you upset our civil servant. Alright, here is
the package, now let us see if you have got the guts to stand
up and be counted and say 'yes' or 'no' and live with the
consequences". And the reality is that we are saying back:
"No, we don't have the guts, we want free association, we
want to be treated as adults but don't let go of my hand
because I get dizzy". That is the message we are sending
back unfortunately and it is not a message we would have
liked to have sent back. I have said to the Hon and Learned
Member many, many times, he knows that, when we have been
to London, when we have been in different situations abroad
and We have had a chance to talk together, I have said to
him 'that he could alwayS count on me to put aside party
differences and stand side by side with him to defend
Gibraltar's interests whenever he felt the moment came. The
reality is that the moment never comes however black the
thing gets he always says: 'Let's wait until there is a way
out', because I suppose he always feels that it is better
to fight to live another day and the fight never arrives.
But the reality is that now we have been left holding the
baby and it is quite obvious to us that the Government 'is
holding it like a piece of jelly without knowing what to
do with it. Given that situation, what have we got in front
of us which we are going to vote now? We have got a motion
which, first of all, reiterates that the airport of Gibraltar
should be open to international use in exactly the same way
as every other airport. That is to say, we want the
international use to be on the basis that no special
privileges are accorded to Spanish airlines, that is what
we say we want. We haven't said we are either for or against
the agreement, that we are not saying, we are saying what

we want. Is the first paragraph in conflict With the Agreement
or not? Does. the Agreement give special privileges to Spanish.
airlines? Well, the answer is yes, it does. Spanish airlines
can fly from Spain to Gibraltar without seeking the permission
of the British Civil Aviation Authority. They cannot do that
to any other British airport, only to the Gibraltar airport.
Yes, it says that; the Hon and Learned the Backbencher shakes
his head, I will read what it says: "Permission for Spanish
airlines to operate services between the airports of the
Kingdom of Spain and Gibraltar under paragraph 1 of article
6 of the EEC Agreement", and paragraph 1 of article 6 is
the one that says that you have to go to the Member State
an6 ask their permission, that does not apply to Spanish
airlines flying from Spanish airports. it applies to every
other airline from every other airport so there is a privilege
accorded to Spanish airlines. It doesn't say here 'all
airlines', it says here 'Spanish airlines' specifically given
a privileged status. That is one element. We then go on and
we are only in the second line of the motion we are all in
favour of, we don't want to give special privileges to
passengers with a Spanish destination. Are we by any Chance
in this Agreement that we haven't yet decided whether to
say yes or no to, giving any.special privileges to passengers
with a Spanish destination, I wonder, Mr Speaker. Shall we
peruse the Agreement to .see if we can discover anything in
it about passengers, and what do we find? That passengers
from any country flying in any aircraft of any'company and
of any nationality - the only thing they have left out is
helicopters - whose destination on disembarking is any point
on the. territory situated north of the frontier - I suppose
they don't say Spain because if they accepted that Spain
was on the other side of the frontier they would be accepting
it isn't on this side so they said the territory north and
we go along.with that. We are now the territory south and
they are the territory north, we are no . lonaer Spain and
Gibraltar in this Agreement. Could it be that we need to
have a legal interpretation of whether the territory north
is Spanish territory or not? Is that where the Government
isn't sure that there is a conflict? Do they need to have
legal advice on that? Could the QC in their ranks advice
on this matter? Clearly, we are saying we don't want
passengers with a Spanish destination north of the frontier
fence to have'special treatment' and the Agreement requires
us to give that special treatment. Do the Spanish Aviation
Authorities have any special' privileges? Well, the Agreement
says that the Spanish Authorities have to be consulted, there
has to be regular consultations between the Aeronautical
Autaorities of the two sides, that is, the British and the
Spaaish because the two sides are not Gibraltar and Spain,
the two sides are Britain and Spain, those are the two sides
in the Agreement. The British have agreed that the Spanish
Aeronautical Authorities will have regular consultations
about
auestions of the use of our airport including
services to third countries. So after this Agreement if we
wana to discuss a service to Casablanca, that has got to
go to the Committee which has got the authorities of the
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two sides, until now we don't need to do that. Are we giving
special privileges to the Spanish Aviation Authority? I would
submit we are because we don't have that for the Moroccan
Authorities and we don't have it for the Portuguese. Gibraltar
Airways has. now got a request for a flight from Gibraltar •
to Faro, 'they don't have to have a joint committee with the
Portuguese Authorities for that. They go through the normal
EEC procedure of submitting . an application which the
Protuguese Authority can accept or reject. That is just •
.
paragraph 1 which is going to be carried unanimously, I am
happy to say. In paragraph 2 we reiterate what we said in
March, 1984, that Spain should have no say in the future
use of Gibraltar's airport. We reiterate what we said in
June, 1985, and in 1986. We reiterate what we said about
our right to be included in the EEC Agreement without any
agreement with Spain. We reiterate what we said about anything
that in our opinion could be construed or might have the
implication or give the impression of any effect on
sovereignty, that is out. The Hon the Chief Minister was
talking about me bricking things up, we have unanimously
bricked up the thing, doesn't he know that? Doesn't he understand that every time we put a motion here which he not only
voted in favour but defended 'with the same vigour and the
same emotion and the same sentiments as I am doing today,
he has taken that line in every other previous motion, he
was doing the bricking, I was putting the brick and he was
mixing the mortar for me. No? Well, I think he was, he should
go back and read the Hansard. He would be surprised to find
what, kind of person he used to be before he was elevated
to the throne. We are not rejecting the deal but we are
reiterating that in November we rejected the proposals in
'El Pais' and the proposals in 'El Pais' included access
,for Spaniards to the airport without passing through British
customs and immigration and the construction bf another
terminal and that we rejected so we.are now rejecting it
for a second time although we haven't yet made up our mind
whether we are going to reject it for all the other
nationalities because I would submit, Mr Speaker, to those
Ministers on the other side who wish to escape from their
state of confusion by the exercise of logic, a highly
attractive• discipline I assure Hon Members, that if you have
got a situation where you rejected that Spaniards should
not have to use customs and immigration and now you have
got an Agreement that says 'neither Spaniards nor any other
nationality has to use customs and immigration' and the
Government is saying that .they haven't yet made up their
mind about whether they are going to accept it for all
nationalities or reject it for all nationalities but they
are prepared to vote in favour of repeating the rejection
for the Spaniards if you deduct (a) from (b) you are left
with a situation that what they haven't made up their mind
is whether the other people will be allowed to go into Spain
without going through customs or immigration but definitely
the Spaniards will not be. So if we take logically the clause
that we are going to vote in favour reiterating the November
motion and the possible acceptance of rejection of the
bilateral Agreement, what we are saying is the implication
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is that what the Government is considering is whether the
best course - of action would be to go and say to Spain: "Well,
we stand by the motion of November therefore the Spaniards
with Spanish destination will still go through customs and
immigration but every other nationality other than Spaniards
will be allowed to go through without going in", but not
through the second terminal, no, because we are rejecting
the second terminal. Well, not really because we rejected
the construction of another terminal and this is a second
terminal north of the frontier and that introduces a new
complication which deals with geography amongst other things.
But, clearly, we are reiterating positions which in our view
eliminated the need for the motion, that is the whole point.
By taking the Government through each of the clauses that
they still support they will then understand why we felt
that there was no need for us to reject the deal because
axiomatically a priori the deal had been rejected by this
Ho.ise and consequently what the British Government had done,
and let me say that that was one particular story going round
allegedly emanating from a Government source that the British
Government were being so clever with their British diplomacy
of 200 years that what they had succeeded in fooling the
Spaniards was in doing a deal which removed the veto in the
knowledge that we were going to say 'no and then there would
he no deal. That was one of the stories going round before
the deal was struck. Obviously, my reaction when interviewed
by people before the deal was struck was that I couldn't
understand what Sir Geoffrey Howe and SeTior Ordonez were
spending so many hours discussing because I couldn't see
what there was for them to discuss which was compatible with
al: the motions we had passed. I think, Mr Speaker, that
we find ourselves in a situation with the deal which, in
fact, the Chamber of Commerce correctly pointed out. When
Mr Seruya came out the Chief Minister in.a radio interview
said that he obviously didn't know what he was talking about
because the public reaction to his proposals were quite clear
and we had this business of the directors resigning. And
the Chamber of Commerce subsequently said: "At present nobody
has to the Board's knowledge presented a Gibraltarian view.
To wait until a settlement is made over our heads is to leave
matters too late as has occurred on other issues". A settlement appears to have been made over our heads because although
the• Government of Gibraltar was involved in the process we
know that Major Frank Dellipiani only found out what his
Government had been involved in two days after everybody
else had it on their desks because it never got to him.
Therefore we have a situation where the Chamber was wrong
in taking that line because that line was in conflict with
the line that the House took and the line that the people
took but they are certainly correct now if now we are going
to have to say to ourselves 'the choice that we have got
is either accepting or rejecting a deal which we have had
nothing to do with and which we have not ourselves introduced
on the basis of the things that we want out of that deal'.
This is a point that, again, there has been no response. from
the Government on. The fact that we have been maintaining
this line consistently in the House doesn't mean that there
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is no alternative to this line, Mr Speaker, there is an
alternative and it is a defensible alternative for those
Who want to defend it. Just like the Party for the Autonomy
of Gibraltar which never got any support still had a line
that they defended year after year and it is legitimate to
say 'I believe we should sit down and negotiate a deal with
Spain', it may not be my view, it may not be the view of
Members opposite but it is a view that can be defended. And
then you go to Spain and you say: "I am interested in doing
a deal with you on the airport and these are my conditions.
what do you want?" And you sit down and you judge what you
have negotiated and you say "Well, no, the price is too high,
the price" - with a 'c' - "is too high for the prize" - with
a 'z . But what we have got now is a price - with a 'c' for the removal of a veto, that is all we have got in exchange
and that is why we have to say no. We have no choice and
we cannot study it and look at the merits of it. I agree
that before we decide to leave the air liberalisation package
we should study the air liberalisation package, I don't
disagree with that because we might not want to be in it. •
There seem to be an awful lot of people who want to get out
of it So why should we be thinking of how much do we have
to pay to get into the club that everybody wants to get out
of? I agree that before we all rush to join the EEC
liberalisation package we should study very carefully what
the implications. for Gibraltar are. But I think studying
the implications of a bilateral for Gibraltar doesn't require
any great thought, it is quite obvious what it is all about.
We cannot be swayed in that consideration, Mr Speaker, by
worries as to Spain getting nasty if we don't go along with
the deal and putting restrictions and the standard of living
going down which is one of the areas mentioned by Major
Dellipiani. I can understand that that is a real worry, there
are people who are thinking about that but we cannot follow
that road for all the reasons that Government Ministers have
put because if we demonstrate fear in that direction then
they will be turning the tap on and off constantly and our
lifeline, our standard of living will be on a thread which
they can threaten to cut any time that is why we cannot do
that. So, in fact, if we are going to have to make a stand
it is better to make a stand with the airport still under
our jurisdiction than with half an airport. If we are going
to make a stand let us make a stand at the frontier not at
the lighthouse. That is why we cannot even take that into
consideration and, of course, if the Hon and Gallant Major
feels that he has difficulties in obtaining employment at
the age of 52 with his planned retirement from the House
and I can understand those worries because I know many people
in that situation, all I have to tell him is that that is
due to the bad economic policies of the AACR administration.
When the GSLP is in Government he will find he will have
plenty of employment opportunities. The position, Mr Speaker,
that we have adopted is not as the Hon Chief Minister thought,
an off the cuff reaction to this deal without considering
the pitfalls and it is not a question of having made bold
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assertions on the Moran programme. I know that he was away
and I know that he had agreed to come but there were other
Ministers here who chose not to come to the Moran programme
and, clearly
MR SPEAKER:
No, with respect, that is a new matter.
HON J BOSSANO:
I have made a note, it is point 8 on my page and he said
that I made bold assertions on the Moran programme and that
I was reacting immediately to the deal.
MR SPEAKER:
That is a different matter, but the reason why others didn't
come is not relevant.
HON• J BOSSANO:
What I am saying is that the Government had an opportunity
to have somebody else there who could have put me right if
I was entering pitfalls and making bold assertions although
I doubt that they would have been in a position to do it
since they don't seem to. have made up.their.mind even by
now and a long time has elapsed. But it wasn't just.a question
off the cuff, I was, in fact, confident at that stage that
I was reflecting the .collective views of the House and' I
could not have thought at that time because there had been
no indication that anybody on the other side would have taken
a different line from mine, I thought' quite' frankly, Mr
Speaker, that what I was reflecting was House of Assembly
thinking not GSLP thinking in that programme in relation
to the Agreement. I thought everybody was clear on it. It
is, of- course, the position that in terms, of consultation
the Government, we thought, was in Madrid and in London in
order to be able to influence the situation or to make clear
that what was being discussed was going to be turned down
here- and we thought that that had been made clear. So if
it was up to us to say yes or no it cannot be .on the basis,
as the Hon Mr Featherstone was saving, that that might imply
we are the isolated man in Europe. How can we even consider
as legitimate that we should be told in July by Her Majesty's
Government, and I won't repeat what they called Senor Esquerra
for opposing the deal, but everybody knows how tough the
British press was on him, how can we be told then that Spain
is the isolated man in Europe for vetoing us and we are now
the isolated man in Europe for not giving in to blackmail
to 'lave the veto removed. That is not acceptable and we cannot
accept that that is what British democracy is all about,
that we have got a choice and we are free and we can exercise
this choice but heaven help us if the choice we exercise
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is not the one they want us to. On that premise we couldn't
defend in this House the principles and the traditions and
the links with UK. I think we have to assume that we do not
run that risk and we do not run the risk of ostracism for
exercising basic. rights and if we are going to be told
differently let it not be insinuated, let it he said so
openly. I also think, Mr Speaker, that when the Hon Mr
Mascarenhas was referring to the wider issues he accepted
the point that I had made that Spain had the upper hand in
the negotiations because at the end of the day if we go
through the EEC air liberalisation agreement we find that
the only country that has actually opted out of two clauses
is Spain where they say 'our airlines will not use fifth
level agreements' and nobody can use them in Spain. And it
is clear, as the Hon Mr Zammitt mentioned, that they seemed
to have left more of their airports out than anybody else.
Of course, they were on a no lose situation, either they
gave up the veto and got into the EEC but got a foothold
in Gibraltar or they didn't get a foothold in Gibraltar but'
they blocked the EEC liberalisation package, either way they
won an advantage, that put them in a very, very strong
bargaining position and it is not that we have to be
unsympathetic to the very tough negotiating position that
Britain found herself in but that is, again, not a
consideration for us. We can understand it, we can understand
how and why they got where they got to but we cannot allow
it to influence what we have to decide now, where do we go?
Therefore, although it is a valid argument it is not a valid
argument by reference to the thinking and the consideration
that the Government says is required. The fact that that
tough negotiating position was the background to the deal
doesn't make the deal better or worse. It may explain why
it is bad but it cannot make it better, it may make us understand why Spain got more out of it and Britain very little
out of it but it doesn't make it more palatable and more
acceptable and therefore given that the Government's argument
has been until now that they are not yet ready to take a
decision, I submit to the Hon Mr Mascarenhas that valid as
the point is, it is not a relevant point in consideration
of the merits of the Agreement. I am just looking, Mr Speaker,
to see if there are any other points, before I round up,
that .1 haven't covered from the submissions of Members. One
other thing that I haven't previously quoted that the
Government did prior to this, is the statement issued by
the Hon Mr CanePa as Acting. Chief Minister on the 27th July
where he said that
• HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Mr Speaker, isn't that new material?

MR SPEAKER:
Yes, but you can only raise matters in reply which have been
raised in the debate.
HCN J BOSSANO:
I am talking about the support given by the Government of
Gibraltar to the Bland application.
MR SPEAKER:
Well, that hasn't been dealt with'at all in the debate.
HCN J BOSSANO:
Let me just say what the relevance of that is to what has
been said. I think that is an indication, Mr Speaker, that
on the 27th July the Government of Gibraltar, remember that
this was Bland's request for a flight to Frankfurt which
is an EEC airport covered by the air liberalisation agreement,
Mr Speaker, and remember that this is after the .air
liberalisation agreement was vetoed and. the Government of
Gibraltar at that stage had, in fact, adopted a stand of
saying 'we support and defend the right of Gibraltar to be
treated as a British airport even without the
liberalisation'.
MR SPEAKER:
I will stop you• there and I will say that I will allow you
to continue provided you give an opportunity. to the Chief
Minister to say anything he would like to say on the matter.
HCN' CHIEF MINISTER:
The only thing is, Mr Speaker, that the Hon the Leader of
the Opposition is in the happy Position of preparing his
ground beforehand and then he catches me by surprise and
I don't have an opportunity at this stage of looking into
the' matter in the same way as he has had because he knew
that he was bringing the matter up. I think it is new material
but it is a matter for you, Mr Speaker, and I bow to your
ruling. But at the end of the day after so many hours of
deoate to bring up a matter such as this, I think he could
have brought it up yesterday and he would have had a reply,
if not from me.. he would have had a considered reply from
one of my colleagues.

HON J BOSSANO:
Well, let me just say what it is and then you will know •
whether it is new material or not.
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HON J BOSSANO:
Let me,'say, Mr Speaker, it is not an important point and,
in fact, it was a point that I was making in the Government's
favour so.I am quite happy to drop it.'So if the ChiefMinister doesn't want me to say it I won't say it.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
In that case I bow even lower to the Speaker's ruling.
MR SPEAKER:
Order, then we will leave it out.
HON J BOSSANO:
I did bring a number of important points at the beginning
and I have not had any answers to any of them, Mr Speaker,
and they have all spoken after me so I don't think the
argument that_they would have been able to answer that one.
is valid but in any case, it was not a criticism of the
Government, it was in fact a point in their favour saying
they .were taking a line of supporting the new route
independent of the air liberalisation package, to show that
they could still do that even now. Even while we are doing
all the other things I submit that the Government has already
demonstrated that it is able to give support to promotion
of the greater use of the airport and that is an important
part of something that can be pursued which would, I think,
strengthen our position and which I commend the Government
to do independent of the things, that we are agreeing in this
motion. I would also like just to clarify,.Mr Speaker, that
the .reference that my colleague made to this' question of
what was a jocular remark by the Hon Chief Minister after
the last debate, and I think he made it here, in fact, he
crossed the floor to us and he said it here when there were
quite a few of us around, that had we not been able to reach
agreement on the last motion they might have lost the deposit,
or words 'to that effect. Clearly, let me say that we. know
that things like that are said in a spirit of not being taken
seriously and nothing that we have said is intended to abuse
any private or confidential information or embarrass Members
on the other side. Members know that this is not our way
of carrying on and therefore nothing should be read into
it. I believe that therefore, Mr Speaker, we have gone through
the arguments and .we have come up with a final version of
a motion which comes, as far as we are concerned, having
demonstrated the inconsistencies that there would be into
arguing that (1), (2) and (3) do not clearly say no to the
Agreement and that (4) says maybe no and maybe yes. As far
as I am concerned, the fourth paragraph of the motion to
which I have not yet referred, says that no decision should
be taken on the air liberalisation package: It has removed
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the.' word "implementation', " for 'us 'it was an important
didn7
t. want
we
consideration because as I said previously,
anybody to assume that we were saying 'the possibility of
it being. implemented is•being retained by•the Rouse or by
the Governeene_. We are saying-'no;decision-should be taken'.
By implication we are rejecting it, we submit, in (1), (2)
and (3) and, clearly, if we succeed in the legal test that.
we are including''as a matter of'urgencyl in paragraph•(3),
the- question of considering the Agreement does not arise
because if the reason for considering the.Agreement. is to
get into the liberalisation package and we'find'that we can
get in anyway, why should we consider the .Agreement.“(So0.
in fact, we are. •coming.'4e—close 'to rejecting it .as we • can.
without-:spelling it-out That is., our 'estimation of:''.where
we have been able to'reach'a joint position:14;1=d let me just.
make one point, I am - glad:thatBon Members ari'able to support
this withoutanyworries aboutwhetherve.irarbindinge-future
House of Assembly because4'. in. fact, before 'we recommended
that the.House in future :should not-teke.w-decision without,
a.Referendum7and now wee -are tellingtheAleuse. not.to take
a decision, we are - not. Makingr'a recommendation,̀ we are
actually, deciding. 'that.mo decision should' be 'taken
clearly, we don't mean: between now..'and the • "21st. January,
we mean now and, until the whole pro-is- finished and we,
were told beforethat the practicaleffecteinf the libtralise •
tlon package—cannot.beessessecluntil ,the'summer'cOmes. Sel
the last paragraph,_ In fact,- eeeks."tro- btal— the neW.. - House
of AsSembly-beyond summer ,but'Zem . glad that' they, have .no
reservations anymore on. that-and thatthey'cOn vote in fOrour,.
Mr Speaker then put 'the qUestiOn-ii -the..terms .of:thellon
J Bossano's motion,.as.amended, which now.'iread amfollower
"This House:
•
1. Reiterates the view .-that the - international.. use 'of
Gibraltar's airfield should be on the basis that no • •
special' privileges are • accorded to Spanish. airlines,passengers with a',Spanish ,".destination- or the- Spanish',aviation 'authorities
2. Reiterates' the views* expressed "in. the resolutions -adopted" by this House in March, „1984; June, 1985; •MarCh..1986;
December, 1986; June, 1987, and, November, 1987..
- - rs
3. Reiterates the view that. Gibraltar's right to be, included
in the air liberalisation package as a regional British"
airport without pre-conditiona. should be pursued -Itis-ta
matter of urgency
•
4. Takes note of the'. proposed AngloiSpanish'agreement.';:and
considers` that- until the course of action proposed:in
paragraph 3 above is known and the, practical effects
of the Air Liberalisation Transport Package can be
assessed, no decision should be taken . •
• .
•
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On a vote being taken the question was resolved in the
affirmative and the motion, as amended, was accordingly
passed:
The Hon the Attorney-General and the Hon. the Financial and
Development Secretary were absent from the Chamber.
ADJOURNMENT

MR SPEAKER:
In doing so I thank the Chief Minister
I join you in wishing all the Members
as I always do, the media who sit with
and the people of Gibraltar generally,
Christmas and a prosperous New Year.

for his greetings.
and the staff and,
us from day to day
of course, a Happy

Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the House adjourned to Thursday the 21st
January, 1988, at 10.30 am.

HON CHIEF MINISTER:
i Mr Speaker, I have the honour to move that this House 3o
.'.'snow adjourn to Thursday. the .21st January, 1988, at•10.3).
In doing so, Mr Speaker, there are two things that I want
to do. In the first place I am sure that we can all rise
above two days of intensive and if not heated at least warm
debate, in conveying to you, in the first place, Mr Speaker,
to Hon Members opposite, to the Clerk and the staff of the
House, the Usher and our Secretary, the greetings of the
season, my best wishes and those of my colleagues for a very
Happy Christmas and.a very peaceful New Year. If I may, with
your indulgence, Mr Speaker, I said at the .beginhing of the
meeting that I preferred to say a few words at the end of
the meeting about the political career of a man and his era,
namely, Sir Joshua Hassan. I know that he doesn't want any
valedictory addresses about him but .1 honestly do not feel
that I can allow such an occasion as this one to go by without
paying some small tribute to him. I was jotting down a few
bare statistical facts - over 45 years in local politics,
over 42 years as an elected representative of the people
of Gibraltar, the first City Council after the war in 1945;
over 40 years as leader of the AACR; over 37 years as a Member
of this Legislature, 37 years as a Parliamentarian; over
20 years as Chief Minister of Gibraltar, .15 of those years
consecutive. I doubt, quite frankly, Mr Speaker, if anyone
in the future will ever be able to match that record. It
is clear that neither the Leader of the Opposition nor myself,
given our age now in our late forties, can ever get near
to that achievement. And although I don't want to say much
about Sir Joshua's qualities and his achievements, I think
one thing is undeniable. Sir Joshua would have made his mark
in politics outside Gibraltar, I think he would have mach
his mark in politics certainly in the United Kingdom. I have
no doubt that he would have reached the House of Commons,
of that I have no doubt whatsoever and I think that reference
has been made to that by others, by notable Parliamentarians
in the United Kingdom and in the Commonwealth. Within the
confines of Gibraltar, perhaps it is a case of paraphrasing
the words of Mark Anthony .when speaking of Caesar and when
he asked the question: "Whence comes such another?" Mr
Speaker, I have the honour to move the adjournment of the
House.

The adjournment of the House to Thursday the 21st January,
1988, at 10.30 am was taken at 6.10 pm on Thursday the 17th
December, 1987.
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TaURSDAY THE 21ST JANUARY, 1988
HON CHIEF MINISTER:

The House resumed at 10.45 am.

With your leave, Mr Speaker, and without wishing in any
way to show any disrespect to the House, I would be
grateful if I be allowed to address the House from a
sedentary position.

PRESENT:

.
Mr Speaker
(The Hon A J Vasquez CBE, QC, MA)

(In the Chair)

MR SPEAKER:
GOVERNMENT:

' Most certainly.

The Hon A J Canepa - Chief Minister
The Hon Sir Joshua Hassan GBE, KCMG, LVO, QC,'JP
The Hon M X Feette rstone OBE - Minister for Health and
Housing
The Hon H J Zammitt - Minister for Tourism
The Hon Major F J Dellipiani ED - Minister for Public
Works
The Hon Dr k G Valarino - Minister for Labour and Sacral
Security
The Hon J B Perez - Minister for Municipal Services
The Hon G Mascarenhas - Minister for Education, Sport and
Postal Services
The Hon E Thistlethwaite QC - Attorney-General
The Hon B Traynor - Financial and Development Secretary

DOCUMENTS LAID
The Hon the Financial and Development Secretary laid on the
table the following document:
Schedule of Supplementary Estimates
No.4 of 1987/88
Ordered to lie.

MOTIONS
HON CHIEF MINISTER:

OPPOSITION:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Mr Speaker, I have the honour to move in the terms of the
Motion standing in my name: "That this House considers
that:

Hon J aossano - Leader of the Oppgsitien
Hon J E Pilcher
Hon MA Feetham
Hon Miss H I Montegriffo
Hon J C Perez
Hon J L Baldachino
Hon R Mor

(a) • the liability to pay Social Insurance Old Age
Pensions to Spanish pensionerp at current races
under. Community Law could not have been avoided
by amending local legislation;
(b) the Gibraltar Government took all reasonable steps
to obtain the necessary derogations from the EEC in
respect of the additional liability;

IN ATTENDANCE:
P A Garbarino Esq, MBE, ED - Clerk of the House of
Assembly
PRAYER
Mr Speaker recited the prayer.
Mk SPEAKER
I understand that the Hon the Chief Minister is slightly
incapacitated. 'Don't stand, that is precisely what I am

saying.

•

(c) the commitment to Spanish pensioners is totally
unrelated to the Brussels Agreement;
(d) the additional cost of the commitment for 1968,
estimated at £2m, is a matter for negotiation
with the British Government in the light of the
information to be contained in the Actuarial Review
which is expected shortly;
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•

By 1983, with the advent of the Socialist Government, it
became clear that Spain had gained a fresh and fast impetus
in its attempts to join the EEC. This brought to the fore
the possibility that the payment of pensions to former
Spanish workers would have to be met in line with
Community directives, that is, these pensions would have to
be met at current rates and not just at pre-1973 rates
which was the rate at which they were then being paid to
all those who become•eligible by moving out of the Campo
Area. At our request, Her Majesty's Government made
representations to the EEC Commission in September 1983.
The initial meeting with Community officials was followed
up by a number of other meetings as a result of which
British officials presented a formal case proposing the
following two alternatives as a solution to the problem:

(e) the commitment beyond 1988 is a matter for negotiation
with the British Government once the Report of the
Joint Study Group has been submitted,
and consequently deplores the recent statements made by the
GSLP in the news media, as confusing and misleading to .the
public".
Mr Speaker, having regard to the line that was taken by
the GSLP in recent Press statements, I felt that it was
necessary to introduce a motion in this House which would
offer a proper opportunity to discuss the question of
Spanish pensions fully and thereby clarify the issues
involved. In our view, the GSLP, although unuerstandably
opportunistic, have been confusing and misleading the public
on a matter which is far too serious and too complex to be
confined simply to bold, pre-electoral exchanges in the news
media. The whole issue of Spanish pensions is a major
financial and political problem which merits close public
attention and scrutiny, and which cannot just be fed on
speculation or misinformation.
I shall start, Mr Speaker, by giving some'background
information which may, in part, prove repetitive to this
House, but which has to be reintroduced in order to ensure
that the matter is discussed in its proper context.
Successive Governments of Gibraltar haye been alert to this
problem since the early 1970's even during the time of the
Peliza administration. A series of attempts were made up to
1984 to resolve it by negotiating payment or a lump sum to
Spanish pensioners - in effect through the Spanish Government in order to discharge the obligation. These were made
during the course of Ministerial contacts and meetings of
officials at working party level. We maintained this. posit.ion
throughout the process leading to the Lisbon Agreement in
1980 and•--subsequently in 1982 when all the indications
pointed to the re-opening of the frontier. Indeed, it
appeared all along that the Spanish Government were prepared
to consider such an arrangement. At any rate, they never
dismissed it and agreed in December 1978 to'take away the
proposal. But they never came back on it. As the House
will recall, all negotiations ended as attempts to re-open
the frontier were repeatedly aborted in the wake of major
political change in Spain. Up to 1982, the matter was therefore being dealt with exclusively on a bilateral basis and on
the understanding that the liability was to be resolved by a
'lump sum' formula.
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(a)• that the Spanish authorities should assume payment
of pensions to Spanish pensioners on payment by the
Gibraltar Government of an agreed lump•sum which would
be assessed actuarially to meet the liabilities as
they stood under current legislation; or,
(b) in the absence" of such an arrangement, that the Treaty
of Accession should recognise that the terms of Article
10 and 94 of Regulation EEC 1408/71 would apply to
those pensioners who were not enjoying the benefit of
those provisions prior to accession, only to the
extent that the Gibraltar authorities would continue
to pay the pension entitlement as it was before Spain's
.accession, together with any increase in pension
awarded in Gibraltar from the date of Accession. In
other words, payment of pensions at frozen rates
together with any increases awarded from the date of
Spanish accession onwards.

•

In effect, both alternatives formally sought a derogation
from Community regulations. The formal response from the
Commission was submitted in March 1984 and concluded that:
(a) the effect of Community provisions required that from
the date of accession, Spanish pensioners be accorded
equality of treatment and not be discriminated against
on grounds of nationality;
(b) the obligation which would fall on Gibraltar at
date of accession would require it to review the
of pension due at that date and to revise it so
taking account of the insurance record of each
pensioner the pension paid from that date would
192.
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amount
that,
be of

an amount equivalent to that paid, on the same date,
to a Gibraltarian with the same insurance record
who has not suffered any previous interference or
interruption in payment; and
(c)

that the proposed solution under (a) above, and this
is that Spanish pensioners be accorded equality of
treatment and not be discriminated against on grounds
of nationality, that was a matter for negotiation
between Spain and the United Kingdom.

The Commission rejected any derogation from the prtnciples
involving equality of treatment and non-discrimination
which formed precisely the objects of the derogations
sought.
In the event and this is very important, the Gibraltar
Government received legal advice expressing grave doubts
as to'whether the payment of a lump sum would discharge the
liability to individual beneficiaries. Even if the legal,
difficulty could have been overcome, any settlement would
have had to be on the basis of current rates of benefit if
it were not to be open to challenge by any individual
pensioner before the Gibraltar or European Courts.
It was evident by then that the matter would not be resolved
on a bilateral basis; that the EEC would not contemplate
granting Gibraltar the necessary derogations; and, that
there was no recourse open to us by way of amendment of
Gibraltar legislation. Gibraltar was left with no other
choice but to look to Her Majesty's Government to consider
financing the liability. The formal submission was therefore
made in August 1984. What followed was a series of protacted
correspondence and negotiations with the British Government
through the Secretary of State and with FCO and ODA Officials
regarding the extent to which Gibraltar would contribute
to meet the liability. Our approach was clear and consistent
and can be summarised in the press release which we issued
on the 3 December 1985, following an exchange on the matter
in the House of Commons, and which stated:.
"Gibraltar Government Ministers have made it clear to the
British Government that, while Gibraltar is prepared to
meet its moral responsibility,in full, and,has accordingly
offered to contribute the total amount paid into the.
Social Insurance Fund by Spanish workers plus accrued
interest (a total of £4.5m), theit view is that the
ultimate responsibility lies with, the British Government"

At the same time, we reiterated our view that, the Spanish
Government should acknowledge its responsibility on the
matter. At the end of December that year, the British
Government finally agreed to contribute a total of £16sa
over 3 years, as against our contribution of E4'im, to meet
the total bill estimated at £21m over the period. At the
end of December of that year, Mr Speaker, shortly before
Spanish accession on the 1 January 1986, the agreement
reached was without prejudice to the position of either
Government on the matter.
I will not dwell on the nature of our discussions with the
British Government culminating in the December 1985
Agreement other than to say that they proved to be so
difficult that at one stage, as the Minister for Overseas
Development, that was at the time Mr Timothy Raison,
revealed in the House of Commons on the.9 December 1985,
We were offered a contribution for only one year, which
naturally we turned down out of hand. Our views are on
record and are unchanged. htt t I would like to clarify is
the reference to the Brussels Agreement reached the year
before. The GSLP have argued in their recent press statements that the commitment to pay current rates of pensions
to the Spaniards is related to the Brussels Agreement and,
also, that it was only after the Agreement in November 1984,
that the Gibraltar Government first publicly announced that
they would pay revalued pensions in January 1986. This is
explained, the
incorrect and misleading. As I have already
,
Gibraltar Government were aware orthe possible pensions
advance'of the Brussels Agreement. It is
commitment well
also clear that prior to that Agreement, that is in March
1984, the European Commission had ruled that there could be
no derogation from tat obligation. The commitment was
there, Brussels or no Brussels Agreement. The Brussels
Agreement made no reference to Spanish Pensions and the
matter was only dealt with in the context of enabling
legislation which ensured that there would be no advanced
implementation of the rights which the Spaniards would
acquire on accession. Furthermore, in answer to Question
No.138 of 1984 on the 30 October 1984, which is prior to the
Brussels Agreement, the Hon Mr Mor asked, and I quotd,
"Mr Speaker, can Government confirm that once Spain joins
the EEC, Spanish nationals who are entitled to an Old Age
Pension because of their pre-1969 contributions record will
have to be paid at the current rates and not a frozen
pension as at present?" The Minister for Labour and Social
Security replied and again I quote "Mr Speaker, under the
current provisions of EEC legislation, Spanish nationals who
are entitled to Gibraltar Old Age Pensions because of their
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pre-1969 contribution record, would become entitled-to be
paid at the current rates". Mr Speaker, I think it is
important to note at this stage, that there was no
suggestion from the Opposition about any possible changes
to the law to avoid the liability, nor was there any attempt made to find out, whether a derogation had been sought.' Nor
did they do so a few months later in January 1985 when the
Minister for Labour and Social Security made a statement in
this House explaining that there would be no advanced
implementation of Spanish pensioners' rights to current
rates of benefit and that they would acquire these rights
only as from the date of Accession. Indeed, Mr Speaker, :[
woul'd ask how the Opposition can reconcile their views on the
need to amend legislation to avoid the liability when on the
28 January 1986, the Hon Mr R Mor, in presenting a motion
on the matter of Spanish pensions said and I quote "let me
make it quite clear, Mr Speaker, that the GSLP is not in any
way against the Spaniards getting their pensions at whatever
rates are mandated by EEC law, but what we cannot agree to
and completely oppose is that one single penny of the
contributions of the workers in Gibraltar should go towards
Paying for these pensions". On this issue, in particular,'
I think Sir, that I have shown without a shadow of doubt,
that the Opposition have been misleading the public,
It has been suggested that the Gibraltar Government should
have settled the Spanish pensions issue as a pre-condition
to its agreement to the Brussels process. We were negotiating such a settlement prior to the Brussels Agreement, but
we continued our negotiations beyond it, in good faith, and
in'the knowledge that the British Government would assist
Gibraltar honourably. We are not in the business of
pointing a gun at the British Government. We were not going
to budge on our position because we had, and still have;.a'
responsible and defensible case, and this was made clear
right through the negotiations. Whether that approach was
right or wrong is a matter of judgement. In-our view, our
honest and responsible approach on both'the Spanish pensions
issue and the Brussels Agreement does not weaken in any way
our position for the future. I believe that in considering
the Spanish pensions liability for the future, both the
British Government and, in particular, the British Parliament,
will give due weight to this, and it will recognise that if
Gibraltar has to resort to taking a rigid stance, it will not
have done so as a threat, or as a barter for anything, but
because of the justification behind its moral add political
views. Or does the Opposition consider that we should have
said "We w ill support Brussels, if you.pay for the Spanish
pensions". And tomorrow what? "We will support the Airport'
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Agreement, if you pay for the construction of 500 housing
units". There is no carrot, or stick, as far as we are
concerned, when we take our stand on the issue of Spanish
pensions. We said we would pay the £4.5m which the
Spaniards had put in, no strings attached, and we will talk
later. But let there be no misunderstanding, we have
already made it clear what our position will be, and I will
-be explaining that in response to the Hon Mr Mor's motion
wnich we intend to support subject to an amendment which
will be consistent with what we have said publicly and which,
I hope, the Opposition will agree to.
This brings me, Mr Speaker, to the additional commitment,
which is estimated at £2m for this year, and to the liability
in future years. The additional commitment this year arises
because the number of Spanish pensioners is higher than was
estimated at the time of the 1985 Agreement. This could
not have been foreseen. It also arises, in part, because of
the effects of annual increases in benefits, as required by
1977 statutory formula, applicable to the higher numbers
involved. The Government's approach on this is that we
should await the Actuarial Report which will shortly be
submitted and then discuss the matter with the British
Government as part Of the negotiations which are due once
the report of the Joint Study Group, looking into the whole
of the commitment for the future, is submitted. This will
have to be done during 1988, before the current agreement
expires at the end of 1968.
This is not to say, Mr Speaker, that we prefer to tackle the
problem piecemeal, selling hostages to fortune. In our
negotiations during 1984 and 1985, Her Majesty's Government
made it clear that they could not enter into any commitment
beyond three years ostensibly, if for no other reason,
because of certain technical considerations binding them as
a Government in contributing funds from the Overseas Development Aid Vote which, apparently, is the only vote from which
funds to Gibraltar could be made available. We cannot brush
that aside, nor can we ignore that the British Government
itself has to work within certain budgetary constraints or
parameters. We have to recognise also that it is problematic
for them to justify a contribution to Spanish pensions
from a budget vote that has rather different policy aims.
That is their problem, naturally, but I must mention this in
order to clarify the reasoning which set the basis for an
initial three-year agreement. There has been some play made
of the fact that the British contribution tapers down, whilst
Gibraltar's increases, and that, in accepting that, the
Gibraltar Government could be committing itself to an
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increasing liability in the future. The only reason why
we accepted an increasing contribution over the three'
years was to maximise the interest accruing on the Spanish
sub-fund during the period. What happens beyond 1988 is a
separate matter altogether. I will however, Mr Speaker,
explain clearly and categorically what, if we are returned
to Government, will be the Gibraltar Government's position
for 1969 onwards during the course of the debate on the
Hon Mr Mor's motion. It will then be seen that we are
not deploying tactics or clutching at straws, but simply
reiterating the stand that we took when we defended the
existing 3-year agreement in the debate on a motion in
this House publicly one year ago, and which we spelt out
before then, in our confidential discussions with the
British Government.
Before I conclude, Mr Speaker, I would like to clarify a
general misconceptio: about the nature of the liability to
Spanish pensioners. There are some 6,000 Spanish pensioners..
Of these, only some 700 to 80.0 are in receipt of full
pensions at current rates. The remainder have, only obtained
an entitlement to a reduced pension. Let no-one be misled
into thinking that we are paying all, or most, Spanish
pensioners the same level of pensions as are enjoyed by the
majority of Gibraltar contributors. I want to lay stress on
this because I very often meet people who are ignorant about
these facts. Compared to Gibraltarian pensioners, the
majority of Spaniards are receiving pensions at reduced rates
because they have got an inferior record of contributions
given the years when they did not pay because of the withdrawal of Spanish labour.
••

Although Spanish pensioners are treated in exactly the same
way as Gibraltarian pensioners, having regard to their
average record of contributions; most of them were in fact
unable to make a full contribution precisely for the reasons
that I stated a moment ago, namely, that their labour was
withdrawn when the frontier closed and-Lherefore they were
unable to keep up a full record of contributions. The other
question which is often asked is how Spanish pensioners can
be entitled to so much when they only contributed at Is 5d
per week. The answer to that is how is it that a Gibraltarian
pensioner is entitled to so much if he only contributed at
15 5P per week. The answer is that there are Gibraltarian
pensioners who also contributed at is Sp per week and who are
in receipt of full pensions at current rates. Naturally, the
number of these is dying out because workers contributed at
Is 5P during the period from October 1955 to January, 1968..
But people get pensions out of a Social Insurance Fund in

the time
accordance with the contributions that they made
when they were making them and, naturally, workers contributing 30 years ago were contributing at a rate far below
the rate workers are contributing today but that does not
influence in any way the level of pension to which they
become entitled when they reach pensionable age. This is
generally normal practice with any social security or
pension scheme and, in fact, it is of some interest to note
that the average pension level enjoyed by a Spanish contri.butor is just below £27 per week. I hope, Mr Speaker, that
the House will appreciate the extent to which efforts were
made to resolve the problem. We looked at ways of amending
the law; we repeatedly offered to pay a lump sum to
discharge the obligation; we sought derogations from the EEC;
we did not seek to barter a way out with the Brussels Agreement but opted for a responsible approach reaching an
agreement with the British Government which did not prejudice
our position beyond 1988 and, we are now awaiting . technical
advice and information before pursuing negotiations for the
future commitment that arises. Let me make it clear that
whatever the technical advice, whatever the size of the
commitment, we will not be prepared to pay, and I stress,
I repeat, we will not be prepared to pay or to have
Gibraltar paying for the consequences of the hostile
action taken by the Spanish Government culminating in the
closure of the frontier. It would be the height of irony,
if not irresponsibility, if the Gibraltar Government were to
assume payment for all, or most, of the commitment to resolve
a problem which was created by the Spanish Government and
which was aimed at destroying Gibraltar economically. We
have told those in London, Madrid and Brussels, and we shall
tell them again. The problem is unique and our case is a
totally defensible one. I hope that this motion will have
clarified a number of matters and that there is no misconception about the strength of Gibraltar's stand in the
past and for the future. I have deplored tne statements made
by the GSLP because they failed to take cognizance of the.
facts and to treat this matter responsibly. Having told them
the facts, I will seek to explain to them, in respbnge to
their own motion, how to pursue a responsible line. Mr
Speaker, I commend the motion to the House.
Mr Speaker, proposed the question in the terms of the Hon'the
Chief Minister's Motion.
HON J BOSSANO
.
' opposite could have
I do not know what the Honourable Membe;
made of the behaviour of the Opposition in 1969 on this
matter had he been here then but, clearly, if he thinks that
we are irresponsible and opportunistic I can well imagine
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he would have been even more critical of the stand taken by
the AACR when it was in Opposition in 1969. I know the
Honourable Member was not here, that is why I am saying I
Wonder what he would have made had he been here. Both of
us joined afterwards. But, certainly; if he goes back and
reads what happened then, he will find that they ridiculed
the idea of trying to make a lump sum payment which he now
says and has said previously, in fact, the AACR itself is
trying to do. At the time that the Peliza administration
was in office, the idea of giving away £Jm to the Spaniards
was ridiculed inside the House and outside the House by the
AACR which was then the Opposition party. So, clearly, the
governing party today takes one position which is in sharp
contrast to what it did when it was in Opposition in 1969
and it remains to be seen whether they revert back to their
bad old ways shortly after the election this year when once
again they will occupy this side of the House. So, in
fact, this motion is an attempt to put the record straight
and find a solution to the problem facing Gibraltar? I think
not, Mr Speaker, this motion to me is• quite extraordinary
because it is tantamount to a censure motion on the Opposition .
by the Government which no doubt the Government will be able
to carry with its in-built majority. I do not know what
Standing Orders say about the official members voting incensure motions against the Opposition, I believe that
Standing Orders only envisage situations where they are not
supposed to vote in censure motions against the Government.
MR SPEAKER
What the practical results are is another matter but certainly
Government are as entitled as the Opposition is to bring
motions on any matter.
HON J BOSSANO
I accept that, Mr Speaker, but I 'am sure you are much more
experienced than I am in these matters, but I will certainly
be interested if you could quote an example where the
Government censures the Opposition in a_motion because as far
as I am concerned the parliamentary practice of a censure
motion is that if it is successful, there is a convention
that the Government then resigns and calls an immediate
general election. We are quite happy to resign and call an
immediate general election if that is what the Honourable
Mr Canepa wants us to do. The analysis in the motion starts
off by saying that the legislation in Gibraltar could not
have been changed and the mover of the motion has ended by
saying that they tried to change the legislation. Well, he
has not quoted when they tried to change the legislation or
how they tried to change the legislation and to my knowledge
they have never tried to change the legislation. It is no

good the Government saying to the Opposition we have not
told them how to change the legislation. Our job is not to
tell them how to change the legislation, our job in this
House is to yoint out that they are not doing their work
properly and that there are things they could have done
which they did not do and the connection between the Brussels
Agreement and Gibraltar's ability to escape this liability
lies precisely there. As far as we are concerned, having
announced in the context of the Brussels Agreement that the
Spaniards would get paid revalued pensions in January, 1986,
and our understanding of the position is that they were
seeking to get them paid before and that was resisted by the
Government, we cannot see how you can say to somebody "I am
going to pay you in January, 1986", and then change the law
so as not to have to pay them. Once you tell them you are
going to pay them then you are caught, Mr Speaker. Had the
Brussels Agreement not been- there the Government of Gibraltar
could have been saying to the British Government, and it is
not pointing a gun at anybody's head, they could have been
saying "Look, I cannot afford to pay them and, therefore,
either you tell me how•this is going to be paid or I am ,
going to change my laws so that I do not have to pay".
They could have done that up to December, 1985, if the
Brussels Agreement had not been there in November, 1984.
They had a chance to do it until No•ember, 1984, if they
were going to accept the Brussels Agreement. We do not
want them to accept the Brussels Agreemento we did not want
them then and we do not' want them now but the very least
they would have done for Gibra'Itar had they decided it was a
good thing to accept was to ensure that if the Government
of Gibraltar accepted the commitments in the Brussels Agreement the British Government was accepting the commitment to
pay the pensions. I do not think it is an unreasonable thing
for a Government to do once it has decided it is going to
accept something. We would not have asked the British
Government to foot the pensions bill in exchange for the
Brussels Agreement because we were against the Brussels
Agreement and we are still against it, Mr Speaker. But if '
they are in favour, I do not think anyuody would have griticised them in Gibraltar if they had come back and said:
"We have accepted the Brussels Agreement but look wnat we have
obtained in exchange". I do not think the Honourable Member
opposite should make a big thing out of the fact that they
did not do that, they have done it. I am sure their
supporters would have welcomed that'but they did not do it
and therefore that was something that could have been done by
the Government and which they failed to do to protect
Gibraltar. In saying that the legislation could not have
been changed, we say to the Government now that it is they
who are being opportunistic and it is they who are doing a
pre-electoral stunt because by putting that there in order,
presumably, to try and show .us to be wrong they are
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effectively weakening Gibraltar's position because they
are saying to the outside world that we could not have
changed the legislation and if we could not have changed it
in the past it must follow, de facto, that, we cannot change
it now. We have taken advice on this matter and the response
that we have had is that the legislation could have been
changed prior to Spanish entry but we are still not clear
whether the different formulae that we have put forward for
advice could still be used, it seems that some of them
definately could not be used, it seems that some of the
others might be used. But let me tell the Honourable
Member opposite what is manifestly a very simple formula.,
Section 10A which was introduced in this House in 1973 and
amended in 1974, of the Social Insurance Ordinance, conta.ns
two clauses and in all the debates'we have had in this House
on the subject it is clear that the entitlement to revalued
pensions arises out of the application of regulation 1408 in
the interpretation of Section 10A. It is quite obvious that
when Section 10A was drafted in 1973, which is when we joined
the Common Market, the last thing that was in the minds of
those who drafted Section 10A then was that there was any
connection between Section 10A and Regulation 1408 because
otherwise they would have realised that the way that Section
10A was drafted was a total nonsense because the first part
of Section 10A says that in order to get, pension increases
from 1973 on you have to be a resident of Gibraltar and we
have just passed a European Communities Ordinance which says
that residence of the EEC is synonimous with. residence of
Gibraltar, so effectively when we legislated making it a
qualifying condition that you had to reside in Gibraltar, the
qualifying condition effectively should have read that you
had to reside in the European Community. I am sure that from
1973 until 1976 there must be at least 20 or 30 Gibraltarians
who might have been living in Germany or in France whom we
do not know anything about who never claimed anything and who
in fact, were entitled to revalued pensions and were not
getting them. I can tell the House that all they need to do
is to remember what happened in 1985 when we• changed our laws
because —of the Brussels Agreement and we discovered that our
laws on family allowances was in fact in conflict with
community law, but nobody had thought of it because in
practice how many Gibraltarians or how many community
nationals with children in other member states, how many
cases of people claiming and being refused? But if members
would look back at that debate they will recall, and it is
recorded there, that I pointed out that I personally Knew of
examples of people who had sought to obtain family allowances
in Gibraltar and had been told the children had to live in
Gibraltar and in fact that is how the law was irterpreted
until somebody sat down and said "what happens when Spain
comes in to the EEC", and when they looked at what happened,
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when Spain came into• the EEC they suddenly discovered that
were all sorts of things we were doing which we should
not be doing but which nobody has ever challenged because
the odds against somebody being entitled to that benefit
and claiming it and being denied was one in a thousand. So
if we look at that situation we have a situation where our
law in 1973 says "In order to get increases in your pension
from now on, you have to reside in Gibraltar which means in
1973 you have to reside in the Common Market, which means
in 1986 you have to reside in Spain. If we know that from
1973 to 1986 and we do not remove that clause, we cannot
blame anybody except ourselves because what would have been
the consequence of removing the residentaal qualification?
Well, it would not have been in conflict with 1408 because
1408 says that you cannot pay one pension to people who live
in one part of the EEC and another pension to people who
live in another part of the EEC. But provided you pay them
the same pension wherever they live it is not discriminating,
so if we had not had that residential qualification there,
if the law had been amended to delete the .residential
qualification what would have happened would have been that
those Gibraltarians who qualified because of residence and
not because of contributions would not have been entitled to
the higher rate o.f pension. That is what would have happened.
How many Gibraltarians are there like that. A handful? So
what do we do? We pay them in our way and le are not
discriminating because we have done that with elderly persons
pensions and we have done that with retirement 'pensions.
We are paying people retirement pensions and we are paying
them without any law, and ,it is done administratively under
the S'Upplemencary benefit scheme and we are talking about
fifty people who are getting retirement pensions. I am just
giving the Government one example o'f one way it could have
been done. Can they tell me that they tried that and they
were told it could not be done? Because the advice that we
have got is that it could have been done provided it was
applied irrespective of nationality. And that it could have
been done at any time. I am not sure whether it can still be
done because that would now mean terminating payments that
people are already in receipt of, and we have had this
question of acquired rights before in this House and it is an
area where, certainly, we are not sure whether it can be
done any more or not. But it certainly it could have been
done then and it could have been done any time up to 1986 as
far as we are concerned. The other condition in Section 10A
in 1973, Mr Speaker, was that people had to pay 104 stamps
in the three years before they retired in order to qualify
for the higher rate. That was altered in 1974 and it was
altered in a Bill brought by the Honourable Mr Canepa who
argued when he brought the amending legislation to the House
as Minister for Labour that it was unfair because there might
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be the odd individual who left Gibraltar at, say, the age of
61 and therefore when he got to 65 he had not contributed for
the last three years before he retired and he might be in the
Uk or he might be somewhere else and he had not contributed
and therefore it would be unfair to deprive somebody of the
higher rate of pension because he was not the last two years
out of the last three. So, in fact, Section 10A was amended
in 1974 to remove that possible unfairness and although he
says this thing has been under study since 1970 by successive
Governments in all of which he has served, of course, by
amending it he opened the door even wider to the Spaniards
because, in fact, the amending legislation was that they had
to pay for two years since 1970. If somebody was claiming
retirement pension in 1988, as the law stood in 1973 before
his amendment, they had to have paid two years between 1985
and 1988, where with his amendment they had to pay two years
between 1970 and 1988. Well, obviously, it is much easier
to meet the qualifying condition of two years out of 18 than.
of two years out of three. tie were told by the Honourable
Attorney General when we had the debate in this House about
the changes in legislation in the Brussels Agreement, in the
Committee Stage of the debate, .that Section l0A was not in
conflict with community law and provided the legal basis for
entitlement to revalued pensions because the Spaniards on
the 1 January 1986 would be able to meet the qualifying
conditions of Section 10A, either on the grounds of residence
or on the grounds of contributions made in the European
Community or in Spain after entering. That is vitally
important in an analysis of this problem. Vitally important,
Mr Speaker, because I have already shown that the question of
residence could have been eliminated legally, not in conflict
with community law and at relatively little cost. We would
then have been left with the requirement of 104 contributions.
and unless the House was misled by the statement made in 1985,
the contribution conditions had to be met by Spanish worker;,
who had left Gibraltar contributing 104 weeks either in the•
community, which could have been because they had gone to
work in France or Germany or wherever or in Spain after
entering. If they had to meet a contribution condition in
Spain after entering, there is no way they could make- 104
contributions before January 1988, because there would have
had to be two years elapsing between entering and the time for
them to make 104 contributions. None of that applies because
the first part of Section l0A is residence in the community
and therefore once you qualify under residence in the
community, the other clause is disregarded and the advice
that we have got is that because Section l0A says either
residence or 104 weeks, it effectively covers everybody, it
does not exclude anybody. If it had been "residence and",
then it would have been a completely different situation so I
think, Mr Speaker, I have clearly demonstrated that SeCtion (a)
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of the motion is incorrect and I shall propose an amendment
to remove the word 'not', because the mallty is that it
could have been avoided by amending local legislation and
the Government is wrong in saying it could not have been
amended. Let me say I have just given the..Government one
example of the way it could have been amended. We have
tested a variety of different formulae purely against the
criteria of conflict with community law, nothing else, to
find out if we could have done it before Spain joined. And
the answer that we have been given is that the proposals
we have made, some of which would have meant a more
complicated method of calculating, let me give the Government
an example. It is perfectly compatible with Community law
to have a system of payment of pensions which gives a lower
weight to a contribution the further back it is, so that in
fact you belate the entitlement to a pension by a kind of
pointage system so that the most recent contributions which
are at a higher level have mope points than contributions
made 20 years ago. There is nothing in conflict between
community law and that system. The only thing that is QC
course that the system has to be applied to everybody, the
only thing that the community law says is that you cannot have
a weighting system just for Spaniards or just far Frenchmen
or just for anybody else, but if you have a weighting system
which. effectively means that a gap in your contribution record
between 1969 and 1985 reduces your eligibility to a pension
on the reduced scales then, de facto, the biggest group would
be the group that was absent from Gibraltar before that period
but, de jure, it would be irrelevant whether it was a
Spaniard removed because of the Spanish frontier or a
Gibraltarian emigrating to Australia and therefore it would
not be in conflict with Community law. We are investigating,
as I have said, whether it is possible to do that now that we
know that it is not in conflict with Community law against the
background of the fact that there are pensions already in
payment and whether if itwas introduced now we could actually
introduce it for the people who are already in receipt of
these pensions or whette r it would have to be limited too
future claimants. The second paragraph of the motion says
the Government took all reasonable steps to obtain the
necessary derogations from the EEC. Well, we have not said
that the Government did not take the necessary steps to
.
obtain derogations. We have never suggested they obtain
derogations. What we have said throughout was that they
should have taken the steps to remove from us the liability
we have because of our legislation without seeking deroga—
tions. What I think the Honourable Member opposite has
failed to answer in relation to that paragraph is what we
questioned him on with the statement that he made publicly
when he said that in fact derogations had been sought at the
highest level by the British Government in 1985, that is what
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his statement said and that the delay in reaching an
agreement•with the British Government until December, 1985,
was partly,due to this question of derogations being sought.
Well, he certainly has not mentioned anything about 1985 in
his submission today and he certainly did not mention
anything about 1985 and 1988.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
•
That date in the Press Release was a typing error, it should
have been-1984.
HON R MGR
Yon were not misleading then.
HON CHIEF MINISTER
When you mislead you do something deliberately, when you
make a mistake and you admit you have made a mistake you
are not misleading.
HON J B0.5.ANI)
Mr Speaker,, the point is that if there is a "statement from
the'Government saying that derogations have been sought in
1985, of. which- we know nothing and we come out publicly .
saying: = "Why- were • we' not told this before?", we do not
expect to. have..to wait until I have stood up and questioned
It. If they had come out immediately, saying it is a typing
error, it is not 4 1985, we would not have questiOned the matter
any more. - .Until this moment we were expecting to be told
when the derogations were made in 1985 because we knew about
the . 1984 ones. We knew about the 1984 ones because we were
in the. EEC_ committee when Mr Hannay came along and informed
us that there was nothing that, could be done because the
regulations on social Security was fundamental to the Treaty
of Rome and that 'you Cannot_ obtain derogations from the
fundamental precepts' of equality and not discrimination and
free movement. Those are fundament all to the 'EEC, so they
might have sought the derogations but the information we had
from the experts 'in the Foreign Office was that it was just
for the sake. of trying because , it was really a non-starter.
If in 1965 something different had been done, after the Brussels
Agreement, then, fine. We would. have had to see and certainly
would have - lent Credibility . to the argument of the Government
if they had said here that even after, the BruSsels Agreement
they had still gone to look for derogations because• that
would .have supported their argument -that, even after the '
Brussels Agreemert "soinething could have been,done to Safeguard Gibraltar's position. In fact derogations were sought
before the grUssels Agreement, that is why the date is important.

After the Brussels Agreement nothing was done by the
Gibraltar or the British Government to get out of the.
liability of paying. All that has happened after the. Brussels
Agreement has been to try to persuade the British Government
to foot the Bill and the reason we have been given today that
it was the British Government's reluctance to pay for more
than one year is the reason that we were given in the debate
io 1986 but it is not the reason in the Press Release the
Goyernment put out. The motion, in fact, deplores the recent
statement made by the GSLP. Let me say that of course we have
no objection to the Governm.mt quoting the GSLP as a party
because they will find that . in our case anything that the
GSLP says as a party in a Press Release is the fame as everything that the members of the House say in the Opposition
benches. We say the same things and we mean the same things.
I am not very sure when you have a situation, Mr Speaker,
where I make a party political broadcast and. I am answe red
by the executive of the AACR saying one thing, the next day
by the Council of Ministers contradicting what the AACR have
said. Obviously, if I wanted to bring a censure motion here
it would have to be two, one censuring the AACR for the things
that they say and a different one censuring the Government
of Gibraltar for the things that they say which are in
conflict with the things the AACR say. But in their case they
do not need to do a double act, one will suffice. We are here
defending the position of this side of the House and of the
party we represent in the House because we stand for the same
things and we defend the same policies. The steps, therefore, that the Government took to obtain derogatipns, we have
no quarrel with Section B, we thank they took whatever steps
could be taken and that it was a non-starter but there •is no
harm in trying and now t hat we know that nothing was done in
1985 and that in fact all that happened was, what we already
knew about and what the Honourable Member has mentioned before
in this House, although in fact, in this House he said 1983
and not 1984. When we brought the motion to the House in
1986, he told us that 'the derogation had been sought in 1983,
and in the Press Release we have been told in 1985 and now
we are told that it is, in fact, in March, 1984, and since
we are being given a specific date, we assume that he is now
talking from having checked the records. The next point., Mr
Speaker, is that it is totally unrelated to the Brussels
Agreement. Let us not forget 'that the Spaniards were seeking
the application of European community rights as a condition
for the implementation of the Lisbon Agreement and that the
Government of Gibraltar and the then Opposition were united
in arguing publicly that there should be no advance implementation of EEC rights. And when the Spaniards were seeking
advanced implementations of E.-.0 rights they included in their
demands the Spanish pensions. In November, 1963, I think it
was on the 15 November, 1983, the - then Chief Minister, the
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now backbencher, Mr Speaker, the Honourable and Learned
backbencher, went along and told the British Foreign
Secretary and he could explore this business of advancing
EEC rights in exchange for the advance lifting of the
restrictions. This was not known by the electorate when we
had an election four years ago, it was revealed in the House
at the time ox' the Brussels Agreement and it was revealed by
the Government on the basis that it showed that the negotiations with Spain had not been a short term overnight thing,
it had been something that had been taking place for a year.
But. the Government went to an election in the knowledge that
they were talking to Spain about advancing EEC rights, in the
"
knowledge that included in the Spanish demands was'the
question of the Spanish pensions,•in the knowledge'of the
cost of the Spanish pensions and in the knowledge of the fact
that we would never manage paying. None of this was publicly
known, people were not given an opportunity to debate this
publicly or vote on it. I am talking about history, this
motion is about history and about apportioning responsibility.
We are quite happy to debate the matter in the House' as we
are doing now but we brought the motion to the House in 1986
to debate this matter. The only reason why we have responded
in public has been because the AACR choose to answer a party
political broadcast in which we are perfectly entitled to
point out our views on the Spanish pensions by "setting off
a chain reaction which, in fact, in a number of aspects were
in conflict with the things we have been told in the House
by the Government. We believe that there is clear 'circumstantial evidenCe that the room for manoeuffre of the Government•
of Gibraltar was curtailed by the Brussels Agreement and -to
that extent the commitment to the Spanish pensioner is, in,
fact, intimately related to the Brussels Agreement, that is
to say, if the Government of Gibraltar, as I have mentioned
earlier, had said they would not pay before January, 1986,
which, we believe they were doing, that is, the Spaniards
wanted it before and they were saying no, but they. said they
would pay the higher rate of pension in January, 1986, I do '
not see how any Government morally, having agreed to pay in
January, 1986, could come along in 1985 and change the laws
so that they did not have to pay. What we are saying to the
Government is, if in the context of the Brussels Agreement
you have accepted that there is nothing that can be done to
re,:iove Gibraltar's liability, which is what you are still
saying now, you say that in march, 1984, you had tried to get
derogation and pay them, you ' have been told by the Commission
that there has to be equality of "treatment from day one with
no discrimination on nationality and that is what you are
told in March, 1984, then in November, 1984, when you come
to the Brussels Agreement, you say: "Wait a minute, on the .
present system no discrimination on nationality is going to
cost me £7m a year. I want to know who is going to pay tae
Elm? Because if there is not anybody with a cheque book to
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pay the £7m, in fact, what I am going to do is, I am going
to change my legislation So that there is-no•discrimination
on nationality that does nob cost me _C7m":,- If we do not do
the t, before you agree to come to this House and -introduce
legislation and. defend the"Brussels: Agreement4 morally,
you cannot do it afterwards. I think the Government of
Gibraltar was put in a situation where evenir 'they had not
thought of it before, it was too late to think of it after7
wards. Let me say that the next section is. totally
unacceptable. The Zovernment is saying 'to us that''the
7
additional cost of the commitment for 1988 estimated at £2m
is a matter for negotiation with the' British Government. We
do not accept that it is a matter for negotiation with the
British Government. We think' it is a-matter -for the
British Government, period. Because if it is a matter for
negotiation with the British Government then,- .presumably,
what you are going to negotiate is whether they gay £100,000
and we pay £1.9m or we pay £100,004 and they pay £1.9m, vice
versa. :That is what negotiation
about,. negotiation
implies a willingness to' pay part of the C2m. What- else
does negotiations mean to the Government? 'Does the Government really think that negotiations means sitting down and
saying "I am not giving anything, let us negotiate". And a
year later, you are still saying:, "I am not, giving anything,
let us negotiate". :And 'they are the Ones,who: say that we are
too obstructive that we-are not 'reasonable snd: they' are the
. reasonable. Ones .and -the( do not point glArvay.peopies' head:
I think' that the British. Government would_ think-that the' gun
would be pointed at them if we passed.. a motion , in this Housesaying it is a patter Tor negotiation with the British
Government and then when .we sit down to negotiate with - the -.
'British Government,, we say: "Willi, my .negotiating position '
is that I 'do not pay a penny. What is, yours?". PresumablY,..
they say: "My negotiating position is that I do not- pay 'a '
penny", so what happens then? Ahat .happens then is that'
come October, a pensioner will come along with his pension
book and goes to the Labour DepartMent and says 'Iumnt to
: collect my pension'. And-what does the Direetor%of Labour
am waiting for•the
' look,
and Social Security. say? •
Chief Minister of Gibral tar' and' the 'Fore.ign,.Scretary to
reach agreement that they are going.to pay, meanwhile can
' you please,skt down and we will find out who-is meeting 'your
pension". Is that what is going to happen?
will that '
pensioner with that pension book "be entitled, to go along 'to'
the courts in Gibraltar and say: - "Look, I have got here the
equivalent of a promisory note which - says Iam entitled Co
£60 per week and they will not pay me and there are .t1Sm- in
the kitty so I am suing". So'while we are discussing wi•th-.
the British Government, . payments - would "have to.- De made as the
thing stands at the moment. This is no solution fox Gibraltar,
this is an extremely dangerous t hing 'to say. ,44:0 how is it,
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Mr Speaker, I would ask the Honourable Member opposite,
how is it that he is quite happy to commit a future Government
-to negotiating with the British Government and that causes
no problems and yet on the airport issue we could not even
recommend a referendum to a future Government. Here we are
telling the Government of Gibraltar that they have to negotiate
with the British Government what proportion of the £2m is
paid by the British Government. Why do we have to do that in
this case and why should we commit somebody else to doing
something else. We will not go along with that. We •
certainly find it even more objectionable that it should be
in the light of the information contained in the actuarial
review because if it is in the light of the actuarial review .
then all that we can say, Mr Speaker, is that the Minister of
Labour has been deliberately misleading the House for the
last three years. For the last three years, Mr Speaker:
every time the Minister of Labour has stood up in this House
to raise social insurance contributions, what has he told •
the House? He has told the House that the money that is being
increased for social insurance contributions' is for the local
fund and for local pensioners and none of it is to pay the
Spanish pensions, has he not said that? He is on record as
having said that, year after year. Does the Government.not
realise that the actuarial review will show the surplus
created by the contributions that he has raised and the
actuarial review will not be able to distinguish between waat
part of that money is for local pensioners and what part of
that money is not for local pensioners. What the actuarial
review will say is, in the light of the fact that there is
now £15m, you can afford so much, but there is LISm because
of the increases that he has brought into the House, and
he brought the increases into the House saying none of it
would be taken into account for the payment of Spanish
pensions, so we cannot allow it to be decided by the actuarial
review because if it is decided by the actuarial review he
will be made out to have been a liar in the commitments he .has
given the House. I suggest the Honourable Member opposite,
the Minister for Labour, should vote against that clause even
if he does not vote against the rest. As far as we are
concerned we were told by the Government- that the last
actuarial review before the question of the Spanish pensions,
came to the conclusion that we should increase contributions
faster than benefits so that we created a situation, )Sr
Speaker, where the income from contributions was sufficient
to meet the cost of benefits without having to use up investment ink, that was the last recommendation of the last
actuarial review and that was the reason why the contributions
were altered. They were altered and every time they were
altered, we were told this will not have any effect and this
money will not be used and it will n of be decided on this
money how the pensions to Spaniards would be made. In fact,
the Honourable Member opposite in January, 1986, when we
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brought the motion to the House, in defending the Government
position said that he was not bothered about seeing the
actuarial review because the Government's position quite
frankly was that independent of the money that there was in
the kitty they had a position that it was a question of not
haying a liability or a moral obligation to meet these
pensions. That is what the Honourable Mr Canepa is saying.
He said, 'I am frankly not worried about seeing it and even
after today's debate I am not going to ask for it'. Weil, he
was not going to ask for it after the January, 1986, debate
and now he is telling us that the negotiations have to be in
the light of the information contained in the actuarial
review which, presumably, he has changed his m.lnd about and
he is now going to ask for it because if he does not see what
is in it then he cannot carry out what Clause B of his
motion says. We now come to the last part of the motion
which talks about the commitment beyond 1986 and again he
says that it is a matter for negotiation with the British
Government once the report of the Joint Study Group has been
submitted. Well, on this we differ and on this we differed
in 1986, and the Honourable Member opposite cannot simply
brush aside the stand that the GSLP is taking on this matter
as understandably opportunistic and pre-electoral because it
is a virtual word for word repetition of what we said in
January, 1986, and in January, 1986, even the Honourable and
Learned Chief Minister of the time was not predicting an
imminent election, that did not happen till 1987. So it was
not that we were doing it in 1986 because we were expecting
an election in 1986, and we are not doing it now because we
expect an election now. We are saying the same thing now as
we said then. We told the Honourable Member in 1986 that he
should have changed local legislation. He thanked us, Mr
Speaker, for giving him an opportunity to round up on behalf
of the Government and he did not question that point, he did
not challenge it, he did not say in 1986 the legislation could
not have been chaned as he is saying now. We told him that
in our view the British Government should have been told
quite clearly that not a penny of local money should have
been put, and what did he say. He said that the Government
considered that there was a moral argument for paying 700
people who reached retirement age in 1969 and that the cost
was £.1m. Fine, this is what we are seeking to do with the
other motion. As far as we are concerned the other motion is
quite simple, the other motion is a statement of policy which
we have been challenged by the AACR to make. It was the AACR
in their communique who said that we should come clean and
say where we stood. We have no problem, we said it in 1986,
we are saying it now. Not a penny above the
That is
our position. They are the ones who have to come clean now
and tell us whether they are prepared to say where they stand
or whether they are going to say it is a matter for negotiation after the report of the Joint Study Group, that is
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coming clean? Well, I suggest that the AACR should then
come out with a communique saying the Government of Gibraltar
should come clean, if that is their response of the situation.
I therefore cannot understand how the Government can in
that analysis come to the conclusion that anything that we
have said in the news media is confusing and misleading to
the public because, in fact, Mr Speaker, everything we have
said in the news media is something that we said in January
1986, when the moVer of the Motion replied on behalf of the
Government after we said it. He did not consider any of it
then misleading or confusing to the public. .As we have
pointed out at least one of the elements in the statement
that ne made which was the typing error of 1985, we found
confusing and misleading because we thought that that meant
that there had been a subsequent attempt to change the
situation before December, 1985, when agreement.was reached
with the British Government. When that agreement was
announced by the Government of Gibraltar, it was described
as one which was a source of great satisfaction to
Gibraltar, the £161/2m. We challenged it then, we challenged
that analysis then. It is not that we do not think that the
Government has not got the right to be self-congratulatory
about what it obtains. Of course, they have the right to be
self congratulatory and we have the right to criticise them .
for not doing enough. And that is not to be irresponsible,
and that is not something that should be deplored, that is
what parliamentary democracy is about? So what is the
Government saying, that they do not want to have an
Opposition in Gibraltar, that the Opposition in Gibraltar
should not disagree with the Government? That the Opposition
in Gibraltar is not here to question and expose the shortcomings of the Government? Is that how they behaved when they
were. in the Opposition? Is that how they intend to behave
because if that is how they intend to behave then, certainly,
we shalltave a very easy ride when we win this election when
they are in Opposition. We expect them to do a job conscientiously and honestly and in fact to find fault with the things
that we do in Government and tell us where we a re wrong, it
is a perfectly legitimate role and therefore it is complete
nonsense for the Government to censure the Opposition and the
party that we represent on this matter. I am therefore, Mr
Speaker, moving a series of amendments to the Honourable
Member's motion which will seek.to put the record straight.
In Section A, as I have already mentioned, I propose 'to amend
that Section by the deletion of the word 'not'. The first
section says that the liability could not have been avoided
by amending local legislation. Our advice is t hat it could
have been amended by &mending legislation and, therefore, the
first section'of the motion is inaccurate, factually incorrect.
The Honourable Member has said that it was attempted and he
has not said when or how it was attempted. He wants us to
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tell him how it could have been amended. Well, we are
giving him one example and we are telling him that there
are more than one. He said chat they attempted it, let
him tell us when they attempted it and how they attempted
it and on what grounds it was brought up and by whom.
Because, certainly, I can tell the Honourable Member
opposite in all the time that we were on the EEC Committee
when this matter was discussed, it was never considered and
the committee, if the Honourable Member will recall, stopped
functioning because we pulled out of it when they went ahead
with the Brussels Agreement on the ,grounds of having agreed
to advance EEC rights, what were we doing sitting in a
committee with terms of reference designed to avoid having
to grant EEC rights in 1986, and here we were finding ourselves with the Government of Gibraltar agreeing to advance
them to 1985. But before that point was reached or the
Brussels Agreement, we were not told in that committee anything other than that the explanation by Mr Hannay that we
could not have legislation here which effectively was in
conflict with regulation 1408 and consequently whatever we
did here had to be compatible with 1408. And it is in that
light that we are talking about, we are not talking about
derogations and therefore we are not seeking to alter Section
B.. We accept that the question of derogation was investigated
and the necessary steps about obtaining possible derogations
were taken and the chances were very, very low and we were
told that they were very low. We do not accept that the
commitment to Spanish pensions is unrelated, on the contrary,
in our view, Mr Speaker, the commitment to Spanish pensioners
is related to the Brussels Agreement and 'limited the Government of Gibraltar's possibilities to avoid this liability
and we shall amend that accordingly. In Section D, we propose
an amendment which would effectively say that the additional
cost of the commitment for 1988 estimated at £2m is a matter
for the British Government and not 'is a.matter for negotiation with the British Government', and we certainly would
want to delete all reference to the actuarial review because
if it is going to take into account the actuarial review,
it has to take into account the strength of the reserves
created by the increased contributions which we were
promised by the Minister for Labour that would not happen
and we voted in favour of those increases on the basis of
that promise. I think that reference would effectively be
against the commitment that he gave, which I am sure he gave
in good faith at the time. As far as E is concerned, Mr
Speaker, we do not think that it should be a matter for
negotiation with the British Government once the report of
the Joint Study Group has been submitted. We think that the
commitment for. 1988 we must say is a matter for which
Gibraltar cannot accept responsibility and leave it at that.
We cannot accept the responsibility beyond 1988. we have not
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got the money and that is what we are, in fact, saying in
the other motion. So if we are saying that the commitment
beyond 1988 is a matter for which Gibraltar cannot accept
responsibility,-that is compatible with our stand that once
the E‘lnl is finished that is the end of the story as far
as Gibraltar is concerned. Mr Speaker, in the final clause,
obviously, we cannot accept that the recent statements have
been misleading and confusing to the public, in fact,
presumably, if there had not been my original statement
regarding the pensions we would not be debating the matter
today here, so since we are putting forward amendments which
are not seeking to convert this into a censure motion but•as
I have said to the Government if they wish to give us a
commitment, here and now, that the House will be desolved
today and an election would be called, then we are quite
happy to go along with that but if that is not the case then
we think this to be treated as a motion on the basis of the
factual accuracy of its contents and therefore we would seek
to substitute for the word 'deplores' the word 'welcomed'
the recent statements made by the GSLP in the news media as
helping to inform the public of the true facts. I will now
move the amendments of which I have given notice.
MR SPEAKER
Can the Honourable Member give me the amendments?
Mr Speaker proposed the question in the terms of the Hon J
Bossano's amendment.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
-

Mr Speaker, I think it is a matter for regret that the
proceedings of this House are interrupted by more than 5
minutes. I think it shows some lack of courtesy for Members
of the•House that that should happen whilst the Honourable
the Leader of the Opposition actually writes out his amendments. Surely, he could have brought the amendments to the
House this morning And have them typed and circulated to
Honourable Members.
HON 3 BOSSANO
I wanted to listen to what he had to say before I amended
anything.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Mr Speaker, although I am not standing, I am not giving way.
I think this is not conducive to good business, instant
Opposition. If that is how they would conduct themselves in
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Government, instant Government, I shudder to think what is
going to happen. Of course what the amendments attempt to
do is naturally to change the whole moaning and thrust of the
motion and I will reserve my position to reply In detail
if I feel that that is necessary when I exercise my right to
reply to the points that he has made. But there is one
matter which I consider to be rather more fundamental and
which I do want at this stage to reply to in detail and
that is the amendment that appears to be most innocuous
which is the one in-paragraph (a) where he seeks to delete
the word 'not' and thereby asserting that we could have
avoided, by amending local legislation, the liability to
Spanish pensioners. He says that they ar'e doing this based
on legal advice that they have taken. We have taken legal
advice on this matter over the years, not Just from within
Gibraltar but from outside and it is a nonsense, I think,
to say that the legislation could have been changed prior to
Spanish entry. I say that because what you cannot do when
you amend social security or social insurance legislation is
that the effect of that should be contrary*to EEC social
security regulations. When they arc contrary to EEC-Social
Security Regulations then those regulations are overriding
and they will therefore nullify the effect of what you are
doing. In 1983, when all the problems of Spanish accession
were being discussed with officials'from the Foreign Office
and with the International Division of the Department of
Health and Social Security in the United Kingdom, their view
was abundantly clear that the obligation to pay Spanish
pensioners at current rates as from the date of accession
was inescapable. It was they who advised that it was quite
in order to revoke the provisions of the non-contributory
Social Insurance Benefit Ordinance before the date of
accession, the one that made provisions for the elderly
persons pension, in order to avoid any possible claims from
previous Spanish workers for benefits. They said that this
would not create any problems because the scheme was noncontributory and the Spaniards had no legal entitlement to
benefits but the same, however, did not apply to any change
in the Social Security Ordinance itself because it is
contributory, because people have earned entitlement under the
Statutory Scheme in respect of the contributions that they
have made over a period of time and that therefore any attempt
to amend this legislation with a view to depriving Spaniards
of the rights they would acquire on accession would he
regarded as discriminatory. So local legislation could not
have been amended to minimise the effect of Spanish accession
•
on pensions. It would have been impossible to classify
Spanish pensioners any differently from other Gibraltarians
or any Community nationals who paid the same level of contributions during the same period of time. The Honourable Member
° said that after 1973, because of the amendment that I myself
introduced during 1973, Gibraltarians, let us say a small
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number of them in Germany, were entitled to revalued pensions.
Quite so, because residence in Germany or in any other EEC
Member state was synonymous with residence in Gibraltar. Eut
that would not be the case for Gibraltarians who were
resident in Switzerland, in Australia, in Austria, either
then or now. In so far as the Spaniards are concerned
between 1973 and the end of 1985 their position was likewise
but then, of course, after 1985 residence in Spain is
synonymous with residence in Gibraltar. Had we revised or had
we removed the residential qualification, all that you'could
have done would have been to pay everyone at the same rate
whether they were in Gibraltar, in the EEC or in Spain and
you could do that as I have explained was done in the case
of the elderly persons pension because that was based purely
on a residential qualification and not entitlement as a
result of a contributory scheme. Once people have earned a
statutory entitlement, then the view that the Government has.
consistently taken based on the legal advice that it has
received, is that it could not stand for the test of
challenge in the courts either in Gibraltar or in Europe.
The amendment about the ago years out of three of contributions
after 1973 was specifically framed with a secondary objective
of ensuring that, for instance, Moroccan worker, would be
entitled
to future increases in pensions. Let it also be
said, Mr Speaker, that the amendments which we brought to
the House in 1973 had the full support of the House at the
time. Of course no Opposition has the duty to tell the
Government how to do things, but what no Opposition which
supports a measure can do 'is to avoid responsibility for
voting for that measure and the Honourable Member himself,
the Honourable Mr Bossano, consistently did that throughout
the period in question and you cannot years later with what
is the benefit of hindsight to him or he himself shirk
responsibility for the manner in which he himself voted in
the past. The question of the commitment to the liability—
to the Spaniards being unrelated .to the Brussels Agreement,
Mr Bossano said that at the time, in November 1984, what we
should have said to the British Government is, 'who is going
to pay?'. The result has been, in effect, immaterial because
all that we have paid is what the Spaniards contributed, that
is all that Gibraltar will be asked to pay during this three
year period. Therefore, the position remains the same. You.
still have the position that you had in November, 1984, arising
again during the course of 1988, who is going to pay for the
remaining liability and you can take a stand in that situation
without any difference, without any detriment to the
Brussels Agreement because in any case the Brussels Agreement
was overtaken by actual Spanish accession in 1986 and therefore everything that the Brussels Agreement brought about in
February, 1985, would have happened in January, 1986, and
therefore the liability to the Spanish pensioners would have
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been a reality regardless of the Brussels Agreemtrit. With
regard to the additional £2m cost during 1988, of course it
is a matter for negotiation, and there is no question of a
willingness to pay part of it because you are prepared to
negotiate because the reality is and the main reason for
this deficit is the fact that the information, the . number
of Spanish pensioners could not be that accurately assessed
at the end of 1985. It was impossible and now that the
information is clearcut because it is known, we are fully
entitled to go back to the British Government and say;
"Look, had we known then what the position was, if the
figures had not been x Spaniards to whom we have a
liability but x plus a thousand, in the same way as you took
x into account in arriving at the contribution that you have
made for the last three years, you would have taken x plus
a thousand into account, and there is no question that the
British Government would have shirked that. Our contribuT m, but there is no
tion would have remained the Same, Eel i
question of weakening our position at all, and in any case

HON J BOSSANO
Will the Honourable Member give way on that point.
'HON.CHIEF MINISTER:
I think the Honourable Member can now exercise his right to
reply to the actual amendment itself and will have an
opportunity to do that shortly because speakers on this
side of the House are going to, by and large, concentrate
their contributions during the course of the general debate
and we will have very little more to say on the amendments
that he has put. Again the_additional £2m which will fall
due as from October, 1988, for the last three months of
1988, is inevitably going to form part of the negotiations
about what is going to happen at the end of 1968, so of what
greater consequence is what happens after October, .1988, for
the three month period October, November, December, than what
is going to happen after January, 1989, when the position is
much more serious. The Gibraltar Government could take the
view in January, 1989, that because it has not reached a
satisfactory agreement with the British Government, it is not
going to pay, with all the consequences that that may have.
Alright, it does not pay and then we will see what happens.
The matter will be fought in the court or what have you. That
position can also be adopted in October, 1968. You do not
give people for that reason books for the nine months and we
will talk about the other three months in October, so because
inevitably the two issues of October
the two are going to
1988.and January 1989, the two are going to be discussed and
approached together over the next few months, there is no
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need to separate the two and the position is
bigger. Obviously, Mr Speaker, the position
Government on the amendments is that we will
.
against them in order that the effect of our
nullified.

in no way
of the
be voting
motion is not

MR SPEAKER
Are there any other contributors to the, debate on the
amendment? Does the Honourable the Mover to the amendment,
the Leader of the Opposition, wish to reply on the amendment?
HON J BOSSANO
I regret to say, Mr Speaker, that tie Honourable Member
opposite has made no attempt to defend the position of
the Government in this issue in relation to any of the
arguments that I have put.
MR SPEAKER
He has certainly said that he .will be making a contribution
if he considers it necessary.
HON J BOSSANO
He has brought the motion to the House, we have listened
to his argumentsove have moved amendments and it is pot
••
instant opposition because as far as I am concerned, no
doubt, if they wish to amend our motion they will do what
they always do which is to produce instant amendments. I
have yet to recall one motion that I have brought to this
House since 1972 where the Government gave me prior notice
°
of any amendments they intended to move, they have all been
instant, so I do not know what he is moaning about. ;They do'
it a 11 the time, Mr Speaker. It is just the first time that
the Opposition is doing it because it is the first time since
1972 that the Government has moved a motion against the
Opposition. There is no precedent for it and obviously we
wanted to listen to what he had to say before we moved any
amendments and the amendments have been moved by me after
listening to his arguments in support of what has been put.
Let me say that in saying they are going to defeat oqr amend—
ments, the Honourable Member opposite has not explained why
and I cannot believe that with his background in this particular
legislation it is out of ignorance or that he does not under—
stand. it. It is true to say that he brought the legislation
here introducing Clauses 10A in 1973 and 1974, in fact, the
1974 amended legislation was passed without debate, nobody
spoke, it was just passed on the basis of the information then
available to Members of the House which clearly in any

situation is inferior to the information available to the
Government and the Government presented the 1974 change as
quite an innocent move and he has now mentioned that it was
to protect the Moroccan workers. It is not just a question
of benefit of hindsight. The Honourable Member tells us
that they are going to vote against the removal of the word
'not' and they are doing so because innocent though it may
seem, effectively it negates what they are saying. That is
right, we are saying they are wrong. The reason why we are
saying they are wrong is because they themselves are
admitting it, in their defence of their position. Has not
the Honourable Member just said that he brought legislation
to this House amending the Social Insurance Ordinance,
introducing new qualifying conditions in 1974 after we were
in the European Community. Does not Section 10A introduce
new qualifying conditions,. yes or no? He says, yes, it
introduces for the first time a requirement that you have
to pay 104 stamps in order to be entitled to revalued
pensions, that was done after oeing in the EEC. If it was
done in 1974, it could be undone any time after 1974 or,new
conditions could be put otherwise what he did in 1974 was in
conflict with community law and we are being told it was not
in conflict with community law. Ue has said that we cannot
bring in any legislation which conflicts with Regulation 1408because 1408 is superior to national legislation. ie know
that, we accept that, that is why we are noz quarrelling with
the question of deroga'tions. We are not disputing the
superiority of community law.' What we are saying is that just
like in 1974, ne was able to bring a Bill to this House
saying 'people must either reside in Gibraltar and for
Gibraltar 'read European Community', although that was not
appreciated at the time by anybody in the House or mentioned,
but for Gibraltar read 'EEC'. If you do not reside in the
EEC, you then have to pay 104 stamps in the EEC, because it
is 104 stamps in Gibraltar and for Gibraltar again- read 'the
EEC' so under the community requirements for aggregation and
apportionment, which is the methodology used by Member
States to take into account contributions throughout the
community, what the Government did in 1974 was to introauce
a limitation for persons not residing within the EEC or for
persons not contributing within the EEC to revalued pensions.
Suppose the residential qualification had not been introduced
in 1974 or suppose the residential qualification had been
removed in 1985, it would have meant that people who did not
qualify because of their contribution record would not have
got the pensions. 4e arc saying to the Government that if
they go back and get professional advice, they will find out
that there is nothing incompatible with community law in
either not having introduced that criteria in 1974 or in
having removed.it subsequently, and the effect of that
would have been that then the requirement that would have

had to be met would have beer. 104 contributions under the
legislation of a Member State. According to the statement
made by the Attorney-General on behalf of the Government
onthe 15 January, 1985, he said; "In my view the period
of insurance for residence in EEC countries or in Spain
after accession. That is the important thing which is not
the answer. What is the point of standing here and saying
to the Government; "That is a vitallyimportant thing",
and it is completely ignored, as if we had not said it:
We are saying, if it is in Spain after accession, then
how could people count their contributions in Spain before
January, 1986. No answer from the Government. What is the
Government's answer to that, because if the Government's
answer to that is the answer we were given in January,
1985, then we are saying to the Government had they removed
the residential qualification, that in itself would have
been enough because in 1986, people would not have been
able to count their contributiOns within Spain., they would
have been able to count their contributions in UK or in
France and if a Spanish worker left Gibraltar in 1969 and
did two years of work in France and paid 104 contributions
in France, he could then come along to the Labour
Department and produce documentary evidence of his French
insurance record and that would enable him to qualify for
revalued pensions. That, in law, he was entitled to. do
before Spain went in, let us be clear about that, because
we have already accepted, the Government has already
accepted our contention that if Section 10A was not in
conflict with community law then Section 10A had to be 104
contributions in Gibraltar or anywhere in the rest of the
EEC and it does not depend on the nationality of the individual, it depends on whether the individual is within a
Member State or outside a Member State and therefore a
Spaniard contributing in France is entitled and a
Gibraltarian contributing in Australia is not entitled,
nothing to do with nationality, that is why it is nondiscriminatory, and therefore people were entitled to claim
prior to joining the EEC on the basis of their EEC contributions, but is the Government telling us that the 4,000
Spaniards that have claimed revalued pensions have been
asked to produce their insurance records in community
countries? It is news to us if they have done it, we
certainly have not heard of it happening. The Government
is simply saying they could not do it and that they tried
to do it. We tell them to tell us if they tried to do it,
as they claim, when did they try to do it and how did they
try to do it. What was the amendment that they tried to make
to the local legislation which they were told they could
not do. Their answer is that they have been told by the
International Department of the DLSS in the'UK that we
could not have legislation• here which was in conflict with
community law. We know that, we are talking about
legislation that is not in conflict. Are they saying that:
it is impossible to amend the Social Insurance .Legislation
without being in conflict? Of course it is not impossible,
we did it in 1974, how can it be impossible. So if in 1974,.
they came along and they said; "You need 104 contributions
•
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to qualify for revalued pensions", why was it possible to
have a condition of 104 and not a condition of 500, or a
condition of a 1000 or of any other figure, why, what is
the answer? They have not got an answer. What thy have
got is a majority of one until the end of their term of
office, and that is all that they can do, what they can do
is what they always do in this House, they say; "We are
right•because we say we are right and the proof that we
are right is the fact that the majority of one enables us
to do it". They do not attempt to answer any of our
arguments, they do not intend to give us any rational
explanations and therefore, Mr Speaker, in a way, what is
a negation of respect for this House is not to produce
an amendment to their motion after listening to them but
we spend an hour here and it is like talking to a brick
wall because it goes in one ear and out another. That is
what is a waste of time because to try and persuade this
Government by rational analysis of the problem is a
complete waste of time. This is lack of respect for the
House, the House should be a forum where we can discuss
and if we put an argument that they have not heard before,
they come back and they answer the argument we put and they
have not done it and because they have failed to do it, what
they will be exposing themselves is for the reality of the
accusation thatwe make against them, that they have failed
to take the action thl. could have been taken, they have
failed because they did not realise it at the time or
because they were ill advised or for whatever but they
did not do what could have been done and whether it can
still be done or not we are not entirely sure of but,
certainly, if it can still be done we will do it and it is
not a question, Mr Speaker, of saying what difference does
it make when it comes to the other poin.t which again the
Honourable Member has attempted to defend and failed and
the one that I wanted to interrupt him on to give him an
opportunity to clear up the conflict between what he is
saying now and what he has said previously in the House.
That is the only reason why I wanted to interrupt him, to
give him a chance to Clear up a conflicting statement that
he was making. Of course he has got the final right of
reply or somebody else can answer it. The reason why the
£2m for 1988 is different is very simple. When the
Government debated this here in this House in 1986, when they
announced the deal with the UK, and we are not talking about
hindsight, I am talking about two years ago, before it
happened, we asked the Government what is the position if
the bill is more than £21m, that was not hindsight, they
had not paid anything yet. We were pre-empting the
problem that we have got .today. And what did they say;
"We are discussing with the British Government". We
cannot be told two years later, "we are discussing with the
British Government in October". That is what we were told
in January, 1986, that they were discussing with the
British Government and here we are two years later still
in the same position. We asked them at the time; "Is
the £1611m a proportion of the bill. Is the British
Government committed to pay 70% or 80% and the answer was, no.
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We asked then; "Why is it thenthat they give us E161/2 m
and if it is more than £1611m it is more and if it is less
it is less", and the answer was, yes. Our understanding
of the position of the British Government 'is that the
British Government considers it has an agreement. We have
said this publicly in our Press Release. The Government
has not given us an answer on this one. Are we right or
are we wrong? Are we misleading the public in saying that
or are they misleading the public in withholding that.
information? Are we right in saying that the British
Government holds the view that they have an agreement
with the Government of Gibraltar that expires in December,
1988, and that they are committed by that agreement to see
whether they make a contribution and if so how Much the
contribution will be from 1989 on, but that the agreement
that they have with the Government of Gibraltar to which
they are holding the Government of Gibraltar is that before
December, 1988, they put up £161im and if the situation had
been that the bill had come to, say, £201/2 m, suppose the
situation had been less than estimated, from what we understand of the British Government's position is that the
E151/2 m would still have been provided. They would not have
come back and said; "Since you only needed £16m, I am keeping the other Ellm". So the British Government is
saying; "I am giving you £161/2 m and you are footing the
rest, which is estimated at £41/2m but whether it is more
than £41/2 m or less than E41/2 m that is your problem." We
want the Government to tell us whether we are right or we
are wrong, whether that is the British Government's view or
it is not the British Government's view. No good saying
it is a matter for negotiation when they already knoW that
the position of the British Government is that it is not
negotiable. And if that is not the position, we have said
publicly that we understand that to be the position. We
certainly think that it is consistent with previous
statements so it is not a question of putting it all in.
The only reason why the Government wants to put it all in
is because they have been caught in a situation where there
is a £2m shortfall and it is all very well for the
HonourCble Member opposite to say come October whoever is
there gives instructions to all these Spaniards that they
dornt get paid. And then let them sue us. But have they
not taken legal advice on that? Because the legal advice
that we have got is that unless we can change the legislation which they say we cannot before October, come October
the Spaniards will be able to sue effectively and win for
non-payment of pensions because there is money in the fund
and even if the money in the fund was exhausted the Social
Insurance Ordinance says that if there is not enough money
in the Social Insurance Fund, there has to be advances
from the Comolidated Fund, so what are they talking about not
paying. The only thing, of course, is that if they use up
all the money for Gibrepair before then there will not be
any money in the Consolidated Fund either. Mr Speaker, the
more they try and cover up the mess that they have made in
this area as they have in so many other areas, the more
they stand exposed and, no doubt, the greater the problem

that the people of Gibraltar will be faced with in trying
to rid themselves of the mess that they leave behind.
Mr Speaker, then put the question and on a vote being taken
the following Hon Members voted in favour.
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

J L Baldachino
J Bossano
M A Feetham
Miss M I Montegriffo
R Mor
J C Perez
J E Filcher

The following Hon Members voted against.
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Bon
Hon
Hon
Hon

A J Canepa
Major F J Dellipiani
M K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
G Mascarenhas
3 B Perez
Dr R G Valarino
H 3 Zammitt

The following Hon-Member abstained.
The Hon B Traynor
The following Hon Member was absent from the Chamber.
The Hon E Thistlethwaite
TheaMendment was accordingly defeated.
MR SPEAKER
Perhaps this is an opportune moment to recess until this
afternoon.
The House recessed at 1.00 pm
The House resumed at 3.45 pm
HON SIR JOSHUA HASSAN
In the first place, I would like to say that my colleague,
Mr Canepa, has dealt with the main matters the historical
background of this to which I bear witness having regard
to the fact that I was so intimately connected with the
matter throughout the period and he has stated the facts,
they have been researched and having done the research I
bear witness that the position and the effort made in
connection with our attempts to find a solution long
before had been made without results and there are one or
two other points that have been made by the Leader of the
Opposition which I would like to mention. In the fitst
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place, I cannot see how this debate can weaken our position
I thought Hon Members opposite were very much in favour
'of open Government and when a matter of this nature is
aired, I think it must be to the benefit of everybody. 'What
can we lose by discussing the matter of stating our facts.
We are saying nothing new to the British Government because
all along, the whole time since this problem arose, we
have disclaimed responsibility for this heavy burden that
arose as a result of Spanish accession .to the European
Economic Community. There are two aspects of it and the
British Government naturally says; "Your legislationcompels you to pay". Fair enough, but we say our legislation gives us the burden because you in the exercise of your
sovereignty have agreed to pay to enter into the Common
Market and therefore that is the direct result of your
exercise of your sovereign right of concluding treaties
with other countries and as a result of which Gibraltar
suffers and if Gibraltar suffers as a result of an action
that you take in the exercise of your functions of foreign
af==,we in general, we should not be made to pay more than
Is fair and reasonable and the outline of what is fair and
reasonable has to some extent been stated by my colleague
and we have said it before, but he has already indicated that
in the next motion there will'be an element of further
explanation of what we consider to be fair and reasonable.
I really do not think that we can lose anything by airing
this matter and at least putting it in the concept in
which it should be. Certainly nothing that is said here
can be of any surprise to anybody, not in the Foreign
Office, not the British Government, not, I presume, in
Spain so long as the facts are stated correctly. Again, I do
not think that it shculd,be taken, or that there should be
any compunction about whether this is a vote of censure
on the Opposition. It is not a vote of censure, the
Opposition feels censured because the motion is geared to
the fact that they have misrepresented the situation. They
say, no, naturally, that is why we are discussing the
matter, but I think my colleague has made a case in-that
respect which dearly states that. The other aspect of this,
too, is the question of the legislation. At the time of
the discussion of the Dockyard,'Mr Hannay was described to
us by the Prime Minister as the man who knows everything
that there is to know about the European Economic Community.
They sent the top man here at the time and I do not - think
that he was limited to listening in respect of Europe, he
listened to the Government, he listened to a wide spectrum
of the community, he listened to the Chamber of Commerce
and he listened to the Opposition, so that the feeling of
Gibraltar, the general feeling, might well be considered to
be unanimous. The point is that, of course, in the end
the failure to carry out what we wanted him to carry out
landed in the desk of the Government and not of anybody
else who had made representations because nobody else has
the responsibility to cope with the situation. We have
consistently adopted a very clear and firm stand on this
matter, even the moral and political issues involved, as
well as the financial enormity of the problem. We never

advertised what we were doing and the efforts that we were
making loudly to gain popularity, we never chose to take
a strong li.ne because we were able to have *a showdown with
the British Gc ernment or because we wanted to take some
form of revenge on the Spanish Government, We looked at
this issue in terms of the huge financial burden which was
being put on the Social Insurance Fund and, in effect, on
Gibraltar to resolve a problem which at its root was
created, and whilst I said that it was the responsibility
of the British Government, as between ourselves and the
British Government, of course the root of the problem lay
in the Spanish Government having withdrawn the labour force
and having closed the frontier. But that is a matter of
responsibility between the Spanish Government and the
British Government. We have no representative in Spain, we
have no function in our foreign affairs other than to
advise in matters that affect Gibraltar. In the wider
spectrum that was a matter for the British Government but
in fact the root of the problem was the Spanish Government
which was of course at that 'stage limited but it'was later
magnified no end by Spain's entry into the Common Market
helped and approved by one of the Memoer States. And not
only approved but, in fairness, in the general concept 'of
Europe, welcomed. The question of getting Spain and
Portugal into the Community following the political changes
in Spain was something in which in the general concept of
Europe all free nations were interested. That it carried
with it a number of problems, of course it did, and one of
them is the one ,that we are discussing now, and that some
people were made more'victims than others in the process,
that is also true and we were the ones that were most the
victims of it as we are discussing now though, of course,
we still say that that was the responsibility of the
British Government. On the other hand, we could not ignore
the right of individual contributors, the Spaniards who
have been the victims of the hostile tactics of the fascist
Government of Spain and therefore it is unique, I think,
you cannot separate the political from the social nature
of the problem or from the financial consequences- It is
regrettable, most regrettable that the Spanish Government,
although showing a measure of understanding as Sr Moran
did at the Geneva Conference, he said; "I know that this
is a consequence of our joining Europe", and I thj2nk.it is
quoted generally, and it is known, I am not revealing
anything that was not made public, "I know that it may be
too heavy a burden". I can assure Hon Members opposite
that we made the best of that in our discussions with the.
British Government, that even .the Spanish Foreign Minister
had stated at Geneva that he realised thatthis brought
the increase in pensions, something which he thought I think
his remark was, "it may well be beyond the means of the
Gibraltarians". That kind of sympathy is very good as an
argument but it does not produce anything in respect of the
solution of the problem unless, of course, they had been
prepared at some stage to take an interest. They took a very
detached interest to say; "Well, that is the responsibility
of ,the British Government and the responsibility of our
entering". I think anybody who is an observer of the

Spanish media is well aware of the expectation that they
have of their membership. One would have thought by the way
in which the millions are bandied about
on television .
that they have put ten of whatever it is and they want to
get twentyfive out of it and yet they say that they are
suffering from being members of the Common Market. A5 I
said, the Spaniards or at least the Spanish Foreign Minister
at the time showed a measure of understading and sympathy
for the problem but they have shown no intention, no
magnanimity, not even an approach, an understanding of the
situation beyond those passing remarks. However, despite
all the difficulties, it was not an easy fight and I would
not like certainly for the next few years to reveal some
areas of conflict of the last stages of the negotiations
leading to the final offer of £161/2 m which was then considered
to be what was required after we put in the E41/2 m of the
Spanish sub-fund. My colleague has referred to a statement
made in. the House of Commons by the Minister of Overseas
Develcpment, Timothy Renton, where he had been magnanimous
enough cf offering us a year and later on that was increased:
I suppose a year was considered to be-£7m. That was magnanimous, they increased later on to £9m until something else
happened and then in the end it was £161/2 m. I can assure
Members opposite that whatever Point of view one may take
as to that, to get £1615m of British tax payers money into
the fund is no easy matter however much we think they have
to give us and however much they may be justified in giving
us. Anyhow, that was a situation of an impasse, it was, as
always, an interim arrangement for three years. I think,
everybody thought the question of the £2m is something
completely separate which has come up in - the practical
application but if we cast. our mind back to the days when
we were negotiating, in fact, the figures were provided,
presumably, by our own people, we were all in the honest
belief that the pensions were worth about £7m a year 7 x 3
is 21, we have E41/2 m or £61/2 m in the balance. I do not know
what would have happened if it would. ha\e been E6m or £8m
but that is how it happened and it is only now in the last
nine months or so where it has become clearer that it is not.
enough. When my colleague, the Chief Minister, mentioned
the question of negotiation, first of all, if you have to
discuss the matter with somebody else and particularly if
you are expecting money from them, you can hardly go as he
says with a gun and say; "We want the rest of the money.
for the pensions". We have to start discussions. As
Members opposite know, at the time of the three year agreement, it was decided that there should be an enquiry into
what was going to happen after 1988 and that has been going
on for some time. In fact, I think a report is due any time,
but whatever may be recommended there, there was this commitment to say "Well, this is a three-year interim arrangement,
what is going to happen in the future?". Those are the
negotiations and also in this situation of the £2m
difference it is bound to be the same. You just cannot go
and call at the Foreign Office and say; "Look, we are short
by £2m, come back next week and collect it". As the
Honourable Mr Canepa said, the manner in which the money was

offered was really done, there was no intention to increase
the commitment, the commitment was there of how the E161/2 m
was contributed, how it was tapered off was done at our
suggestion because the way it was done was in order that you
couidoret the most out of the payments that were made, I
think six monthly, and we could get some interest on that.
There was no hidden motive behind the way in which the money
was given. There was £161/2 m and we got it tapered in the
best way that suited us and not for the presentational
purpose of the British Government washing their hands of
the problem. That is a fact which I have lived through and
which I can bear witness. It was in our interest to get the
highest amount at the beginning in order to be able to get
some interest as the payments were made because all the
money was not being dispersed and this provided some
interest which helped the fund. Anyhow, despite the
difficulties of all those situations, in the end, up to now,
the British Government expressed their sense of honour and
commitment by producing the balance of what we said and
this is something that has to be remembered, the agreement
was made and they contributed on the basis, difficult as
it was and limited in time as it was, the three years was
accepted that we were putting the money tra, we only said'
we would put, £4101 there was nothing more that we were
prepared to put into it and the fact that they paid the
difference was an indication that at least they'took note
of what we were prepared to pay and paid the difference.
What Was very disappointing in another sense is the view
taken by the European Economic Community in. 1983 and 1984.
Although in objective terms one must accept their rigidity
in insisting on equality of rights and non-discrimination,
I have always thought it difficuit to accept that they
should have remained so silent in seeking a solution. I am
talking about the European Community as a whole. How many
problems have the formation and the development of the EEC
created to individual Member .States over the years? How
much money, by the billion, is poured in to find solutions
to check imbalances to compensate. When Member States such
as France and Spain quarrelled over trade quotas the EEC
compensated, and look at the recent problem over fishing
rights in Moroccan waters, how quickly the Community has
provided some relief to the Spanish fishing fleet. That
is what the Community is there for, to avoid the im:salance,
to prevent or to cure temporary imbalance the longer term
view of the higher principles and ideals of the Community.
Every time there is an apparent injustice, as Lord Plum
said, "This is the price that you have to pay for the
benefit of all", leaving us waiting there for half an hour.
The question of approaching the EEC on this matter is
covered in the terms of reference of the Joint Study Group
and I think that that is something thatwill have to be
explored again and quickly. It is the sort of problem that
calls for a European solution particularly if there is to be
credibility in the spirit and the thinking behind the creation
of a united Europe. Is it not better to try and argue it out
again and again with the EEC than to run the risk of having .
the EEC itself determining responsibilities because the

matt ends up before the European courts as it probably will
have to if no solution is found. I refer to this because I
have always held the view that in future negotiations and
discussions with the British Government we should press the
EEC lines promptly. We have done so but I think that we
should continue to do so. The door was shut in 1984 by the
EEC and we have to conclude an agreement with the British
Government. I would not be surprised if officials in
London, Madrid or Brussels tried to push it back squarely
into the ambit of British/Gibraltar relations to sort it
out but we must put the necessary political pressure and
then let us put it to the test what the British and the
Spanish Government have to say en the matter and I think in
that respect the concern expressed by all sides whatever
the attitude of any particular side in .the course of the
debate, might finally be of benefit. Just one more point and
that .was on the question of legislation. I do not know and
in fact because it was notfelt .that this matter would take
part of the debate and I am not talking for the Government,.
Mr Speaker, or rather for the legal side of the Government,
that is the Attorney General's business, I think we have
had his advice before, but in my view, my personal view,
any attempt at legislating to try and avoid our legal
responsibility locally would be found to be ultra vices the
European Community,.whether it was done now or whether it
wasdone ,before. Every attempt to do that would have been
found to be in breach of the regulations regarding the
responsibilities and the directives of that. Mr Speaker,
there are a number of points that have been raised by the
Leader of the Opposition, which I am sure Iv colleague
and Leader, Mr Canepa, will dispose of in his reply. Thank
you.
HON J E PILCHER
Mr Speaker, I feel that there is not a lot more to be said
on this particular motion. I think it was covered,
certainly by the Leader of the Opposition this morning.
However there are small points that need to be made in the
contributions of the Honourable and Learned Sir Joshua
Hassan and certainly a couple of points which I would need
to make to highlight the confusing and misleading events in
this House which further confuses and misleads the peOple of
Gibraltar, Mr Speaker. I think the Honourable Sir Joshua
started off his contribution by saying something about
whether we did not like the debate whether we did not like
to have to debate. I did not really get the point that he
was trying to make. Let me just say that, certainly, on
this side of the House, Mr Speaker, we believe totally in
parliamentary democracy and debate and in fact, it is a
question that sometimes frustrates us as, indeed, it
frustrated the Leader of the Opposition this morning, to
stand up and make a contribution for half an hour or forty
minutes and as if that had been said in the middle of the
wilderness because not one single point was answered when
the Honourable the Chief Minister contributed in the amendments to the motion. it is not really air to wrap up and
answer points brought in the amendment in his closing debate
•
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in the general motion because that, I feel, is contrary to
the parliamentary debate system where at that stage we will
no longer have the right to reply, but I will be going
back to that very shortly. Mr Speaker,I still find.the
situation terribly confusing from the Government's point
of view. We are quite clear what the Opposition is saying
and I think we are quite clear and I think everybody is
quite clear of what the GSLP position is and I do mention
the GSM,
' position and the Opposition because they are one
and the same thing as mentioned by the Honourable Leader of
'the Opposition this morning and that is that again we have
heard from the Honourable and Learned Member that the
Government still disclaim their responsibility to pay anything over and above the E415m in the Spanish sub-fund.
However the back bencher then continues to talk about
HON SIR JOSHUA HASSAN:
If the Hon Member will give way. What I am trying to say is
that we hold and we maintain the Government of Gibraltar is
not directly responsible morally, whether aegally internally
morally, for the payment of the difference in the payment of
the pensions, that is what I have been saying.
HON J E PILCHER
I am just trying to remind the Members of the Government
opposite that only a.few hours ago, they voted against an
amendment or part of the amendment that read that the
commitment beyond 1988 is not the responsibility of the
Government of Gibraltar. They voted against that about two
hours ago. That was one of the amendments as moved by the
Honourable Leader of the Opposition. .Thr5 is, Mr Speaker,
what I am referring to about the confusing elements where
they, the Government of Gibraltar, antinue to say clearly
that they disclaiM their responsibility that the Government
of Gibraltar, that the people of Gibraltar, do not have a
responsibility to pay over and above the £4.5m which was the
sub fund that was set up for the Spanish workers and continue
to say in the next breath that they have to start discussion
and negotiation with Her Majesty's Government, not only
about the £2m but about the Elm per year from now until, I
think, the year 2005 or 2006. Moreso when the Honourable
and Learned the ex-Chief Minister stands up and says that
he would like to be able to tell the people of Gibraltar
how difficult it was for him to be able to get that agreement for £161/2 m in three years and wants us to believe and
we believe that it was very very difficult to get money out
of the British Government. In the same breath as his Chief
Minister today is saying to us that we have to go back and
discuss it with the UK Government as if he was not paying
attention to the fact that he was himself a witness of how
difficult it is going to be today to gat the UK Government
not only to give us the £2m for the over-expenditure in
1988, because I think the Leader of the Opposition certainly
made theinint that we have through our network obtained the
definition that certainly until the end of 1988 the agree-
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ment entitles the Gibraltar Government perhaps to go bad'.
after 1988 but that £2m they will not make themselves
responsible for. We would like to have an answer'of whether
that is the position or not the position as understood by
the Government of Gibraltar. You see, Mr Speaker, there
are two different elements inthe same argument and they seep
using one and the other when it suits them and then they
have the audacity to say to us that we are electioneering.
We are not electioneering, cur policy has been the same since
1985, in the debate in 1986, throughout 1937 and in. 1988, but
the position of the Government is the one that has changed
because today it is the popular thing to say that it is not
the responsibility of the Government of Gibraltar because
that is what the people of Gibraltar are saying today. Just
as much as today or, in fact, yesterday it was popular to
say that if a referendum is recuired over the airport deal
we will have one, when a month ago the Government voted in
this House against it. That is, Mr Speaker, where the
electioneering is coming from. It is not coming from
this side of the House. We take the matter seriously, we.
come to this House not to electioneer but to present our
clearcut policies and our alternatives as seen by us since
1984, Mr Speaker. What I would like to find cut, and :
think what the people of Gibraltar would like to find out us
exactly what the position of the AACR Government is because
on the one hand we are told again by the Honourable and
Learned Chief Minister that perhaps we will have to stop
paying pensions after 1988 and tithe next breath we are
told we have a legal requirement to do it'. Can we stop
paying them? We, Mr Speaker, are quite sure, and I do not
say this disrespectfully to the expertise of the Honcuratle
and Learned Chief Minister, that if we are able and we 'were
able, we might not be able to do it today, but we would have
been able to do it previous to 1985; to have changed car
legislation in 10A and change the residency clause or to save
had a system under Clause 10B. We might not be able to do it
today and that, Mr Speaker, would not have beer, in confla:t
with Article 1408 of 1971, because they did it in 1974.
1974 they changed the legislation three years after Article
1408 was first published. If they did it in 1974, surely.
they Could have done it in 19E4. What, certainly, they
could not do, and this is the point made this morning, is .
changing after 1985 because they had already given tacit
approval through the Brussels Agreement to the setting up
of revalued Spanish pensions. And again that might not have
been spelt out in the Brussels Agreement black• upon white.
As we all know, Mr Speaker, that was brought up I think
even in the Strasbourgh process, it was Certainly brcucht
up in Lisbon and certainly was part and parcel, as far as
tha Spanish Government was concerned, of the Brussels
Agreement. So after 1985 it was not possible to do it an:.
today it is even more difficult although we on this side of
the House do not believe it is impossible to do it. Mr
Speaker, coming to the general motion and talking particularly.
about paragraphs (d) and (e) of the motion, we do feel and
we have said so clearly and we say so clearly again and in

fact there is a motion under the name of my colleague the

Honourable Mr Mor where we actually clearly state what the
position of the GSLP is now, three years ago and next year
and tiatis, Mr Speaker, that it'is not the responsibility
of the Gibraltar Government to pay anything other than the
£4.5m wnich is the Spanish sub-fund which is already being
paid and certainly. it will be exhausted by October of 1988.
The Honourable and Learned ex-Chief Minister also spoke
about the motion of censure on the Opposition and he said
that we were playing the thing up because it was not really
a motion of censure. I would like the Honourable and
Learned ex-Chief Minister but particularly, I think, the
Honourable present Chief Minister, because I think he is
an avid follower of politics, particularly in the UK
whEther there is any precedent of a Governmtnt bringing a
motion deploring, this is what the motion says, "and
consequently deplores the recent statements made by the
GSLP in the news media". I think, Mr Speaker, what really
happens is that at this stage in the game the AACR really
believe they are the Opposition. That is why they are
bringing motions of censure against the Government, which
is us, cy the way. It seemed at one stage, Mr Speaker,
that the Honourable and Learned ex-Chief Minister was going
to ac--=Ily censure the EEC, the Community, but he did not
go as far as that. Coming back to the general motion, I
think the question of why the legislation was not changed
before 1985, the Government seemed to be saying that they
had tried to change it, this is all news to us, and
certainly not something that we were aware of and I think
this needs an explanation, but it needs an explanation not
only to this side of the House, it needs an explanation for
the people of Gibraltar and I think with all respect to the
Honourable and Learned ex-Chief Minister, saying that he
feels taat we could not do Ft is just not enough. I am sure
that as far as the Honourable and Learned ex-Chief Minister
is concerned he must accept that his expertise does not lie
in that side of the law. On the question of it not being
negotiable until 1988, I think this is a point tilt I have to.
make, and this is the fact that even after 1988 we have
heard how difficult it is to get money out of the British
Government but we have already a precedent where we hare
already entered into an agreement with the British Government in 1984 where we were told if things go bad we can go
back to the UK Government for more money, and that is in
Gibrepair. We were told clearly in Gibrepair, we can go
back if we have difficulties. Well, we went back and
because of what the Honourable and Learned ex-Chief Minister
is saying, because Her Majesty's Government does not like
givanc away pennies, let alone pounds, we were told quite
cat=a- aically no, we were given £2.4 or £2.3 which was the
overspend on the capital side which CDA had already agreed,
and we were not given a penny more. Does the Honourable and
Learned ex-Chief Minister and the Honourable present Chief.
Minister believe that we at this stage are going to get
£10Cm from the British Government for the next twenty years?
And if that, Mr Speaker, is the answer, seeing that the
Honourable and Learned ex-Chief Minister is saying no, then
we are not in the same position today as we were three years

ago.
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HON SIR JOSHUA HASSAN:
If the Honourable Member will give way, what I am saying is
that no Government will commit itself twenty years ahead
because no Government is in office all that time.
HON J E PILCHER
Mr Speaker,the point I was trying to make is that the position
is not the same today. Four years ago or three years, in
1985, we had not started paying out Spanish pensions. We
still had £4.5m in the sub fund, we still had a negotiating
position. How can the Honourable Chief Minister today say •
that we are in the same position now as we were three years
ago? We are not in the same position. We have no longer
any money left in the Spanish sub-fund, we have now a legal
liability,.certainlv of acquired rights because people have
already been getting their pensions for the past two years
and I think that our negotiating position has been weakened
tremendously. I think, Mr Speaker, the Government of the day,
the AACR Government, did Gibraltar' a disservice in accepting
that agreement because it gave us a tacit responsibility of
Spanish pensions. Had we said three years ago what we are
saying today and what we said three years ago, which is
thatour responsibility should not go beyond that £4.5m and
stuck to our guns then, we might have had a problem cbme
1 January 1986, but not as big a problem as we are going
to have come the end of December, 1988, Mr Speaker, There
is just one other point that I would like to end by saying,
it is a point to do with the censure part of the motion
where I think because it was admitted this morning by the
Chief Minister that perhaps our reaction to what he said,
certainly about the Spanish pensions and the derogations,
was a result of a typing error which I think he only
discovered a month after because we have been issuing press
releases back and forth for the last couple of weeks, bue..
if that was the case then I think he could not deplore us
for having misunderstood him and now he is deploring us foi
trying to mislead and confuse everybody else. The record of the AACR administration, and of the AACR Government, Mr
Speaker, does not allow the people of Gibraltar to believe
any longer that we are confusing anybody. The confusing.
and misleading of anything is done by that side of_the House.
Let me remind the Honourable Chief Minister and the members
of his Government about different confusing and misleading
remarks, certainly over the last years, the New Year message
of the ex Chief Minister a year ago, when we were going to
have elections in 1987.
HON CHIEF MINISTER
Mr Speaker, on a point of order. What has the New Year's
message or the date of elections got to do with the subject
we are discussing?
MR SPEAKER
Only if it is related to the matter, otherwise it is

certainly not acceptable. You will most certainly speak to
the motion.
HON J E PILCHER
I am speaking to the motion, Mr Speaker, the Government
in their motion has said that they deplore the GSLP for
confusing and misleading the public. I am saying that you
do it on everything else and certainly we have not done it
on the issue of Spanish pensions. Mr Speaker, certainly
the record of the AACR as far as confusing the public
MR SPEAKER
Well, let us forget the records.
HON J E PILCHER
I have nothing else to add. Mr Speaker.
MR SPEAKER
I am delighted to hear that. Are there any other contributors
to the debate? I will then call on the mover to reply.
HON CHIEF MINISTER
Mr Speaker, it is extraordinary how an Hon Member like
Mr Pilcher cart stand up in the House and say that the
Opposition keep on Making points and that we do not answer
them. He should have listened a little bit more carefully to my opening address this morning when what I was
doing precisely was anticipating the points that were going
to be made later in the debate and, indeed, answering the
points which the Opposition had been making during the
course of party political broadcasts and press releases on
the matter. But I am going to answer him straight away on
some of the points that he has made. First of all, he says
that I have stated that we were now in the same position as
three years ago. I did not say that. What I said was that
in January, 1989, we will be in the same position as in.
October, 1988, and that the two matters will come up for
negotiation later this year and they are going to de wrapped
up together. I did not say that we are now in the position
in which we were three years ago, we are not in that position.
HON J BOSSANO
Mr Speaker, we have asked the Hon Member if we could get an
answer on that point three times. Can he tell us does the
British Government say as we have said publicly is our
information, and if we are wrong we would like you to tell
us that we are wrong or that they have different information
does the British Government say that the only thing that
they are willing to discuss with the Government of Gibraltar
is what happens after 1989 because- as far as they are
concerned there is an agreement with the Government of
Gibraltar up to December. Because if that information is
correct what the Hon Member has just said is wrong. They

are not in the same position, they are in a position to
talk about 1989 onwards but they are not in a position to
talk from 1989 backwards. That is our information, we have•
asked three times for an explanation from the Government
whether they have been told that or not.
HON CHIEF MINISTER
I have no doubts, Mr Speaker, that we are fully entitled to
raise in the course of the negotiations which are going'to
ensure following the report of the Joint Study Group and
having regard to the fact that the three year agreement ends
at the end of this year, I have no doubt that it will be
quite right and proper to bring up the question of the £2m
deficit as from October, 1988, and that inevitably, given
the experience that I have of the manner in which the talks
proceeded, the negotiations with the British Government
during 1984 and 1985, the two are going to be wrapped up
together. Certainly if I lead the next Government of
Gibraltar I will wrap up the two together and I will take a
stand in anticipation of October, 1968, let alone January
1989. Mr Filcher then asked; "Are we going to get £100m
from the British Government?" My answer to that is, are we
going to pay £100m over the next fifteen years, are the
people of Gibraltar going to pay? We are not and if we are
not somebody had better start thinking about who is going to
pay because we are not. We have not got the capacity or the,
resources to do that. So he has got part of the answer to
his question. Again, that we do not answer the points made.
The Leader of the Opposition and he himself now this afternoon has continued to assert that the question of Spanish
pensions is related to the Brussels Agreement. I explained
ad nauseam this morning and in great detail that this was
.not so and I was doing that again in anticipation of the
arguments that the Opposition were going to make. Did they
want me to repeat the same points again when I was speaking
on the amendments of the Honourable Mr Bossano? Does he
want me to repeat the same points now when I am exercising
my right to reply? Surely, it is not necessary. The ground
was covered fully and totally this morning. There is no
need for any further repetition in answering the same points
ad nauseam on the other side that the two are related, they
are not related.
HON J E FILCHER
Will the Honourable Member give way?
HON CHIEF MINISTER
I am at a disadvantage, Mr. Speaker. All they. have to do is
to stand up like Mr Bossano did five minutes ago and they
have the floor.
HON J E PILCHER
I think it is fair to say that we have not asked the
Honourable Chief Minister to answer the point of the

Brussels Agreement. He has made what he considers to be
his position and we have made ours and we disagree.
HON CHIEF MINISTER
Alright, let us agree to disagree and do not expect me to
keep on coming back.
HON J E PILCHER
* Mr Speaker, I am not expecting him to come back. What I
Zak saying is that that point is clear. The point that he
has to come back to is the point when he said that he had
tried to change legislation and had not been able to and
we feel that we do not know when he tried it, how he tried
it and whether he has answered the fact that after 1971 he
changes in 1974, why could he not do it in 1985?
HON CHIEF MINISTER
Again, Mr Speaker, I dealt with the point whey. I was dealing
with the amendment and I am going to deal with it again. It
is I think the most important and crucial matter, whether
the law could have been changed or not, and that is why I
have brought a motion to the House. What really sparked it
off was the point that Honourable Members were saying
that the law could have been changed. Other matters I could
have dealt with by press releases but that is what really
sparked off this debate and my bringing the motion here.
Both of them have made much play about the missed opportunities
to amend local legislation and thereby minimise the liability
towards Spanish pensioners. Mr Bossano said this morning
that they had taken legal advice, I think they also made the
same statements in a press release, correct me if I am wrong.
Later on he spoke about professional legal advice on the
matter. But what remains to be seen is what is the status
of that advice, what analysis that legal advice carries.
They do not tell us but we have told them the basis of our
legal advice. The Gibraltar Government has been grappling
with this problem for some fifteen years•. Is it that the
advice that they have received now is superior to the advice
that the Gibraltar Government has received all along? The
British Government has had full knowledge of the size and
the intricacy of this problem over the same period. Our
officials foresaw the difficulties and they sought
technical advise both actuarial and legal, both locally, in
Gibraltar, and in the United Kingdom. Experts, specialists
in the field were working on this matter on a day to day
basis, that is what the people in the International Division
of the Department of Health and Social Security ann in the
FCO are doing. They have been handling this matter on our
behalf and they are the specialists in the field. Sir
Joshua Hassan then spoke about Mr Hannay and it is true, I
remember the Prime Minister calling Mr Hannay in when we
were discussing with her the problems of Spanish accession,
and saying; "Mr Hannay, not only does he know everything
that there is to be known about the EEC, he knows everything

•
that there is not to be known about the EEC". That, coming
from the Prime Minister herself. That she should be able to
make a statement like that about a specialist adviser' on
EEC matters, we are not talking about the Chief Minister of
Gibraltar, we are not talking about a local Councillor or a
mayor, we are talking about the Prime Minister of one of the
most important countries in the world, saying something like
that about an individual, about an official. That is the
calibre, that is the measure of the calibre of the people
from whom we have been taking advice. Who do the Opposition
take advice from, or is this again a repetition of their
economic plan. We have taken legal advice, they say, so all
their followers bow down to the Ayattolah and say 'Amen',
he has spoken', and therefore that is the end of the matter.'
Mr Bossano is the expert on income tax, he is the expert
on Gibrepair, he is an expert economist, now he is the
expert on pensions and he says 'we have taken legal advice',
that becomes gospel truth and nothing can challenge that.
That is exactly the same kind of tactics that I deprecated
during the debate on the airport agreement. He does it far
too often, he can fool his followers, he is not going to
fool us, I can tell him. He is not an expert on every field
that is discussed here much as he pretends and he might get
the impression that he is. Without knowing the status of
their legal advice, I have explained to them now ad nauseam
the calibre of the people that we have got advice from.
Again, I told them about the advice this morning and I am
going to repeat it. The experts in this field in the DHSS
and the FCO handled the matter on our behalf 'in consultation
with officials here in Gibraltar and naturally in consultation with Sir Joshua and myself because we were intricately
involved in the matter. Time and time again we were reminded
of the legal commitment and the fact that j.t was inescapable,
that was the advice. "You have a legal'conmitment, you
cannot get away from it. We have sought derogations from
the EEC, you cannot have the derogations". That is the
advice and if there had been scope for amending the loCal
legislation without infringing community law, why should not
then that option have been put forward in the same way as
it was put forward over the non-contributory benefits to
which I feferred earlier. Why should they give us advice
and say; "Look, you had better do this because there is a
danger that Spanish beneficiaries could claim entitlement",
they do it' for one thing but they will not do it for
another, why? For some personal quirk or other, why should
a distinction be made in the advice which they gave. They
need not accept such advice if they did not want to. The
advice was given, the point was made, we acted in accordance
with that advice and we amended the legislation that we
were told we could amend, that is the responsible position
for Ministers to act when you are in Government and if you
do not want to act in that way, then you get separate legal
advice from people who are supposed to know about these
matters or you ignore the advise with all the consequences
that that can entail. But what really stikes me is, why is
it that the HonoUrable Mr Bossano has chosen to raise this
particular matter of whether the law could have been

changed beyond what it, in fact, was now? Why did he not
query, let alone make any suggestion on that specific issue
in 1983, in 1984 or in 19857
MR SPEAKER
Order, order.
HON J BOSSANO
It is a false statement, Mr Speaker. In the meeting of
January, 1985, page 71.
HON CHIEF MINISTER
Mr Speaker, I want to make it clear that I am not giving
way to the Opposition. I hold the floor and I will not
give way.
MR SPEAKER
I would like to hear what is the point of order.
HON J BOSSANO
Yes, the Honourable Member asks why I have not said it
before and I am quoting Hansard of the 15 January, 1985.
MR SPEAKER
Order, it is not a point of order, it is a point of
personal explanation which you are entitled to make.
HON J BOSSANO
The Hbnourable Member is accusing me and he is factually
incorrect because he says that I have•not raised the
matter before and when the Attorney' General gave the
explanation that he gave in January, 1985, on the 15 January,
when the House was changing the legislation because of the
Brussels Agreement, I stated then that in the light of the
explanation given by the Attorney-General, we did not accept
that there was a legal obligation to pay in 1986 and I was
not saying it after it had been paid, I was saying it a
year before any payment was made so the Honourable Member
is wrong, it is not the first time I have put in this
argument.
HON CHIEF MINISTER
They did not take legal advice then, Mr Speaker. He was
expressing a view, his own view, but one can stand up in the
House and disagree with any expert view that is put across
but you have to substantiate that and today to say that they
have taken legal advice now when that was something that
they could have done earlier. But of course for other
reasons, probably, it did not suit them to do that earlier.

Again, I am accused for having said that supposing the
final bill had been more than £21m, and I did say in
January, 1986, that if the final bill is more than E21m,
we will discuss it with the British Government. The
British Government had the objective immediately after that
agreement was concluded, of having a study carried out,
which is the one that the Joint Study Group has been making,
and that that could be concluded within a period of six
months. By the middle of the year, in fact, that was one
of the reasons, I think, why at one stage the offer of a
British contribution of £6m, I think it was, and we were
expected to put a Elm in, was made for just one year bedause
they thought that the whole study could be wrapped up
within a period of six months. If they were saying that the
deliberations of the Joint Study Group could be concluded
in a period of six months, it was against that background
that I could say; "Of . course, we are going to discuss the
matter with the. British Government, if it is more than
E21m we will have an opportunity to discuss that after the
report of the Joint Study Group has been submitted; "But
let me tell Honourable Members that it took more than six
months not for the report to be submitted, because even now
it has not been, but even to agree to the terms of
reference took a great deal more than six months and therefore they never got started until 1987. That the Government and the AACR say and make conflicting statements. I do
not know whether Honourable Members opposite are either not human but, whether they are machines that never make
mistakes or whether they are infallible, perhaps Mr Bossano,
instead of standing for the next prospective Chief Minister
may be making a bid for the next Pope. The only contradiction lies in the fact that in the AACR press release, the
word 'negotiations' was used whereas here in the House I
have stated that what we were having with the Joint Study
Group were 'discussions', that was the only difference.
That the person who drafted when I spoke to him over the
telephone and told him what the position was of the Joint
Study Group and I used the word "discussions", he must have
made a note and instead of using the word discussion,'he
used the word negotiation.
HON J BOSSANO
Another typing error?
HON CHIEF MINISTER
No, not a typing error. I have proved today that Honourable
Members opposite are also in conflict and that there are
contradictions between, what they say here in the House
and what their party says either in a party polidcalbroadcast or a press release, that is when I quoted directly
from what Mr Mor had said in the debate about the commitment, the legal commitment to the Spanish pensioners. That
statement that he made is not in consonance with the press
releases that the Opposition have issued recently. And,
finally, Mr Speaker, this dismay and this surprise aboUt
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what an extraordinary move it is on the part of the Government to bring a motion to the House. First of all, it is not
a motion of censure. I do not take it as a motion of censure,
we do deplore that misleading statements are made but we are
not censuring the Opposition. But who has said that the
Government has got to sit back year after year in this House
and dance to the tune of the Opposition? Government usually
brings a motion to the House to amend a piece of legislation, the Licensing and Fees Ordinance is amended by motion,
have brought motions to amend the Social Insurance
Ordinance, to note the Principal Auditor's Report, but there
is nothing unusual in what we have done in the normal realms
of parliamentary practice and neither is it contrary to
standing orders. What is different is that in other parliaments, such as in the United Kingdom, in the House of Commons,
the Government has got backbenchers who support Ehe Government and who are able to introduce a motion for debate on
matters that might very well welcome debating. We are in
the position today that had we wanted to, we could have
asked the Honourable Member to.move the motion so there would
have been nothing peculiar about that, we would have been
taking advantage of the fact that we have a backbencher.
But in a system such as ours, where the likelihood is that
Ministers, members on the Government side are going to be
Ministers, you do not have the flexibility that there is
in other Parliaments and therefore in my view the Government is entitled to bring a motion for debate on any
subject that it wants to have discussed. It would also be
peculiar if one Government Minister were to ask the question
of another Government Minister and that we have not done but,
again, there was a time in this House when there had been a
backbencher and that backbencher had assisted Government
Ministers by clever supplementaries in eliciting the right
sort of answers from the Gvoernment, the kind of answer
that could have confounded the Opposition questioners.
There is nothing peculiar in what we have done, I think that
it has given the House an opportunity to debate the matter,
what is wrong with that? It has led to another motion from
the Opposition, we are not quibbling about that. We are
fully entitled to have that debated and I think that it is
more beneficial in the exercise of our democratic rights
than we should bore the public with continuous exchange of
Government press releases. Let me say that I do not shirk
any opporunity to debate the matter. We have debated it
here today and I am prepared to have it debated elsewhere
and I look forward, indeed, to the opportunity of discussing
and debating the matter with Honourable Members opposite
during the eIrtion campaign. Mr Speaker, I commend the
motion to the House.
Mr Speaker then put the question and on a vote being taken
the following Hon Members voted in favour.
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

A J Canepa
Major F J Dellipiani
M K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
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The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

G Mascarenhas
J B Perez
Dr R G Valarino
H J Zammitt

The following Hon Members voted against.
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

J L Baldachino
J Bossano
M A Feetham
Miss M I Montegriffo
R Mor
J C Perez
J E Pilcher

The following Hon Member abstained.,
The Hon B Traynor
The following Hon Member was absent from the Chamber.
The Hon E Thistlethwaite
The motion was accordingly passed.
BILLS
FIRST AND SECOND READINGS
THE MERCHANT SHIPPING (AMENDMENT) ORDINANCE 1988
HON CHIEF MINISTER

(2) The International Convention for the safety
of life at sea, 1974, what is termed the
SOLAS Convention, and the various amendments
and protocols to that Convention.
(3) The International Convention on loadlines,
1966, and
(4) 'The International Convention for the prevention
of pollution from ships, 1973.
As Honourable Members know, the legislation has had a long
and somewhat difficult period of gestation, extending as
far back as late 1983. The Bill which is now before the
House can be divided into three parts, namely,
(a) Those clauses which relate to the extension
to Gibraltar of the four International
Conventions to which I have already referred,
,(b) the revision of the existing legislation
relating to Wireless Telegraphy on ships, and
(c) the various clauses which increase the penalties
for offences under the Merchant Shipping
Ordinance.
To deal now with the parts of the Bill that deal with the
extension to Gibraltar of the four International Conventions.
Firstly, Mr Speaker, I want to direct the House's attention
to clause 4. This clause extends to Gibraltar the provisions
of,

Mr Speaker, I have the honour to move that a Bill for an
Ordinance to amend the Merchant Shipping (Amendment)
Ordinance, 1988, be read a first time.

(a) The Merchant Shipping CertifiLation of Deck
Officers Regulation of, 1985, of the United
Kingdom,

Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the Bill was read a first time.

(b) The Merchant Shipping Certification of Marine
Engineer Officers and Licensing of Marine
Operators Regulations, 1986, of the United
Kingdom,

SECOND READING
HCN CHIEF MINISTER
Mr Speaker, I have the honour to move that thd Bill be
now read a second time, it seems I am going to have a bellyfull. Sir, the principal purpose' of this Bill is to amend
the existing legislation so as to enable Her Majesty's
Government in the UK to extend to Gibraltar the following
International Conventions.
(1) The International Convention of standards
of training, certification and watch-keeping
for seafarers, 1978.

(c) The Merchant Shipping Certification of watchkeeping Regulations, 1982, of the United
Kingdom and
(d) The Merchant Shipping Tankers Officers and
Ratings Regulations, 1984, of the United
Kingdom.
The application of these four pieces of United Kingdom
legislation will enable the International Convention on
Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for
seafarers of 1978 to be applied to Gibraltar. In addition,
this legislatibn will have to be supplemented with two
further pieces of subsidiary legislation, namely, the
Merchant Shipping Navigational Watch Ratings Regulation, 1988,

and the Merchant Shipping Engine Room Watch Ratings
Regulations of 1988. These two additional pieces of
legislation have been prepared and will be promulgated in
the near future. The next clause which I would like to
This extends to Gibraltar
draw attention is clause 21.
the Rules and Regulations contained in the International
Convention of safety of life at sea, 1974, and the various
amendments and protocols of that Convention. Thirdly,
clause 22 of the Bill, extends to Gibraltar the provisions
of the Merchant Shipping Loadlines Act of 1907 of the
United Kingdom, and the Loadlines Rules which were made
under that Act, to Gibraltar. This clause will enable the
International Convention on Loadlines, 1966, to be extended
t9 Gibraltar. Fourthly, clause 32 of the Bill extends to
Gibraltar the provisions of the Merchant Shipping (Prevention
of Oil Pollution) Regulations of.1983 of the United Kingdom.
This particular clause will enable the International
Convention for the Prevention'of Pollution from Ships, 1973,
more colloquially known as the 'Marple Convention' to be
extended to Gibraltar. To deal now, Mr Speaker, with the
part of the Bill which relates to Wireless Telegraphy on
ships. Clause 20 repeals the whole of part 3 of the
existing Ordinance entitled 'Wireless Telegraphy op Ships'.
The legal requirements with regard to Wireless Telegraphy
on ships will be contained in subsidiary legislation to be
known as the Merchant Shipping Radio Installation Regulations
of 1988. These Regulations will also be promulgated in the
near future. They will deal with,*
(a)

DHF Radio Telephony

(b)

Radio Telephony

(c) Radio Telegraphy, and
(d) Radio equipment for life boats and survival craft.
Many of the clauses in the Bill and Schedule 4 of the Bill
increase the penalties for various offences under the
Ordinance. The increase in penalties in most cases is
substantial but nevertheless in line with the penalties
imposed by the United Kingdom legislation. Not unnaturally
certain amendments have to be made to the United Kingdom
legislation in order tht such legislation cen properly apply
to Gibraltar and these amendments are contained in the new
Schedule 3 to the Bill which appears on pages 15 to 20 of the
Bill. The remaining clauses of the Bill contain consequential amendments. The House will recall that on the
11 February, 1987, it passed the Merchant Shipping. i%mendment)
Ordinance of 1987. This Ordinance, amongst.other things
enabled the Captain of the Port, as Registrar of British
Ships, to refuse, strike off and cancel the registration
of any ship on the Gibraltar Register which did not comply
with the requirements of the International Conventions. This
legislation was brought into operation on the 30 July, 1987,
and simultaneously with the coming into operation of that
.
Ordinance, the Merchant Shipping Excluded Registration Order
of 1987 was promulgated. This order imposed the duty on the

Captain of the Port to refuse to register ships more than
15 years old unless the Governor specifically approves the
registration in a particular case. The effect of this
legislation has been two-fold. Firstly, the surge of vessels
coming on to our register has been stopped as numerous
enquiries have been turned down. Secondly, owners have been
made aware of the stricter control and powers of the Registrar
for those that do not comply. Since the 31 July to date, or
rather to the 14 January, last week, only six merchant
vessels have been accepted on our register and at the 31
December, 1987, the register stood at 106 vessels with an
aggregate gross tonnage of 2.6 million tons. The passing
of this legislation will give respectability and acceptance
to Gibraltar registered ships worldwide as they will be
issued with full Convention certificates. Sir, the passing
of this legislation will, I trust, bring to completion the
task on which we embarked four years ago after the visit to
London of the then Deputy Governor, the Captain of the Port,
the then Crown Counsel, who today is the Attorney-General,
and myself, on ship registry matters and the subsequent
decision that we took on the United Kingdom Department of
Trade consultative document to go for full registry status.
Sir, I commend the Bill to the House.
MR SPEAKER
Before I put the question to the House, does any Honourable
Member wish to speak on the general principles and merits
of the Bill?
HON M A FEETHAM
Mr Speaker, as you are well aware, the y Opposition have on a
number of occasions discussed and questioned Government
'policies insofar as the Merchant Shipping Ordinance was
concerned and, j.ndeed, in 1987 we opposed the amendment, the
merchant shipping amendments of 1987, on the basis that what
Government were doing was approaching a very important issue
as the Merchant Shipping Ordinance wad,, on a piecemeal basis.
Today, it would be wrong for the Opposition not to support
the Bill, so the Opposition will be supporting the Bill but on
the other hand we would like to make clear that we do not
agree with the last statement made by the Honourable Chief
Minister that with the passing of this Bill the process
insofar as the Merchant Shipping Ordinance in Gibraltar is.
concerned is brought to completion, and I would like to
explain the reasons why we take that view. Having said,
therefore, that we are supporting the Bill, I think it is
important that we distinguish between what is happening
today insofar as this Bill is concerned and what, in the view
of the Opposition, should be done to give the Gibraltar
Shipping Registry the importance that we attach to making the
port of Gibraltar a port of repute. What the Bill is doing
in effect is pre-empting the passing of the Merchant Shipping
Act in the UK and attempting, and we welcome it, being ready
for the time when the Merchant Shipping Act is passed in the
UK. I would like to question that under the Merchant
Shipping Act when it is passed, the Shipping. Registries are

going to be categorised into five different categories. It
is therefore a question of under which category the
Gibraltar Ship Registry is going to be classified, one, two,
three, four or five, whichever will depend on the importance
that we, through our local legislation attach to making the
Gibraltar Shipping Registry a reputable registry. Just
before I continue with that line of thought, I would just like
to say that I came acroffithe.other day a report on Port state
control - I am just trying to emphasize the Lmportance of
having a reputable Shipping Registry - a report on Port state
control which outlined the list of countries having more than
10% of the ships inspected and detained for serious safety
deficiencies. The highest was Malta with over 37% and second
was Gibraltar with over 20%, so whilst we are moving in the
right direction in meeting our international obligations,
the're are a number of things that have to be done for us to be
Gibraltar a first class
able to say that we have got
shipping registry. As far as we are concerned, the matter
has not been brought to a conclusion. I would like to draw
the attention of the House, Mr Speaker, to the Merchant
Shipping Acts of 1970 and 1979 which gave the Department of
Transport powers to make regulations on the manning of U.
registered ships to the extent that it appeared necessary✓ in.
theinterests of safety. These powers relate not only to
what we are doing today insofar as certifying officers and
doctors, in fact, in UK it went as far as doctors and cooks,
but also to other seamen of any description as may be specified
in the regulations which were introduced and therefore there
is still an important element of an area which needs to be
looked at in terms of manning of ships registered in
Gibraltar. What the Opposition is saying is that the same
regulations which were introduced in the UK as outlined, I
think it would be of importance to the members opposite,
particularly the Attorney General, if he were to take note of
a notice published by the Department of Transport,'M1178,
which is manning of merchant shipping registered in the 3K,
which gave guidelines on how they look at the problems and
how they reached agreement insofar as their ships are
concerned and that the same guidelines, broadly, ought to
be introduced in Gibraltar and applied by the Captain of the
Port. I am talking about Merchant Shipping Notice No.M1178
of which I will give a copy to the Honourable and Learned
Attorney General when I have finished my contribution. If
we, insofar as money is concerned, introduCed this sort of
approach then we would not only be meeting our international
obligations but we will be going a long way to reassuring the
National Union of Seamen, for example, even the shipping
organisations, that we are thinking seriously about a
reputable Shipping Registry in Gibraltar. ,The other thing that
I think we would need to do is to look at what other regulations ought to be introduced and I am talking about
statutory regulations which cover other matters such as
navigation, ship construction and equipment in Gibraltar
Registered ships. Again, I will like to draw.to the notice
of the Honourable and Learned Attorney General Merchant
Shipping Note No.M1265 and I will lei him have a copy at the
end of my delivery, and whilst I would accept that the
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regulations contained therein cover a wide area of shipping
registry, there are particular regulations in there which I
think on closer scrutiny we ought to introduce in Gibraltar
in support of our shipping registry. For the record, Mr
Speaker, I am talking about Regulation 3 on crew - I will
hand all this over to the Attorney General - on dangerous
goods, on fire and life saving, on loadlines, navigation
and collision regulations, occupational health and safety,
oil pollution. Incidently,there are a number of regulations
here, one of which we are, in fact, passing in this House
with this Bill but there are others which we have not given
any attention to,I assume, because they have not been
brought to this House. There is a number of regulations which
we will need to look at on the radio and navigational equipment and construction, equipment and tonnage. When I pass
this over to the Honourable and Learned Attorney General and
if we are serious about what we really mean by bringing this
to a satisfactory conclusion and aiming for a top category
registry, .then I think that going on the lines which I have
explained and looking at these regulations and guidelines as
a basis for adapting to Gibraltar, I think that we can then
gay, Mr Speaker, that we have brought the whole question
of the Merchant Shipping Ordinance in Gibraltar to a
satisfactory conclusion.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Mr Speaker, there are two points. First cf all that whatever material the Honourable Mr Feetham, makes available
we will naturally be only too happy to look at. There is
one point that I want to make, and I think that the Hon Mr
Bossano will confirm to his colleague the truth of what I
am saying and that is that I have never liked to have my
words twisted in the 15 years that•I hbove been a member of
this House or to have words put into my mouth. I am sure
the Hon Mr Bossano will remember that I never used to allow
Mr Peter Isola to get away with it and he was fond of doing
it quite often and I would never let that go by because I
try to be as preciseas I can be, as any politician can be
about what we say. I do not like to eat my words but I do
like to be as precise as possible and therefore I can tell
the Hon Mr Feetham that I did not say, as he has stated,
that the process of amending the Merchant Shipping Ordinance
had been brought to an end. That is not what I have said.
What I said was, and I repeat, that the passing of this
legislation brings to completion the task on which we embarked
four years ago when we visited London and then we took a
decision. When the Department of Trade issued a consultative '
document to the dependent territories, we took a decision to
go for full registry status. That is the task which we
embarked on four years ago and I think that at this meeting
of the House we have brought that task to a conclusion. I
am not saying that it is the end of the road by any means
but we had specific targets and specific objectives that we
set ourselves in December, 1983, and after the general
elections of 1984 the Government took certain decisions as
a result of our visit to London and I think that these
decisions have -with the legislation brought to the House today
and what is going to be promulgated in the near future,
brought that task to completion.
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Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the Bill was read a second time.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Mr Speaker, I beg to give notice that Committee Stage and
Third Reading should be taken at this meeting, and if the
Opposition so agree, later today.
This was agreed to.
THE COURT FEES ORDINANCE, 1988

MR SPEAKER
Does any Honourable Member wish to speak on the general
principles -and merits of the Bill?
HON J BOSSANO
We support anything that makes the service more efficient
service to customers. I can only
and gives a' better
suppose, Mr Speaker, that if it is from the last century,
the Government must have been studying this problem for
the last hundred years.
Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the Bill was read a second time.

HON ATTORNEY GENERAL
Sir, I have the honour to move that a Bill for an Ordinance
to make provision for matters affecting the payment of.
court and similar fees, to repeal the Fees (Collection)
Ordinance, and to provide for matters incidental thereto,
be read a first time.
Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in tae
affirmative and the Bill was read a first time.
SECOND READING
HON ATTORNEY GENERAL
Sir, I have the honour to move that the Bill be now read a
second time. Mr Speaker, the Fees (Collection) Ordinance
which came into operation on the 16 June, 1884, requires
that all fees payable by law at the Supreme Court, in the
Court of First Instance and in the Magistrates Court in
respect of legal proceedings in those courts and that all
fees payable on deeds, wills and other documents lodged in
the Supreme Court and all fees payable on searches or
requisitions for searches shall be payable by means of
stamps. Consequently, Mr Speaker, the fees payable, for
example, on the filing of an affidavit in the probate
registry in the Supreme Court looks something like this,
Mr Speaker, where there are stamps and stamps Fees of
£192 on this document had to be paid by means of stamps.
Thirty eight £5 stamps and two £1 stamps, plus all the
inconvenience certainly in my Chambers, make out a- payment voucher, get a cheque, endorse the cheque, take the
cheque to the bank, get the money, go to the Post Office,
get the stamps and then stick them on and the procedure
has become almost impossible. Some documents, this is just
an example, have four and five pages of stamps, just
containing stamps, all of which have to be checked, all of
which have to be entered in the court books and in 1938
it is a ridiculous waste of time. Mr Speaker, this Bill does
away with the requirements that these fees be paid by way of
stamps and in future the fees would be paid in cash or in
cheques acceptable to the Registrar of the Supreme Court so
this Bill, Mr Speaker, moves us out of the 1880's into the
1980's, and for that reason, Mr Speaker, I heartily commend
the Bill to the House.

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL
Mr• Speaker, I beg to give notice that the Committee Stage
and Third Reading of the Bill be taken at a later stage in
this meeting.
This was agreed to.
THE SUPPLEMENTARY APPROPRIATION (1987/1988) ORDINANCE, 1988
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY
•
Sir, I have the honour to move that a Bill for an Ordinance
to appropriate further sums'of money to the service of the
year ending with the 31st day of March, 1988, be read a
first time.
Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in the
-affirmative and the Bill was read a first time.
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY
Sir, I have the honour to move that the Bill be now read a
second time. As is customary on these occasions I do not
propose to make a speech, simply to point out that this is
a Bill the substance of which, that is to say, thee increase
in respect of the pay supplement, would normally have been
brought before the House in the what I think is generally
known as the pre-budget meeting by which time the
information is available. Unfortunately, the information was
not available at the time of the December meeting of the
House so it could not be brought at that stage.
MR SPEAKER
Does any Honourable Member wish to speak on the general
principles and merits of the Bill?
HON J BOSSANO
We do not normally speak on the general principles but of

course one of the things that was said at the last time when
we had a supplementary appropriation was that the Government
did not want to leave uncovered liabilities and that therefore they were bringing forward whatever they could sensibly
anticipate was going to be needed. At the last meeting of
the House, the only controversial item was the question of
whether the £2m that was provided for GSL was sufficient to
meet the requirements of the GSL restructuring exercise and
whether in fact more would be needed. I would have thought
that by implication since the Government is telling us that
they are now bringing an Appropriation Bill to meet requirements that they have established exist but of which we were
not aware of in December, one would deduce from that that they
have now been able to establish that GSL does not need any
more money between now and the end of the financial year.
Can the Financial Secretary confirm that this has now been
checked and established because it was something that was
raised at the last meeting when we suggested that it might be
better to defer part of that vote for this House if the
Government was going to be better placed to give us an
explanation as. to whether the money was needed and what for
they tell us now that they will not be needing any more money
before the end of the financial year given the turn of work
that has been done on it since the last House.

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY
Sir, I beg to give notice that the Committee Stage and Third
Reading of the Bill be taken at a later stage in the meeting.
This was agreed to.
The House recessed at 5.20 pm.
The House resumed at 5.50 pm.
COMMITTEE STAGE
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL
Mr Speaker, I have the honour to move that the House should
resolve itself into Committee to consider the following
Bills clause by clause; The Income Tax (Amendment) Bill,
1987; the Merchant Shipping (Amendment) Bill, 1988.
; the
Court Fees Bill, 1988, and the Supplementary Appropriation
(1987/88) Bill, 1988.
This was agreed to and the House resolved itself into
Committee.

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY
The Government will not be asking the HolAe.to vote apy more
money before the end of this financial year in respect of
GSL, Mr Speaker.
HON J BOSSANO
Presumably because the House is not going to meet but that is
not the question I am asking. In the last House we were
asked to vote for £2m and the Government told us they could
not give us more information because the information was not
available then and they could not defer the vote because
the money was needed urgently in December. That is what we
were told the last time. We are asking now, since we have
now got a new Appropriation Bill and since they are not
making any further provision, can they confirm that it means
that the - £2m we voted is sufficient to last GSL until the
end of the financial year?
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY
I think, Mr Speaker, all I can say is that the discussions
which are continuing, the exchanges with the company, have not
suggested in any way that more than the figure which was
voted in the December session of the House, would be needed
before the end of this financial year.
Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the Bill was read a second time.

THE INCOME TAX (AMENDMENT) BILL, 1987
Clause 1
HON CHIEF MINISTER
Mr Speaker, I would like to make a general statement at this
stage.' Hon Members will recall that during the debate of the
Second Reading of this Bill, the Hon Mr Bossano made a number
of points, he said that he wanted to .consider the Bill, carefilly and we asked your staff to make available a Hansard of
the debate at an early stage. This was done and for which I
am grateful and it has enabled the Government, with officials,
to have a close look at the points which the Hon Mr Bossano
made. I am going to deal at this stage with the points that
were made on home ownership and the Financial and Development
Secretary will then deal with the question of the contributions to pension schemes and in particular I think two points
that were made. One was tow the Vineyards Purchasers
Association were going to be affected by the arrangements on
closed market development scheme and the instalments that they
had paid and, secondly, the fact that the guidelines that
would be used by the Director of Crown Lands were not
specified, they were not included in ti.e. Ordinance and therefore they were merely going to be administrative guidelines.
We have looked carefully into the position of the Vineyards
Development. Hon Members will recall that Clause 5 what it
does is to extend the relieve of the initial deposit under
Section 26A of the Ordinance to first time home buyers
during the period of construction of their homes. In the
•case of the deposits paid by prospective owners under Phase I

of the.Vineyard Development, this commenced after the 30
June,..1086,,and it consisted of an initial deposit of 10% of
the jelling price, plus 15 instalments amounting to 1% of the
'final cost .of the flat during the construction period. I
understand that payments have now ceased and that payment of
the, remaining 75% will become due when the flat is completed.
This is expected to be the middle of this year. The allowance
of £2,000 under. Section 26A cannot be exceeded in total so •
that,when 75% of the selling price is due, the allowance of
£2,000 can in fact be given in the taxpayers code for 1988/89
as no allowance has been given previously. There is no real
need,,in fact, to consider Vineyard as a .closed market '
:development scheme as in any case the assessment for 1986/87
which could incorporate 20% of any, payments made during the
year ended 30 June, 1987, will probably not be issued until
the middle of 1988 at; the earliest, and whether the Vineyard
becOmes a closed market development or not.the taxpayer will
not lose, entitlement for in practice .they could not'reap any
benefit before ,the,.l July, 1988,. but what can be done-is. to
leave, it for the Vienyard Purchasers Association to decide
whether they, want to,be considered as a closed market develop. ment.scheme and we are therefore moving an amendment, a
necessary amendment, to make that alternative course of action
possible and -the Attorney-General has given notice on my
:behalf.:of the amehdment which I will be moving after Clause
5 at the end of.thatsub-section, the provisions relating to
the criteria to be adopted given them therefore statutory
effect by including them in the Bill.

Mr Speaker,,

I-beg to .move that Clause'l)of the Bill, be
amended by the,deletion.of the figures "1987" and the
substitution therefor'. of the figures "1988".

Mr Speaker put the,question. which was resolved in the
affirmative.and Clause 1, as amended, was agreed to and
stood part of the Bill.

Clause 2
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY
Mr Chairman, as the Honourable Chief Minister has said I have
been asked to comment on the points which were made during
.the Second Reading debate by the HonourableLeader - of the
Opposition with particular reference tp the pension provisions. •
I have read his comments in the Second Reading debate and also
in the discussion on the Government side, subsequently. I am
anxious, naturally, not to make political points in my
contributions at this stage.. I shall try not to do that although
I think it may be a little bit difficult. 1 thin?: a great
many of the .points made by. the Honourable the Leader of the
Opposition apply to the changes.which were introduced in the
Budget affecting the tax treatment of pensions rather
specifically to the amendments which are' the spbstapce of
this Ordinance, namely, those concerned with the returning
contributions.-• It is inevitable, I think, that my comments
•will likewise go over the ground which have, in fact, already

been covered in the debates of the Budget. But if .1 can
take the comments of the Honourable Leader of the Opposition,
. I think they fall into, or at lest I have represented them
to myself as falling into three categories, three main
criticisms. One, that there is discrimination in this sort
of measure between some beneficiaries and others, that is to
, say, one has a cut-off point. We are legislating for people
- who have taken up employment since July this year and giving
them inferior treatmeht to all the people who were in
• employment then. I think he has made the point but if Icould
take them in the order in which they appear, I think this is
inevitable with any taxation, whether one is introducing a
new allowance or withdrawing one. The change is bound to
discriminate between those who have been or have not been
enjoying the facility up to the time the change is made.
Usually 'in the case of changes in taxation this is at least
ameliorated by the universality of the effect, that is to say,
if everybody is affected by a change in taxation than there
is, I suppose one could call it equality of misery. With
some tax changes, however, I think this is one of them where
the expectations for a good many years Of personal planning
May be affected, it.is necessary to have some regard to this
and minimise the effect. That is what the changes introduced
in the budget were intended to do. There are, I understand,
over 150 corporate pension schemes and something like 200
personal pension schemes in operation in Gibraltar. The
Government felt that it would be wrong to legislate with
retrospective effect than to penalise all those members of
additional schemes-or of existing schemes whose expectations
over a number of years would have reached a certain point.
They could have a 100% lump sum target. The amendments to the
Income Tax Ordinance were introduced so as to. preserve that
expectation for those people who were pembers of existing
schemes. It is not for me to comment on the politics of this
decision but I can - certainiy think of other instances where
the same principle has been followed in the United Kingdom
when a tax reform has been introduced. The second point is
that as the position of all existing members of approved
schemes which provide. for 100% lump sum payments was preserved
this way it follows, this is another point that the Honourable
Member pointed out, that the revenue effect to the change will
initially be very small indeed. I agree that is so and it
cannot be argued that there is a great amount of money at
stake now nor could it be justified on the grounds that the
Government is raising revenue, that was not, however, the
purpose of the amendment. The real purpose of the amendment
is that it is, I think, a point of principle, whether,it is
desirable to make this tax reform or not, and I appreciate
that there may be a different view on this. This brings me
to what I think myself is probable the nub of the objection
on the part of the Honourable Leader of the Opposition and
Honourable Members opposite to this whole change and when I
say this whole change I am referring not so much to return of
contributions but to the notion of taxing a lump sum. The
Honourible Member drew a distinction between those in the
: .private sector, good employers such as Shell, he mentioned
' Smith Imossi and Saccone and Speed, where it might be
reasonable to deny the beneficiaries of the pension schemes

1001: commutation.because these schemes are salary related,
like the Gibraltar Civil Service scheme or the United Kingdom
-principal Civil_Service,Oension,scheme. I think, if I may
'quote froM the Honourable Members own comments, thelegislatioeis saying to both people in the private sector that they
cannot,An'tact, have what amounts to arvendowment.Policy
'funded viheiTly- or 'partly by their employer because that is what
It is a misnomer to
'
'most money purchase,
say that they are a - pension because they bear no relation
to the"ielary' since what you are doing'isTutting money into
-a 'savings account etc, etc. I'accept the distinction which
the -Honourable Member draws between money purchasing schemes
end'final salary related pension echemes, I accept that point,
butI do not agree and neither may I say, do those ih.the
'pensions and insurance industrY whot I consulted on this,
'
that itii.COrrect tO. call the one endowment policy ; and the
other a-pention scheme. With due respect to the HohourabLe
,:ember and the comments he made, I think this underitates
'the difference" and.aiso of course itIgnores,,this.is quite
, an important pOini4: the different tax, treatment whi6h is
giVen in.the case of an endowment policy and. the pension
scheme. .1 owe it, to the konourable. Member to expand on this
`commentin view of the points he has, made. In the case of an
-endowment policy, we are talking essentially of two features
one, an element of life insurance, that is to say, if you die
befote maturity, there is a lump sum, it is a-form of life
insurance, that aspect. Secondly, of course, therejs -the
return made by the Life Company to investing the premiums
which are normally. paid'to the individual in the forth of
revertiontry bonuset and then terminal bonuses on maturity.
In the pension scheme there is far greater flexibility both
asregards- the contribUtions and the benefits payable in
various circumstances, benefits Which moreover covet many more
'circumstances than those covered by, a,life policy and, therefore,'an endowment insurance. With a personal annuity
contract: the,individual.can decide and with a group pension
scheMe trustees will in effect sign on behalf of a group of
individuald whether the contributions will be; flat rate or
salary related and also whether and.when.and at whit.stage •
contributions ought to be increased from time to time and,
indeed, whether the scheme should be, in effect, final .
salary related. They are,.in_fact, muCh.more flexible
arrangements than simple endowment insurance, indeed,.with
an endowment "poliCy there are in effect two partieA,t6 the
contract, the insured person and the—insurer. .In the case
of an approVed pension scheme"the employer, the employee,..
the trustees and the company which is effectingtheTeneion
scheme. TheSe differences quite crucially, I.think, extend
to the different tax'treatments of endowment policies and
pension schemes and.I think this is.perhaps the most
important point: In bOth"cases the contributions are
allowable against tax but the similarity ends there; Both
the employers' and the eMployees' contributions will be
'allowable Against tax in the case of pension schemet. In the
'case- of centributiOns to an endowment policy, the question
of an emplOYer's contribution does not normally arise. It
could arise, there is no reason why an employer shoUld not

'take out an endowment' policy for one of his employees, as
one might take out a policy on the life of one's wife or a
clbse. relative. But the premium paid by the employer in
those circumstances be a benefit in kind. It would be
allowed as a deduction to the employer, taxable deduction,
and in theory at any rate, is taxable in the hands of the
beneficiary, that is to say, the employee, although of
course the employee could then probably claim relief under
Section 33 in respect of the premiums unless, of course,
he already had other life policies which took him beyond
the allowable limit of 1/6th of his income. One reason why
an employee will probable not chose this particular path and
would in most cases though not inall cases choose the pension
scheme option, is because of the other math difference in
tax treatment. This, really, is the essence of the
distinction and the rationale of the Government's decision to
tax lump sums in the hands of the beneficiaries in future.
'If you or I take out an endowment policy, Mr Speaker, the
lump sum which we are eventually given on maturity will have
paid tax in the hands of the insurance company at the
corporate rate. That is to say, the interest which is earned
on the investment by the company would have been taxed and
this is not true of the return on investments made by the
company in the case of approved pensions schemes. This is
the essential difference, whether they are personal pension
schemes or annuity contracts or corporate schemes such as,
for example, the stevedores scheme which was subject to
discussion earlier in the year. Those investments are not
taxed and it follows as surely as day follows night or as
day is different from night, that the returns in the form of
the final handout, the final, pay, should that be a lump sum,
are much greater in the case of a pension scheme than -in the
'case of a maturing endowment policy. When I say much greater,
'broadly speaking, I am talking about a factor of 100%, that
is to say, an insurance company will quote twice as much for
a pension scheme as for an endowment policy. This really
brings me to the rationale on the whole tax reform. In short,
that is the reason for not allowing 100% lump sum pensions
free of tax. The contributions have been allowed, have been
taxed deductable, the investments in the pension schemes have •
been allowed free of tax, it is reasonable in those circumstances for the individual who is earning a pension and laving
benefitted from his tax advantages, to take a substantial
portion of the maturing pension in the form of an annuity,
after all he will, this is the rationale behind it, such an
individual will in most cases still be taking advantage of thA
services of the Government, services of the community and
therefore it is not unreasonable to expect him to contribute
in some way by means of tax, to those services, services
provided by Government as any other citizen. That, in short,
Mr Speaker, is the rationale for it. As I have said it is
not my position to defend the politics of it but I felt I owe!
it to the House to give what has been a rather lengthy
explanation. There are some changes which we have considered
to the particular provisions in this income tax ordinance
affecting return of contributions. I think, by way of
introduction, I ought, perhaps, to comment on the points made
by 'the Honourable Leader of the Opposition in relation to GSL

employees.„The Honourable Member asked the Government, "Do
they,knOw,t4atthe,biggest single. group that will hurt. by
this_newlegiiiation is the group .that they made redundant in
JanuarY-In.GSL? .Are they aware of that, because if they are
not aware of tfiat,,then they.oughtto be .aware of that". This
is fittOur_understanding_of the_situation, Mr Speaker,: The
potitian_of,GSL,eMploYeetwill really be as follows. Those
who might•as;a,.teMultof,the restructuring-.proposals be made
tedMndant'and might withdraw their contributions to the GSL
pension fund will,not be caught by the provisions in this
Ordinance for taxing in return of contributions.- The
Commissioner of Income Tax will regard all those employees
of GSLyhowere in employment priorto the 1st July, 1987,
and prOvided,!of course,, they have made contributions.
retr.dgpeetiVe14_inrespeat of their employment, he will
fegard,them_it being exempt from the tax-of return of:.'
'tontributiOns„,_ There is one very final point, I am sorry
fOr standing, on my feet so.long,.24r Speaker, but this4s the
question of the:Eate,of,tax...-1,think the Honourable Leader
of the,Opposititn pointed,out that in the . United Kingdom
'the,:tate.of taxIm 10% on-return.of contributions. We have
so phrased,the legislation as to make the effective rate of
tax.154,bedaute of the particular formula we had used;was
that anY,amount in-advance or in excess of 25% will be taxed
at 20%-_,thinkthatcomee_Out at an effective rate of 15%
,or_16%..,OnLreconsiderationv
Mr Speaker, the Government _has
,
decided ihit.it,is prepared-to lower the rate to 10% and it
of the,
•_Is mot necesiary,to frame. this,
Ordinance in the terms in, which it is now"expressed, namely,
the.incentive. of 25%.,' I have an amendment which I would
like, to circuiate to .Honourable Members which will quite
simply say that the tax on the rate- of return'of contributions
'will be, a 10% r -I do not know whether I need to explain the
technica4ties of the. amendment. As Honodrable Membeks know, •
any Changes to. the Ordinance are in two parts. First of all,
you have,a substantive part and then you have a charging
part so the bit where .it.says what the rate shall be comes
later, mamely,,in. •378.- That 'is why the first amendment is
rather a .curious.one.
MR SPEAKER .
. .
That is why you are proposing Clause.11 to be-amended. Any.
contributors?
HON J BOSSANO
We support the deletion and we will vote in favour of the •
deletion and. we, will oppose the introduction of the new rate
of 10% because, in fact, we do not agree with what the
Governmentwants to do and we think it is a decision which
.requirema political_decision and we politically are - against
it... It- imnotthat we do not underttand the arguments, it
seems to me that_all:that has happened since the last House
,is that the Government having studied the-arguments have,
isit were, attenuated-the effect of their measure to
-incorporate the arguments that they were using and therefore

the measure is
insufficiently
against it and
course support

less lethal than originally intended'but still
good to satisfy us and therefore we are
we shall vote against it, but we will of
the deletion in.Clause'2.

Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and Clause 2, as amended, was agreed to and
stood part of the Bill.
Clauses 3 and 4 were agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
Clause S
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL
•
It is quite a lengthy amendment as set out in my notice,
Mr Chairman, of the 20 January. The first amendment, if you
wish me to go through it, Mr Chairman, is to the new Section
'26A2, at page 190; to omit the words "a house or a flat is
purchased" and substitute the words "a person who is
eligible to apply for Government housing in accordance with
the Housing Allocation Scheme, as revised in 1987, made under
.the Housing (Special Powers) Ordinance, enters into an agreement to purchase a house or a flat".
MR SPEAKER
Does any Hon Member wish to speak on the proposed amendment?
HON J BOSSANO
The amendment itself is something which we welcome because it
specifies what was previously, one assumes, in the mind of
the Government hut not stated black upon white. That was one
of the arguments that we used the last time, that if you gave
discretionary powers to the Director of Crown Lands to
certify what was a closed market development scheme and we
did not think it was good legislation that somebody should
have to guess what would satisfy the Director of Crown Lands
or that the Director of Crown Lands in theory should be free
to vary those criteria from one application to the next.
Since it is the first time you are including the expression
"closed market development scheme" in the law, we felt it
ought to be defined so that we knew what the Government meant
by it. The only previous reference that we have seen to
this as we said in the last meeting of the House was in the
published City Plan, so it is now clear and we are therefore,
in principle, in favour of the fact that it should be set out
in the law. However, we ourselves are not entirely sure
whether the two-tier system is desirable in Gibraltar and
whether we would want to perpetuate it which was the other
point that I made in the debate. There were really two
things, one was, we have said; "if there is going to be an.
open market and a closed market, there should be absolutely
crystal clear definitions of what is closed and what is open
so that everybody knows where they stand. My second argument
was, can we have a closed market development and are we not
in conflict with community law? And that the amendment does
not answer because it seemed to us that conceptually the
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.closed market thing came from looking at the way Jersey and
Guernsey have tried to protect local residents from competition
for housing by excluding new people coming to the islands from
being able to buy certain properties and consequently there are
properties that only Jerseymen can buy and which can only be
sold to,Jerseymen,, as it were, and there are properties which
anybody of any nationality can buy provided they get the
•
residence permit., Our argument is that having looked at
community legislation, it seems to us that under community
'Taw weare required:by:community legislation, asthe Honourable.
Member opposite was saying earlier in relation to the pensions.
In relation to the pensions we have been told in a previous
motion in this House that if we are legislating something
which is in conflict with community law then, in fact, the
legislation that we pass here is unenforceable because
community law supersedes it. can we be told categorically
that the Government has looked at thatatpect and that the
Government is completely satisfied that this' cannet be
challenged - as beifig in conflict with communitylaW becaute
having read community law on the.subject it appears to Us that
a community- national that takes up residence in Gibraltar has
.gottheright tO buy property on the same basis as a native of
Gibraltar and'that discrimination-on the right tobuy a home.
in Gibraltar on grounds of nationality is not perMissAble.
Therefore if the closed development is a closed development
because a person is not allowed to buy it unless he qualifies
for GoVernment housing and we are then saying that only a
-,person- that ita Gibraltarian goes on the HOusing Waiting List,
then it seems to us that we are making it a condition of this
law that somebody should act in a way which breaks community
law and I do not see how we can do that. We are not satisfied
that, it can be done. Secondly, we are not satisfied that it
ought- to be'done even if it was not a matter Of community law.
We would like a-view On whether it is or it is not, but
independent of-that I, think-I have to say that we still would
wish to reservaour position_independent of that issue because
purely on.economic grounds-, as it were,- on the grounds of
the promotion of home ownership and so forth, weare not ourselves sure in'our own minds- that the best way to go about it
:is to have - a two-tier housing market. We are hot clear ourselves on that,, we think it:requires much more thought and
:,.the Government has not really put up a very strong case for
doing4t.. As far as we are concerned the only time that we
have- really had any kind of explanation about a two-tier
market was in this legislation. If you are introducing a new
. system which gives certain privileges to certain categories
-of citizens and-denies them bother categories of citizens,
we ourselves feel that there have to be very powerful arguments
for doing that. As a matter of general principle we would say
to Ourselves that we believe that if you give certain tax
advantages for home ownership, then you do it to everybody.
If you-are-going to, give it to some and not to others we need
to be persuaded by much more powerful arguments that have
been put forward so far. But as I said initially Mr Chairman,
as far as the amendment being moved by the AttOrney-General
now is concerned, we welcome that because it does ularify
the position of what it is that the Government is trying to

do and therefore we think it is a good thing for everybody
in Gibraltar to understand the law better as a result, even
though we might in principle not be in agreement with the
law itself and we might want to change it in the future.
We will support the amendment purely for those reasons but I
think I need to make clear that when the time comes we shall
be abstaining on the amended motion, because we have not
made up our minds finally and because we would like clarification on the EEC dimension.
HON ATTORNEY GENERAL
Insofar as the EEC dimension ieconcerned, it is, as the
Honourable Leader of the Opposition knows, a difficult piece
of legislation insofar as Gibraltar housing is concerned. It
is quite clear from the amendments that we have made to the
Lands Titles Order that any EEC national can purchase land
in Gibraltar. But then we have the equally difficult problem
about how the Housing Allocation Scheme which is mentioned in
this particular clause fits into community regulation, I think
it is 1612. You have had my views on three times in this
4-Louse on that. We defend the Housing Allocation Scheme which
allows the eligibility for housing in Gibraltar to go to
people who have been r4stered in the register of Gibraltarians
and to persons who were not registered in the Register of
Gibraltarians but have a right of permanent residence and also'
British Dependent Territories citizens through their connections with Gibraltar. We have had this out in the House on
several occasions and it is not easy to have to reconcile it
with community le4islatirbUt we have said and I have said
more than once ir. this House, it is something which is so
fundamentally important to Gibraltar that we would fight it
and fight it and fight it again to do our best to ensure that
the public housing stock of Gibraltar.goes to Gibraltarians
and not to community nationals in general because I cannot
imagine a worse situation; Mr Chairman, than Frenchmen,
Spaniards, Germans and the like, as community nationals,
coming in and taking priority in our housing list over
Gibraltarians who were born here, who have been registered
here, just because tie community national coming in manages
to get more points on the housing list. It is difficult, we
think that there is a reasonable argument for saying it is
within community law and we are prepared to fight that
argument to win the day because we think it is terribly
important to Gibraltar.
HON J BOSSANO
I am afraid the Honourable Member has skilfully avoided
giving me an answer and I cannot let him get away with it.
I am not suggesting to the Honourable Member that the few
houses that we have available for people on the waiting list
should be distributed to Spaniards, Frenchmen, Portuguese
et al. In fact, if they all joined the waiting list I
would imagine they will still be there ir, 10 years time like
we all are. That is not what we are talking about, we are
talking about an amendment to the Income Tax Ordinance which
gives tax treatment for home ownership to people who are

able to apply for Government housing. I am not questioning
whether the Housing Allocation Scheme is an infringement
of 'Community law because we are not discussing the Housing
Allocation Scheme and that is not a scheme which exists in
any of our laws. I know that the explanation that the Hon
Member has given now and that. he has given before is that
even if it is contrary to Community law, he is prepared to
defend it because housing is such an important area and
obviously because the AACR is, building so few houses that
the Hon and Learned Attorney-General has got to keep the
few that there are available for Gibraltarians and I agree
with him. However, my question is, since we are legislating
now not only about the right to apply for public housing
but the right to purchase, and there is specifically in the
legislation of the Community a specific reference to the
right to buy, it is about the right to buy that I am seeking
an answer. If we are saying to somebody that he may not sell
to someone who is not on the waiting list, are we not limiting
the right of people to buy property in Gibraltar in a scheme
which we call restricted and we are restricting it by
reference to a definition of the category of people, can
that restriction be sustained? That is the question. I am
saying that even if the restrictions can be sustained we
may wish not to do it for other reasons but we want to know
in any case, since that- question has not been answered to
our satisfaction, whether in fact in his view we have got
the right in Gibraltar to build houses for sale which we
can say will only be sold to Gibraltarians. Can we do that?
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
This is the point I have been trying to. make, Mr Chairman,
because it does come down to the validity of the Housing
Allocation Scheme.
HON J BOSSANO:
Mr Chairman, what I am asking him is, independent of the
fact that the Government, in renting .council houses as a
landlord may- be` able to select the. tenants and. it can select
the tenants by birth or by colour or by income or by whatever
criteria and that criteria might be challenged or not be
challenged which is one issue which is not ,the issue we are
questioning at the moment.. Can a. private developer say 'I
am now going to build houses exclusively for Englishmen which
nobody else can buy or exclusively for Frenchmen', can he
do that under Community law or does, in fact, the law of
the European Community say that any Community national has
to have the same right to buy property in any Member State
as a national of that Member State?
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HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
That is what our law says in the amendment we made to the
Lands Title Order. We gave community nationals the right
to purchase land in Gibraltar so they do have a general right
to purchase land. All we are saying here is that the landlord
can only sell or dispose of the property in a closed market
development scheme to somebody on the Gibraltar housing list.
HON J BOSSANO:

I am aware of that. Perhaps I am being very obtuse in
following the Hon Member's argument. It seems to me if he
tells us that we have changed the Lands Titles Order to say
'anybody can buy property in Gibraltar
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
Other housing schemes.
HON J BOSSANO:
Other housing schemes, this is what we want. What I want
is a categorical statement from him that we are entitled
within Community law to require a particular developer in
a particular development to sell to a particular class of
purchaser. In fact, we can say to somebody tomorrow: 'this
is a piece of land for development and the conditions of
the tender are that the property may only be sold to people
with the following characteristics', be those characteristics
that they are on the waiting list or that they are tall or
that they are short or they have got brown eyes or whatever.
Can we, in fact, introduce a limit of the class of purchasers.
to which a property may be sold without being in conflict
with what he has told us we have already done which is to
give people a general right to purchase? If he says we can
do that then, fine, that is his view and it satisfies our
concern that we were acting in a way which could be challenged
effectively. But I am also saying, independent of that, that
we ourselves think that much more thought has to be given
to the development of this two-tier market which is a concept
recently introduced by the Government and which we are not
entirely sure-we want to support because we think more thought
has to be given into its economic consequences, generally,
as to what we want the private sector market to be like.
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
The Hon Leader of the Opposition may contend with, I think,
the position taken in this, is defensible in Community law
because of the peculiar situation. It is a very complex
subject.
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Mr Speaker then put the question and on a vote being taken
the following Hon Members.voted in favour:

vM SPEAKER:
In other words, you are saying it can be put to the test.

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
It can be 'Pi* to the test because it is important that certain
houses only go to people on the waiting list and for that
reason we have got to try, and defend it.
HON J L BALDACH/NO:
Mr ChairMan, but once we have a closed market. development,
for example, or somebody builds .houses of a closed market,
can ne then revert to an open market if he so wishes or does
that remain a closed market for the duration?

Canepa
Major F J Dellipiani
M K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
G Mascarenhas
J B Perez
Dr R G Valarino
H J Zammitt
H Thistlethwaite
B Traynor

The following Hon Members abstained:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
I think it must remain within the closed market situation.
If you look at the various criteria the Director of Crown
Lands has to be satisfied before issuing a certificate and
that the purchaser, lessee or other person acquiring :Such
house or who has entered into a legally binding commitment
not;to sell:, grant a-lease or otherWise dispose of- such house
Or flat except to-,a:persom eligible to apply for Government
housimg,!under - the,Rousing Allocation Scheme. It is the best
we could do'to.try and maintain the closed market deVelopment
so- that-thiperson cannet'gO out te-sell in the open market.

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

J L Baldachin°
J Bossano
M A Feetham
Miss M I Montecriffo
R Mor
J C Perez
J E Pilcher

The amendment was accordingly passed and Clause 5, as amended,
stood part of the Bill.'
Clauses 6 to 10 were agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
Clause 11

Mr S'Peaker,then..pUt theguestion.which was resolved in the
effirmatiVe and: theamendment was accordingly passed.

HO7 FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:

HON ATTORNEY.;.GENERAL:

- have circulated to yourself and to Hon Members, namely, tHat

Mr Chairman, I beg to move-the proposed amendment which ...

That CI:enSe v5:' be fnither: aniended though we have been
discussing-thii, Mr-Chairman.

the proposed amendment to Section 37B of the principal
Ordinance shall be replaced as I have circulated.
Mr Speaker then put the question and on a vote being taken
the following Hon Members voted in favour:

MR SPEAKER:
neeii to=read it..
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL'
It is exactly the point we have been discussing.
HON J BOSSANO:
We Will be ibstaining . because as I explained,. Mr Chairman,
we agree- with the amendment but the original concept we are
not very sure about, we still think this two-tier system
will rot work.
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The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
Th.,
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

A J Canepa
Major F J.Dellipiani
M K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
G Mascarenhas
J B Perez
Dr R G Valarino
H J Zammitt
Thistiethwaite
B Traynor
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The following Hon Members voted against:
The
The
the
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

J L Baldachino
J Bossano
M A Feetham
Miss M I Montegriffo
R Mor
J C Perez
J E Filcher

Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and new Clause 34 was agreed to and stood part
of the Bill.
The Long Title was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
THE COURT FEES BILL, 1988

Clause 11, as amended, stood part of the Bill.

Clause 1 was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.

The Long Title was agreed to and stood part ,of the Bill,

Clause 2
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:

THE MERCHANT SHIPPING (AMENDMENT) BILL, 1988
Clauses 1 to 33 were agreed to and stood part of the Bill.

Mr Chairman, to amend Clause 2 to omit the words "sections
4 and 5" and substitute the word "section 4".
Mr Speaker put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and Clause 2, as amended, was agreed to and stood
part of the Bill.

New Clause 34
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
Mr Chairman, I haVe given notice of an amendment to add a
Clause. 34. It is purely a legal amendment so it should be
inserted immediately after Clause 33 and before Schedule
3. Schedules 1 and 2 are in- the principal- Ordinance and this
is the purpose of this new Clause, that the Ordinance is
further amended by inserting immediately after Schedule 2
the following new Schedules.

Clauses 3 to 6 were agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
The Long Title was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
THE SUPPLEMENTARY APPROPRIATION (1987/88) BILL, 1988
Clause 1 was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.

MR SPEAKER:
Will you read your amendment.

The Schedule was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:

Clauses 2 and 3 were agreed to and stood part of the Bill.

The insertion, of the following new Clause 34 as follows:
"34. The Ordinance is further amended by inserting immediately
after Schedule 2 the following new Schedules - Schedule 3,
as printed, Schedule 4 as printed but to be amended when
we come to Schedule 4.

The Long Title was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.

MR SPEAKER:

Mr Speaker, I have the honour to report that the Income Tax
(Amendment) Bill, 1988, with amendments; the Merchant Shipping
(Amendment) Bill, 1988, with amendments; the Court Fees Bill,
1988, with amendments; and the Supplementary Appropriation
(1987/88) Bill, 1988, have been considered in Committee and
agreed to and I now move that they be read a third time and
passed.

I think we have got to deal with the proposed new Schedule
4 now and then the new Clause 34 will read, and that is what
I was suggesting before, 'as printed in the Bill', as
circulated in the amendment.

THIRD READING
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
Schedule 4 as circulated if you please, Mr Chairman.
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Mr Speaker put the question and on a vote being taken on
the Merchant Shipping (Amendment) Bill, 1988; the Court Fees
Bill, 1988; _and .the, Supplementary Appropriation' '1987/88)
Bill, 1988, the question was resolved in the affirmative.
On a vote being taken on the Income Tax (Amendment) Bill,
1988, the1011owing Hon Members voted in favour:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

A J Canepa
Major F J Dellipiani
M K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
G Miscarenhas
J B Perez
Dr R G Valarino
H J Zammitt .
E Thistlethwaite
B Traynor

The follOwing Ron Members abstained:
The' Aon
The ')Ion j'BOssano
The Hon M A Feetham
The Hon Miss M I Montegriffo
The,HOn,12-Morr
The Hon J C Perez
The Hon.J E Pilcher
•
The Bills were read,a.third time and_passed.
.-- • .

MR SPEAKER:
We will recess now until tomorrow morning at 10.30.
The Hbuse recessed at 7.00 pm.
FRIDAY THE 22ND JANUARY, 1988
The House resumed at 10.45 am.
MR SPEAKER:
We will continue with Private. Members' motions,
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PRIVATE MEMBERS' MOTIONS
HON R NOR:
Mr Speaker, I beg to move that: "This House considers that
Gibraltar has no further obligation to. contribute to the
cost of revalued Spanish pensions beyond the E4.5m from the
Spanish sub-fund and that any further payments is a matter
for Her Majesty's Government to. aoree with the Government
of the Kingdom of Spain". Mr Speaker, the question of Spanish
pensions was extensively debated in this House on the 28th
January, 1986, that is, almost two years to the de.;. On that
occasion you will no doubt recall that the reason why the
Opposition had brought a motion to the House was because
an agreement had been concluded in. DeceMber, 1985, whereby
the British Government was providing a certain amount cf
money and we were putting up that part of the fund which
belonged to the ex-Spanish workers and as you know, Mr
Speaker, the British GovernMent put up. E16im and we put up
so that made up the E21m which were expected to cover
the years between 1980 and 1983. At the time the Hon and
Learned Sir Joshua Hassan thought that this agreement was
a matter of particular satisfaction, that is how he described
it in his New Year Message. But we, on the other hand, thought
that the agreement failed to adequately protect the interests
of.-.the 'people• of Gibraltar. That was the reason why we brought
the motion at,the time because we believed that the agreement
failed toe.protect, the interests of the people. Mr Speaker,
if
mayego-very briefly over what was the scenario at that
I may go.briefly over what was being said and what
waa..being debated. both here in this House-and, in fact, in
the. House of ComMons. On certain occasions the question of
Spanish pensions was raised in the House of Common's at the
time and I would like to start by referring to a debate which
took place in early December when the British Parliament
was discussing the Spanish and Portuguese Accession Bill.
I have here, Mr Speaker, a copy of the contribution which
Mr Albert McOuarrie made during that debate and I think it
is interesting to note that he made reference to a written
question which had been asked earlier by Mr David Young to
•
the Foreign and Commonwealth Office. The questien .was as
to-who-would be responsible ultimately for the eayment of
Spanish: ..pensions. Mr McQuarrie quoted the reply given by
Mre Time Eggar, which • was: "Under Gibraltar law and ender
European Community Regulations responsibility for, payments
of nensions rests with the Gibraltar Government. We are having
discussions with the Gibraltar Government about how this
responsibility will be met". This question was answered on
.December,_ 1985. Mr McQuarrie pointed.out and, as
the all
we•
all knowe, that this reply,had provoked a reaction ftom
the then Chief Minister of • Gibraltar who issued a press
release which read as follows: I. have just been informed
of the answer given by Mr Tim Egger to a parliamentary
question by Mr David Young regarding the ultimate
responsibility for the payment of social security pensions
to Spanish nationals working in Gibraltar before the closure
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of the frontier by the Spanish Government". Sir Joshua then
went on to say and I think, Mr Speaker, this was, in fact,
quoted yesterday here by the Hon the present Chief Minister:
"Gibraltar Goveimment Ministers have made it clear to the
British Government that while Gibraltar is prepared to meet
its moral responsibility in full and has accordingly offered
to contribute the total amount paid into the Social Insurance
Fund by Spanish workers, plus accrued interest" - a total
of some £4.5m - "their view is that the ultimate
responsibility lies with the British Government". In fact,
the statement Mr McQuarrie, again, quoted this as well, later
on it said: "we reiterated previous oral suggestions that
the Spanish Government might be asked to acknowledge some
responsibility in this matter". Mr Speaker, as you can see,
the. motion which I am presenting today is, in fact, no
different to what the Hon and Learned Chief Minister of the
time was saying, that is, that Gibraltar has no further
obligation to pay for Spanish pensions beyond the £4.5m of
the Spanish sub-fund and that any further payments is a matter
for Britain to agree with Spain since they are both in some
way responsible for our situation. Spain 'caused the problem
in the first place by withdrawing the labour force and
Britain, as the EEC Member State, failed to secure Gibraltar's
position before Spain's entry and, of course, we on this
side of the House also apportion blame on the AACR Government
on this since as you know, Mr Speaker, the GSLP has been
pressing for derogations to be sought since 1980. But in
this debate in the House of, Commons. there was also a
.contribution by Mr David Young and in concluding his speech
Mr Young said: "In agreeing to the accession of Spain and
Portugal, it is the duty of the House not to neglect the
rights of 30,000 British citizens in Gibraltar who look to
us as their one safeguard. .I ask Hon Members to remember
that it is Rer Majesty's Government who have negotiated the
Accession Tieaty, not the Gibraltar Government. I hope that
the Minister of State will not dodge those essential issues
as his Right Hon and Learned Friend did earlier".
This
was in fact a direct reference to Sir Geoffrey Howe who had,
as Mr Young said, dodged the issue of Spanish pensions when
he was answering questions earlier on. In fact, Mr Speaker,
Sir Geoffrey Howe had been asked earlier by Mr Alfred Morris:
"The Right Hon and Learned. Gentleman spoke of the importance
of this legislation for relations between this country and
Spain. He said nothing about the important issue of the
pensions that will be payable to Spaniards who worked in
Gibraltar up to .the time when the frontier was closed. He
must know that it is an issue of the first importance to
the Government of Gibraltar. It could cost them £7m a'year
for the next 15 years. Can the Right Hon and Learned Gentleman
give them any sort of assurance before he concludes his
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speech?" To this, Mr Speaker, Sir Geoffrey 9owe replied:
"The Right Hon Gentleman was right to raise that question.
It is clear that the financing of those obligations is a
matter of interest. The Government will make a significant
contribution for the first year from the date of Spain's
accession to assist Gibraltar to meet its obligations while
negotiations continue about future years. I shall say something more about Gibraltar later". What Sir Geoffrey Howe
said later about Spanish pensions, Mr Speaker, was in fact
disappointing and was also, in fact, what brought about the
remark that he was dodging the issue. Because there was no
doubt that he was avoiding making references to the issue
and had to be interrupted by Mr James Pawsey - Mr James
Pawsey, if Members will recall, was out here some time ago
- and he said that it was clearly unfair that the 30,000
people of Gibraltar should bear the burden of the amount
involved to meet these pensions and that he thought the
Gibraltar Government were looking for a rather better deal
than that. All Sir Geoffrey Howe said, Mr Speaker, was "With
regard to pensions it must be remembered that the workers
in question contributed to the Gibraltar Pension Scheme for
a number of years and, like other workers who contributed
in the same period, are entitled to benefits which match
those payable to people who live in Gibraltar. That is the
pattern with which we are dealing and I have nothing to add
to what I said earlier about this topic". This, Mr Speaker,
was the scenario at the time. It was clear that several
Members of Parliament in the United Kingdom were expressing
concern at the problem of Spanish pensions on the one hand
and the British Government was attempting to avoid the issue.
To us, on this side of the House, Mr Speaker, it was an
indication that the British Government were not prepared
to accept responsibility for the payment of these pensions
and, clearly, what was obvious then and we believe it is
still obvious, that the British Government is expecting the
full responsibility to be taken up by the people of Gibraltar.
Mr Speaker, we were in for quite a surprise when in his New
Year Message Sir Joshua Hassan had said that the agreement
was a matter of particular satisfaction. We believed then,
Mr Speaker, and we still do, that the agreement, as I
mentioned earlier, failed to adequately protect the position
of Gibraltar because we believe, of course, that the matter
should have been settled long before Spain ioined the
Community and if that was not done then we would expect the
British Government as a member EEC State to accept the
responsibility. Mr Speaker, I will therefore come to the
motion which I have referred to earlier on and which I moved
in this House in January, 1986. As you will no doubt recall
at the time I expressed some doubt as to the value of the
Spanish Sub-fund which was then calculated to be E4.5m and
the reason why I had expressed doubt was because I had reason
to believe that the original figure should have been Eim
and not Eim and I had come across, Mr Speaker, a statement
which had been made here in this House in 1970 and which
had, in fact, mentioned the figure of “m. I am obviously
not going to go into that again, Mr Speaker, because with
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the passage of time it is very difficult to be able to clarify
how those figures were produced although as you may remember,
the :Eon Financial. and Development Secretary did attempt to
give' an explanatidn during that debate. At the time I also
referred to a statement made by the then Chief Minister of
Gibraltar, Major Bab Peliia, who was trying to reach a settlement 'Whereby the monies due to the Spaniards then was being
handed baCk rind he did, in fact, say that an acceptable
settlement was possible', in his:statement. It is a pity, Mr
Speaker, that the AACE who were then in Opposition were
opposed to' thit arrangement otherwise we may, obviously,
have not been diteussing this today and Gibraltar would have
been - rid :Of. this . .problem. HoweVer, Mr Speaker, it is
interesting to note some of the things which were ,said then
and which relate to the motion which' is before us today.
In his Contribution the Hon and Learned Sir Joshua Hassan
once again. reiteratethe Government's position when he said:
"1 ,WOuld etata.that..the_GoVernment's own position on the
matter tOr thOutura,ia as clear at. it haalpeen_thronghout,
"'either the Government nor anyone can commitGibraltar.to
the enorM15ua.burden which,. this problem. represents, We ,consider
that' the Ultimate responsibility rests on .the British
GovernMentt, On the „face of it, Mr Speaker, it appears that
the GoVernment'e, pOsitiOn was still as firM as when their
preViOus Government ,statement, was. OUOted by Mr .McQuarrie,
that it, that we thould not be called upon to provide any
further_MOneY 'beyond the E4.5m. In 'fact, Mr Speaker, when
my-Mon Colleague, Joe Pilnher, was saying to the Houseduring
the debetn that What,we wanted ,the Government . tocontinue
was withhatthe:Mcin,Mi Canepa, had ,been_sayingJlere_and
outside the: House,, that they:.would,notpay out .a single penny
ofedibraitar taxpayers money, the present thief Minister
interruoted_ind 7saidr., We 'say that-today"., That, was in
January,_1986..,.Eowever,-. Mr Speaker, the solidly firm stand
t
whichheGovernmentFappeared
to betaking was somewhat shaken
the.,-Eon ,Mr, Maurice, Featherstone when he came out
surPritinoly-by.saying that .he felt Gibraltar had a :commitment
to. meet., the pensions-of those Spaniards who had qualified
for :pensions before 1969 and, as you know, Mr Speaker, there
ara„cmer.700-of them. However,.it-was not only the Hon Mr
Featherstone who,caaid this .but -this position was, in fact,
landoreed„by: ,:the'Eoni.:Mr Canape himself, who said thatin - 1989wee.have ,A- moral and'-legal :obligation .to pay for those
pentinns.,1Me said that -we should 'mot ,hava:,. any liability
towards-thosapaniarda who, had .not yet reached 65-in-1969
and_were? withdrawnasea political weapon to harm us but that
we , had:an,obligationto pay the others; Mr Speaker; although
I euppOse that at face value,it may well sound 'a reasonable
attitude .to show,',I suppose it could,:also be argued that
those Spaniards who were used as a'political weapon, as the
EomMember has-said4:. those same. Spaniards who had not. yet
qualified for 'pensiona7.dn '1969 formed the base'-with theirsocial insurance contributions from which' the. money would
have-come to pay for those others who. had already retired.
In fact, Mr Speaker; by :withdrawing this labour from
Gibraltar, Spain had actually taken away the means by which
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Gibraltar could have honoUred .the payments. of the pre-I969
Spanish pensions. As I say, Mr Speaker, I.bblieve this.could
also have been used as an argument but what I. find incredible
is that the Government should have come out with such.a statement right at the outset of negotiations oYer.who was going
to pay beyond 1988. I think, Mr Speaker, that this'clearly
shows the lack of ability of this AACR Govern:reent when
negotiating anything on behalf of Gibraltar. Mr Speaker,
to say publicly how far you are prepared to go before yoe
start negotiating is very much like showing your hand in
'a poker game before the betting starts. The British Government
must have been delighted to hear this, Mr Speaker, because
quite obviously they would then have started negotiations
from the basis that the Gibraltar Government was already
prepared to pay up E1.5m for the payment of Spanish pensions.
Mr Speaker, we were asked by 'the Government to come clean
on the issue of Spanish pensions and this we have done with
this motion we are presenting today. We would also ask them
bo come clean and explain how is it that they are committed
to, look at Gibraltar's capacity to contribute towards 'meeting
the cost of Spanish pensions beyond 1988 according to the
terms of reference of the Joint Study Group. Under these
terms of reference, Mr Speaker, in paragraph 2 it says: "To
assess the capacity of the Gibraltar economy to contribute
towards .meeting the liability after the end of 1985 taking
into account the Gibraltar Government's financial and economic
policies". Mr Speaker, we asked the Government in Question
No.188 of 1987 on the 6th July last year: "In view of the
improved economic climate are Government now ready to proceed
with. the reduction of the age.of entitlement to 60 for male
social 'security pensions?" In their reply, Mr Speaker, they
said: "This is not 'a matter which is directly related' to
the general economic climate". We would be interested to
know how is it that in the case of Spanish pensions this
is related to our economic potential and yet in something
'of benefit to our own pensioners it is not. Mr Sneker, as
I said before, the wording of this motion is very ,
much in
line. with the position that Gibraltar has been taking all
along as regards the payment of Spanish pensions. We believe
that, this is an issue which should have been resolved long
before now and long before Spain joined the EEC. we bPljevri
that Gibraltar shoald.have no further commitment beyond the
F.45m' and that Britain must accept responsibili'y as the
Mem'oer State and, equally, we feel that Spain is also answerable• for having created the problem in the first place. As
has been said beflare, Mr Speaker, we. were the victims of
Spain's- aggressive tactics and y'dt we are now being asked
to pay a prite for this. And the price we would pay would
be deficienties in our education system; deficiencies in
our housing; deficiencies in cur medical and social services
as Well as affecting the general development of Gibraltar.
We believe that Britain's position today is still very much
the same as expressed
Mr. Tim Eggar in DemnmOer,
that. is, that it is Gibraltar's responsibility
are

still maintaining a firm position on this. Spain, obviously,
will also maintain a firm position by saying that they are
entitled to these pensions and so I believe that we must
equally be as firm and we must also take a very firm stand
on this. We should not be asking, Mr Speaker, the people
of Gibraltar to pay a price for the failure of the AACR
Government and that of the British Government in having sought
derogations for Gibraltar at the appropriate time. Mr Speaker,
I commend the motion to the House.
Mr Speaker proposed the question in the terms of the motion
as moved by the Hon R Mor.

those negotiations. Mr Mor then went on to make the point
that the AACR should have agreed to what the Peliza Government
had in mind. As I recall it, I was not a Member of the
Opposition, but as I recall it, Major Peliza made a statement
in the House. The then Leader of the Opposition, Sir Joshua
Hassan, reacted to that statement and the reaction was not
a positive one but why on earth should that have stopped
the Peliza Government from aoing ahead with what they had
in mind escapes me. There was no bipartisan approach on
foreign affairs then so why couldn't that administration
have taken the initiative, even if the AACR did not agree
with them, of going ahead with that proposal?

HON CHIEF MINISTER:

HON J BOSSANO:

Mr Speaker, in setting the scenario as it was in the debate
in the House of Commons back, I think, in 1985, Mr Mor
mentioned a number of MP's who took part in that debate and
who did so on a rather well-informed footing because they
had formed part of a CPA delegation that had come out to
Gibraltar and who had discussed the matter, I am sure with
the Opposition certainly, they certainly discussed the matter
with us in the Government at great length and we were able
to impart to them a great deal of information on the issue.
In fact, the remark that Mr David Young made in the House
of Commons that it was Her Majesty's Government who had
negotiated the Spanish Accession Treaty is precisely the
point that Sir Joshua Hassan made yesterday in his
contribution that it is the actions of the British Government
in pursuance or in respect of its international obligations
when Britain signs international treaties that had created
the problem for the people of Gibraltar. Alfred Morris had
also come to Gibraltar on that occasion and, indeed, together
David Young, Albert Morris and "other teveral MP's who
expressed concern, noted that Her Majesty's Government were
attempting to avoid the issue. In fact, at the time of that
debate I think they were trying to wash their hands off the
issue beyond the first year. I think their attitude was:
'Let us get the pensions paid during the first year, once
they start to be paid we have got the Gibraltar Government
committed' and we were not going to fall for that. If you
compare the line that was being taken during that debate
in the House of Commons, the concern that MP's were
expressing, if you contrast that with the agreement that
was finally reached in December, 1985, on the brink of the
1st January, 1986, I think it is full proof of our success
in the negotiations, proof of the fact that we pushed the
British Government much, much further than what they would
have wished to go on the matter and that is the reason why
Sir Joshua Hassan, Chief Minister at the time, expressed
some satisfaction at the result of the agreement because
the negotiations had been extremely difficult at official
level. With the Secretary of State, they had been difficult
and not by any means bereft of acrimony, a great deal of
acrimony arose during the course of those discussions, on

I think the Hon Member is wrong in that particular date of
which we have a copy, Hr Speaker. There is a reference to
the fact that because it was a matter of foreign affairs
both Government and Opposition were being consulted by HE
on the proposals.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Of course, they were being consulted by the Governor on behalf
of the British Government about the proposals but there was
no requirement that there should be a bipartisan approach
because there was no agreement between the then Government
and the then Opposition that this matter or any matters to
do with foreign affairs would be approached on a bipartisan
basis in sharp contrast to what happened between 1977 and
1980 when Mr Xiberras was Leader of the Opposition, during
the time of the so-called Strasbourg process and later on
when Mr Peter Isola was Leader of the Opposition between
1980 and 1984. There there was a bipartisan approach and
if one of the two parties to that agreement did not go along
with a proposal then it could not be pursued. But the Peliza
Government could have pursued it. But let us assume for one
moment that, in fact, the AACR had been in agreement with
the approach. Who is to say that the Spanish Government of
the time and at the time in 1970 Franco was still very much
at the helm, would have gone along with that proposal. In
1979 we know how a democratic Government in Spain much better
disposed towards Gibraltar already, was not prepared to do
so and what likelihood could there
be of securing agreement precisely from that regime that had caused the problem
by withdrawing Spanish labour as a hostile act against the
people of Gibraltar. I think that that point anxious as Mr
Mor might be to pin the blame on us for not just for what
happened in 1984 and 1985, he wants to pin the blame on us
for what happened in 1970, how far back can you really go?
I think, Mr Speaker, I have demolished that point without
a shadow of doubt. I said during the course of the debate
yesterday that the Government would spell out what its
position was in respect of the liability beyond the E4.5m
270.
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contribution from the Spanish fund. I also explained that
if Gibraltar had to take a rigid stance on the matter it
should do so responsibly and on the merits of the case. Our
position, in fact, .has not changed from what we ptt to Her
Majetty's Government in - 198A and 1935 and what we publicly
stated in 'a debate on this matter in January, 1996. I myself
explained theni MrT Speaker, that. it was important, in my
view, to draw a distinction between' the benefitt payable
to Spanish contributors who were withdrawn in 1969 and thote
who had become: pensioners by the date of the withdrawal.
What:I_was saying wasi.' what I am saying now is that the
position of people who were working in Gibraltar, who were
contributing to the fundiand who were withdrawn as a hostile
act by the Spanish Government before they became pensioners,
the position of those individuals is different to--the position
of the much smaller number of persons who had already earned
entitleMent to a pension .by 1969. Who. had. earned entitlement
at any,. ,time. between .:1.960, when...pensions .were first. payable
and_1;959, who had worked, in Gibraltar, who had contributed
to;: the fmna many of whoM-Werellolonger working in Gibraltar
and therefore could not be used as a weapon in-order to undermine the economy of Gibraltar. Therefore, Mr Speaker, I quote
from Hansard of that debate at some length as to what I said
because it is the view that I continue to hold today. Quoting
from Hansard I said: "What of the future? I will deal with
that'in mOdent. We-- Only agreed-to that amount which belongs
to-'the Spanish .pensioners`: That it the Position that we take
and `'!- havestated:libliely onirtofe than one Occasion here
in'the7.1Cuad'aiia elteWhdre that-1'4id not agree that a single
liodAny 7frohi'mMtreht.f:CdritiabMtiOns'Ahould . gotewaris"
I am
addirigard.or two heremnd thdie not to. changethe meaning
of-lttelt so that it reads better in-correcting,thA actual
verbatim •'r
-' "should gb _towards meeting, the cost of
pentione-fer- SPAhOh.workerstho were withdrawn in 1969.
Whoe iiitharaWn. to
:economic daMage,,to injure.ut
hist what- 4rhaPS baA. :_heVertbeen:debated inthit souse is
the PZ?eltiOnlnot or_thASpaftisbworkers who ;werAWithdrawn
in 1959, -Init_tliepoAition_ of thote_Spanish workers_who.had
worked
t6_1569,_who.had_contributed to
the Social rnsurante Fund tinbe_1955 and Who had become
pentionere prior tothe . Spanish labour fbroe being, withdrawn
these peOple,we -must. draW. a clear
,,
±11--.1969..rdspdC;bf
distincti betWeen,thtwo eategories,.that. is„people who
tcnttibutedebn -1,s35.5tC the day when..thev-„reachedthe.age
of 6.5:., SOmeWbere::between 1959 and-,1969 and-who were. already
pensioners;_theY bad Already earned a pension and,very,likely
a full_pention.,,And,'the other category that-,were,withdrawn,
And they. were,
Werithdtawn,through
w
no fault of.their own-but
as A wedpon_to. harm Gibraltar, -And-say to.the British
GOVernma4t.and,to the Spanish Government And to the Community
that WhateVer_legel-Ormoral commitment Gibraltar has-towards
those people has .been_Cancelled by the harm.that they have
done us". By-.'those-people' I am referring to the workers
that Were withdrawn. And_becausA./ maintain that the people
of 31.braltar, have cot to be compensated in economic and in
social terms for the harm that was done to us. The two
cancelled each other and I will say later on how I think
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that that problem should be addressed and-dealt with. Cut

I think we have got t7 accept theit in the same way as the
people that are contributing to the fund today, the workers
of today, in the sane way as they are footing the bill for
other pensioners, for Gibraltera-s And. others other than
the Spaniards who contributed in the early Years, no mere
and no less than those Spaniares who had reached pensieneble
age, in the same way as we are. paying for their.pensions
we should also pay for the pensions of those Spaniards who
were not withdrawn" - that is .the end of my quotation.- That,
Mr Speaker, is a consistent line of argument. We have arceee
that we could not make any contribution because of the
enormous financial burden arising from the damaged cost to
Gibraltar's economy by the closure of the frontier and the
distorting effect which that hostile act created for the
Social Insurance Fund. We should not thereby disclaim
Gibraltar's obligation to those Spaniards who obtained their
entetlement before the frontier was closed. Gibraltar's
position on the matter would; in our view, gain more reepect
and. understanding. It is certainly more defensible the: sayeng
that we will only pay out what the Spaniards put in. There
are now some 400 to 500 such pensioners and it is estieated
the: the current commitment is running somewhere between
Elm to £1.3m per annum, but I think it is important to-underline that it is, in fact, a diminishing commitment for this
particular category of Spanish pensioners are the eldest
of. them and will therefore, naturally, be dying, as they
have been, at a faster rate than the majority ce: Spanish
. pensioners. Consistent with teat line, Mr Sbeeker, 7 am
proposing that the notion. be amended by adding after the
words "the Spanish sub-fund" the following words: "other
then in respdct of those Spaniards who were already in receipt
of pensions prior to the closure of the frontier in 1e6e7-.
Mr .Speaker, I commend the amendment to the louse.
Mr. Speaker proposed the question in the terms of the Eon
the Chief'Minister's amendment,
HON J BOSSANO:
Mr Speaker, I am speaking at this stage just on the amendment.
We are voting against the amendment. When the Hon Mr Caneea
made his original contribution ia January, 1996, two `:ear's
age, which he has been quotinc from today, he invitee es
to consider that position and, in fact, to take a ticartisan
-approach on it basically because he was saying that it would
be helpful if both the Government and the Opposition' agreed
that that was as much as we were prepared to . pay which he
toed us at the time, surprisingly enough, came to Elie a
year because there was something like 700 entitled pensieners
but that the figure obviously would be declening because
thoy were people who were fairly eider2y already haeing been
65 in 1959. In seeseguent ealestiens, in feet, ehefigure
thet was given, I think, we in excess of £1 .5r in 193G.

The first year that people got full pensions we asked how
much did the full pensions come to which was the people who
were entitled to the pension and the figure was there were
about 700 people and the fee was £1.6m. We responded to that
request from the Government in a press release issued by
the Party after considering the arguments that had been put
in 1986 and our position was that we did not accept that
there was a particular responsibility for those people then
and we don't accept that there is a particular responsibility
for those people now. Let me say that had we thought in
January, 1986, that we had the responsibility for paying
the £14m, the loic of that position would have required
us to say the £1-m that we have paid in 1986 and in 1987
and that we are going to pay in 1988 is not something to
which the British Government is contributing with their E16im
because we are accepting that it is our responsibility solely.
Why should it be our sole responsibility to meet that E1im
in 1989 and it has not been in 1986, 1987 and 1988? If in
1986, 1987 and 1988 we have put for those three years £41m
and the British Government have put in those three years
E164m it is obvious that we couldn't have been paying
exclusively the part due to the people pre-1969 because that
in itself would come to more than £41m when you take into
account that we were already paying frozen pensions to the
rest. If you accept the logic of the position that the
Government is putting to us and we are saying in 1989 the
pensioners in respect of which there is an amendment, ie
that there is an obligation in Gibraltar to meet the cost
of the Spaniards already in receipt of pensions prior to
the closure in 1969, if we are saying that today and if the
Hon Member was saying it in 1986, there would have been no
argument for saying to the British Government that they must
make a contribution towards these pensioners. That is what
the motion is all about. The motion is about whether we pay
any money at all now that the £41m is finished or the British
Government pays the money now that the £4im is finished.
If the Government of Gibraltar says they are prepared to
meet the cost of this group without any contribution from
Britain, logically they should have been prepared to meet
it already without any contribution from Britain but they
haven't done it, they have included it as part of the £21m.
In fact, it seems to me that the motion that the Government
wishes to put forward, the proposal in their amendment,
effectively negates the argument that they used initially
with the British Government of saying 'the British Government
must put up E16m' which includes paying for this group for
which we are now saying we are responsible. We have already
stated in 1986 that this is not acceptable to us and, in
fact, as my colleague said in his opening remarks, we think
it is very unwise of the Government to go along into a
negotiating situation which has not yet started saying 'we
are already accepting a E1im liability and we are already
accepting for this group'. It is quite obvious that if there
was any prospect of the British Government having been willing
to pay for this group that prospect no longer exists given
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the fact the British Government knows that the Government
of Gibraltar is willing to pay for it. We believe that the
Government of Gibraltar should not accept giving one single
penny beyond the £44m. That is what we said in 1986, that
is still the position today and that is what the motion was
seeking to get the House to say unanimously. It is obvious
that there are two different positions and it is obvious
that that position of paying for the E11m for those 700
Spaniards who are pre-1970 is something that in the future
will only materialise if the Government can get support for
that because they will have to include that as their position
in the election manifesto that they put forward and get the
public to support that idea and we will have to put the
opposite. There is a clear division on this issue. Therefore,
Mr. Speaker, having cleared up that position, let me just
say
one other thing before I sit down because really all
I stood up is to make clear that we are opposing this.
Subsequent to 1986 and I have been trying to find the
questions but I am afraid I haven't been able to get me hands
on it at short notice, subsequent to 1986 when the Hon Mr
Canepa made that statement in the House in answer to a
question of mine the Hon and Learned Sir Joshua Hassan, then
Chief Minister and not backbencher as he is today, stated
that this was not the policy of the Government of Gibraltar
and that the Government of Gibraltar was not, in fact,
committed to this position because he wasn't going to have
his hands tied before he started negotiating with the British
Government, the point made by my colleague. Presumably, since
then, since that statement was made by the then Chief Minister
on behalf of the Government of Gibraltar the position has
changed and the Government of Gibraltar has now taken a formal
policy decision to which they are bound, that they are
prepared to commit £11m from the Social Insurance Fund to
meet this extra. cost. Obviously that commitment is being
made by the Government now in anticipation and without the
benefit of the knowledge of the Actuary's Report. I have
to say to the Government that we need them to state, having
taken a policy decision, that they are prepared to commit
this fund whether in fact the Actuary has been asked to do
his review of the fund in the knowledge that the fund will
be meeting Vim for 700 pensioners who were entitled before
1969 because you cannot bring an amendment to this House
and ask the House to vote on something and have the Actuary
doing a study of the money in the fund on the basis that
we haven't got this commitment. I need them to tell me that
having taken a policy decision that they are prepared to
give this money, that the Actuary in the report has already
had included in his brief and in his terms of reference this
cost because the report of the Actuary will recommend what
is the level of contributions that will be reauired to meet
the level of benefits on certain assumptions. As we have
understood it from the Minister for Labour the assumptions
of the last Actuary Report was based on frozen pensions for
Spaniards and the contributions that we have been paving
in the last four years and the increase have been based on
frozen pensions to Spaniards. I want really, Mr Speaker,
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having said that we are against it, I want since the Hon
Member: has got the right of reply on the amendment that he
has moved„t :want him to clarify for me whether,' in fact,
,light.of, the : previous answer given by the previous
.Cbief Minister,. Sir Joshua -Hassan, to a question_ of mine
that,A,,was not the.-policy _of the Government of_ Gibraltar,
it was, the JView,,if- you like, expressed individually by Mr
Canepa. at, the time in. 1986 -but that 'that was not the
negotietingposition of the Government of Gibraltar vis-aevis
the_British Government and whether the fact that the amendment
is beiog-moved t implies•-that it is now the position officially
and formallya That a policy decision has been taken and therefore since,; they are now negotiating on the premise that they
are willing to:nay. this and publicly stating it, that the
Actuarytbastbeen told this so that in. the Actuary's 'Report,
that we.:-areallexpecting to -materialise within a few weeks,
thi.S e w11,1- be-atakenainto account..- We were- told' that the
Actuary!Aseporterwould be' ready
in 1988, Mr Speaker,
and the discussions. in the previous motion with the Britith
Governmentewere supposed to be in the light of the Actuary's
:Reportl
MR Y-SPEAtittii:7 ,
ffdie t any ' other Member wish to contribute to the debate -on
theeemeedMent—oroposed
by the'Ron the Chief Minister?.
.
HON DR R G irA.LARINO:
r

Speakeon'the- arnendment., Mr Speaker,
Z. fv13y support.-the amendterit Moved by the Hon the Chief
Ministers I tiaust again emphasise •what the Chief Minister
has preVigiislyesaid that 'whatever the size of the commitment,
thee. GOverrultent .nbt be • prepared to . .pay for the
contequendis of the - hostile action taken by the Spanish
Government teullitinating" in the closure of the :frontier.. In
if I • May gnote. from ,Raniard,
said: 7-Sir, I cannot
accept- that'.
agreement entered into with '- Her Majesty7e
Goverment e for 'Meeting the"-"-coit of. paying
Age. Pensions
Spanish'workersefaili to protect the,. potition of
Gibraltaree- 1
311010. • Goilkorriftterec:i hat . a7.- certain commitment to the
Spanish tp-ensidner.:ItNehib 'reaChedepensionable_age befdre 1959
and, even Wit-beet .--;;Cce§tirig.I. that -_.it...is,obliged...to:._pay those
pentione tat, eVirefit tites,'Of benefit;, it has been established
that the • eXtent Of the commitrient amounts, to 54.5m. That
is" the': atioent' Which' 'the' Gibraltar Government has undertaken
to eontribtte:".toWarda
the cost r of,
, Spanish pelrisions over the
.
next- three ''Years afid;'a6' has Alteady.., been stated publicly,
the: 'Gibraltar Government has 'reserve& its position -as to
whet- willthaPPen in the future":.
thus firmly - believe that
thetUltimate resonSibility for". the edditional cost. .for this
coMMitent mutt be placedfairly and squarely on the shoulders
cf the British Goyerumentwhilst ereiterating the view that
at the smite time the tpanith_Government must acknowledge
with ...to'

. Old.
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its responsibility on. the matter. This is . reflected in the
latter part of the original motion as moved by the Hon Mr
• Mor. I. .feel that today we have made our positicn very clear,
the position of the Government. It has been placed on record
for the future and I am, indeed, sorry that the Opposition
is unable to support this amendment in order that a unanimous
_decision would have been reached on this motion. Me Speaker,
in, conclusion, I would like to say that the point raised
by, the Hon Gentleman on the Actuary's Report will be raised
and tackled by the Chief Minister in his next intervention.
Thank you, Sir.
HOe R MOR:
I would like to speak on the amendment. Mr Speaker, the
GoVernment is 'saying that they have divided the Spanish
pensioners into two groups. One group which already should
have been paid a pension in 1959 because they were over 65
and the other group, those which had not yet reached pensionable age ie those which the Government is-seying were withdrawn as a ,Political and• hostile action. Mr Speaker, the
point I made • before seems to have been missed by the
GevernMent because what we, are saying is that the way that
a pension scheme works is not that the contributicns that
one is paying are given back at the end when you retire,
but the. - way it works is that the present day contributors
are contributing to those who are already pensioned off.
We had a situation in 1969 when the Spanish pensioners of
those days, thdse who were already getting a pension, were
being t paid •by the contributions of the other Spanish workers
wosking at, the time. By withdrawing these • Speniards. the
Spanish GoVernment was taking away the means by -which we
could have been. paying them and therefore I cannot sea that
Gibraltar should have any commitment in• that sense, Mr
Speaker.

MR -SPEAKER:.
I 'till now - call on the Mover of the amendment to reply,
HO .CHIEF MINISTER:-

-,,•" .•

•

th,):Very,,last,pOintmadeby.Mr Mor, Mr Speeker, that by withdrawing, those Spanish .workers, the Spanish Government was
removing the means by which we could finance the commiteent
-to. those Spanish .workers who were already pensioners. I don't
thtnk that it is an entirely valid one in this sense and
if. those Spanish workers had not been withdrawn they would
haetehad a better contribution record Oereeg the intervening
period between their being witledrawn ar,...1 their reaching the
age of 55 and therefore you could say that their coatributions
woe' id have..gone to 'financing a higher commitmentto pensions
at a higher level. in order to finance the If.c.!nfrlons of. those

Spanish workers who weral

pension(trs

to 1959.

I don't think it is an entirely valid one and that is not
certainly how the scheme necessarily works. I would like
to clear up the point about the Actuary's Report and to state
that certainly the Report of the Actuaries should not take
into account the point that we have made here today about
the approach that we take to those persons who were pensioners
prior to 1969. That was a view which I had at the time, I
don't think that the Department will have given the Actuaries
any directive, it had no business to do so, to look at the
question of Spanish pensioners differently to what it had
done so in the past, in other words, on the basis of frozen
rates. What has happened, Mr Speaker, is that I have
previously expressed personal views on the matter, these
have now been discussed by the Government and in the context
as a result of having to take an attitude, an approach to
Mr Mor's motion, we have discussed what line we should take
and we have come up with what now constitutes as of this
moment Government policy. This is now the policy of the
Government. I think I should correct Mr Bossano because I
mentioned it in my earlier intervention and perhaps he didn't
get the point but we are no longer dealing with 700
pensioners. I was making the point that, in fact, it was
a fairly rapidly diminishing commitment so much so that today,
say, in three or four years after the point first arose in
1985, at the time of the negotiations with the British
Government part of the information which the Department of
Labour and Social Security were providing to us in the context
of the negotiations was precisely how many persons there
were in that category and at that time it was over 700 but the
number has now diminished to between 400 and 500. And that
is a far more rapid rate of diminution than is otherwise
the case with pensioners. Even the number of elderly persons
pensions has not decreased at the rate at which this
particular category of Spanish pensioners has decreased and
the reason is obvious. Anybody who reached pensionable age
prior to 1969 is today a very elderly pensioner and therefore
rapidly dying off. But the point that we are making is, Mr
Speaker, what is the difference between Gibraltarian and
other pensioners who contributed at the same rate - one
shilling and five pence as it was between 1955 and January,
1968, in January, 1968, it went up to four shillings or twenty
pence - what is the difference between those pensioners who
contributed at the same rate and who may have the same number
of contributions, who are Gibraltarians or other nationalities
and Spanish pensioners of that same period contributing at
the same rate equal amounts and equal number of contributions?
The only difference that I can see is one of nationality,
there is no other. The Social Insurance Fund and today's
workers are paying for the pensions received by the same
group, the same category of non-Spanish pensioners who became
pensioners prior to 1969. Those persons who are Gibraltarians
or other nationalities who were already pensioners prior
to 1969 and who are alive today are having their pensions
which are being received for a couple over £60 a week, for
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a single person over £40 per week, they are being received
at amounts vastly beyond what could have been envisaged at
the time when it is remembered that pensions first started
to be paid out in 1960 at the rate of two pounds and two
shillings a week. As I say, it is the workers of today who
are financing with their contributions that commitment way
beyond the amount of money that was put into the Fund by
those pensioners when they were in employment, when they
were in employment, when they were workers and way beyond
at today's value of the amount that was contributed by those
workers. That is the point that we are making. It is a point
that we think has got validity, certainly in moral terms
it has got validity. There is a clear division on this issue
as Mr Bossano has said and if we are returned to Government
they from the Opposition will not support us if we take that
line in Government. I think that I should also inform him
that if we are in Opposition, if the position is reversed
and they are in Government, we may not be able to support
the line that they take and therefore instead of a united
approach from this House on this crucial issue, there will
be a divided approach. Obviously from the Opposition benches
we would do nothing to undermine the position of the then
Government but if they were to run into difficulties we would
just sit on the sidelines and not actively support them in
the course of the negotiations as we otherwise would. If
they were to support this amendment and if in Government
they were to take that line we would actively support them
because we are convinced about the moral rectitude of that
position and about the responsible attitude that it represents
and I think that it is a perfectly tenable position to take
in any negotiations with the British Government one from
which certainly no Gibraltar Government should budge and
should not be prepared to go beyond. I think I ought to make
the position clear so that when the time comes we know where
we stand. Mr Speaker, I commend the amendment to the House.
Mr Speaker then put the question and on a vote being taken
the following Hon Members voted in favour:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

A J Canepa
Major F J Dellipiani
M K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
G Mascarenhas
J B Perez
Dr R G Valarino

The following Hon Members voted against:
The Hon J L Baldachino
The Hon J Bossano
The Hon M A Feetham
The Ron Mor
The Hon J C Perez
The Ron J E Pilcher
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The following Ron Members were absent from the Chamber:
The Hon MiSs M I Montegriffo .
The Hon, FFJ-ZiMMitt
The Hon T Thistlethwaite
- The-Bon Traynor
-The EMendment was accordingly passed.
EON M A'PEETHAMI
Mr Speaker;-very briefly, in faCt, just to make three points
on what has been 'said because the matter hos been debaterl
in full In the motion thAt_wat in .front of the House yesterday
and the_ arguments of the Opposition have already been put
forward;by'my colleague, ,Robert Mor. Much has been said about
obligtiOnS to SpaniSh workers' in, relation.:tcr the Social
ThturanC4'Filnd _blit:l_think very. little ,has. been said about
to- the Social
Obltbatiohs and - rights of the. contributors
:IntarabOit:Filnd as a whole. yrhiS,,is not a matter exclusively
whith" affeCttpailsh _Workers* it is -a matter which affeCts
.Insurance Fund as a.whole. In
contribiaters'
relatiOn'toAhit then. there .are just three points which- I
wish to- record in:TansOfd.That,is,the.fact that the -British
GovernMent -hai- atcepted , ,dontributing,, to, meeting .the -cost
is fh my''View a:re6Ognition :that, in fact, they did not take
Proper Steps 'to' protect the. interests of the: contributors
to the'' BOCial Insurance_Fund post-1970. I think that from
that Priintof,VieW._. if 1;iie.: are-! interested in. -defending the
infereitS - Of --,theOoKtributors
the -Fundswe 'must say to
th0718iitish:_Payernment, that,,the liability lies with them
the:Governmeht:of Gibraltar.-Also much has been
and- net
said -Si:lout the EEC„regulations- : in: defence of 'what has
happened .71St. ret..Me sey- on& point-, when -we talk about the
nbstillty Of the' Spanish ..Government; which is a fact, let
Me relate ,that: tO„the.TEC , Regulations 1408/71. The purpose
of that Regulation is, in fact, the protection of migrant
workers so as to promote freedom of movement and equality
offtreatment'that is the .purpose of_Regulation 1408.: of which
much has been said in this Rollie today. But the act that
prevented eqUality of rights: and.,the_act,that prevented the
question of indirect or difect:2iSdritinition was done by
the 'Spanish 'Government and it is
Spanish Government's
mote which bas preiiefiE4d7- 'the:Praper. introduction of EEC
Regulation 1408 apart from the fact, of the hostility act
against Gibraltar. They are respcnsible for having denied
the .Spanish workers of their legal _rights. So far as the
moral obligations are concerned, in relation to the
contributors of the Social Insurance Fund in Gibraltar ,we
have already met our moral, obligations - in the light of everything that has been said insofar as the, Spanish workers.
In our view to exceed that moral Obligation to the Spanish
contributors, to make the payments that we are already
embarked on doing is, in fact, unfair to the present
contributors which is in direct conflict with EEC Regulation

1408. Therefore when we are looking at this er..:leg lot us
nbt look at it from .a parochial point of view but let us
look at it from the point of view of applying ESC Regulaticn
1408 insofar as the rights of contributors in general and
not one sector of the contributors insofar as the Social
Insurance Fund is concerned, that is to say, Spanish workers.
Let us look at. it across the board and then we shall see,
in fact, - who have got moral obligations to defend. Therefore
the potitiot of the Gibraltar GovernMent should be and should
have been to say that if we are guing to have to come to
a decision where we are not bound to meet beyond the 54.37
that is the position that the Gibraltar Government should
haVetaken instead of having negotiated the three. year agreement. In the same way as I am saving that the British.
GoVernment's willingness to contribute is a recognition of
the failure to protect the Fund, that same argument will
surely be put to the Gibraltar Government for the stand they
are making. I think in a negotiating position what the .Hon
Chief Minister is 'proposing already- by accepting son-a
obligation is,' - in fact, weakening the position of the
think that
Gibraltar Government. 'Therefore, Mx- Speaker,
having made those three points let us look at this exclusively
atd strictly how it affects the contributors in general and
not lust Spanish workers.
RCN M R FEATHERSTONE:
Mr - Speaker-, I think the motion, as amended, has given us
a much more responsible pOsition in our approach to the
British Government when we- suggest to them that they should
meet the • cost of the pensions of those Spanish workers who
were 'withdrawn in 1969 as a waapot to force us into economic
xuin. If I were a UK .negotiator and Gibraltar were to come
to me and say: "We expect you to pay all the pensions of
Spanish workers including those who had qualif!ed in 1967,
1968,and up to 1969", I as the UK negotiator would say: "You
are asking a little bit toe much. You -must face up to your
own responsibilities and you must meet them prcperly". It
is Very interesting to consider what would have been the
pOsition .of, let us say, a refugee Spaniard who was or
pensionable age'in 1967 and was living in Gibraltar. He would
have received his pension all through the years 1.9, 1970,
all the way up to 1985 when the other Spanish pensioners
came into the orbit. It is not that we are avoiding our moral
responsibilities, it is a moral reseonsibility to meet those
persons who had legally qualified before 1969 ane wee would
he in a much stronger position by saying: "We• are .willine
to meet that Commitment" if we .,:ere to go to a European Court,
an EEC Cburt over the question of cur non-ability to pay
the Spanish pensions to those persons who had been withdrawn.
The motion, as amended, Sir, is a far ctr-on,et and far mere-2
.reepOnsible motion and I commend it to the House,
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HON J E FILCHER:
Mr Speaker, again I will be brief, I do not want to be in
a position to repeat what has been already an extensive debate
both yesterday and today about the question of Spanish
pensions. It seems to me that the Government has shifted
its position yet again over the last three years in this
particular aspect. We are now being reminded ad nauseam by
the other side of the House, Mr Speaker, about the responsible
position that we have to adopt. Let me say immediately that
we are losing sight of one, I think, primordial situation
and that is mentioned, again, by the Hon and Learned ex-Chief
Minister because it seems to me that there has been a shift
of position between the AACR position as led by the Hon and
Learned Sir Joshua Hassan and now by the Hon Mr Canepa. At
the end of 1986 the Hon and Learned the ex-Chief Minister,
Sir Joshua Hassan, was talking also about not losing sight
of one major factor which was the ability of Gibraltar to
pay for the Spanish pensions. Obviously he was referring
to the ability of Gibraltar to pay in general for the whole
of the Spanish pensions but also for the chunk of the
pensions, ie £1.6m which was the element which now the Hon
the present Chief Minister is saying we have a moral
obligation to. But, of course, having the moral obligation
and not having done the homework on what that would cost
the present contributors, we might be talking about the fact
that perhaps present contributors once the Actuarial Report
is out would be called upon to pay another £4 or £5 a week
in order to meet that commitment. Is this the responsible
position and are we not losing sight of the reality that
it was because, as the Hon Minister said, a hostile action
by what was then a hostile Government in closing the frontier
and in prejudicing their own workers and their own residents
in not being able to collect this pension that we find
ourselves in the predicament today. This element obviously
was not taken into account because had the frontier not closed
these people would have obtained their pensions, the other
workers would have continued to provide contributions and
the Social Security Pension Fund would obviously have been
increasing at the rate to be able to cope with that £1.6m.
Obviously we would not be at the stage that we are today
or we were in 1985 when there had been a break of seventeen
years, those workers had not been accounted for and we come
to the end of 1985 with a commitment to pay pensions with
only a Spanish sub-fund of £4.5m and a fund in the pension
scheme which is only geared towards paying for the workers
that were in Gibraltar working at the end of 1985. That is
the real problem. I think it is farcical to talk about our
moral responsibility when the moral responsibility should
have been one exercised by the Spanish Government in 1969
by not having closed the frontier, not to have prejudiced
their own workers, that is the reality. That is one question,
certainly on the responsible aspect. I think my colleague,
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Mr Feetham, very ably tackled what about the morality of
our workers? What about the morality of our people who have
spent sixteen years under siege only to find that at the
end of that siege they might be called upon to pay more social
insurance contributions to pay for the people who were not
here and contributing for the past sixteen years but that
today we are going to have to pay? The EEC and it is also
within these Regulations, quote "moral obligations", and
certainly I think we have a major case of 25,000 being morally
obliged to pay pensions for Spanish workers that were not
here for sixteen or seventeen years and that is a moral
situation. I think the most important one which was mentioned
by my Hon colleague, Mr Mor, initially and that is a question
of negotiating ability. If the Government of Gibraltar really
believe that it is their moral obligation to pay this £1.6m,
surely in the negotiating process when we all heard yesterday
the Hon and Learned ex-Chief Minister saying how tough the
negotiations were, well then this would have been an element
that could have been left to the actual negotiation and at
least if we found ourselves in dire straits we could always
say: "We will pay for that". I am not saying that this should
be the position but looking at it from the AACR point of
view if they have already accepted that this is an obligation,
which we don't accept from this side of the House, their
negotiating position would have been much stronger had they
not mentioned this at all and kept it up their sleeve in
case the negotiations were, as undoubtedly they will be given
the last negotiations in 1985, very very tough negotiations.
But to come out today and say that as from today because
this is a motion that will be passed today, the position
is that they are morally obliged to pay for that £1.6m how
on earth are they going to go back to the UK Government at
the end of 1988 and say that they want the £2m, which is
the differential between the £21m and the £23m. The UK
Government will say: "I will now take into account the part
that you feel is your moral obligation" and that will be
more than £2m, so at .the end of it they are now even going
to lose the £2m by what they consider is their own moral
obligation. If I were a UK negotiator that would be my
position. They have accepted a moral obligation and having
accepted it today they have accepted it today forever more
and also today retrospectively since 1986 because the argument
being used today is exactly the same argument, on the moral
basis, that should have been used in 1986. I think on the
negotiating side they have certainly weakened the position
of the negotiations and done Gibraltar a disservice because
they have actually admitted that £1.6m since 1986 is the
moral obligation of the Government of Gibraltar as seen by
the AACR.
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:!ON CHIEF MINISTER:

.
if the Hon..,Membe will give way. - First of all, it is not
£1.6m, that was the figure in January, 1986. Today the numbers
are '. lower..and therefore it is closer to Elm than to £1.6m.
There is ,no question of accepting liability. back to 1968
because , these people continued during the period between
the. closure of the frontier and the accession of Spain to
the Community in January, 1986, they continued to receive
pensions at frozen rates so we discharged our obligation
to teem.. If„-therefore he divides a figure of Elm or slightly
over-Elm by 13,000 workers in Gibraltar today he will see
that:the- figure that-he has-mentioned of £4 to £5 increase
in weekly contributions is arossly exaggerated. The increase
in -contributions would be between employer and employee,
core' like £1.50 than £4 or £5, it is a vast difference.
HON J ,E''FILCHER:
Well, whethei it Is E1.50, £2,.£3 or 50p.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
•
Noi.:italinot.•.*E3' or £4, let us be 'aectirate, this is an
arithmetical matter.'

as I recall, from the last elections. If -the Government is
concerned about morality and moral obligations thdy have
been seriously remiss on that count in respect of our own
elderly people in Gibraltar because what about the moral
obligation to civil servants who have been deprived of a
civil service pension because they have been out. of the
service for a few weeks or a few days. Isn't there a moral
responsibility which we have brought to this House before
and the Government has answered that the moral responsibility
doesn't enter into it. That is the Pensions Ordinance and
that is. the Pensions Ordinance and if people lose twenty
years of service and the Government knows who we are talking
about because they are people working close to then and people
who have written to them and People who have written to us
and the Government's position has been that morality doesn't
enter into that.. It is a matter of law and the law cannot
be changed. What about the moral responsibility to the people
getting elderly persons pensions
MR SPEAKER:
.
No, no, vou can make a point on morality but let 'us not ca
into details.
HOPI J BOSSANO:

The point that I am making and this is my sp.eech on the
mazion

rcfm,ii-Pttpitnt
Mr 'SpeOe'r,:.,:r.Will mbt_be,dralinintO the argument of whether
it WillOo50, /.,said,£1.50;,4,E2,:£3 or 50p. What I said
and I.,repeat', the issue ia,not how-MUch we will have to pay.
The issue is:that_we
we,
that the-.Government of Gibraltar
have ,a. moral responsibility to the -people of Gibraltar and
the People.:Of--:Gibraltar ;first. and-in exercising that moral
obligation .; we have
and:weAave-to be as firm as My
Hon .colleaguesaid,
have,: to be as firm. in this as the
UK_ GoVernment:_is going to ,be and: as- firm as the Spanish
Government is *sing to- be. By trying to. look at all our moral
responsibilities to.everybodyelse.we ,are-doing the people
of..Gibraltar a,disservice,That,,Mr Speakeri • ts the message
which I think-1s quite-clearly coming from this side - of the
House:.".
.
MP. .1PEAKERi
Are there any other contributors to the debate?

MR SPEAKER:
I do realise that.
HON J BOSSANO:

Ateefhave spoken only and exclusively on the amendment before
and here we have got a motion before the House which puts
on Gibraltar and the Government of Gibraltar and the people
of Gibraltar a responsibility that is defended perely on
moral grounds: There are other contending bidders.
MR. SPEAKER:
yes, but what I am asking you is not to go into the details
of the others..
HON J BOSSANO:

EON J BOSSANO:
Mr Speaker, this is not an issue of morality and we are not
here. elected by the people of Gibraltar to look after their
souls or their consciences, but their pockets. It might be
different in the future btt at• the moment none of the Members
of this House has stood on that particular ticket, as far

One of the others are the pecols who were left out of the
social security scheme because the Government chose tee put
a !7.500 limit and people who were not able tc
afterwards
because they were beycnd e c,21-t_in ag,2anm. 7ecnie ,
:ho have
bec.n making representations for ee leng as I :71.n re=nber
.an:' the Government was arguing for years in this !-oese... that
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they could not be included in any way because that would
destroy the whole principle of the social insurance fund
and to bring them in would put a burden on the fund that
the fund couldn't meet. What has been happening to the fund,
Mr Speaker? I will tell the House what has been happening
to the fund. In 1976 and in 1975 the fund had reserves to
cover the benefits for something like seven years. When the
Government said that the fund couldn't afford to reduce the
pensionable age from 65, when the Government said that the
fund couldn't afford to allow people in who had been left
out, the fund had enough to cover benefits for seven years
and by 1982/83 the cover was down to two years and a few
months. And the Actuaries then said that the cover was getting
too low for the benefits and that therefore we had to increase
our social insurance contributions to restore the cover and
to ensure that there was enough money coming in from
contributions and that is the argument that the Minister
for Labour has used here in the last three years, since the
last election to justify increases every year. Well, in
1985/86 we were talking about a situation where the Gibraltar
pensioners and all the other social insurance benefits came
to E6m and the reserves were £14m which provided a cover
of something like two years and four months if we ignore
the Elm of Spanish pension costs. If we include the Elim
of Spanish pension costs then the cost rises to E7im and
the cover drops to one year and eight months, the lowest
in the history of the pension fund without accepting any
kind of moral obligations. This is why I asked the Government
whether in fact the Actuary had looked at accepting this
liability and clearly the Actuary could not have looked at
it because we have been told it is Government policy as from
this moment. As my colleague has pointed out the previous
answer I had from the previous Chief Minister was that he
wasn't making that the Government position because he wasn't
going to have his hands tied to having accepted any level
of liability. His position then was our position now that
as far as we are concerned it is not one penny over the E43m
and that is our position and we are not prepared to be budged
from that and we think they should have joined us in taking
a common stand on that position. I don't see why it is better
to be united about being willing to give Elm a year away
than to be united" about being willing to give nothing away.
Why couldn't we have been united on the original motion?
Why do we have to be united on the amended motion? After
all until today the Government was not fully committed to
that position because until today it was a possibility that
they floated and that they wanted our reaction to and we
gave them our reaction two years ago. What other argument
has been put to justify the position of the Government of
Gibraltar? The morality of the issue I have already dealt
with, the reaction of UK? Well, surely, if UK was going to
say, as Mr Featherstone claims, Mr Speaker, it is a little
bit too much that we expect them to pay for the people who
had a pension on contributions paid before 1970 and who had
already retired in 1970, why didn't they say it is a little
285.

bit too much in 1986? Because in 1986 of the E7m, E1.6m is
the group that he says we are morally responsible for and
Britain isn't and E5.4m is the group which he says we are
not morally responsible for and Britain gave us E6m in 1986.
So Britain gave E6m of the £1.6m in 1986. Obviously if the
British reaction was not that in 1986 why should it be in
1988? It certainly will be now because he has already told
them what they need to say. But, of course, we have already
and we still insist on saying that there was an alternative
open to us because we could have said to the British
Government: "If you think it is a little bit too much to
ask you to pay for it then we will go back home and change
our law and then nobody will have to pay for it". We have
already established that, in fact, although the Government
initially claimed to have tried to change the law and .to
have been advised against it, it has subsequently materalised
that they had not thought of changing the law because nobody
had suggested it to them. We intend to pursue this matter
because, in fact, since the Hon Member in his winding up
part of the amendment said that it would be better if we
had a situation where irrespective of the result of the
elections we were both taking the same position, we invite
him to commit his party to supporting the position that we
are proposing which is better for Gibraltar. This is that
when we come in we say to the British Government: "We don't
accept we have got any liability at all and since your
position throughout has been that you don't have to give
us the money because it arises from our laws in Gibraltar
that the entitlement is entitlement under the Social Insurance
Ordinance of Gibraltar, we are now changing the Social
Insurance Ordinance of Gibraltar and we will introduce
legislation to change it", and we will expect the AACR
Opposition to support us and that we take a united front
in saying: "Either you foot the bill or we change our laws".
Certainly the first aspect of the Social Insurance Ordinance
we state publicly now we will change and which we think they
should have wasted no time in changing and they should
certainly have taken the opportunity to change in this House,
is the aspect whiCh I mentioned in the previous motion, Mr
Speaker, where it says that if the money runs out of the
Social Insurance Fund it has to be advanced from the
Consolidated Fund. At the very minimum they should take
immediate steps to protect the Consolidated Fund and we are
now saying publicly that that is the very minimum we will
do the moment we are in, remove that clause so that at least
only the E15m in the Social Insurance Fund are at risk if
we find we cannot change anything else. Our advice is that
although we are in this House taking a policy decision today
which is going to be carried by Government majority and we
were proposing ourselves taking a policy decision as we said
already at the invitation of the AACR. It was the AACR that
invited us to come clean and we have come clean and now they
come clean and they are prepared to put Elm up and we are
not and we will have to see which the people of Gibraltar
would like to see happening but, independent of that, the
situation is, as we understand it, as the law now stands
286.

talking about it
it is not a question of the Government
being Elm a year then, presumably, for the last two months
or the lest three months of the year they are talking about
Elm. What we are talking about is that the. Government on
the .basis of the policy statement made here today and on
the basis of this motion, would be prepared to pay ,Elm out
of the E2m a shortfall for 1988 since they are_ prepared to
accept that-level of commitment as being morally right. Forget
that the Elm will go to everybody, you could argue that. the
Elm .would be .to pay .for 1988 for the pre-1970, pensioners
and the £1'm would be to, pay for the rest. But, in fact,
if the...position is reached in October that the British
Government, says as We understand is their position and as
the Government had. avoided giving us a.-straight.. answer . on
so far: "We are not paying. anything for 1988,. the commitment
we gave you was ..F.16Am and whatever the cost- is over- that
that is, your .problem". The Government cannot say in aOctober,
1988:aa"Wdew1.11 , pay.-Spanish epensioners until_ the Elm runs
cut_ and then we carry-on paying everybody-else but- not Spanish
pensionerd" because -that is discrimination on -grounds of
natioeality which is morally wrong, they haver just told us
it is morally 'wrong. In, factt when the 4,000 people turn
up . and the ,elm is finished the other £15m in the. Fund is
thete e and enObody within a the existing law, as we understand
the -law, nobody within the existing law, 'no , politician can
direct the Director of Labouxeand - SocialSecurity in Gibraltar
to. withhold payment .from people whce have -got a valid claim
within the, elaw : complying with the qualifyingeconditions to
meet thata payment. If somebody- comes.' along-and days: "I am
e.ntitledeate e .my £60" .the LaboureaDepartmentecannot say:' "I
you-abecauseatheeGSLP says not a penny"
am not, giving -.:it
or."Te am-not:-giving it to 'you because the..AACR says not a
penny. over Eeme , the law- will need to 'be changed for that
to, he stopped. Therefore-if the Government of -Gibraltar
believes the-elaw cannot ..be changed . they haven't got a
bargaining position at all. They 'have already put on the
table Elm, but,:ina,fect,the limit - at the moment' under the
existing law ib-anot-e.9.1m.- The limit under - the- existing law
is.E25m because .the limit-under the: existing law - is the £15m
in the Social Insurance Fund and the- ElOm in the Consolidated
Fund and the -firstfthing— we .need - to -do is take protective
e actionc• aPte-empt-aae negative . .reaction. and protect- burdelVeS
and'if aweedon t t7need - tOiese the prOtection, well, : fine, we
have Iostaenothing ,byahaviner'itc 'That' is Aheafitat' step that
ineeds' to beetakerla-er. thinkla Mee :Speaker, 'the GOVefnMent heS
told -us - that the- last7eeituition was one of acrimony 'and thsiy
have also told" .us that' the-terms of reference of the Study
Group which. 'Will . determine how much Gibraltak contributes
or will advise how Much 'Gibraltar contributes and how much
the t contributesi' were difficult to get 'agreement on and
that the Study Grotp took A very long time to set up because
it was 'difficult' enough to -get 'agreement- en 'the terms of
reference, terms 'of tefetence 'that we would not accept
ourselves and. terms of reference that .'we haVe publicly
criticised end - terms of reference Which, as my colleague
has pointed out, are clearly in conflict with the motion

we have just passed. Because as stated by the then Chief
Minister in. answer to Question No.251 of 1986 on the 3rd
November, 1986, the terms of reference were to .estimate tie
expenditure-until the liability is extinguished and to asses=
the capacity of the Gibraltar economy toameetine.the cost
of the liability after the end of 1988 taking into aeccunt
the Government's financial and economic policies. First of all,
the terms of reference preclude the cost of the 82ra before
the end of 1988, whatever Mr Canepa may say.that it will
be all discussed at the same time. The fact is that these
terms of reference prevent a statement from the Study Sroup
about contributions before 1988. Clearly it was not envisaged
that anybody would be making any further contributions in
1968, this is about what happens in 1989. The policy that
we have got today about the £44m would normally have been
for what happens in 1989 but we know that the E4'3m run out
before and therefore we knew that there is a separate and
clearly immediate issue that has to he tackled then befcre
age- get to this stage. But given. that the oolicy of the
Government of Gibraltar is now that they are willing and
accept that they have to meet from the local economy and
from the Social Insurance Fund an additional liabiity which
has been put by the Hon Memeer opposite as Elm, and he may
bay 'Elm is only*E1.50 a week', Elm may only be S1.50 a week
but Elm is more than we give our 600 . elderly persons who
don't -get anything. frem the Social 'Insurance Fund, Elm is
more than that. Are we saying that the Government is now
satisfied that the economy of Gibraltar has the capacity
to 'contribute an extra Elm a year? Because if they hadn't done
that then," in fact, it is a nonsense to say- 'We have cot
a moral responsibility to do something' when, in fart, they
have already agreed in 1986 that the responsibility. that
they are accepting is contingent coon our ca7,-' -y to nay
noo our moral obligation to pay. We have already got a policy
which we have been critical of as being insufficiently
protective of interests and now the Government come s along
with a motion which protects us even lass. Because' at least
you. could argue on the basis of the 198S position that by
reference to our capacity to pay and by reference to our
financial and economic policies you would not le lolace3 in
a situation where the cost will be _too high. Yoo could then
moral
argue that 'indePendent of whether there was a
responsibility'or not you would - only pay film a year if it
could be demotttrated that we could pay Elm without too much
hardship. Bbt if it was demonstrated that we .cou2dn't oa
the. Elm we didn't' have to, we had a basis fur. saying
We haVe lost that basis so now we have got a sit.lation where
if you take the two positions, that is to say, the terms
of 'reference of the Study Sroup and the policy announced
by the GovernMent today, it means that we are caught both
Ways. If our economic capacity does-not allow us to ply Elm
wo have to pay Elm because it is our moral rezpcnsiiiity
and if our economic capacity allows us to pay =re thah Ell
then we forget our moral resp=sibt1::ty and we pay :r.or‘? than
zip. The Gorertiment of Gibraltar cc,uln'!.. hay,. ,Ion ,-; a batter
tr
jo than
if they were negot:,.at'_ng on 'oehalf
t'7.0 2ritish
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Government - thank you very much, with friends like that
who needs enemies? We don't want their support in the future,
Mr Speaker, thank you very much. We are doing the negotiating,
with policies like these and arguments like these we wouldn't
get past the starting line. It is a wonder they ever got
6161m, no wonder they were so satisfied with it. We believe
that once again in the handling of this issue and by the
motion that has been amended by the Government, instead of
taking the most strong position available to us what we are
seeing is the Government shifting its ground. That is to
say, they started and the Hon Member is saying 'he is going
back a very long time to go to 1970'. The only reason why
we had to go to 1970 is because we looked at how they behaved
in Opposition and we look how they behave in Government and
therefore, frankly, I know that the Ron Member has said that
should the position be that when this has got to be decided
after the elections they are on this side of the House, they
will not support a Government of Gibraltar that doesn't want
to give any money.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
We may, I did not say
HON J BOSSANO:
Is he saying that they may be on this side or that they may
be supporting the Government, which of the two is it? Should
they be on this side will they support us if we are saying
'no' to giving any money? They say now that they will not
be supporting that position. That is the position they were
advocating themselves from this side in 1969 and 1970, that
is the point of reminding them of that. That what we. are
proposing to them now which is to say we will not give a
penny more than Ellim is, in fact, consistent with what they
were proposing td Major Peliza which was to say 'what a harebrained idea it is to give away Eim to the Spaniards. Whoever
thought of that bright idea'. That is what they said then,
fine, we are saying to them 'probably we would have agreed
with you had we been here and not with Major Peliza but if
you are going to give- anything -at all• then- it" is--better to
give Om than to give E4im and if you are- already committed
to giving 641m then at least stick at the E4im and don't
go up now from E4im to E5im and then whatever may come after
that'. As far as we are concerned the position really is
very clear, they have been shifting their ground and their
ground today is one which puts Gibraltar in a weaker
bargaining position than it was before and after this motion
it has been weakened further because before this was an idea,
as I have already said, and now it is a policy of the
Government which the Government cannot retract from, they
have got no choice in the matter. They have now undermined
their own position and they have undermined their position
in both motions. They have undermined their position in the

original motion by saying the law could not be changed and
we are going to prove to them that it could. We are going
to prove it to them and we hope that it may still be possible
to change it because that will be very good news for Gibraltar
and they should be glad if, for no other reason, as individual
taxpayers and as individual contributors to the Social
Insurance Fund. We will be looking after their money as well,
Mr Speaker.
HON SIR JOSHUA HASSAN:
How good.
HON J BOSSANO:
We are very good. I hope he will vote for us if he thinks
so, now that he is a backbencher he has got more freedom.
Therefore in a situation such as the one we find we would
agree with the Government, frankly, that it would be preferable in situations like this if instead of having to react
as we have had to react, for example, the Government was
critical of us for not bringing the matter before to the
House in 1986 when we brought the motion after the agreement
was announced. If the Government thinks it is a good idea
to have a joint position or to explore the possibility of
a joint position, the initiative has to come from those people
who are in Government, it cannot come from us. It is not
up to us to go knocking on their door and say: "Are you
negotiating with anybody and is there anything we can do
to help you?" No, if they think that they are clear in their
own position and they want to go their own way, I have always
said to the Government, I said it on the issue of the airport
and I said it on a number of other issues, Mr Speaker, as
far as I am concerned because that is our philosophy and
that is how we will behave in Government, we believe that
they have got the responsibility and they have got the right
to carry that responsibility alone. But what they cannot
do is embark us on a particular road and then say that we
should join what they have decided on their own and that
is how they have dealt with the situation throughout and
because they have dealt with it throughout they have dealt
with it very badly and this is finally the last nail in the
coffin of the policy of the AACR on Spanish pensions which
puts an additional burden on the people of Gibraltar which,
hopefully, we will be able to extricate them from in a few
months time.
HON SIR JOSHUA HASSAN:
It is quite clear if I ever had to be convinced I was
convinced today that Mr Bossano loves the sound of his voice.
I wonder what all the radio listeners bored stiff with such
repetitive stuff will be thinking of the broadcasting of
these proceedings. I am only going to make two very small
points. First of all, when we talk about morality, of course
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there is an aspect of morality in everything that .ae
Government- does but in •thii,. case it isn't morality alone,
we•are • concerned, a -strict legal 'liability
it is insofar
according to the -Laws:of -. Gibraltar and it is no use saying
that we haVen't.ohanged- •the law becadse if we had changed
the—law now it - would-- have been held ultra wires because it
is contrary to the rules of the Common Market and if one
is in conflict aWi'oh the -other the 'Common Market law prevails
over the local law not only in Gibraltar but throughout the
Community. ThOse two points are the most important points
relevant to this matter.
MR SPEAKER:
If there are no other contributors I will call on Mr Mor
to reply.

HONaRaWIRraaa
Mratpeaketi1,'-regret Very:MUch'that MY Original Motion should
haaae'Veenanded- atS. ' hat. been done, or rather demoliShed.
What the,rAACR-itSaying to us is that- they belieVeathat they
are going",:tb-adOPt a policy. whereby they are going to accept
a 'lilability-ti- pay the: pre-1969 'SpiniShpentfonersand that
that Win be a' diMinishing liability so eventually what they
ate -SaYing'ISthat in 'a few YearStiMe they would have nothing
else"-'to-Ceintributal -think the question yehaVe.to_ask is
WhO then' is 4piln to. #Ontribute7 Arc; they ,eXpecting really
that :- 'the 7 tritish Coverraient as gding tcacontribute? Mr
iny"'refet - Onde _again :0- th'e contribution. that
SPeWit.,
Mr 7 McQUairtimade in the House of, _Commons_ when they were
diSCUSsinq' the PortUguese - and Spanish Accessipn BUIS, in
the' last- paragraph hea said: flit is ,not good _enough for the
GOvernMentatdsay - that the
they`are ailtaing something to meet the
preblem o:'- the paYMent e oaE7m . per_annut.-No enee in Gibraltar
can ae6ePttnItapprocha The _Britiskataxpayer, ShoUld ,not
' In fact,
Over fifteen .years".
be' -Skedsubsidise
Mr Speal,lera the, Britisb_poSition as coming.. out. clear, that
a taxpayers _to pay. How, is
they are not going to "ask their was
ths.. Government goipgatoza deielnda? thata.position7,Mr. :Speaker,
thiA7it isareallyZaaMatter-Of regret thatathe'GoVernment,
as the Ron Leader ,'of the.OpPositias_saying a.few_minUtes
aS0a:.:ttlitheaCovelttit::7-#(15/nrlitih-g";trditP6Sition;
i_astrOng.• poSition
T1'14
against tha v if,we MaYasay it like that; but the Spanish
GoVernment will, of course, be adopting a similar strong
position and that is why I was trying to emphasise before
that we should still maintain, we should keep on maintaining
a strong position because otherwise we are likely to lose
- out in the end as has been the experience. In fact, Mr
Speaker,'-the a.experiente:'that" Gibraltar has.'had- on the
negotiating ability of the AACR - GOvernment was even 13d:tilted
out;'in their-own motion yetterday.when in paragraph (b) they
Were saying that the Gibraltar Government took all reasonable

steps to obtain the necessary derogations free
respect of the additional liabilitv. Qeite obvioUsly we
haven't got the derocationz and the Gcvernmeaa
securing this, Mr Speaker, and censequently weheve to
this motion because the position of Gibralter
net t
protected in the manner that we would like to see it. :-.1ana.
you, Mr Speaker.
Mr Speaker then put the question on the Hon H '?an t i= motion,
as amended, which now read as follows:
"This House considers that Gibraltar has no forther
obligation to contribute to the cost of revalued Saanish
pensionS beyond the £4.5m from the Snanish se.ie-fund
other than in respect of those Spaniards ;'r.e were aleeady
in receipt . of pensions prior to the ___enure cf
frontier in 1969 and that any further rayments is a
Matter for Her- Majesty's Government to agree with the
Government of the Kingdom
Spain".
On a vote being taken the follcwino Hon Members voted in
favour .
The Hon A J Canepa
The Hen Major F J Dellipiani
The Hon M Featherstone.
The Hon Sir Joshua Hassan
The Hon G Mascarenhas
The Hon J B Perez
The Ron Dr R G Valarino
The following Hon Members voted against:
The Hon J L-Baldachino
The- Hon J Bossano
The Hon M A Feetham
The Hon H Mor
The Hon J C Peres
The Hon J E Pitcher
The following, Hon•Members were absent from the Chamber:
The 'Hon Miss M T MontegritfO
The Hon H J ZaMMitt
The Hon E Thistlethwaite
The- Hon B Traynor
The motion, as amended, was accordingly passed.
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ADJOURNMENT
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Mr Speaker, I now have the honour to move that this House
should adjourn sine die.
KR SPEAKER:
In proposing the motion and without wishing to give grounds
for unfounded speculation, I think I can safely say that
there is a likelihood that this Fifth House of Assembly will
not meet again before it is dissolved in accordance with
the provisions of our Constitution. I would therefore like
to take this opportunity, perhaps slightly prematurely, to
bid farewell to all Members and, indeed, to thank you all
for your cooperation and assistance in making our proceedings
at all times orderly and dignified. To all Members who intend
to contest the forthcoming elections I wish good fortune,
to those of you who have decided to call it a day I wish
all the very best in your new fields of responsibility.
Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the House adjourned sine die.
The adjournment of the House sine die was taken at 12.45
pm on Friday the 22nd January, 1988.
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